liii A £3500 MERIDIAN SYSTEM
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BELA BARTOK
ZINMAN'S BEETHOVEN CYCLE
KORNGOLD'S FILM MUSIC FOR
A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM
JOHANN STRAUSS CENTENARY
FREEDOM JAZZ
THE BBC RADIO BALLADS
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C ONTROL
Over the last quarter century, the Mark Levinsor logo has graced some of the world's finest
preamplifiers. The highly acclaimed N1 2380 and N23805 are the most recent to wear the prestigious
marque. Conspicuously absent, however, has been aReference preamplifier. Madrigal now fills that
void with the introduction of the Mark Levinson N232 Reference Preamplifier.
At Madrigal, the term Reference carries special meaning. In the literal serse, Mark Lev nson Reference
products are used as benchmarks. Designed to be the best available in their category, regardless of
price, they feature amodular architecture. This approach allows owners to update Reference products,
keeping them at the leading cage of the art and validating the initial investment.
The N232 completes the Mark Levinson Reference system. It utiilizes two-chassis construction,
but with,a non-traditional separotior of audio circuits from power and control devices.
Input switching and setup options allow

:Df

unprecedented system optimization. It is like having

adedicated preamplifier far every source. Optional phono modules (XLR or RCA allow loadirg
and gain adjiustments by remote control.
Even single source system can benefit from tie technology and performance cf the N232. Analog
volume control - unchallenged as the superipr method for attenuation - is implemented at the highest
evel of sophistication. Power supply regeneration assures audio circuits of premium AC power, while
numerous electrical and mechanical features. preserve even the most complex mJsica details.
Mark Levinson's first Reference Preamplifier -eveals he subtlety and nuance of your most cherished
recordings with an ecse and gmace that is truly amazing.
Visit your

nar-KTI>

Evrison

Morn Levinson

dealer and experience it br yourself.

For Full details on Mark Levinson components precise contact:Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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in hi-fi amps. John Crabbe comments:
`No doubt Class B was soon in use for
economy reasons once the push-pull

Martin Colloms points out [page 75]
that the compact disc still has a long
and useful life ahead. It will be a long

idea had caught on, but in its basic,
least-compromised form the twin-valve
circuitry still employed Class A — just

time before the new high-quality formats
— whether DVD-A, Super Audio CD,
multi- channel or two-channel — can
build up asignificant catalogue.

like the single-ended triodes which
preceded it — with the valves simply

And for most of the population, the

'Leave the
bummers
behind'
seems like
rather a
negative view
of CD track
selection.
But Xtra)
wants you to
have more
fun, if with
less musk

SIHOW
This year's Show is
open to the public on
25-26 September
(trade-only
admission, 23-24).
For our detailed
Show Preview, see
page 16. Don't forget
that next month's
issue carries afree
ticket, saving you the
I"5.00 admission fee.

phrase ' new audio formats' is more
likely to mean MiniDisc (which, as MC
notes) can provide aperfectly acceptable
substitute for CD in most ordinary

driven in anti-phase, for symmetrical
operation, not with each handling aonesided waveform.
'The advantage of this was that one
could get rather more than twice the
power from a pair of valves, with less

circumstances, and MP3, which doesn't,
really [see page 56]. But many users
find that computer music, even more
than MiniDisc, is fun. So the rather
wacky proposal by Xtrax Labs, Illinois,
for anew kind of instant 'favourite track
selection', is best seen as an attempt to
make CDs modem, fast-moving.., and
fun. The Xtrax system involves aselfstick, hand-markable label which the
user can apply to each disc, and a
modification to the CD player, allowing
it to read the marks optically. Numbered
regions on the label correspond to the
tracks on the disc, so that an Xtraxequipped player can read the user's
marks and identify which tracks are to

All time greats: valve/recording gear gum Tim
de Paravicini with aRevox G36, as celebrated
in our millennial special. See page 70

be skipped. Lettered areas then allow
selection of other preferences ' such as
equalisation and music categories'.
There are no Xtrax players as yet;

distortion, while the output transformer's
performance was improved as the DC
currents were self-cancelling and thus

but, if implemented in volume, the

didn't magnetise the core.

additional component cost could be less
than 45 cents. The system could work

'For down-market PA work (no
doubt including many cinemas) Class

with any kind of optical disc. So we

B indeed became the norm, but all the

eagerly await news of the first CD player
to let users ' leave the bummers behind'.

better push-pulls were Class A, with
quality-conscious folk tending to look

Visit utufw.xtraxlabs.com to learn more.

down their noses at Class B devices.
'There were of course various levels

On the other hand, there are still
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riting in this issue about
some listening tests on highresolution audio masters

users ( the rest of us) who listen to a
whole symphony without skipping tracks

of sophistication in the circuitry
concerned with minimising Class B

or re-compiling them, and may be quite
happy with CDs as they are. But if

distortion artefacts (as indeed in latter-

new high-quality audio formats, why not

day solid-state amps) but " push-pull"
became universal for high-quality audio
amplification, because (when avoiding

listen for yourself at The HiFi Show?

the very mode of operation the Editor

BOTTOM OF CLASS A

attributed to it) it was the best you
could get.'

MC's article-piques your curiosity about

Last month, by way of back-up to the
Tron amplifier review, Iattempted to

STEVE PORTOCARRERO

describe the origin of the single-ended

We are sad to report the death of Steve
Portocarrero, who passed away at his

triode as we know it today. In trying to
be brief, the story took two steps at
once, and misleadingly implied that
PHONE FOR
PATHOS.'
Readers who liked
the look of the
Pathos Twin
Towers amplifier,
reviewed last month,
should phone UKD
on 01753 652669.
We regret that the
number printed last
month was the fax.

push-pull output stages necessarily
operate in Class B. In fact, the two
valves in apush-pull stage could and
would still be run with the same bias
arrangement as in the single- ended
amplifier, in other words, Class A
operation. Class A has continued to be
the norm for high- quality push-pull

home on 7June after along illness. As
ICK put it, Steve was known to all who
visited hi-fi shows in the USA as ' one
of the great guys in high-end audio',
always knowledgeable, helpful and
impressively professional. Our primary
contact with Steve started while he
worked for Tandberg, then during his
period at Krell and later at Wilson
Audio; he set an impossibly high

valve amplifiers to this day. Only with

standard which few others can hope to

the introduction of solid-state devices
did Class B operation become standard

emulate.

Our deepest condolences go

out to his wife and daughter.
3
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REALM' CHECK — the

all-valve LS25
brings down the cost of true Audio
Research high-end performance.
This line stage preamplifier can be perceived as aslightly small Reference LIt
is apure Class Adesign with smooth
detailed sound, clean focus and
plenty of bass impact. It has the Eexibility to integrate with high quality
audio and video components.
A NEW REALITY— AUdi0 Research
delivered true reference souno
quality with its Reference 1
preamp and Reference 600
monoblocs. A number of customers looking for Reference o00
sound quality have asked for
slightly lower output power and a
smaller chassis. The new
Reference 300 is the smaller,
quieter and cooler answer to diese
customer's needs.
Good news too for existing
Reference 600 customers
who can opt for the Mk11
factory update while
new- build Reference
600MkIls are now available. Each mono chassis
packs 16 power output
valves through atightly
coupled output transformer
to deliver an effortless 600

Get anew grip on

REAL PERFORMANCE — the

LS15 preamplifier is for those making an
important transition into the real
high- end yet who wish to retain the
convenience of full remote control
of all front panel functions. It
offers both singled ended and
balanced inputs with microprocessor controlled relays for
gain control and switching.

REALITY

Enthusiasts looking for the traditional qualities of an all-valve line
preamplifier will find them
carried over into the LS8 which
replaces the much loved LS7.
REAL POWER — The 100 watt per
channel VT100 power amplifier
is ahard driving amplifier with
true bass slam matched by aliquid
mid and top. Its speed and control
have to be heard. The
LS15/VT100 pre/power
combination will rock you
back on your heels with its
resolution and dynamics.
This partnership puts excitement back into your music
making. Martin Colloms
(HiFi News April 1997)
reviewed the VT100 as
"having agenerously
balanced sound... sufficiently positive and
dynamic to give abelievably
accurate tonal balance".
The VT100 is now in
Mk11 build with doubled
power supply energy
storage, cooling fan and

watt with the naturalness
and ease of dynamics only
associated with live performance. With its wide bias
adjustment the Reference
600 can use of any popular
output valves in the 6550,
KT88/90/99/100
families. The all-valve
Reference 1stereo line

valve damping rings. Mk11
enhancements are available as afactory upgrade
for existing owners. The
mid- power Vi100 Mk11 is
positioned between the
classic VT50, at around
£3300, and the mighty
VT200.
REAL INTEGRATION —
enthusiasts waited along

preamp has full microprocessor remote control of
volume, balance, record

and input selection with
both balance and single
ended inputs ( eight plus
full tape loop) and outputs
VT200 amplifier — nominee The Academy Advancing High
time for the CA50 all-valve,
(two main, one tape).
Performance Audio & Video Golden Note award 1998 Tube
remote control integrated
There are no mechanical
(valve) electronics design'
amplifier. Conservatively
switches to degrade the
Reference 600 monoblocs — winner AAHEA Golden Note
rated at 50 watt per channel
signal path. Awards and
award 1996 ' Best tube electronics design'
the CA50 is designed to be
world-wide acclaim says it
Reference 1preamplifier — winner AAHEA Golden Note
stunningly musical,
all. Find out for yourself
award i
997 ' Best tube electronics design'
handsome in appearance—
why Ken Kessler rated
its styling cues come from
these "the finest audio
the awesome Reference 1
— and completely convenient Audition this important
amplification devices ever produced" (
Hi Fi News May 19961
Audio Research first ano find out why Ken Kessler ( HiFi News February
REAL PARTNERS—AUdi0 Research has introcuced the 1S9, aremote
19971 said, "So much for the superiority of separates...".
control solid-state preamp to replacing the popular LS3/3B. This all new,
REAL QUALITY — An entirely new full 20- bit CD player, the CD2, is styled
direct- coupled Class A design uses the constan:current technology of the
to match the CASO. As acoinplete player Audio Research is convinced
flagship Reference 1and features two balanced and three single-ended
the CD2 can compete wi:n any single or two- box player in the market
inputs plus afull tape monitor loop in alow profile case.
Perfect partner for the LS9 is the 100.2 solid-state

Dower

amp which

we believe sets anew standard. Liquid and grainfree, it possesses afine
midrange transparency.
REAL TRADITION — the PH3 phono preamplifier is eagerly sought oat by
those enjoying the renaissance of interest in vinyl. A total of 109 part
changes now see the PH3 in Special Edition guise as the PH3SE. We can
confidently say this is the most tunning phono stage ever to bear the Audio
Research logo. An upgrade will be available for existing owners.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road London SW20 ODE
Tel
0181-971 3909
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email info@absolute-sounds.com
http://www.absolutesounds.com

with Ls astounding resolution of detail and dynamics.
For those seeking classic Audio Research sound quality in an
outboard digital convener the all valve output DAC3 converter is the
perfect choice. It is now in Mk 11 production with improved components
and important trwchanical improvements to reduce vibration.
Time to gerer abe:.er grip on your musical reality?—contact
Absolute Sounds for ful! information and alist of dealers where you can
experience the realism of Audio Research.

audio research
HIGH
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'I'm hoping
to go,tn the
Hi- Fl Show
and II am
pleased it's
in central
London
rather than
Heathsow,
which was
too far out
for me last
year

LOOKING FORWARD TO THE SNOW
Dear Sir, Iam just writing to say
how much Ienjoyed the June issue:
the interview with Ray Kimber;
KK's review of the Nu-Vista 300
from Musical Fidelity (Iam so
pleased Ichanged my Mara=
PM44SE amplifier — goad for the
price — for an MF X-A1); and the
luxury standmount speaker test.
Your CD Service and ACCeSSOliCS
Club is also agreat idea.
I'm hoping to go to the HiFI
Show and Iam pleased it's in
central London rather than
Heathrow, which was too far out
for me last year.
Ken Kessler seems to receive a
fair amount of criticism, but Iwent
to the Manchester HiFi Show a
couple of years ago and enjoyed his
presentation.
J Bedford, West Yorks
WE ARE NOT ALONE...
Dear Sir, Ihave followed Ken
Kessler's ` Headroom' column in
HFNIRR regarding the pricing of
hi-fi components in the UK and the
US. It appears we are not alone in
this. Iquote from the Spring
edition of the magazine Advanced
Driving, from the Institute of
Advanced Motorists, page 49:
'Brits pay too much: A Commons
Select Committee lambasted car
manufacturers far overcharging
British Buyers. Models such as the
Rover 214, Fiat Bravo and Mazda
323 can cost over athird more in
UK showrooms than they do in
other European countries'. Much
the same story that you are putting
forward.
Keep up the good fight}
Alan E Smith, e-mail

ri

HOW WAS
FOR YOU?
Dear Sir, It was with eager
anticipation that Iawaited the July
HFNIRR only to be rather
disappointed with the review of the
Linn Sondek CD12. Although this
product is somewhat out of my
budget range, Iwas most interested
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to hear how it fared.
Ido have the highest respect and
regard for Ken Kessler, and I'm
sure he reviewed the player
thoroughly. However, what the test
lacked was any kind of comparision
with the world's best CD sources
(either separates or integrated
players). Also, given Ivor
Tiefenbrun's hype about his
iitterless' design, Iwould have
thought it would have been
interesting, if not essential, to get
Paul Miller to run some of his
unique measurements to see how it
fared. Ido realise that steps were
taken to use someone from Essex
University; but sometimes readers
prefer the existing reviewers
because of their long-term
experiences with other equipment
which gives agood base for
comparisions.
Jonathan Dunham, e-mail
The CD12 was revisited in August for
further subjective comment [page 51],
and afurther lab investigation [page 66]
by Professor Makolm Hawksford, who
covered the jitter issue and described the
jitter performance as 'textbook'.- Ed.
DECCA TRADITION ALIVE AND WELL
Dear Sir, While reading an
otherwise laudatory review of our
new recording of Nielsen's opera
Maskarade Icame across a
gratuitous and offensive remark
which Icannot pass without
rebuttal. Your reviewer, after
complimenting the sound overall
ends aparagraph with the question:
'Could the new Decca bureaucrats
really have wanted to squander a
production-team tradition as fine as
this?'.
I'd like to point out some salient
facts:
(1) The 'team' which produced
this recording was actually a
collaborative effort between the
excellent resident technicians of the
Danish Radio and Decca
personnel.
(2) There has been no
'squandering' of the tradition.
When Decca was obliged for purely
financial reasons to close down its
proprietary production facility we
asked ourselves the exact question
your reviewer has raised. However,
unlike your reviewer we came up
with acreative solution. We
assisted that very team which made
the Maskarade recording (and
several of their colleagues) in
setting up what has become avery
successful recording company
called Classic Sound.
The great Decca traditions are
alive and well in London, operating
out of the self-same building which
used to accommodate the in-house

operation. The difference is that the
younger generation of Decca
engineers, especially the gifted
Jonathan Stokes and Neil
Hutchinson, operate their own
business with agreat deal of their
work coming from Decca,
Deutsche Grammophon and
Philips.
Instead of 'squandering' a
tradition, Decca has protected its
investment by helping its former
employees create aworld-class
facility on its doorstep. In an era
when recording of core classical
repertoire by large, multi-national
companies is atremendous
challenge, our colleagues in the
press should redouble their efforts
to get their facts straight. Those
'bureaucrats' are quite often men
and women who care as
passionately abut the art form as do
your writers.
Evans Mirageas, Senior VicePresident, A&R, The Decca
Record Co Ltd (A Universal
Music Company)
HOW DO WE KNOW?
Dear Sir, John Dawson's letter
['Views' July] has inadvertently
drawn attention to the major
problem of DAB receiver reviews:
how do we know whether any
improvement in sound quality is
due to the digital transmission
system, or to the absence of the
processing applied to terrestrial FM
broadcasts?
R Danielian, Ruislip
We don't. But we are finding out. - Ed.
RADAR CLICKS
Dear Sir, With regards to Mr H
Roberts's letter in HFNIRR Jan ' 99
about unwanted clicks, Ibelieve I
may have an idea as to what is
causing his problems. Iwas in the
military for afew years and
consequently lived on afew
airbases. When Iwould return to
my room at the mess and listen to
my stereo Iwas always having to
contend with aclicking noise,
which seemed to occur about once
every six seconds. This would even
be recorded on to tape when I
would make recordings from my
record collection. One day when I
was visiting the control tower I
noticed the same popping sound
coming from asmall portable radio
in the control tower's coffee room.
As Iwas pondering the cause of
such interference Inoticed the
radar dish (about one mile away)
rotating. The clicking would
emanate from the radio each time
the dish was pointing directly at the
tower. Over the years and on other
bases Ihave noticed this same
7

views
phenomenon. While this will not
alleviate Mr Roberts's problem it
may give him some possible insight
into the mysterious clicking noises.
Emile Calderon, Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia
CETI« A HEAD START
Dear Sir, In the review of DVD
Players as CD playback machines
[October ' 98], it appears that
HFNIRR does not follow a
consistent approach. This is
because ancillary equipment is not
always specified, and moreover
because the output used for
listening is not clearly stated in the
reviews. The issue gets even more
complex when external DACs are
used, as in the review of the Pioneer
DV-717 in May.
Part of the problem was
discussed in aletter from Mr
Christopher Bowland in the same
issue, and your reply is only
adequate for Panasonic-based kit.
What must be identified, in each
listening test, or in subjective
comparisons is:
(1) Which laser head was used:
because anumber of DVD players
now have now two heads — even if
one has no control of that, one has
to presume that CDs are read by
the CD dedicated head, all others
by DVD head.
(2) Internal DACs used in the
conversion: may be diferent for CD
and DVD.
(3) Output used: analog RCA,
digital (SPDIF, TOSLINK), or 5.1
channels where available.
Irefer now to the review by Mr
Andrew Harrison of the Pioneer
DV-717, of which Irecently bought
aunit. Mr Harrison says ' It is
without doubt, as astandalone
audio player, astep up from the
'505'. Ipresume that the test was
made using Red Book CDs, via the
RCA analog outputs, connected to
anormal audio only amplifier.
Next, Mr Harrison proceeds to
test the unit as an audio disc
transport, and concludes that it is
inferior to the ' 505, without
specifying exactly the software used
for test, except the Placido
Domingo 24/96', which is of course
aDVD Video.
When testing CDs via the digital
output, Iassume the DV-717 uses
the CD head to read, and outputs
the digital stream via the SPDIF.
Therefore it is not surprising that
the ' 505 was better as atransport.
The ' 505 has only one laser-head
both for DVD and CD. This
delivered amore detailed sound,
with more bass and also adrier
midrange, when heard in aPhilips
DVD 930 plus Alchemy's DITB
combo that Iowned.
a

It does not make much sense to
test the player connected to DACs
that are, with the possible exception
of MSB Link Dac, inferior to the
DV-717's own Burr Brown 1716 in
dual differential mode. The other
two DACs mentioned are single BB
1716 or 1728, which is an inferior
BB model.
DACs are used to upgrade
modest CD Players, mostly
bitstream, to amulti-bit. Ihave
owned such acombination —
Marantz 52 Special Edition plus
Audio Alchemy's DITB — for a
few years with satisfaction.
Ialso presume that not many
people will now spend £600 for a
CD-only player and what is needed
from your magazine is acorrect
appreciation of sound on DVD
Video players, and ' universal' ones
in anear future.
Crespo Tavares, Portugal

phenomenon but some radio
transmissions of concerts as well.
In fact John Crabbe touched on
this in ` Sidelines' [Nov ' 96], and he
and Ihave had discussions and
compared notes on many occasions
regarding both CD reproduction
and also when we have experienced
it together at live concerts. When
captured by the microphone
however, the effect appears to be
exaggerated.
At one stage some years ago, I
was so irritated by this infringement
upon musical enjoyment (which to
my ear sounds remarkably like the
old end-of-side tracing distortion
on LP) that in an attempt to
eliminate it from my reproducing
system, Iborrowed asecond set of
high quality amplifiers, CD player
and loudspeakers, and substituted
these one by one for my own in an

soundtrack. - Tech Ed.

effort to find the culprit, if any. All
to no avail of course.
Concert venues at which Ihave
experienced this buzzing or tizzing
effect include the old Free Trade
Hall in Manchester, and to alesser
degree, the new Bridgewater Hall. I
cannot however, recall any occasion
in the splendid acoustics of
Liverpool's Philharmonic Hall
presenting aproblem. Ihave
certainly been very aware on many
occasions of it affecting the choir in
Chester Cathedral, which would
support Mr Smith's theory of hard,
reflecting surfaces. But, curiously,
the effect has not been at all
apparent on other occasions, even
though the same forces and similar
music has been in use.
Ihave discussed this with Roger
Fisher (former organist and Master
of the Choristers) akeen audiophile
himself, who suggests that it may
have something to do with
humidity.
The infuriating thing is that
many people seem to be blissfully
unaware of it — at least until it is
pointed out — and then even more
infuriatingly, seem to have the
ability to switch it out. Perhaps
record reviewers fall into this
insensitivity category, as Icannot
recall seeing any comment by the
reviewing teams of either HFNIRR
or Gramophone, unless it is what is
sometimes described as 'grain'. In
fact some of the worst offenders in
my collection have been amongst

AGAINST THE GRAIN
Dear Sir, Mr Smith [`Views' April]
is not alone in noticing acorrelation
between the edginess he
experiences on some CDs and the
same effect during live
performances. It is not only CDs
nor just the higher frequencies
which are susceptible to this

the most highly praised recordings,
and occasionally appear on
Gramophone's Èditor's Choice'
samplers.
Whatever the cause, it is not the
fault of the CD medium. Perhaps
some of our recording engineers
could throw abit more light on the
subject?
Colin Walker, Cheshire

Last October's DVD group test was
designed to compare CD replay
performance only, in the face of earlier
reports that certain DVD players were
better at playing CDs than CD players.
The DV- 717 review was more
comprehensive, to test CD and 24196
DVD sound quality.
To address some points raised here, a
dual pick-up DVD machine should
default to the correct head for whichever
optical disc is loaded. DVD players will
use the same DAC for CD and DVD
data conversion (if any machine uses
discrete converters for each format we'd
like to hear about it). Inferences that all
single head machines will sound better as
atransport - because your Philips/Audio
Alchemy combination did - are overly
inductive; the perceived difference
between '505 over '717, as transport,
could be due to any number of reasons,
from different impedance matching of
digital interfaces to RFI caused by
increased processing in the '717. As for
using external DACs, they can do more
than just upgrade modest CD players
from bitstream to multibit. In fact the
popularity of the external DAC was in
part started by audiophiles changing
from multi-bit to bitstream. And external
high-resolution DACs for DVD players,
even using single converters, can bring
substantial improvements.
The Placido Domingo recording is a
DVD-Video disc but one that carries full
motion video with a24-bit196kHz
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LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.
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HIGH-END CONTROL FROM L1NÍN
LINN'S three latest launches underline its drive towards a high end, automated,
multi-room/channel hi-fi and AV future. First seen at the Las Vegas CES in January,
Klimax 500 is a 500W monoblock amplifier ( f5600 each), available with wallmounting Brakits, said to be ' the most powerful, high quality amplifier of its size'.
Less than 500mm thick and no larger than
an LP, Klimax 500 features two mechanically

to a power amplifier in a CD-only system.

isolated circuit boards. One houses the Linn

Meanwhile, Ikemi amounts to aspin-off from

Brilliant switch mode power supply; the other
contains a patented power amplifier circuit

Linn's development of the state-of-the-art
Sondek CD12, launched last year. Ikemi

called Silent Power. The Klimax 500 case is
designed to protect, screen and stabilise the

includes the low-jitter proprietary conversion
technology ' audio module' dubbed 2-D fed

electronics inside, forming aheat exchanger.

signal

Replacing the Mimik and Karik CD players
are two new Linn CD player models, the

mechanism, the latter centred around arigid
circuit board locating all the CD servos and

from

a new ` mechatronic'

CD

Genki (£ 995) and Ikemi (£ 1950), both
featuring Delta Sigma converters and HDCD

circuitry for decoding, control and software,
as well as all the motors, pulleys, belts and

decoding. Like the Klimax 500, they are

optical sensors supporting disc loading and

equipped for both infra- red remote and

playback decoding. Proprietary Remote In/Out

RS232 communications interfaces. Onboard
volume adjustment and a multi- function

connections give Linn Knekt integration.
Further details from Linn Products' customer

display enable Genki to be connected directly

helpline, 0500 888909.

TEAC TAKES TO KARAOKE STAGE

TEAC's A- R600 stereo

integrated amplifier is
designed to complement
the T- R460 RDS tuner
and targets karaoke
users. Operable by
means of the T-R460
remote control, the new
amplifier features microphone and headphone jack inputs, amicrophone
mixing level control for karaoke, and amotor-driven master volume control.
It has seven inputs, of which five are for audio and seven for video. Power
output is rated at 90W/ch into 8ohms, and 120W/ch into 4ohms. The
A- R600 retails for £200. Further details from TEAC UK Ltd, 01923 819630.

PAPWORTH MIXES
MOSFETS AND VALVES

PAPWORTH AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, better known until

now for its pure valve amplifiers, has developed a new
range of MOSFET and hybrid designs. All three models
initially launched are rated at more than 200W per
channel into 8ohms. Both the Papworth MVH-200
valve/MOSFET hybrid integrated and the MIA- 200
MOSFET integrated amplifier are set to retail at £ 1200,
while the MPA-200 MOSFET stereo power amplifier
sells for £ 1100. An optional infra- red remote control
for the two integrated amplifiers is available for an
extra £ 100. At the same time, Papworth continues to
expand its valve amplifier line-up with a couple of new
models: athird monoblock model, the M300, based on
KT88 valves, and rated at 300W RMS into 8ohms,
and the PPA6, an IR remote- controlled dual mono preamplifier. Further details on all these products From
Papworth Audio Technology, 01744 604578.

KRELL KILLS CABLE PROBLEM
KRELL has developed several new amplifiers,
distinguished by a ' c' suffix, featuring its own
trademarked CAST technology. The key to CAST,
Current Audio Signal Transmission, is the way it
uses current rather than voltage sensitivity to
convey audio from pre- to power amplifiers The
implementation relies on pre-amplifiers that are
designed to present a high output impedance, of
hundreds of millions of ohms. The twofold benefit,
according to Krell, is that the effect of cable length
is rendered irrelevant, as are any oddities in cable
reactance. First introduced in the Full Power
Balanced FPB200c, ' 300c and ' 600e amplifiers,
CAST is now a key feature of the new KPS25sc

PIONEER
PLASMA

Pioneer has
created the
world's first 50in
16:9 aspect ratio
wide screen
plasma display
with true XGA
resolution. The
display 14resents
full-colour data
and video
images from a
variety of
sources, including
computer
generated text
and graphics.
Three-way,
superslim, antimagnetic
speakers rated at
12W are built
into the left/right
edges of the
enclosure.
Pioneer High
Fidelity (GB)
Ltd, 01753
789789.

pre-amp/CD player ( 19,000), and three new
monoblocks, the FPB250mc, FPB350mc and
FPB650mc, rated respectively at 250W, 350W and
650W power output. The new monoblocks range
from £ 5498 to £ 2,500. Further details from UK
importer Absolute Sounds Ltd, 0181 971 3909.

QED SHINES A LIGHT
OPTICAL cable can outperform coax digital
interconnects, according to QED, whose new
Qnect OT is cited as evidence. QED is confident
that the detailed design precision and build quality
of its new ' reference' optical digital interconnect
result in the resolution and focus required to
maximise musical enjoyment. Key features include
its medical- grade fibre optic core, polished at both
end for optimum optical signal transfer; a durable,
flexible, protective PVC jacket,
and special high precision,
moulded plugs fitted with
spring-loaded tips and
zinc barrels. Designed
to be compatible with
all Toslink terminals,
Qaect OT is available
in one- and threemetre lengths, at £ 30
and £40 respecitively.
Call QED on 01276 451166.
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another world- first.
hi- tech home cinema for the audiophile
1

Powerful 16- Bit

Latest DSP Technology

3

World premiere 'in art

Microcontroller

aucâo product o; the 32-bit

The 6.bit Siemens C161R1
microcontroller controls the
AV32R and its Set-up
Wizare provides most
conmprehens•ve on-screen
use - .
rnerface making setup extremely
without printed manuals

6CMHz Analog Devices
ADSP'.21065L SHARC "
Dig -tal Signal Processor;
decodes, as standard. all
current movie forrats with
capacity to cope with
the irtire.

96kHz/24-bit DACs

With its multiple
96kHz/24-b l
it DAconverters, he .
ÉvV32R is
equipped to ha idle the
finer resoluticn Jnd mo -e
spaciou.i sound recordings
of DVD Audio.

4

5

Minimal Jitter/

TAGtronic Tm Sync Link

Future- Proof

.411 software is stored
nFlash Memory and is
entirely oser upgradabLe,
with upgrades
downloodable fron fhe
Internet via a PC and
the TAGtrcnic"

The, precision twin phaselocked loop ,- educes jitter
to on absolute mirimum,
while the unique
TAGtronicrm Sync Link
sends a signal to products
deigned for this cdvanced
technology (e.g. the
forthcoming DVD32R) to
synchronize its. clock to the
masite- reference within the
AV32R. DVDs will sound
better than ever before.

Communications Bis
This bus also allows ' he
easy transfer and sharing
of informcrion for multi room ins'allations and
powerful communiccrion
between components..
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Learning Remote

/

Gold- Plated

8

Mixed Technology

(l

Broadcast- Quality

ti

TAG Molaren

Control

Multi- Layer PCBs

Construction

Video and Premium Grade

Surround Sound

The powerful back-Ft re-nna!e
control operates all our home
cnema products. tcan
also be user-progrcrinmec to
cont-ol almost any procuct
that uses an infra-red
remote, such as own audio
products, so just this one
hcndset will control your
whole system.

The gold-plated multi- layer
prirred c;rcuit boards
control return Torrents,
pros ide controlld
impedarces and minimize
couplings, with the ground
planes solit between audio
and digital processing.

Surface rrount components
for fast digital ‘: ircJitry and
leaded ccmponerts for
perfect audio signals, to
optimize perfcrrraice,
requiring both - eflow ano
wave soldering production
techniques. Arything less
would ae inferior.

Audits Components

An audiophile processing
mode for Rs:ening
to stereo and mono
sources in surround
mode. TMS-3urrounc is
capable of processirg
24-bit/96kF-z recordings
without artefacts.

No-compromise broadcast.
quality video co-npcnents
and premium grade audio
comporents
maximum
clarity and tramsoarency.

www.tagmclarenaudio.com - freephone: 0800 783 8007
TAG McLaren Audio L'c., Ermine 13Lsiness Park, Huntingdon, Combs PE 1
8 6XY.
'Dolby', Pro Logic' and ihe doubhrD symbol ore Irodemorss of Dolby laboratories • ' DIS' and ' DTS Digital Surround'
ore trademarks of Digital -healer System!. nc • The
name and logo are e Luc:Jelin, Ltd. end trodernolted.
All rigllb reserved. Used urcer atelioriration • The MPEG logo is atrademark' of Royal Philips Electrontcs. •
'51-1
.AK• is a registered l-icdernark al Analog Devicea, Irc •
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SHARP SHOWS OFF 1-BIT DIGITAL AMP
SHARP Electronics is to re-enter th e hi-fi separates market at the high
end, with its unique 1- bit digital amplifier. Later, Sharp plans to
introduce digital amplification to the whole spectrum of audio products.
In contrast to PWM-based digital
amps, the Sharp SM-SX100 shares the the digital output of a forthcoming
2.8224MHz sampling-rate of Sony's 1- Sharp SACD player. For copyrightbit DSD system and SACD, allowing
afrequency response of up to 100kHz
and dynamic range of 120dB. Sharp's
analogue-to-digital converter uses 7thorder Delta Sigma modulation rather
than 5th-order. Distortion, for 1W
output at lkHz, is 0.05%. Final D/A
conversion is by a low-pass filter. As
well as analogue inputs (balanced XLR
or unbalanced via RCA phonos) the
amplifier accepts both co-ax and optical
digital inputs. In theory, the SM-SX100
can amplify SACD digital signals
directly without conversion to analogue,
or digital recalculation. To facilitate this,
aspecial multi-pin input ( 13-pin on the
prototype) is fitted, for connection to

protection, this interface includes a
'handshake' to disallow connection to
recording devices. (Sony SACD players
currently have no digital output.) At
Y1 m in Japan ( around £ 5000), the
Sharp SM-SX100 is aflagship product,
intended to demonstrate the benefits
of the technology. It is only aquarter
of the size, and uses 50% of the power
needed by, a comparable analogue
amp. Heat dissipation reduced by 80%;
Sharp concludes that ' These key
advantages of the 1-Bit Amp will enable
the technology to be applied to the
wide range of consumer electronics
products in the future'. Call Sharp
Electronics (UK) on 0800 262958.

DENON MAJORS ON AV

MARKING the start of a major move into AV

hardware worldwide, Denon has developed a
comprehensive range of sub-£ 1000 AV receivers to
supplement its latest DVD player line-up, which is
scheduled to include the DVM-3700 five- disc DVD
changer by late November. Before phasing in these
new electronics over the latter half of 1999, Denon
will have launched a new £500 DVD player, the
DVD-2500, able to read DTS as well as Dolby
Digital sound tracks, and featuring 24-bit/96kHz
audio DAC and 24Mhz 10- bit Video DAC. Outputs
include S-Video, two SCARTs, and both optical and
coax digital. Audiophile grade electrolytic and film

GOLDMUND is diversifying
into Home Theatre with the
launch of its SRS five- channel
power amplifier. Rated at 125W
per channel with all channels
active, the new design uses the
same JOB circuit featured in
Goldmund's higher- end models.
Further details available from
Digital Audio Trading SA,
Switzerland, 0041 22 823 0565.

28 AUGUST- 5 SEPTEMBER

Internationale Funkausstellung
1999, Berlin, Exhibition Grounds.
Contact 0171 886 3103

CURA TAKES A
NEW SLANT
FOLLOWING its debut at The
Hi -Fi Show last year, specialist
maker Cura (UK) Ltd has

10-13 SEPTEMBER

unveiled its first three hi-fi

Salon Hi Fi, Paris, organised by

loudspeakers - a couple of

SPAT. Contact +33 145 573 048.

sloping front baffle floor-

10-13 SEPTEMBER

TOP Audio show, Quark Hotel,
Milan, Italy. Organised by APAF.
Contact +39 02 480 14111
23-26 SEPTEMBER

The Hi Fi Show ' 99, Novotel,
West London, sponsored by
HFN/RR (
23rd and 24th are

trade-only days). Contact Janet
Belton, 0181-774 0847.

standers and a stand- mount/
bookshelf design, said to be
developed with particular
attention to sound behaviour
and perception. Cura reckons it
has developed a family of
loudspeakers combining ' the
best technological innovation
and sound reputation with the
highest quality craftsmanship'.
Every element of Cura
loudspeakers has been assessed

14-18 OCTOBER

for its impact on aesthetic and
acoustic performance. Prices

IBTS ' 99 Milan.

are £699 for the CA- 10, £ 1199

12-14 NOVEMBER

for the CA- 20 and £ 1799 for the

Audio 99 Show, Jan III Sobieski
and Sheraton Hotels, Warsaw,
Poland. Call +48 22 602 268620.

CA- 30, each model being
veneer- finished in a choice of
seven real woods. Deluxe
versions are £ 200 extra. Cura
(UK) Ltd, 01252 401 401.
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capacitors in key areas of the power supply and
signal path. First of the AV receivers to reach the
UK is expected to be the sub-£ 1000 AVR-3300,
rated at 105W x5ch and featuring the Advanced
SHARC DSP processing first found in Denon's
advanced AVC-A1D. Three even more affordable
receivers are scheduled for late September launch,
including the sub £400 AVR-1600, an entry level
60W x5ch Dolby Digital design with interactive
dialogue set-up mode and extensive audio/video
switching. Further details From Denon's UK
distributor, Hayden Laboratories, 01234 741 200

CORNWALL STANDS FIRM

ELEMENTAL AUDIO,
based in Cornwall,
has evolved its
Reference Range of
hi fi furniture into a
new-look 'nocompromise' series,
the Isotube tiered
shelving units and L
speaker stands.
Key feature of the new shelving units is their combination
of 'tubular, closed atmosphere construction' frames with
lOmm thick toughened glass shelves. Alternatives
available include clear or bronze glass, while the Isotube
range also accommodates more affordable maple/cherry
shelves. Retail prices range from £425 for a two-tier
Isotube shelving unit to £849 for a four-shelf design.
Reference Range upgrades are available. The Isotube
speaker supports, designed on similar principles, are
priced at between £ 599 and £999. Further details are
available from Elemental Audio, 01840 211045.

Natural Beauty
Loudspeakers from Vienna Acoustics
Turntables from Pro-ject
Music from Austria
Distribution by Henley
Your Hi Fi system should be as pleasing to the eye as it is to the ear.
Spoil yourself with the latest affordable masterpieces from Austrian craftsmen

ERSPECTIVE

MAHLER

CLASSIC

BACH4

Distributed in Great Britain by HENLEY DESIGNS LTD
The Old Coach House, The Street, Crowmarsh Gifford, Wallingford, Oxfordshire, OX10 8EH
TEL: 01491 834700 Fax: 01491 834722
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M USICAL FIDELITY KEEPS THEM
COMING
MUSICAL FIDELITY'S
seemingly unstoppable
flow of new designs
continues with the launch
of the A3 integrated
amplifier. Specified at an
85W/ch power output, the
A3 has arated peak power output of 200W
per channel into 2 ohms and a 10-15A
current capability designed to give good load
driving capablity. Conceived as adual mono
design which is intended to give top-quality
stereo imaging, the A3 amplifier features
separate transformer windings for remote
control, pre-amp and each channel of power
amplification. Moving-magnet and moving-

coil stages are fitted to the phono (disc)
input, and apre-amp out socket allows for biamping. A 'mil-spec' aluminium fascia,
aluminium controls and 24-carat gold-plated
brass inserts secured with Allen-head screws
define the exterior build quality. Retailing at
£849, the A3 amplifier will be joined by the
A3 CD player this summer. Further details
from Musical Fidelity, 0181 9002866.

PHILIPS'
SET-TOP
BOX HAS
E-COMMERCE
PHILIPS has adopted the new
Microsoft TV Platform Adaptation Kit
(Microsoft TVPAK) in its new TV settop box product lime. TVPAK
provides viewers with 'rich new
content, new forms of
communications and E-commerce
capabilities via analog, satellite,
terrestrial or cable mediums'. IVPAK
client software operates arange of
devices, from set-top boxes to
Internet terminals to televisions.
TVPAK also supports the Philips
CryptoWorks conditional access
system and Philips' new TV-oriented
User Interfaces.

loudspeakers, designed by RKS
Design of Los Angeles.
Call + 1626 935 8888.
MEMOREX, now focused on
CD- R, CD-RW and DVD
media, says it achieved 700%
growth in its sales of CD- R
media last year, achieving
6.9% of th world market.
Nil's eleventh successive
transmission contract for
independent regional radio
brings Chrysalis Radio's
Galaxy station to north-east
England from 1June,
providing an alternative to
sister station, Heart.
NXT, the SurfaceSound flatpanel speaker patentee, has
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We guarantee you

will be amazed at

the detail and presence gained by
cutting out your preamp.
Players and DACs from Accuphase,
Audio Synthesis, dCS ( Elgar), Pass and
Wadia all have volume controls and

DIRECTLY.

drive the power amp

Even the best analogue preamplifiers

GAMEPATH, UK distributor for
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preamp. Even connect a
turntable through the CD ...

new

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
Rotel, JBL Home & Car Audio,
Infintiy Home & Car Audio,
and Harman/Kardon, has
moved to 28 Heathfield, Stacey
Bushes, Milton Keynes MK12
6HR. Tel: 01908 317707.
MPO is running agraphic
design competition via its
website, www.hi-space.com,
the winner to be flown to New
York for four days to see prints
of their series of eight different
musical styles designed to
personalise the colourpackaged Hi- Space Recordable
MiniDisc range.
KWONG QUEST, an NXT
licensee, won the 1999 Best
Product of The Year, awarded
by the Industrial Designers
Society of America, for its
inverted-V-shape multimedia

DAC direct to your power
amplifier and cut out the

TDLscover

ELITE EXCAVATES NEAT BASS
IN THE new Elite floorstander,
Neat Acoustics aims to add
'seriously deep bass' to the agility
and musical qualities of its longestablished Petite compact
loudspeaker. Elite and Petite share
identical bass/mid units and ribbon
tweeters, but in the Elite, dual-port
'staggered' tuning aims to integrate
extended bass with the Petite
mid/treble. The enclosure,
extensively braced internally, is
mounted on spacers over an integral,
solid slate plinth. Coupling to the
floor is described as ' rock solid'.
Rose Maple and Black Ash finishes
are offered for the Elite, which
retails for £ 1195 per pair. Neat says
the Elite is ' fast establishing its
own dedicated audience'. Call
Neat Acoustics, 01833 631021.

Connect a CD player or

now signed up 115 licensees
including, most recently, the
Taiwan OEM hi-fi/home
cinema producer HBX
International Loewe Opto
GmbH of Germany; and
Oyster Acoustics of Italy.
Call 0171 343 5050.
SANYO supplies its new 007
lifestyle component hi-fi system
(pictured above), rated at 50W
x2ch, with an optional threedisc MiniDisc changer at the
heart, sold all-inclusive at
£449. Call 01923 246:363.
YAMAHA'S latest DVD player,
the DVD-S795 (typically £530)
features both DTS and Dolby
Digital output via optical and
coax, 10- bit Video DAC, and
Graphic User Interface or easy
player operation. Call Yamaha
(UK) on 01923 233166.

lose information. Done well, digital
volume control and input switching is
far cleaner and preserves fine detail at
all frequencies. Imaging is
Feed LP or tuner through

TANGIBLE.
aHIGH-RATE

analogue/digital converter and use the
CD or DAC as aDIGITAL

Of

course,

PREAMP.

there are systems where

the best solution is still agood preamp.
We have some

very good

ones.

Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and save
money in the long run. You will, we promise.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR AND PURCELL,
PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA.
BASIS, CROWN J
EWEL,
GRAHAM, LEHMANN, MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE,
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.
ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY,
LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS.
SIRIUS, SONNETEER, SUGDEN.
AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS, HARBETH, LUMLEY,
MAGNEPLANAR,
TOTEM.
ACCUPHASE,
MAGNUM DYNALAB.
ARGENTO, CHORD CO.,
NORDOST, TICE, YAMAMUFlA CHURCHILL ETC

VINYL:

DNM,

AMPLIFIERS:

DNM,

CAT, DNM,
LOUDSPEAKERS:

NEAT,
TUNERS:
CABLES:

The
Right
Note
I,,..,,- in the-

H

A

F I-I

01225 874728
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THE

SHOW
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Our first Show at the Novotel looks like being the best ever.
Sneak a look ahead to some of what's in store

H

ere's arundown on some
of the host of new
products that will be seen
at this year's Show — we've tried
to include as much as possible
of the information which was
supplied by exhibitors in time
for this month's copy deadline.
But of course, this Preview
cannot cover everything: we'll
be running a ' late news' update
next month: the full listing of
exhibitors will appear in the
Show Guide issued at the event
itself. And don't forget that next
month's edition of the
magazine will also provide your
free ticket to the show, saving
you the £ 5.00 admission charge.
But for now, here's aguide to at
least some of what you can look
forward to see at the
Show...

ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS
New Products include:
Audio Research
Reference Phono
Amplifier, Audio
Research Reference 2
pre- amplifier, Jadis
Symphonia CD player
(entry level), the Krell
CAST amplifier range;
Krell Home Cinema
Director, Martin Logan
Scenario free standing
loudspeaker, Siltech G3
Cable range, Sonus
Faber Amati Homage,
Theta Gen 6D-A
converter, Transparent
Audio new interconnect
and speaker cable range,
Wilson Audio System 6.
Existing products
include the full range
from Audio Research,
Copland, Davidson-Roth,
Jadis, Koetsu, Krell,
Martin Logan, Siltech,
Sonus Faber, Theta
Digital, Transparent,
Vidikron, Wilson Audio.
16

We've tried to
include as
much as
possible of the
information
which was
supplied by
exhibitors in
time for this
month's copy
deadline. But
of course,
this Preview
cannot cover
everything...

From Absolute
Sounds, the Sonus
Faber Amati

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
Acoustic Energy Ltd is set to
launch a flagship product to
head- up its award- winning
Aegis Series of loudspeakers.
The Aegis Three is a
powerful three-way slim- line
floor standing speaker that
uses the 25mm silk fabric
dome tweeter and 130mm
metal alloy mid/bass driver
from the Aegis One, with the
addition of a new 180mm
vented polymer chassis with a
polypropylene cone for the
bass drive unit.
The high bass and mid
frequency drivers are reflexoaded through a flared port to
the rear whilst the bass only
unit is housed within a
separate enclosure and
reflex loaded through a
high power flared port to
the front.
All three drive units use
OFC internal wiring to the
bi-wired crossover and are
magnetically shielded for
use as front channel
speakers, when positioned
close to a TV within AV
applications.
The cabinet construction
features a 25mm full length
front baffle, mounted
within a 15mm MDF fully
braced, 840 high cabinet.
Factory fitted mass- loading
in the base of the cabinets is
also supplied in addition to
base plinths and 8mm
spikes for optimum stability
and coupling to the floor.
The result of this flagship
system design is a
specification that boasts an
overall frequency response
from 33Hz-22Hz, ahighly
efficient 90dB sensitivity,
easily compatible
impedance of 8ohms and
ahigh power handling of
150W. The Aegis Three
will sell at £349.95 per pair.

11-.../gGf ay
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ALEMA
After winning many awards this
year, Alema says it will present
some more gold-medal winning
products: the world-renowned
Audio Range, market leading AMP
range and the new release (world
launch) of the fabulous Audion
platinum range: anew hybrid
valve/MOSFET transformercoupled output, true (gold medal
winning) valve-sound with alonglife circuit at down-to-earth-prices.
Alema hopes to have some other
great products finished in time for
the Show, so don't miss this room.

ARCAM
Meet DAVE's younger brother
MARC (Multi Area Remote
Control), the second module for
the award winning Alpha 10
Amplifier. MARC is amulti
room system which in addition
to the main zone, allows control
of four additional zones and
remote control of seven sources.
The new Alpha 7SE CD player
will also be on show. This
supersedes the award winning
Alpha 7, Arcam's most
succesful CD player. Digital
radio is here to stay, so take
SEPTEMBER 1999
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time to catch up on the latest
digital radio news, plus lots
more besides.

ATD/AUREAVOX
The Aureavox 0 is ahigh quality
compact two-way loudspeaker
system, designed with low-power,
low-damping factor tube
amplification in mind. The main
design objectives are high
sensitivity, with aclear, wide-open
sound quality, an acoustic window
on the world if you like. To achieve
this, Aureavox has chosen to
combine some pretty radical
engineering solutions. Using
today's state of the art R&D
equipment , the company says it
has carefully and critically analysed
all cone materials past and present,
and have settled on aunique
vintage-based pulped-paper fibre
material. For the 6.5in main unit,
the cone is moulded into aHypex
profile, and offers near to full range
capabilities. A critically damped,
pleated fabric surround was chosen
to avoid the mass and hysteresis of
the more usual ' slow' rubber
surrounds.
Our high-frequency unit was
developed at the same time, and is
totally complementary in its design:
a 1.75in pulped-paper cone. The
use of amore common dome
tweeter was ruled out. Our use of a
cone avoids the main problem a
dome tweeter exhibits, and gives a
natural control of its dispersion.
Both units are fitted with phase
plugs at the centre of the cone to
help optimise the radiation and
dispersion elements. Due to the
very similar characteristics of both
units, the crossover has proved very
simple to develop, with the absolute
minimum number of
components, of the absolute
best sonic qualities.
The compact cabinet
measures just under 17in
tall (430mm) by 9in wide
(235mm) and 12in deep
(31.5). The cabinet is hand
finished in handsome solid
walnut.

FOLLOWING last year's hugely successful appearance, Forcione is back! And this year,
visitors in need of a little live music are in for adouble treat, in the form of aguitar duo. On
the public days, Antonio Forcione will appear with Neil Stacey, presenting some of the most
exciting, exuberant guitar music you'll ever hear, and it's free. The duo will play two sets on
Saturday and two sets on Sunday. Timing details will be posted at the venue.
premiere of the Magnum
Dynalab MD0208 audiophile
receiver which has only just
gone into production! Cardas,
Harmonix, Finite Elemente,
Power Wedge and others will
contribute with components to
be reckoned with during the
forthcoming season. Following
an already-established
tradition, selected new music
titles on LP and CD format will
be on sale at special show
prices.

AUDIO GROUP
INTERNATIONAL

AUDIOFREAKS
Audiofreaks will present
anumber of new
products in its 12th year
at the show. Although
the reference system has
not been completely
defined at the time of
writing, Audiofreaks
knows there will be new
creations from ConradJohnson, Avalon, Muse
Electronics and
Audiostatic. The show
will also see the world
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ave/on
Opus from
Audiofreaks

From JPW Loudspeakers comes the
launch of the revised and improved
Millennium Series.10 models (with
'i' suffix), namely ML3 10i and
ML510i, with new styling, drive
units and crossover re-design, and
said to be astonishing value for
money. Existing products include
centre channel speakers, active sub-woofers and custom installation
loudspeakers.
Heybrook Hi-Fi's Signature
Range of speakers includes Models
HB1, HB2, HB3, HB4, all
featuring new styling, and Kevlar
drivers, with prices from £ 150 to
COO. Existing products include the
Gold series (Octet, Quintet, Duet)
and current popular models
including the Optima and Heylette.
Qtrale's S2 Active sub-woofer,
award winning AV620 Home
Cinema speaker system (£ 500) will
be shown, plus the current full
range of high quality, high
performance loudspeakers. Finally,

there'll be adisplay from DC
Cabinets, the OEM supplier of high
quality/high volume loudspeaker
cabinets, furniture and accessories.

AUDIO SCRIPT
The Project Fifty is said to set a
new standard for high- end
tuners. It is based on the
exceptional Five tuner but now
using the latest technologies.
The audio section and special
input FETs — sourced from the
renowned Project Eight preamp offer superior audio
quality. The discrete 2nd order
Butterworth 19kHz-filter in the
audio section removes any
spurious noise. The Fifty is
extremely easy to use, with: 99
station memories (AM and
FM), asimple control surface
(six buttons and two knobs) and
informative display. The large
rotary decoders give an
analogue tuning feel, although
actual tuning is done completely
digitally. In addition, the user
can select preferences and store
apersonal configuration. A
unique feature is the RS- 232
Data Out connector, enabling
the user to store RDS data on
an external computer, to allow
reading the transmitted
information later.
Sphinx Project Series is now
also available with aradically
different appearance courtesy
of the very cool brushed
aluminium front panel
The changes inside are as
radical: all amplifiers now use
17

the latest design topology. This
raises the high quality level even
further and ensures that all

the addition of models from
B&W's ASW range of subwoofers.
Completing the display will be the

products have the same sound
likeness.

custom installation range.

The award-winning Project
Eight pre-amp now features; a

CASTLE

new high- quality amp section
for even better specs,

On show will be three Castle
Inversion models, first shown in

independent muting for the

prototype at last year's Hi-Fi

inputs, free programmable
input naming, independently

Show, the Inversion 15, 50 and
100 — together with the two A/V

controlled optical outputs
(three), a user-specified power

models, the Inversion 45 centre

cable length (as an option) and
a RS-232 PC-communication
port for optimum servicing.
The Project Two Mk II preamp is also upgraded. The amp
section uses the latest design
resulting in improved
specifications, the inputs are
programmable, the Transrotor
feet are mounted on a special
stainless steel mounting plate
and the RS- 232 interface makes
servicing much easier.
The innovative Project Thirty
Two True Balanced 24-bit
HDCD player DM converter
now comes with the latest error
correction software; V1.9 has a
RS-232 interface for service
purposes and can be ordered
with a user-specified power
cable length (optional).
The Phono Equaliser pre-

CDM special edition series and the

channel speaker and 80S
powered subwoofer.
Castle will also launch a new
compact speaker, the
Richmond, a two-way reflex
system designed as a
replacement for the successful
Isis. Available now, the
Richmond sells for £249.90 per
pair incusive of VAT. It is
finished in Castle's immaculate
real wood veneer finish,
standard options being Cherry,
Maple, Beech, Natural Oak
Antique Oak and Mahogany;
it's also available (at £299.90 per

World renowned studios Air

low-pass filter, enabling the
user to listen to 78rpm records
in their original quality, but
without the added noise heard
when using a normal phono
pre- amp.

B&W
B&W loudspeakers will be
exhibiting its full model range from
the New 600 S2 series up to the
Nautilus 800 series models. The
800 series will feature the launch of

two-channel applications of DVD
Audio and Direct Stream Digital
Standards to be heard with the

responsible for this year's most
successful films Notting Hill and
Star Wars - the Phantom Menace.

highest possible fidelity.

These films were mastered using

EAR Yoshino launches the EAR
864 pre- amplifier, a fully-

EARNOSHINO

Chord amplification. With many
other of the world's other top

featured unit combining the

studios doing sound-to-picture
work through Chord amplification,
the chances are that you will have
watched afilm that has been made
using Chord's electronics.
The official debut of the fivechannel SPM1900 ( 1x160W,
4x120W/8 ohms, £4210.00) and
three channel SPM603 ( 1x200w,
2x130W/8 ohms, £ 2920.00) and
SPM 1203 ( 1x330w, 2x250W/8

Nautilus HTM1 centre speaker.
These models will be demonstrated

now you too will be able to hear
film scores as they were originally

as part of acomplete AV package
with the Nautilus 802 and

intended.
The new DSC1500 Enhanced
will also debut at The Hi-Fi Show.
Offering 24-bit 96Hkz performance
as standard, the DSC1500E
achieves less than 95dB THD/noise

DM605 and LCR6; again, these

at 500Hz, with adynamic range in
excess of 120dB and anoise floor of

systems will be complemented by

-135dB. This class-leading
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including 192/384kHz sampling
and SACD/DSD options, allow all

Lyndhurst and Abbey Road are

the Nautilus 804 model and the

new range, from the DM601 and
DM602 up to the new active bass

converter parts, allows the
DSC1500D to be used as the
perfect digital control centre.
Performance upgrade modules

CHORD

ohms, £ 5075.00) power amps will
take place at this year's show, so

ASW4000 subwoofer.
The B%&W 600 Series 2 display
will show all the models from this

either AKM or Analogue Devices

time being as the ` miniKEEP',
to sit alongside Castle's already

designed to the same high
standards as the Project Series.
And it got its final approval only

highest audio quality available
with today's technology. Unique
is the purpose-designed 78rpm

analogue-domain volume control,
and the ability to select between

include a new small centrechannel speaker, known for the

well-liked KEEP centre-channel
model.

lowest noise level and the

performance, coupled with full
remote control over its six digital
inputs, three digital outputs,

pair) in Rosewood and Yew.
In addition, Castle will effect
the re-launch of the five-model
Classic range, which will

amp (compatible with m-m and
m- ccartridges) and has been

after many exhaustive listening
sessions. This ensures the

Castle sInversion series will be joined by some exciting new models...

renowned 834P phono pre- amp
and the 834L line-stage in one
package, with EAR's trademark
stunning chrome front panel.

World
renowned
studios Air
Lyndhurst and
Abbey
Road are
responsible for
this year's
most
successful
films Notting
Hill and Star
Wars — the
Phantom
Menace.
These films
were mastered
using Chord
amplification...

Six inputs are provided, one of
which is fully balanced on XLR
sockets, plus two outputs and a
tape (or these days CD-R!)
loop. Hear what many
professional studios use... and
Tim de Paravacini will, as
usual, have a few surprises up
his sleeve.

FASE
The company now claims to be
among the most important and
best-appreciated companies in its
sector, which, it says, is thanks to
the intuition shown in foreseeing
the importance of design and
communications, as well as to the
capacity to identify already wellknown partners, thus enabling it to
SEPTUM» WM
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successfully penetrate foreign
markets. ' Quality, communications
and distribution', says Fase, form a
three-dimensional model that
guides the development of the
company both at home in Italy and
abroad, and allows it to be in
perfect tune with the market's latest
developments.
From its foundation in 1992, the
'Synthesis Art in Music' has had as
its objective the design of
equipment whose aim is not just
sound reproduction, but also to
offer aproduct that represents
refined elegance and musicality all
rolled into asingle element.
Today, seven years after
presenting its first product,
'Synthesis Art in Music' is pleased
to present anew line of products
called Orange, purple, blue, yellow,
green: tints chosen ` Synthesis Art in
Music' for its innovative products
as atribute to colour.
There are five different colour
variants in line with the latest
trends, that allow you to choose
according to your personal taste.
With a 'young' design, it can be
placed with the greatest of ease
within any modern setting where
colour is the protagonist.

GT AUDIO
New to the UK's shores are Jan
Allaerts moving-coil cartridges.
These handmade state-of-theart cartridges are made and
assembled by Jan himself to the
highest specification. There are
four models to chose from: the
MC Eco, MS1S, MC MK11 and
the top of the range MC ' 2FG'.
The first three models can all be
upgraded to the reference MC
'2FG' in various stages and Jan
himself points out that once one
of his cartridges is purchased,
he will be able to maintain it for
life! A full cartridge rebuilding
and retipping service is offered.
Audioabor is a ' name from
the past', for those who
remember the famous turntable
called the Konstant. Apart from
making the Konstant,
Audiolabor also produces stateof-the-art electronics, and has
done for some time, but these
electronics have never been
seen in the UK - until now.
The Audiolabor range consists

HEAR 'SUPER AUDIO' FOR YOURSELF
STILL wondering what the promised new highresolution audio formats ( DVD-Audio and Super
Audio CD) will really sound like?
Visit HEN/Res special demonstrations to hear for
yourself, in acompletely impartial presentation of
some high- quality master recordings played direct
from the professional tape or hard- disk source.
Leading British recording engineer Tony FaJlkner has
pioneered the use of higher bit- rates and higher
sampling rates for PCM recording ( he now uses
176.4kHz sampling as standard), and has also
completed many DSD recording projects for release
on Super Audio CD. Using his own highly- developed
professional monitoring system, Tony will play master
recordings which will really demonstrate just what
high- resolution audio is all about.

of the 511 pre- amplifier, 500
monoblocks and the exquisite
531 CD player. Audiolabor will
producing amatching tuner and
phono-stage later in the year.
The other good news is that
Audiolabor will be
remanufacturing the Konstant
turntable, due to popular
demand.
At The Hi-Fi Show this year
Avantgarde Acoustic will launch
its new state of the art
subwoofer. Any of the
Avantgarde range can now be
supplied with the new
subwoofer and existing
customers can have theirs
upgraded to the new model.
New colours will also be on
show.
Tron Electric will be showing
its Type 300B valve monoblocks
producing 18W of single ended
power; and also the new Retro
pre-amplifier, and the recently
reviewed Nucleus Phono and
Line amplifier, Type 300B and
Type PX25 stereo amplifiers
will also be on display. All Tron
amplifiers have not only been
designed to produce the finest
sound possible from valve
electronics but also to give an
extremely low noise floor,
making them the perfect choice
for efficient horn loudspeakers.

HI—FI NEWS
ACCESSORIES CLUB

For the first
time, the
Accessories
Club stand
will be showing
the full
Ben Duncan
'Super Spur'
mains
installation
system

LINN
The Klimax is Linn's new top
performing amplifier designed
for Hi-Fi and AV applications.
Brakits are also available to
wall-mount vertically set of
IClimax amplifiers. Linn has
also followed up the launch of
the Sondek CD12 flagship CD
player with two new CD player
models, Iketni and Genki (see
this month's news story).

Linn Sondek CD12

As always, this stand will be
showing as far as possible the full
range of products featured in the

GT Audio will be
ntroducing the
.4 udiolabor range
of electronics from
Germany

141-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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monthly HFAT/RR Accessories Club
column. And for the first urne, the
Accessories Club stand will be
showing the full Ben Duncan
'Super Spur' mains installation
system. Complete from incoming
tails, through distribution box, Pure
Power, Lightning protection and
cabling system to Output sockets.
Ben will be present throughout the
show. In addition, future Ben
Duncan projects will be previewed
at the show. Ringmat
Developments personnel will be on
hand to demonstrate the Ringmat,
Statmat and Ringmat Support
System.

MOTH GROUP
The US magazine centre! Current
and back issues of The Absolute
Sound, Glass Audio, Audio
Electronics and Speaker Builder. Also
to be seenn are the MkII version of
the Moth Record Cleaning
Machine; the Moth Thirty Series
100W Power Amplifier; the
Incognito Rega Arm re-wire from
Germany; and the Electronic Stylus
Balance from 'The Cartridge Man',
Len Gregory; along with the first
viewing of his new tunable total
isolation system.
19

MYRYAD
On display will be the ingenious
new T-50 pre- amplifier/
processor and T-70 multichannel power amplifier
combination (DVD-Audio
ready!) and the MA240 120W/ch
stereo power amplifier. The
'affordable high-end' M- Series
and 'budget esoterica' T-series
each offer full ranges of high
performance amplifiers, tuners
and CD players.
NAIM AUDIO
Naim is proud to present the NBL
loudspeaker, atrue three-way
system with stunning performance
and looks to match. This speaker
has already received much critical
acclaim. A special surprise for
Naim fans will be the world's first
appearance of the NAP500 power
amplifier, to be released December
1999.
NAKAMICHI
Nakamichi, long regarded as
one of the world's premier
manufacturers of high quality
audio products, re-entered the
UK market earlier this year with
astunning new line up of home
audio, home cinema and
Soundspace-lifestyle products.
The Soundspace 8was the
first product to be released back
in May, and was greeted by rave
reviews, being said to bring true
audiophile quality to asmall,
gorgeous and highly functional
CD changer hi-fi system.
Following the success of the
Soundspace 8, BBG, the
exclusive distributor for
Nakamichi in the UK, will
officially be launching the new
models in the Soundspace range
at the Novotel Hi -Fi Show.
The Soundspace 3is asleek
brushed aluminium finish
three-piece CD/Alarm Clock
Radio with separate left and
right bedside units that have
separately adjustable wake up
times. The Soundspace 5will be
asmaller three-disc version of
the Soundspace 8, without a
subwoofer. Target retail price is
around £ 700 and availability is
expected from October ' 99.
Soundspace 10 is an
all-in-one fivedisc DVD
changer system
(which will of
course also play
audio CDs) with
on-board Dolby
digital and DTS
processing. A
small five-speaker
satellite system with
20

interchangeable grille colours is
complemented by two matching
small subwoofer units. This
system is capable of playing
both audio and home cinema to
the optimum and will also come
available with amatching 15in
and 18in TFT high resolution
flat screen Monitor. Pricing is
not yet confirmed, but the
product is due out in September
'99.
The Soundspace 11 is also an
all-in-one five-disc DVD
changer system (which also
plays audio CDs) with on-board
digital DTS processing. A fivespeaker system is again
complemented by two matching
small subwoofer units, all
finished with real wood edges
which can be changed to match
an interior. The really unique
part of this system, though, is
the speaker towers, which are in
achrome finish and have
motorised up and down
movement: you can adjust the
height of the speakers within the
chrome towers to gain
maximum performance, all
from the infra-red remote
control. Again, pricing is not yet
confirmed but the Soundspace
11 is expected to retail between
£5000 and £7000. Limited
quantites are expected in late
November '99.
PATH PREMIER
Path Premier will introduce aworld
first from Mark Levinson: the new
383 Integrated amplifier is afullybalanced, fully-remote singlechassis design. Utilising the latest
technology from Madrigal Audio
Labs, this design offers outstanding
value.
Another product from Madrigal,
receiving its world launch, will be
the new Proceed MDT Modular
DVD transport. This unique design
is fully modular; allowing easy
updates for both hardware and
software. The MDT comes as
standard fitted with afull range of
digital, video and communication

Nakainidu '
àA VIO

Maintaining
its tradition of
presenting
cutting- edge
digital audio
technology at
The Hi Fi
Show, Pioneer
will be
demonstrating
its latest DVD
players...

outputs. From Revel, the first in an
affordable range of speakers will be
shown: the new F30 is athree-way
fioorstanding speaker, and features
three aluminium drivers, all built
in-house by Revel. The F30 is a
full-range design featuring
compression-free drivers, making
the F30 suitable for both music and
video playback.
From Stax come three new
earspeaker systems, ranging from
an entry level £400 system up to a
new fully balanced vacuum tube
design. A new state of the art video
processor Faroudja will be shown;
the DVP3300 allows line-doubling
and quadrupling all from one box.
The DVP3300's ability to give
variable scan-rate scaling enables it
match awide variety of projectors
and display devices.
PIONEER
Maintaining its tradition of
presenting cutting-edge digital
audio technology at The Hi-Fi
Show, Pioneer will be
demonstrating its latest DVD
players - and that includes the
showing of DVD-Audio. Don't
miss some exciting Pioneer
demonstrations of the very best
that today's technology can
offer.

Pioneer's DVL919E

QED
The Show sees the frst public
showing of QED's Genesis Silver
Spiral speaker cable, plus four new
bi-wire cables, including the much
anticipated Genesis Silver Spiral BiWire. QED will be previewing a
selection of its new SCART range
of A/V cables, and as you'd expect,
he full range of existing QED cables
will be on display too.
QED will also be showing its new
MUSIQ entry-level 'wireless' multiroom system, together with our
new two- and four-channel multiroom power amplifiers. For the
trade, QED will be running aseries
of CEDIA-style manufacturer
training courses on the new
MUSIQ product. This will cover
both new market opportunities and
technical issues — these courses
will be free, but QED says
interested dealers should book as
demand is expected to be high.
SEPTEMBER 1999
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HI-FI SHOW PREVIEW
MEET THE EXPERTS
HFN/RR contributors will be on hand at the Show. Don't miss the special
Q&A sessions with Ken Kessler and Barry fox, who will be there to
answer questions on the world of hi-fi, current and future trends, new
technology.., or whatever you throw at them! Also white at the Show,
you can take the opportunity to chat with our other technical writersand
staff at the HFN/RR stand, or to get information from the Hi Fi News
Accessories Club stand. HiFi News & Record Review has sponsored the
Show since its inception in 1983; and we're proud to note that since
then, The Hi Fi Show has become the longest- running audio exhibition
in the UK, and is now an international event of global importance.
output valves, delivers an
undistorted power output in
excess of 40W. The KT88s
themselves are driven by two
6SH7 high performance
pentodes at the input stage.
These superb monoblocks will
be making their first UK
appearance at the show,
alongside products from the
new Quad 99 series, and there
will also be previews of other
forthcoming products.

REL

QED's
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QUAD
Styled around the original 1953
Quad H amplifier, the new
Quad II- 40 monoblock exudes
the best elements of classic
design, coupled with the
quality and performance the
modern audiophile expects
from Quad. The uniquely
elegant circuit topology,
designed by audio legend Peter
Walker remains, but modern
components and materials
deliver state of the art
performance and power.
The new amplifier's high
quality power supply, using a
5U4 rectifier, with its KT88

Quad's astonishing
11-40 valve amplifier

REL's new range of active subbass systems will be on
demonstration at the show,
including new versions of the
award-winning Strata and Storm
designs and the exciting new
Q200E, destined to establish new
standards of excellence in the
market.
The Q200E develops enormous
transient impact and bottomless
depths from acabinet whose
volume is less than acubic foot.
Power from the 200W fully
discrete MOSFET amplifier is
channelled to anew massively
engineered 10in driver via a
sophisticated dynamic protection
circuit which maximises bass
delivery and minimises distortion.
High- and low-level inputs are
individually attenuated to allow
precise adjustment for movie and
music sources and REL's famous
Active Bass Control circuitry
ensures total control over
frequency response.
In the unbelievably compact
Q200E, REL's peerless
standards of performance and
design have not just been
maintained, but of measurably
improved. Perfect for movies,
music, computer games and
frightening the uninitiated.

RT SERVICES
The Hi-Fi Show ' 99 will see the
launch of Spectral Audio into
the UK market. RT Services
will also be demonstrating the
latest from dCS (Data
Conversion Systems) with
current and higher sampling
rate conversions for current
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and future technologies. The
latest from NAGRA will include
the famous miniature open-reel
stereo tape recorder. The
launch of the speaker system
from Verity Audio and new
players from Accuphase and
turntables from BASIS.

SENNHEIISER
Established in 1945 in Wedemark,
Germany, Sennheiser is the
acknowledged world leader in
headphone transducer technology,
producing the world's first open,
dynamic headphones, the HD 414
in 1968. Now at the leading-edge of
new technology, Sennheiser will
this year showcase the latesi

product developments in
headphones for the first time in the
UK. These consist of the new HD590 Prestige, two new closed-back
designs, and anew mini and in-ear
headphone range. The HD 590 is
aimed at audiophiles, with its
superbly natural sound
reproduction and outstanding
clarity. It is the latest in the highlyacclaimed Bionetic line of premium
dynamic headphones — which are
designed for an ergonomically
correct fit and maximum comfort.
It represents an ideal choice for
classical music. This model also
offers better localisation of sounds
due to anew transducer onentation
(patent pending).
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SIMETEL
Simetel's Armonia is a20W/ch
integrated tube amplifier operating
in pure Class A over the whole
range of both power and frequency.
It employs the innovative technical
solutions tested in previous
Nightingale models. The result is a
piece of equipment with excellent
performance, elegant shape, great
reliability. The cabinet is made in
solid natural walnut, with
champagne or lilac coloured panels.
The Line Conditioner CS- 1500
performs the following functions: it
filters the power supply, galvanic
insulation of the minor system's
components up to atotal power of
500VA, individual separate supply
of each component of the system,
output undervoltage and
overvoltage protection, and atrue
RMS output voltage display.

SOUTH COAST
SPEAKERS
Early influences came from a
close personal association with a
company called IAS (Integrated
Audio Systems) which was also
based in Southampton. During
the middle to late 1980s, IAS
was very well known for its
Beaulieu loudspeakers. Both
Directors at SCS have a
tremendous passion for music
and its faultless reproduction
that comes for one from a
classical musical background
as a cellist and pianist, and for
the other from abackground of
sound engineering and
recording.
The Myths and Legends
range, consisting of four
loudspeakers, was released in
the UK in October 1997. Every
model had been designed
without compromise and they
featured a selection of the

South Coast Spea
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finest drive units and high- end
components available. Each
pair is entirely handmade to
guarantee the highest possible
standards of production.
The cabinets are all offered
in a choice of nine standard
real wood veneer finishes with
three luxury veneer finishes
available at extra cost. During
the past 18 months we have
added to the range with five
further designs.
In June 1998 SCS was
appointed official UK
distributor for Visaton
Loudspeaker Products from
Germany, and supplies
Visaton's range of loudspeaker
kits/drive units/components
and accessories to the Public
and also to trade customers.
SCS is licensed to supply the
entire range of Visaton
loudspeaker kits in finished
cabinets, which are built and
finished by SCS to its own high
standards.
SCS offer acomplete range of
loudspeaker services which are:
full loudspeaker testing; drive
unit testing and evaluation;
cabinet design; crossover
network design and
optimisation; drive unit
repairs and
loudspeaker repairs
and upgrades.
Now SCS has atotal
of 16 different
loudspeaker designs
available for
demonstration at its
showroom in
Southampton,
including two-way
bookshelf loudspeakers,
2/3/5-way floor-standing
designs and acomplete
Audio Visual package
including an active subwoofer.
SCS will be making its
debut appearance at this
year's Hi-Fi Show, taking
its high-end loudspeakers to a
wider audience.

The Technics
DVD-Audio
player will
be shown and
demonstrated
at The Hi Fi
Show

TECHNICS
The Technics DVD-Audio
player will be shown and
demonstrated at the Hi-Fi
Show. The DVD-Al will be set
in the Technics room in ahome
cinema and multi-channel
audio environment to
demonstrate both its audio and
video capabilities.

VERITAS

Ventas 20 speaker
(nght) and (below)
the massive
Egglestonworks Rosa
imported by Zentek

Ventas will showing and playing the
award winning
£6000 H3 full
range Horn. The
show will see the
launch of the new
floor standing
bass-reflex Ventas
40/2, priced at
£3750 in high
kloss piano
finishes as well as the
range of solid
hardwoods.The
company also intends
demonstrating
how the unique
Ventas IBL
System helps it to make ' the
best loudspeaker cabinets in the
business'. All current models will
be on show including Ventas 7,
15,20 40 and Horns.

ZENTEK
If one of Britain's leading highend audio importers and
distributors, Tunbridge Wells
based Zentek Music Ltd,
brought all its brands to The
Hi -Fi Show it would almost take
over! Look out for the new
Lumley 250 and 500, which in
particular, are worth alisten,
both models boasting
remarkable room- adjustment
options.
Also from Zentek at the Hi -Fi
Show will be the latest CDS1 —
and alarge number of other
superb new products from
Passlabs, Balanced Audio
Technology, Wisdom, Zingali
and Eggleston Works amongst
others!
SEPTEMBER 1999
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COMPETITION
'Higher fidelity'

WIN!

7

a complete Meridian system worth more than £ 3500
1111111fflfflee - '1
11.

AS acreator of complete digital audio systems,
and acontributor to the development of future
audio standards, Meridian holds a position
that is unique in the world of audio. The
company was founded by Bob Stuart and
Allen Boothroyd in 1977, a good five years
before digital audio reached consumers in the
form of the compact disc.
When CD did arrive, Meridian became the
first company to offer an ' audiophile' CD
player, based on aPhilips CD100. Successors
to this design soon built Meridian's reputation
as a world leader in digital audio, and the
company pioneered a new concept for digital
systems by introducing digital loudspeakers,
whose built-in digital-to-analogue converters
and power amps elegantly dispensed with
cumbersome conventional separate amplifiers.
This concept finds ultimate expression in
the multi-channel Meridian Digital Theatre, in
which seamless surround sound is orchestrated
by the 565 processor or by the new 800 series.
Meanwhile, Meridian has helped to create the
forthcoming multi- channel, high-resolution
DVD-Audio standard by contributing MLP,
Meridian Lossless Packing, which enables a
DVD disc to accommodate six channels of
audio at avery high quality level. Needless to
say, Meridian still caters for those who just
want high quality stereo music, and we are
delighted to offer a complete Meridian stereo
system as this month's star prize.
How to enter: Don't miss your
chance to win this superb prize.
Complete the entry form and send it
to: Meridian Competition, HiFi News
& Record Review, PO Box 531,
Croydon CR9 2ZA Entries to arrive
no later than Friday, 8October, 1999.
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers
only. Photocopies of the entry forms are acceptable,
but only one set of entries per reader is allowed
(multiple entrants will be disqualified). No other
correspondence should be enclosed with the entry
form. 2) There will be no cash or other alternatives
to the prizes offered. Winner(s) will be the first
correct entries opened. 3) Employees of 1PC
Magazines, Meridian or their agents, will not be
eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first
post on Friday, 8October 1999. The Editor's
decision will be final and binding. No
correspondence will be entered into regarding the
competition. 5) Prizewinners will be notified by
post; the results will be published in HFNIRR,
January 2000. 6) Entry forms received become the
property of 1PC Magazines Ltd.
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ACOMPLETE SYSTEM...
Source component for this system is the
Meridian 506.24 CD player. In keeping with a
policy of technical advance, this model reflects
the current state of the art, and has been
upgraded ( remarkably, without a price
increase) to include Meridian's unique 24-bit
delta-sigma converter in place of the 20-bit
implementation used before. With full remote
control and ahost of convenience features, the
506.24 retails at £ 1195.
Control unit is the Meridian 501, ahighquality, full-function analogue pre-amplifier
which in fact could be used with any traditional
high-performance audio system, but as you
would expect has some advanced features too.
It's designed for full remote control operation,
and includes alow-dsitortion electronic volume
control with 99 one- dB steps. Two main
variable outputs provide for bi-amping. The
501 normally retails at £740.
Power for the sysiem is provided by the
Meridian 556, a 100W/ch stereo power
amplifier of dual-mono construction. Signal-tonoise is quoted as better than 90dB, distortion
less than 0.05%. Its fully- complementary
design and error-corrected output stage are
said to give asound of exceptional transparency
and depth. Normal retail price for the Meridian
556 is £950.
Finally, the system is competed by the slim,
floorstanding Meridian A500 loudspeakers,

standing 825mm tall and styled with a black
glass top to match the 500 series electronics.
With asensitivity of 90dB for 1W at 1metre,
and a maximum output of 108dB SPL on
programme peaks, the A500s offer precise
imaging and pack apunch unexpected for their
size. The A500 normally retails at £795/pair,
bringing the total value of our prize system to
well over£35001

THE QUESTIONS
1. Which digital-to-analogue conversion strategy is used in Meridian's 506.24 CD player?
a) 20- bit delta- sigma
b) 18- bit 8- times oversampling
c) 24- bit delta- sigma
d) 96kHz/24-bit
2. What sthe rated power output per channel of the Meridian 556 stereo power amplifier?
a) 55W
b) 60W
c) 556W
d) 100W
3. Which feature of the A500 speaker provides avisual match with the 500 series electronics?
a) 90dB/W sensitivity
b) glass top c) 108dB maximum SPL
d) twin bass units

1
1
1
1
1

1

Name

Meridian Competlion

Address
THE ANSWERS

2i

•If you would prefer NOT to receive furtive
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Daytime
direct mail, pleasetick th is box
........... .
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tel no:
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J
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The Future of high- end
loudspeakers is taking shape.

brief encounters
Adaptec Jam on it
INDUSTRY standard software for CD- R
duplication on the Macintosh is Adaptec
Toast [ see ' Making Trax' last month] - a
very simple yet versatile program that has
become synonymous with CD- burning on
the Mac. And this will fit the needs of most
users of CD- Rwriters, whether recording
music, backing up computer data, or even
creating hybrid music-plus-data discs.
But Jam is the next step forward, an
audio- only utility for accessing more
parameters within Red Book CD,
and is aimed at audio
professionals and serious
compilers of CD masters.
In addition to Toast's ability to
arrange and format aCD, Jam
offers control of extra features
specific to amusic disc, such as
PO subcode editing, preemphasis flags, Index point
marking and Media Catalogue
Number. These are all accessible
through Jam, allowing you to
create atruly customised finished
product.
Within PQ codes, you can
specify whether you would like

the disc to be copy protected (asingle bit
stored in the Q channel), while pre-emphasis
flags will allow a suitable DAC to deemphasise high frequencies automatically.
Do note that this option ( like Index point
marking) is rarely used commercially
nowadays, but home users may find creative
applications for these legacy features.
In use, aplaylist can still be built up using
drag-and-drop placement in aJam window,
but whereas Toast only offers editing of pretrack pauses, Jam can
set track start and
stop timing, Index
times and names,
individual track gain
adjustment
(to within 0.1dB), a
choice
of
18
crossfade types
(which can overlap
or extend tracks),
copy
prohibit
on/off,
preemphasis on/off,
and ISRC code
input.
Additionally,

there is full transport control ( cue and
review, pause and play, for previewing
music tracks, and — since the latest 2.5
version — upright LED- style 26- point level
meters with peak hold. A Free update from
the supplied Jam version 2.1 to 2.5 is
available from Adaptec's website
[www.adaptec.com], along with software
drivers to support the increasing number of
CD- Rwriters as they appear on the market.
In use, Ifound the interface easier to use
than Toast, with the opportunity to try almost
limitless combinations of track arrangement.
Playlists could be easily monitored and
tweaked to create the ideal master for CD- R
burning.
The handbook is well written and usefully
provides aguide to the technology and
terminology of CD audio discs. At £240
Adaptec Jam is appreciably more expensive
than the £59 Toast ( usually bundled free
with most Apple Mac CD writers anyway),
but for perfectionists who demand alittle
more control it is the software product of
choice.
Andrew Harrison
• Adaptec UK Ltd,
01276 854500

Nordost accessories
AS well as its celebrated Flatline range

with 13 amp plug at one end and IEC plug

of speaker and interconnects, Nordost

at the other, and is supplied in lengths

has introduced arange of related cables

starting at 2 metres ( tested).

and accessories.

are predictably top class ( individually

he materials

The most unusual are the Pulsar Points,

insulated, silver-plated OFC copper

described as resonance and vibration control
devices, though readers will identify them as

conductors using separate shielding for
positive and negative conductors, with

elaborate two-part variants on the cone
support theme. Available in aluminium
(expensive) and titanium ( to make the

Nordost Teflon dielectric and PVC outer
sheath), and again so is the sound. This is
another typically costly solution to a

aluminium version look cheap), the flatbased main cone section has a smoothly

problem you probably didn't think you had,
but El Dorado is significantly better than

radiused top which engages with a wide-

standard leads in just about every respect.
Typically, the sound appears to drive

angle cone machined into a second piece.
They are available tapped for 6mm or 8mm
screws to replace conventional spikes where

harder, yet with greater fluidity and
dynamic range.

a speaker is used on hard surfaces. Pulsar

The product that has had me most

Points are also intended for use with amps,

excited, however, is Quattro Fil, ashielded
interconnect fitted with MoonGlo phono

CD players and the like.
The aluminium version was used with
Castle floorstanders, and compared to
standard steel spikes, in both cases bearing
onto large concrete paving slabs, and some

plugs and ultra high purity ( 8N) silverplated copper, wrapped in a Teflon helix
with ' minimal' metal contact, and aTeflon
tube covering. The conductors are

time was spent using both types with

interwoven, and bonded with aproprietary

various items, including the solidly built
Primare D30 series CD and amplifier on
the glass- top shelf of a Mana Acoustic

wrapping — an outer silvered shielding —
before a Teflon outer extrusion is applied.
Even by Nordost standards, this is an

equipment rack. In each case, the Pulsar
Points added a previously-unhinted-at

incredibly costly product, but in some ways
it is the best bargain of them all, with a
consistently
and
clearly
audible

measure of control and precision, and more
tightly focused imagery. The titanium

improvement in resolution and control,

version gave a further nudge in a similar

even compared to Nordost's own SPM ( at

direction, but this is a statistical result: I

£824.95 a strong contender for best of

Fil, 1 metre stereo pair £1249.95; and PP4

was not always able to identify the

breed prior to Quattro Fil) in every system

Aluminium, ,C49.95 set of 4 (also available,

differences unsighted when a collaborator

tried. You may have to mortgage granny,

PP4 Titanium, £299. 95 set of 4);

made the switch.

but the results will speak for themselves.

El Dorado is a replacement mains cable
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Alvin Gold

Seen above are: El Dorado, £399.95; Quattro

• Nordost, 01352 730251
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Audio Philosophy continues with arange
of amazing single-ended triode amplifiers, which will
take your breath away and give you goose bumps.
Unequalled performance in the single-ended domain,
from the 5watts 2A3 monoblock to the 100 watts
double decker, with prices from around £2000. And
we have 4ranges of speakers to match
The Earmax Pro Headphone Amplifier continues as
the reference single-ended all valve model for all
available dynamic headphones, head and shoulders
above the competition.

TDS

TRUE DIMENSIONAL SOUND
RESTORES STUDIO SOUND STAGE

ARCICI

ee

o

AIR HEAD
ISOLATION STANDS

•••••••

SHINPY & SPEAKERS
TURNTABLES
SOTA & RECORD CLEANERS
TICE
SOLILOQUY
LIQUID CABLES

805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor

The Audiophile Club

PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 020 8882 2822 Fax 020 8372 3772
e-mail: sales@audiophileclub.co.uk
www.audiophileclub.co.uk

POWER BLOCKS

K.R.

SPEAKERS: A SINGLE-ENDED
INSPIRATION FROM CARY
including adesign for the Cary SW 2A3
monoblock; will match amps of 2to 20W.

VALVES
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technology

With IND-A
and Super
Audio CD
locked in
battle,
there% a
real danger
that ao-one
will win

II

fwe bracket DVD-Audio and
Super-Audio CD together as
'audio DVD', there is still one
big difference between them and
DVD-Video. Audio DVD has no
Warren Lieberfarb. Lieberfarb, who
heads up Warner's Video division in
Hollywood, has bulldozed the
industry into backing DVD-Video.
But he has no real involvement in
Audio-DVD. And Warner seems
hopelessly at sea on the new format.
Both new formats are due for
European launch at the Berlin IFA
show in late August. Iwas recently
phoned by aBritish PR agency who
said they were working for Warner
in the USA on the Berlin DVD bash
and wanted to pick my brains about
DVD sales in the UK and Europe.
Why not ask the British PR agency
which Warner already employs to sell
DVD in the UK, Iasked. It turned
out that Warners in the USA did not
even know they already had people
working for them in Britain — and,
incidentally — doing agood job.
This reminded me of the last time
Warner hosted a DVD event in
Europe, when DVD was still called
Super Density Disc. Warner held a
demonstration in central Paris and
the US office booked our travel.
Instead of an easy rail journey by
Chunnel, the silly Yanks routed us
by air. It took half a day to get to
the short demo and the other half to
get back.
Philips has kept very quiet about
the Super Audio CD launch in
japan, leaving all the running to
Sony. And Sony no longer has the
charismatic Akio Morita to do what
he did for the Walkman. Philips has
sold off PolyGrana, so has lost key
software audio support. In fact it's
gone to the DVD-Audio camp,
because PolyGram's labels are now
owned by Universal, which has close
ties with Matsushita, parent of
Panasonic and Technics, which are
backing only DVD-Audio.
As previously touched on, at the
annual Technics seminar, held this
year in Salzburg, Matsushita pledged
heavy commitment to DVD-Audio,
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with 192kHz sampling and 24-bit
coding to give a dynamic range of
144dB and audio bandwidth of
100kHz. There was no mention of
MLP, the Meridian Lossless Packing
system; and there was no mention of
Long Play DVD-A, which would
serve the Talking Book market with
amuch-needed new carrier. All the
emphasis was on a dynamic range
which exceeds the human ear and
frequencies that only bats can hear.
Also, there was, of course, no
Warren Lieberfarb in Salzburg.
There should have been a show of
commitment from Warner's Olivier
Goulon, Head of Ancillary Product
at the Warner Music's European HQ
in London. But he never showed up,.
and failed to send adep.
The only software presence was
Peter 011iff, previously with Philips/
PolyGram, where he would have
been supporting SACD, but now
with Universal/PolyGram, where he
is obliged to promote DVD-A.
This whole mess is getting messier,
and likely to culminate in high farce
at IFA in Berlin. If you want my
prediction, both DVD-Audio and
Super Audio CD will flop even faster
than Laservision, CD-Video (the
analogue video single), DCC, MD
the first time round, CDiand Video
CD. All these formats were killed by
confusion, split standards and halfhearted software support.
There will then be a period of
consolidation while the twerps who
are are currently masterminding the
muddle are promoted to pastures
where they can do no more harm,
and those of sounder mind launch a
Universal DVD player which plays
anything round and shiny. By then
the audio industry will have done
much more to exploit the 96kHz./24bit capability which is already built
into the DVD-Video standard. We
shall see more 96/24 audio-only
releases that play on existing players.

CATCHING UP WITH PIONEER
This consolidation will also give the
manufacturers time to catch up with
smart Pioneer.
Have you ever wondered why
demonstrations of high-quality audio
from DVD always seem to rely on a
Pioneer DVD player?
There's a very simple reason.
Pioneer is the only company to put
96kHz/24-bit digital audio outputs

on

its

players.

All

the

other

manufacturers provide only 48kHz
or 44.1 kHz at 16-bit resolution on
the digital output. The 94/24 decode
is handled by onboard DACs which
often have far less than genuine
96/24 accuracy. The manufacturers
have been making this compromise
because they believe that the DVD
standard bars the use of 96/24 digital
outputs, on pain of losing their DVD
licence and/or paying several tens of
thousands of dollars to the DVD
Forum in fines.
So when they see Pioneer
providing 96/24 outputs, they call for
alevel playing field.
I asked the DVD Forum for
comment, but got none. A colleague
in the USA asked Pioneer, and
spokesman Chris Walker was quick
to assure that there is 'nothing illegal'
about it, because ' content owners
know they have the option of putting
aflag on the disc to direct the player
to output only 48kHz audio'.
Walker then told how pleased and
proud he was that Pioneer was the
only manufacturer to put 96/24
outputs on its DVD players.
This taunt prompted the other
manufacturers to do what they
should have done in the first place,
and look more closely at the standard
and their licences. It is indeed legal
for a DVD player to output
96KHz/24 bit digital audio data
when playing a 96/24 DVD-Video
disc that is not copyright protected
by the CSS ( Content Scrambling
System), which is part of the DVD
standard. But when aDVD video is
copy protected by CSS, the
decrypted data cannot be sent to the
digital output unless it is downsampled, je, intentionally degraded,
to 44.1 or 48kHz/16 bit code.
At the moment, DVD-Vs with
96kHz/24-bit audio are not CSS
protected. So when the digital output
of a Pioneer player outputs 96/24
digital audio, it is within the CSS
licensing rule. Other players could,
if they wanted to, do the same if they
had 96/24 outputs.
If, in the future, 96/24 or 192/24
DVDs are CSS protected, the digital
outputs will not work to the the full
disc standard. This could cause user
confusion. But as the whole issue of
audio-DVD is already so bogged
down in super-confusion, who cares?
Barry Fox

Will the others
catch up? To
date, Pioneer's
DVD players
are still the only
ones offering
96kHzI24-bit at
the digital output
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M

ost equipment reviews
start with apotted history
of the company. But the
history of Quad deserves abook, so
this introduction can do no more
than mention the predecessor to the
99 Series, which was, of course, the
77 Series. Although there have been
two changes of company ownership
between the launch of the first 77
model and the final arrival of the
99, the new series upholds the basic
objective of combining ' lifestyle'
convenience, compactness and
versatility with genuinely audiophile
sound quality.
Launched in the early 1990s, the
77 Series was intended to bring the
then old-fashioned Quad range up
to date with a bang. But with its
advanced design and ' smart' remote
control system, the 77 Series was an
ambitious project. There were
delays, and individual models fell
behind schedule. The Series had to
be introduced without the remote
control; and when the remote did
appear, its software design had
changed, so that some earlier
products had to be modified to
make them work with it.
Even loyal Quad owners, who'd
been prepared to update their
whole system, sometimes got fed up
with waiting. The company made
huge losses and, in 1995, was sold
to Verity Group, already the owner
of Mission and Wharfedale. Verity
cut staff levels, began out-sourcing
circuit boards, streamlined the
almost legendary Quad service
department and generally tried to
modernise and rationalise. But by
1997 Verity itself was strongly

focused on the new NXT flat-panel
speaker venture. It sold the now
much
slimmed- down
Quad
operation, along with Wharfedale,
to the newly- formed International
Audio Group (IAG). This company
was and is headed by Stan Curtis,
whose experience in the UK audio
business goes back to the original
Cambridge Audio amp of the
1970s, and who had spent five years
as MD of Wharfedale within the
Verity Group.

SYSTEM DESIGN
With new energy and new resources
available, the design of the 99
Series has built upon the design of
the 77 Series and, as Stan Curtis
says (with what Ithink is judicious
understatement), it ' incorporates
some lessons learned from that
system'. The remote control has
been simplified to the level of a
comprehensive television remote,
no longer risking the complexities
of two-way communication.
The whole 99 system is interconnected by the QuadLink ' bus',
only requiring a multi- core link
between component and its
neighbour. Computer- style Dshaped 15-pin plugs and sockets are
used, but the cable is far from
resembling a computer ribbon
cable: it is armoured and shielded
for reliability. Inside, it carries
multiple, balanced audio lines
(allowing multiple channels for
surround sound), plus data lines
and 30V AC power supply lines.
Pre-amp, CD, tuner, and power
amplifier are thus neatly linked by
simple,
short,
tidy
cables.

Installation is
easy and
virtually
foolproof, and
no other wiring
is required
except for
mains, speaker
and aerial
connections.
Mains power
connections go
only to the
pre-amplifier
(which
provides power
for the CD and
tuner via the
bus) and to
the power
amplifier

Installation is easy and virtually
foolproof, and no other wiring is
required except for mains, speaker
and aerial connections. Mains
power connections go only to the
pre- amplifier ( which provides
power for the CD and tuner via the
bus) and to the power amplifier.
Each Quad 99 unit contains two
micro-controllers. First, there is a
PIC device which drives the display
and accepts instructions from the
front- panel controls or from the
remote. This communicates with an
Intel processor, which in turn
communicates with any other 99
Series units that are connected. The
operating software, proprietary to
Quad, is completely new, not a
modified 77 code.
In hardware terms, says Quad,
the 99 Series uses digitallycontrolled analogue circuitry. Every
function is controlled digitally, but
the signal path is entirely analogue,
using 'very high quality components
and circuits'. Multi- layer circuit
boards are used to isolate the digital
and analogue signals and to prevent
digital noise affecting the audio
signal. This aim is also furthered by
the fully-balanced audio inputs and
outputs

QUAD 99 COMPONENTS
Despite its modernity, the Quad 99
Pre- amplifier really deserves the
old-fashioned
term ` control
amplifier', because it actually is the
control centre for the whole system.
It provides power (at 30V AC) for
the 99 CD player and tuner, and
these components only work as part
of the 99 system. It also has asuite

Quad's 99 Series pre-amp, CD player
and tuner aims to deliver much more
than your average one-make system
by STEVE HARRIS
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SYSTEMS
of equalisation networks in the
traditional Quad manner, including
high-frequency (' scratch') filter, a
`tilt' control and separate bass
compensation (a choice of boost of
4.5dB in the 30-60Hz region, or a
similar amount of cut below 40Hz).
As the name suggests, the ` tilt'
control subtly tips the audio band
frequency response up or down, by
rotating it around acentral point of
about 500Hz. There are three steps
up or down, reaching a maximum
boost or cut of 3dB at around
150Hz and 1500Hz. It is intended
to offer unobtrusive compensation
for tonal imbalances in recordings.
All input and output sensitivities
may be preset using the remote
control, the three settings on line
level inputs being 150mV, 500mV
and 775mV. For the phono stage,
there are similarly three sensitivity
options for moving-magnet ( 1mV,
3mV, 7.75mV) and three for
moving-coil ( 100, 300 or 775µV).
These options will cover the needs
of almost any cartridge.
Equalisation, sensitivity and
other non- daily- use preference
functions are accessed by multiple
presses or hold down of the main
controls. Settings are retained in
memory when power is off.
The old Quad 77 Series CD
machine was made in two forms: in
a QuadLink ' bus' model, only
connectable to other Quad units;
and as astandalone player, suitable
for use with other makers' products

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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POWER AMPLIFIER OPTIONS
THERE are (or soon will be) three power
amplifier options for the Quad 99 purchaser,
all suitable for use with current Quad speakers.
Basic choice is the 99 Stereo (£ 499), housed
in a321x70x310mm ( whd) case to match the
other units in the stack. which despite its small
size, is capable of delivering 90W/ch into 8
ohms ( 120W into 4ohms). Coming soon ( not in
time for this review) is the 99 monoblock, which
for slightly more than twice the price
(£1199/pair) offers upgraded performance
and 150W/ch into 8ohms ( 220W
into 4ohms). But the final option,
occupying much the same space
as the pair of monoblocks, at
321x140x240mm ( wild), and
providing 140W into 8ohms
(250W into 4ohms) at arather
lower price, is the massively- built
Quad 909 (£ 799).The 909's
lineage goes all the way back to
the original current- dumping amplifier

in the conventional way. However,
the Quad 99 CD player can only be
used with the 99 Pre-amplifier via
the QuadLink connection, and is
not even sold separately at present.
It comes with the 99 Pre-amplifier
at apackage price of £ 1299.
On the premise that the finest
DAC is of no use if the signal data
is not fully and accurately read from
the disc, the design aim here was to
recover the cleanest possible signal
from the CD to start with.
Accordingly, though based on the

the Quad 405. A layman's explanation of the
principle is given below While the early 405
was saddled with acomplex protection circuit
(preventing possible damage to onginahtype
Quad ESL ) oudspeakers) which stopped if from
puttng oit more than acouple of amps - and
hence from driving many other loudspeakers
speakers satisfactorily - the 405 Series II was a
great success, as was the long- running 606. The
909 seems aworthy descendant.

The Cuad 99
CD player can
only be usec
with / he 99
Pre-arnplif er
via the
Quadlink
connaction,
and is not ever
sold ieparately
prasent

Philips CD-ROM mechansism, the
player has Quad's own servo board
and control software. The DAC is
delta- sigma, using a Burr- Brown
IC, selected 'for its comparatively
high tolerance of jitter timing
problems with clock signals'.
The 99 Tuner (£699) is said to
have been designed to produce a
natural and convincing sound
quality on the UK's relatively highquality FM broadcasts, rather than
aiming
at
high
measured
performance. Two inputs are
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to, inventors of MLP - the code chosen for
is product combines the perfect disc player

lophile preamplifier in acard based format
g future compatibility.

On permanent demonstration at:
Covent Garden, 18 Monmouth Street, London VVC2H 9HB
Tel 0171 497 1346
Branches at:
173 Station Road, Edgware, Mideesex HA8 7JX Tel 0181 952 5535
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TVV3 1RH Tel 0181 569 5802
126 High Street, Beckenham, Kent BR3 1EB Tel 0181 663 3777

inaae

Chum left to nght) the 99 CD player,

pre-amplifier and tun ,r. Servicing should he easy, with access

provided, one for an FM antenna
and one of lower sensitivity) for a
cable connection.
On the Quad 99 stereo power
amplifier's back panel, a rotary
switch provides connection to
different lines on the 99 QuadLink
bus to allow selection of different
surround channels. There is also a
pair of phono sockets for
(unbalanced) audio input for use
with other pre-amplifiers.

amplifiers that did not need the
usual potentiometer adjustments, to
trim voltages and quiescent current,
during production. Every Quad 909
should perform identically without
any such adjustment. Additionally,
the current dumping principle
means that the performance should
remain unchanged throughout the
lifetime of the amplifier despite the
inevitable ageing of components.
In the current dumping topology,
each channel consists of two
amplifiers. The main amplifier is a
relatively crude Class B heavy-duty
design, which provides large
currents for the loudspeaker load.
This amplifier is not very linear,
and so distorts the signal, but it
provides the ' muscle'. In the case of
the 909, it can deliver more than
20A. There is also a second
amplifier; avery low-power Class A
amplifier, which is extremely linear
in operation. This is regarded as a
theoretically-perfect amplifier, and
in practice great efforts have gone
into making it distortion-free.
The third vital component is a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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removing the base plate

simple bridge circuit, made up of
four impedances ( actually, two
resistors, a capacitor and an
inductor). Normally, a bridge is
used for measuring component
values, because there will be no
voltage differential across a bridge
when the bridge is balanced, that is,
when the components are matched
in value. Equally, a bridge of
accurately- matched components
may be used to measure the
difference between two voltages
accurately.
In acurrent-dumping amplifier, a
bridge is used to measure the
difference between the input signal
(the pure signal) and the output
signal ( the pure signal plus

QUAD 909 POWER AMPLIFIER
The 909 has been developed from
the 606, which in turn was
developed from the original Quad
`Current
Dumping'
power
amplifier, the 405.
The current dumping principle,
which was originally patented by
Quad's founder Peter Walker and
his then chief electronics designer
Mike Albinson, is still said to be
unique to Quad. It was originally
conceived as a way of building

ty simply

distortion). The bridge output is
the difference between the input
The 909 has
been
developed
ioni the 606,
9vhich in turn
'was dev?lop3d
from the
original Qua
'Current
'3umping'
Jower a-np,
:he 405

and output signals; in other words,
everything that shouldn't be there
(noise and distortion). This signal is
amplified without further distortion
by the small 'perfect' amplifier and
fed, out- of- phase, back to the
output, to effectively cancel out the
distortion.
Just as important as the amplifier
circuit design is the power supply,
because, as Stan Curtis says, ` no
amplifier can put out more than it
gets in'. The 909 has a substantial

supply built around a 600VA
toroidal transformer, which has
separate secondary windings for
each channel, thus giving a high
degree of isolation between them.
Each channel has its own reservoir
capacitors. These are said to be
unique
Quad
components,
developed by working with the
supplier to ensure that their lowimpedance characteristics will be
maintained for the many years of
the amplifier's life. Ordinary
commercial- grade capacitors are
not designed to operate at high
temperatures and will age quickly,
degrading performance; but it is the
essence of the current- dumping
philosophy that the performance of
the amplifier should stay the same
year after year.
When connected to the 99 Series
pre- amplifier, the 909 is fully
balanced, and so no audio
component is on the ground wire.
The 909 benefits further because
the output ' negative' is not a
ground connection but a virtual
ground. So the output is isolated
from the noise or interference
which sits on the common ground
connection in most audio systems.
The current-dumping design of
the 909 not only gives neutrality of
sound, but also has the ability to
drive almost any loudspeaker load.
According to Stan Curtis: 'This is a
testament not just to the reserves of
output current, but to the fact that
inherently the output signal is not
affected by the output loading'.
With conventional feedback amps,
he says,, the distortion and
bandwidth change as the output
loading worsens, and the negative
feedback can only partly mitigate
these effects; the sound worsens
with difficult loudspeaker loads.
But with a curfent-dumper, the
difference between input and
output signals is always removed;
the sound remains the same until its
operating limits are reached. The

Simplified diagram to show the principle of 'current dumping', patented
by Peter Walker and Mike Albinson and first used in the (.).uad 405

Continued on page 121
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reeting anew turntable from
Rega is not something we do
every day: since the original
Rega Planet in 1973, there have been
only three models offered*. The
Planar 2and Planar 3were the classic
openers, simple two-speed belt-drive
decks that commanded respect for
their utility of design and great sound.
The upmarket Planar 9 that
followed in 1995 was the logical
extension of the bare Planar design,
offering abetter-specified take on the
RB300 arm (the RB900); an exotic
ceramic platter in place of the familiar
glass; and an external quartzcontrolled power supply. The simple
design was left largely intact — if
anything, the addition of alight wood
contoured skirt around the slab-like
plinth only lent amore contemporary
air to the facelift.
And now, 25 years after media-shy
Rega got started, comes a living
celebration
of
its
ongoing
accomplishment, the P-for-Planar 25.
Like the Rega Planar 2 and the ' 3,
the P25 has a solid plinth with no
sub-chassis. The arm, platter bearing
and motor are all mounted on the
same rigid platform, a 30-mm thick
piece of black laminated particle

board, supported on three rubber feet.
Motor and electronics are secured
rigidly to the underside, concealed by
aplastic shroud that neatly conceals
the mechanics from view when the
turntable is sited on atable or shelf.
With the clear plastic lid removed —
easily done by lifting the lid's plastic
hinge tongues from slots on the skirt
rear — the deck is the picture of
utilitarian aesthetics. If Ikea decided
to construct aperformance turntable,
it would look like something like this.
The motor is aconventional 110V
Airpax-type synchronous, as used in
models 2 and 3, and various other
classic belt- drive turntables too
numerous to list. This is in contrast to
the shielded and externally powered
24V version fitted to the P9. The
P25's motor is hard mounted to the
plinth (compare with the ' 2 and ' 3s'
compliantly-mounted motor), while
the passive circuitry features two trim
pots to adjust output level and phase.
These are hand-trimmed to give the
lowest frame vibration — by this
method, vibration in the motor can be
reduced to levels low enough to justify
its hard-mounting. Anyone who has
used a ' 2 or ' 3will welcome the end
of the death rattle that signalled the

With the
clear plastic
lid removed —
easily done by
lifting the lid's
plastic hinge
tongues from
slots on the
skirt rear — the
deck is
the picture
of utilitarian
aesthetics

*Not counting the
early Planar I: this
was limited to athon
run of 200, and was
quickly superseded by
the enduring Manar 2
and Planar 3models

Performance on a new plane, from
Rega, with the introduction of

initial platter start-up, as the motor
strained against its rubber securing
bands. Interestingly, the position of
the motor has been shifted, from the
near-ubiquitous 10 o'clock to a 12
o'clock position. This drives the inner
platter by asingle, round section belt.
(The Planar 9has two belts.)
As with the Planar 9, the arm fitted
to the P25 has been uprated, and by
more than just an austere silver finish.
Impressive lead-out cables from the
tonearm pillar are fitted, fabricated
from separate Klotz low-capacitance
co-axial screened cables. These are
terminated with Neutrik springloaded phono plugs, designed to make
an earth contact before signal. (Any
plugging and unplugging should be
done with volume mute anyway, but
it is aconsidered touch.) There is still
no separate earth connection as seen
on most turntables, normally serving
to ground the metalwork of the deck
to the earth potential of the following
amplifier. In its defence, though, the
Planar turntables have little metal
involved to earth.
Despite its looks, the RB600 here
probably has more in common with
the original RB300. Its silver finish is
created by apaint and lacquer, rather
than the sand-blasted finish of the
Planar 9's RB900. It is secured under
the plinth by asingle large nut, like
the RB300 (in contrast to the RB900
three-point screw fixing). Serving as
counterweight is a denser solid

the commemorative P25 turntable

by ANDREW HARRISON

Picture shows the Planar 25 with felt mat and
clear plastic lid (both supplied) removed. If
you find the light maple finish too
Scandinavian, look out for the Black Ash,
Rosewood and Cherry finishes

is for Planar
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TURNTABLES
tungsten sliding weight, in contrast to
the big stainless steel type often seen
on OEM versions of the arm.

SOUND QUALITY
Compared to sprung sub- chassis
designs, fixed-plinth belt-drives have
been accused of lacking dynamics and
extension. Certainly anyone taking the
narrow upgrade path handed down by
the UK cognoscenti, from Planar 2or
3to Linn LP12, was rewarded with a
wider range of expression, anew level
of revelation, agreater insight into
artistic intention and accomplishment. So how does are-work of
the prosaic fixed- plinth turntable
stand up to modem scrutiny?
Overcoming any worries over sonic
disgrace, the P25 performs like a
consummate professional. In use it
proved as easy to get running as its
forebears. Cueing is easier than on a
bouncing-chassis deck, and provided
it is carefully sited it doesn't unduly
suffer the problems of outside,
vibration-induced coloration. Iused it
on alow three-tier spiked metal table,
and this proved up to the task of
letting the P25 weave its magic.
One of the most attractive qualities
of the P25 sound is the instinctive
grasp of rhythm and tempo, not only
leaving the foot fully occupied in
rocking music, but sufficient to leave
the cadence of all albums played
instinctively right. Detail and insight
are not thrust dispassionately at you

REGA SUPER ELYS CARTRIDGE
AS well as the new turntable, we were also supplied with the latest cartridge, the Super Elys. Like the
P25 itself, this is also something of across- breed between existing models, in this case the Elys and
Exact cartridges. It has the same body as the Exact, including the praiseworthy three-point fixing
which facilitates alignment whilst also increasing integrity with the arm. It shares the same
cantilever and elliptical stylus as the Elys, but in common with the
Exact it uses abetter generator assembly, and coils wound under
human supervision ( instead of the easier- to- produce ' scramble
wound' Elys coils). At £ 150, the Super Elys is sandwiched between the
£85 EEys and £250 Exact. This cartridge has aforthright and robust
sound, asuper tracker that also blends transparently in this arm.
Compared to aGoldring 10 Series there is alittle more energy and spirit conveyed, and yet it still has
away with orchestral pieces ( such as adelicate yet dynamic Peer Gynt Suite) as well as rock and '
modem music. It has acomfortable ride height and is adoddle to cue by virtue of its tapered front • i
as with some high- end decks. What
the P25 seems to do instead is sort
out the strands of music and
selectively push forward the mare
engaging aspects of arecording.
Surface noise and vinyl rumble are
low for the most part, if not as low as,
say, an LP12 with agood moving-coil
cartridge. The interplay of two flutes,
captured on Telemann's Six Sonatas
Op.2 for two flutes [ EMI 2C 067514047] was found entirely captivating,
in spite of the loss of the super-detail
that can capture the mind in
preference to the heart.
Front-to-back stage depth is not so
profound as to fool one into mistaking
this for a far more expensive
combination, but it is up to
challenging other recent overachievers. In overall sonic charaemr it
bests the Reson RS1 and gives the
Michell Gyro SE adifferent slant on a
similar theme. The Gyro SE has a
more
accurate
and
neutral
presentation, while the P25 succeeds
in inviting more involvement.

With the Super Elys fitted, tracking
up to the centre grooves was good,
with only those unavoidable
congestions (Side 2 of Dark Side Of

rre P25
certain>
performs Ike
a consu -Brut?.
professional.
In use il
proved as
easy to set-up
and get
tinning as
foretears

The Moon or Offs Carntina Burana)
to make playback less than very clean.
From the same year as DSOTM,
Camel's inspired first album [MCA
MUPS 473] is acooking pot of jazz,
rock guitar and ripping organ. The
P25'Super Elys certainly kept the
opening mistitled track `Slow Yourself
Down' up to speed, with decisive
placement of percussion and
overdriven keyboards in this
unrelenting track.
If the presentation style captures
the imagination — as it surely can —
then the overall sound should
certainly not be faulted at the price.
Considering the jump between this inbetweener and the flagship Planar 9,
the ' 25 gains arecommendation for
its style and sonic performance. At
£598, it's exactly £ 1000 cheaper than
the ' 4, while still bearing an close
physical resemblance. It is over twice
the price of the Planar 3 (£274): a
point worth noting for anyone aiming
for maximum performance per
pound; but as well as lacking the sleek
1990s styling, aPlanar 3 loses out to
the welcome gain in refinement that
the P.5 here offers.

SUPPLIER_
Rega
Research Ltd,
119 .7'ark Street,
Wesicheon-Sea,
Essex,
SSO 7PD
Tel: 91702
333C7!
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This player may look much like its predecessors,
but inside, it has something new to offer

by ALVIN

T

This, after all,
was one of the
last prominent
electronics
manufacturers
to produce a
CD player,
and the
CDA289 is
only the
fourth to have
appeared so
far, so when
they do so
there is usually
a good story
to tell

CDA289

GOLD

his new top- of- the- range
player, replacement for the
CDA288, Copland's first-ever
CD player, looks exactly like its
fellow range mates. At £ 1898, it's
actually slightly cheaper than the
'288, but inhabits the same
wastefully large case ( 430x176x
375mm, and weight an impressive
16kg); and it has a large but
undeniably elegant front panel
which is essentially indistinguishable from those of previous Copland
CD players. Fixtures and fittings are
limited to a centrally mounted
loading drawer positioned above the
display ( arguably it should have
been below, to allow track preselections before the drawer closes),
flanked by large rotary power and
rotary/push controls for play, pause
and track skip. A small LED
indicates HDCD status. The remote
control adds astandard set of play,
repeat and programming options,
including index search and display
dim (two levels) and off, but the
control layout is at best artless.
The rear panel is equipped

offers the benefit of HDCD
compatibility.
The analogue stage, which
performs current to voltage
conversion, reconstruction filtering
and output buffering ( output
impedance is below 200 ohms,
which is unlikely to interact adversely
even with the least well designed
amplifier line input) is a discrete
complementary Class A circuit,
apparently a refined but otherwise
little altered version of that used in
its predecessors. The new Copland
continues to specify the Burr Brown
PCM63P 20-bit D/A converter also
used in the CDA266 and CDA288,
but for the first time they are using
the highest grade variant, the K
version, and an external FET-based
reference generator instead of the
on- chip version. Another very
significant difference is that two are
used per channel instead of one in a
so-called ` co-linear' time-averaging
topology which is designed to
usability stakes, at least until more
improve linearity and reduce noise.
complex features are called upon.
This is only the second Copland
Copland is not quick to spawn
model to use a Sony mechanism
new models. This, after all, was one
instead of aTeac part (the other was
of the last prominent electronics
the CDA266). The mechanism has
manufacturers to produce a CD
integral spring isolation and 3-beam
player, and the CDA289 is only the
laser optics whose eye pattern is
fourth to have appeared so far, so
when they do so there is usually a buffered locally before it has a
chance to degrade and accumulate
good story to tell. The technology
noise. The Sony also has the
beneath the skin is an evolutionary
advantage that it is possible to use a
advance on its predecessors, with
separate master clock oscillator,
certain features familiar from
which is akey to the CDA289's jitter
previous models, the most obvious
(le, timing) improvement measures.
being the Pacific Microsonics PMDThe newly designed custom master
100 digital 8- times oversampling
clock is positioned as close as
digital filter, which is increased to
possible to the D/A converters, and
16- times off chip. This part was
also ` slaves' the transport with a
chosen primarily for its sonic
phase- locked loop to ensure that
excellence, but almost incidentally

with electrical and optical S/PD1F
digital outputs which are associated
with an on/off switch, which is best
left in the ' off position unless the
digital output is in use. The sockets
and switches are of more than
routinely good quality.
So far then, there are no surprises
here for practised
Copland
watchers, but this is not entirely
true of the transport, which opens
and closes with asweetness and lack
of drama, not to say absence of
decibels, that is an object lesson of
its kind. Combined with the paucity
of controls, good software that, for
example, allows roll- around track
selection from the last track to the
first once the Table of Contents
track has been read, and a control
set that allows standard play, pause
and track skip operations to be
performed by simply twisting or
pushing a single control, and the
CDA289 has few peers in the
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data arrives when required. The
timing of critical signals is preserved
by careful PC board layout and
extensive use of transmission lines to
avoid unwanted signal reflections.
The CDA289 has two separate
transformers, one of which powers
the analogue electronics and the D/A
converters, and the other the
mechanical parts (drawer, etc), the
digital and the servo circuits, each
through one or more separately
regulated power supplies. Special
care has been exercised over the
choice of converter stage decoupling
capacitors, chosen, say Copland,
according to Mark One earball tests,
and the micro- processor that
controls the chips on the DIA
converter board enters a low noise
'idle' mode when not being used.

SOUND QUALITY
Iwas concerned at the outset that
the absence of a sample of the
CDA288 would make it impossible
to say whether or by how much
Copland's expertise in CD player
design had improved. However, Idid
have asample of the £ 1500 Primare
D30.2 (coincidentally produced in
the same factory in Vaxjo, Sweden)
which Ihad previously listened to
extensively in the company of the
CDA288. Using this yardstick, there
is little doubt that the CDA289 is the
best Copland yet, and that the scale
of the improvement is substantial.
To make much sense of this you also
need to know that Copland already
makes some of the better CD players
in the middle high end territory
which is their natural home turf.
Specifically, comparing the
Primare to the CDA288 left the clear
impression that although the
Copland might be alittle lighter and
sweeter, it was also alittle lacking in
other areas, including those best

summed-up using such adjectives as
'resolution' and ' gravitas'. Ishould
add that this was against a very
thoroughly warmed-up Primare; this
is aplayer that takes an age to come
on song thanks to the presence of
FETs in its circuit. With the new
Copland flagship, the tables are well
and truly turned. It is the CDA289
that is palpably clearer, sharper and
more detailed, but it also has abass
quality that one hi-fi industry
grandee is wont to call ' devastating'.
Used in avery analytical system,
consisting of Pass Labs amplification
and Wilson Benesch ACT Two
loudspeakers, the Primare tended to
sound a little earthbound, even
plodding by CDA289 standards,
where the Copland's secure,
propulsive timing and exquisitely
fine sense of detail and ambience
helped it to bring even some quite
unpromising recordings to life. At
the same time there is something in
the Copland's character that is
almost subliminally rose-tinted; it
never quite managed to tell the
horrible, unvarnished truth about
some of the less successful
recordings in my collection, and
there was also areciprocal loss of the
edge-of-the-seat thrill available from
the best recordings Ihad on hand.
This comment relates specifically to
a comparison with a mega costly
two-box Wadia player (another upcoming test), but unlike other players
that were pressed into service feeding
the same system, the CDA289
always sounded refined and
dynamically very well controlled, and
it never sounded out of its depth, so
the shortcomings, such as they were,
could only be identified in a direct
A-B comparison.
Imagery was also particularly
noteworthy, perhaps because the
high levels of clarity and anotable

With the
new Copland
flagship, the
tables are
well and truly
turned. It is
the CDA289
that is palpably
clearer, sharper
and more
detailed

lack of smear, even by the high
standards set by the Primare D30.2,
meant that image placement was
unusually unambiguous.
The small but significant musical
lead over the Primare — chosen,
remember, because it sets a high
standard in the
500--£2000 price
band — expanded significantly when
HDCD recordings were used. My
small selection includes Paula Cole's
This Fire album, which when played
without HDCD decoding tends to
sound compressed and even alittle
muddled, but which opened up
remarkably when properly decoded,
and Claire Martin's Take My Heart,
which produced more vivid, multidimensional stereo soundstaging and
more ` touchie-feelie' vocals. For the
first time, the HDCD badge on aCD
is beginning to be something worth
looking out for, though it is the
software that takes the credit here: the
player simply provides the means.

CONCLUSION
Bottom line here is that the CDA289
replaces the CDA288 with amodel
that is £ 100 cheaper, yet which
manages to sound bolder and better
defined whilst erring less than
previous Coplands on the side of

SUPPLIER
Sounds Ltd,
59 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0181-971

music-sapping euphony, though it is
not completely clinical in its
handling of musical detail. As such,
it is a player that should please a
wide constituency, treading a
carefully judged path that should
please those who find CD excessively
mechanical or synthetic without
sounding too soft-edged. Above all it
is the wealth of beautifully controlled
detail, its strong dynamics and its
wider than usual expressive range —
benefits, perhaps, of atruly low-jitter
topology — that linger in the mind
and make it such an interesting
musical interpreter.
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n the good old days, to be taken
seriously one simply had to have
your pre- and power amps as
separate items; integrated amps were
seen as inferior alternatives. But
times change, and in fact there is no
real reason why a well- designed
integrated cannot be as good as a
pre- and power. Indeed, shortened
signal paths and the economies of
sharing the same casework should
tilt the advantage towards the
integrated approach, giving the
greatest potential at any given price.
Serious customers no longer balk at
paying over a grand for a good
integrated amplifier. The ATC
SIA2-150 is offered at a rather
higher price — £ 1894 to be precise
— but you could easily pay more
than that for just apower amp of this
build quality. And the ATC even has
the luxury of fully remote operation
with a proper motorised rotary
volume control.
The SIA2-150 is one of those
products which inspires confidence
the moment one picks it up. This is
one helluva heavy amp, with serious
side- mounted heatsinks — very
nicely finished in gun-metal grey and
green- grey anodised, linished
aluminium and held together with
Torx-headed bolts. Those big metal
matt-finished control knobs look the
part too. It's astrange menage àtrois
between studio simplicity, designer
minimalism and military machismo,
but it works. I'll even forgive the
1970s- typescript
ATC
logo
(reminiscent of tank tops and
platforms). At first glance you'd
think this was apower amp, it's so
big and chunky, but there's a preamp bundled in
package.

to

the same

Around the back are the usual
gold-plated ins and outs, plus

The SIA2-150
is one of those
small rear-mounted rocker switch
products
turns the whole shebang on and off,
which inspires
while pressing asmall front-mounted
confidence
button switches it into ` standby'
the moment
mode. In this condition, power is
one picks it
withdrawn
from the output
up. This is
transistors, leaving everything else
one helluva
powered up and ready to party.
heavy amp
Internally the amp is very well
with serious
built. Across the front is averticallyside-mounted
mounted printed circuit board, with
heatsinks —
a large chip controlling input
very nicely
selection and display ( LEDs
finished in
adjacent to the input selector), plus
gun-metal
fuses and a relay which cuts out
grey and
signal breakthrough while on
green-grey
standby. Close behind is a large Eanodised,
frame transformer supplying only the
linished
power output MOSFETs, and a aluminium
smaller
toroidal
transformer
and held
separately powering the pre- amp
together with
section. The power amp boards are
toroheaded
fixed vertically, the output devices
bolts. Those
(four per side) clamped to large
big metal
aluminium plates, fixed in turn to
mat chromeheavy finned, heatsinks. Each power
effect control
amp has 20,000 microfarads of
knobs look the
smoothing and heavy-duty rectifiers
part too
insulated gold-plated speaker output
terminals and IEC mains input. A

on board, the reservoir capacitors
mounted close to the output devices
and short inter-connecting printed
circuit tracks.
The pre- amp section is on a
horizontal board at the rear, close to
the input/output sockets. It houses
small devices for input selection
(controlled via DC logic signals from
the front board), plus gain stages for
amplification and an NE355 chip for
tape output. The inputs are all at
line level, so vinyl lovers will need an
additional external step-up and
RIAA correction device.
All printed circuit boards are of
good- quality double- sided glass
fibre, populated by lots of (mainly

discrete) devices. This is no
minimalist design — Icounted some
21 discrete transistors per power
amp, not including the output
transistors, with another 20 or so per
channel in the pre-amp section. The
amplifier runs reassuringly warm to
the touch, even when idling, which
suggests a healthy level of standing
current in the output stage.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Designer Tim Isaac explained that
the output stage is an unusual one
which couples the MOSFET sources
to the common return (earthy side of
the power supply) and the drains to
the loudspeaker via the mains
transformer. This configuration flies
in the face of the normal practice
(source follower with unity gain). It
provides voltage gain, which reduces
the drive voltage required from the
previous stage and actually extends
the bandwidth of the output stage by
reducing the value of the gate
resistors which can be used.
By separating the driver and
output stage power supplies, this
also reduces intermodulation
between the music signal and 100Hz
ripple due to the power supply's
charging cycle. However, it does
requires very careful control of
transformer
inter- winding
capacitance — hence the choice of a
frame core type. There is moderate
local negative feedback around the
output MOSFETS and another loop
around the whole power amplifier,
with rather more feedback. Gain is
equal from DC up, with lowfrequency roll- in provided by a

ATC's SI/12-15O offers proof that a really
good integrated amplifier can sometimes
see off its separate pre-lpower rivals
by DAVID BERRIMAN

inte8rated
SIA2-150
Stereo Integrated Amplifier

411
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AMPLIFIERS
single high-quality metal-film input
capacitor outside the feedback loop
(not via acapacitor to ground in the
feedback loop).
The 21 transistors form an ultralow-distortion wide-bandwidth highgain discrete op- amp driver, with
just a single pole, which simplifies
the application of feedback. This is
based on acircuit originally designed
for the ATC pre- amplifier, and
avoids the ' identifiable sound' which
ATC found all available Integrated
Circuit op amps produced. The
circuit is duplicated within the preamp section of the SIA-150.
A clever circuit in the power amp
senses the first hint of output
clipping by detecting an internal
error voltage ( not the output
voltage) and instantaneously reduces
drive to the output MOSFETS, thus
avoiding sending
destructive
truncated peaks (effectively, chunks
of instantaneous DC) to the
loudspeaker. Interestingly, the
MOSFETS are biased for optimum
linearity for each individual
amplifier, which puts them in Class
A at low powers — which is why
they run warm.

SOUND QUALITY
This is certainly no minimalist
amplifier, but one reflecting much
lateral thinking and experience in
practical power amp design going
back more than two decades.
Fortunately, Idid not know any of
this before the listening tests, so read
on and discover my (uninfluenced!)
subjective findings. When Ifirst fired
up the SIA2-150 Ihad been listening

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to the £650 Densen Beat B100; on
the initial change-over, playing aCD
of Handel's Water Music by The
English Consort directed by Trevor
Pinnock [ Archiv 410 525-2] the
ATC had an obviously leaner, cooler
balance, and an almost aristocratic
aloofness compared to the gutsy and
bass-confident Densen.
The ATC portrayed the scale and
weight and timing of this piece with
such vivid clarity, especially the
vibrancy of massed period string
instruments, with all their rosiny
harmonic richness, it was abit of a
culture shock. The Densen had
seemed musically adept at a more
instinctive level, and on change-over
the ATC seemed all the more
`intellectual' and stark in delivery.
Indeed, here were two markedly
different presentations. Iinitially
wondered whether the ATC could
be almost too accurate and
detached? My concern rapidly
evaporated as Iplayed more and
more music with the ATC, for here
were two equally valid alternative
approaches to music replay.
Ivery rapidly grew to love the
ATC. Its strong points include a
truly mellifluous midband, with
vocals purer and cleaner than Ihave
heard for many along year. There's
none of that hard edge to human
voice which, no matter how subtle, is
often
present
in
transistor
equipment. Treble is both extended
and clean, revealing a wealth of
unsullied harmonic detail — which,
again, is a rarity in transistor
amplifiers. No, the ATC does not
sound like avalve amp, but seems to

A clever
circuit in the
power amp
senses the first
hint of output
clipping by
detecting an
internal error
voltage ( not
the output
voltage) and
instantaneously
reduces
drive to the
output
MOSFETS, thus
avoiding
sending
destructive
truncated
peaks
(effectively
chunks of
instantaneous
DC) to the
loudspeaker

combine much of what is good about
both technologies, while avoiding the
worst, in atotally solid-state design.
Bass of the ATC is unusually
clean, deep, well- controlled and
powerful. On first listen it didn't
seem to have quite the same 'boogie
factor' as the Densen, being less
generous here. But the bass of the
ATC is, if anything, more realistic.
Playing tracks such as ' Part of the
Process' and ' Let Me See' from
Morcheeba's Big Calm proved what
the ATC could muster in terms of
deep power and rhythmic, foottapping, head-nodding delivery.
This CD again highlighted the
purity of midband, with Skye
Edwards's
voice
sounding
seductively velvety and expressive.
This may be the ultimate chill-out
CD, but the ATC amplifier allows
you to enjoy it on all levels — to let
it wash over, or follow everything —
and there's alot to be heard.
The ATC also sounded supremely
natural and communicative with
orchestral
music
and
solo
instruments alike. For instance,
while playing the Rodrigo's Concierto
d'Aruanjez with Carlos Bone11 and
the Montreal SO [Decca 400 054-2]
the guitar playing was reproduced
with spot-on delicacy. This amp may
be an intellectual, but it has heart.
One could hear every change of
finger pressure and extra damping
(where fingers delicately touch
strings momentarily), every little
nuance, pause and vibrato. I'm no
guitar expert, so please excuse my
lack of correct musical terminology,
but you don't need to be amusician
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AMPLIFIERS
No, the ATC
does not sound

to hear this: it would be obvious to

like a valve

brought this piece to life, not just in
the big picture of sweeping strings,

amp, but
seems to
combine much
of what is good
about both
technologies,
while avoiding

the worst, in a
totally solidstate
design7he

ATC

is

one of those
rare products

which Ihave

ATC SIA2- 150

any music-lover. The ATC really

the size of the orchestra and rich
bloom of the acoustic, but also in the
minutiae of artistic interpretation,
providing true insight into the
performance.

CONCLUSION
This ATC is one of those rare
products which Ihave a problem
criticising. Ifind myself struggling to
find something to whinge over.

Fig 1. ATC SL42-150: spectrogram for 'kHz

Fig 2. ATC SL42-150: ¡MD spectra for

at 150 watts. Mainly 3rd with second and

driving tones at 19kHz120kHz at the

There must be something wrong

5th, plus traces of 4th and 7th totalling at

equivalent peak value offull power (half-

0.008%

power, RMS). This is mainly the difference

with the sound — somewhere — but
blow me if I could wrong-foot it.

torte at IkHz plus small identifiable products
at 17kHz and 18kHz. At lower power, only

a problem
criticising.
Ifind myself

The SIA2-150 had sufficient power

LAB REPORT

not to change in character at my
normal, and higher, listening levels.

Overall, the SL42-

struggling to

(I wasn't about to damage my
hearing by whacking it up to test its
150W limit.) It seems to combine
clarity, purity, accuracy and

very fine set of test
results. Distortion

find something
to whinge
over. There
must be
something
wrong with
the sound —
somewhere —
but blow me
if Icould
wrong-foot it

musicality. Bass is well- controlled
without becoming over-tight, lean or
mean. It avoids that over-aggressive
'fast' presentation, which can
impress and then fatigue long-term.
Moreover,

it

creates

a clear,

ATG

Loudspeaker
Technology,
Gypsy Lane,
Aston Down,
Stroud,
Glos
GL6 8HR.
Tel: 01285
760 561

was very low,
however it was
measured —
whether harmonic
distortion at 20Hz
or 1kHz, or
intermodulation
distortion

seemingly realistic window on to the
music, which you grow to appreciate

19kHz+20kHz.
The power

the more you listen.

specification was

supports ATC's
claim to have
really solved this
problem. (Perhaps
that's one reason
why the bass is so
clean, articulate
and deep). All
these results point
to very high

Fig 3. ATC SL42-150: distortion spectra for

linearity, and care

20Hz tone at 1W. Odd harmonics up to the

in design, although
steady-state

ninth, but at only 0.01% and showing little

If the ATC has a character,

met - at 20Hz the

measurements are,

perhaps it may err ever-so-slightly on

amp just managed

of course, only a

the cool side of neutral, but at this
level of performance who's to know

to deliver 145W

part of the story

for under I%

An intriguing

exactly what neutral is? Conversely,
the naturally warm vocal sound

distortion at dip,

feature is the

but ifyou can

automatic limiting

suggests otherwise. Perhaps it's

drive I45W into a
real loudspeaker for

which comes in at
full power to

long you have
stronger ears than

protect
loudspeakers from
frying. This merely

because the bass is so clean.
Anyway, with such a strong musical
performance, any tonal signature —
SUPPLIER

150 produced a

the IkHz product is visible

therefore very
dean, which

if it does exist — is easily lost in the
system, depending on signal source,
cables and speakers, so is really of
little consequence. A true homegrown and superbly-built classic,
which even at nearly £ 2000 must
surely offer good value.
If you are spending that sort of
money on amplification, you must
hear this — or else!

mine! At atouch
less, 120W, the

measured - 106dB at 20Hz, -65dB at ¡kHz

20Hz THD
dropped to 0.01%,
which is pretty

slicing them off

good.
At ¡ kHz, even

This is the outward

Test results

effect of acircuit

Rated power

which also prevents
the amplifier

lkHz 20kHz
22
21.9
21.3
21.5
0.05

at full rated

and -40dB at 20kHz

ATC SIA2-150
8 ohms

150W: 21.7dBW•

was just 0.008%
[Fig 1]. ¡MD for

limiting internally

Measured power (
dBW*)20Hz
Continuous 8ohms lch
21.6
Continuous 8ohms 2ch
Continuous 4ohms lch

(which can cause

full peak output

Output Impedancelohms) 0.03

momentary latch-

(half RMS power

up, loss offeedback

output, distortion

[Fig 21. At 20Hz,
distortion was once
again very low
[Fig 3], and
thankfully was free
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Fig 4. ATC SIA2-150: stereo separation

rounds off the
peaks of asine
wave rather than

for two sine waves)
was just 0.01%
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intermodulation with 50Hz and its multiples

and in essence an
out-of control
amplifier).
Output
impedances are

Harmonic distortion (dB)
Rated power 8 ohms At OdBW ( 1W) 8 ohms -80
At - 10dBW (0.1W) 8 ohms -77

82
85
84

Channel separation (dB) -106

65

intermodulation distortion ( 19+20kHz, dB/%)
0.5W RMS, 8 ohms
80 (0.01%)
half rated power, 8 ohms
80 (0.01%))

of the

quite low enough,
as are the crosstalk
between channels

Signal-to-noise (
full gain)
20Hz-20kHz
excl hum

intermodulation
effects so often

and the DC offsets.
So, there's nothing

Channel balance (
dB)

noticed between the

to complain about

driving tone and

and everything to

50Hz mains plus

praise in an

its harmonics. The

amplifier which

spectra at all

sounds as well as it

powers were

measures.

0.1

rel OdEAV rel AI kwel
76dB -89dB
110dB -122dB
0.03

Input sensitivity

33mV ( IHF, OdBW)
407mV (for rated output)
Frequency responses ( dB) -0.74
0
0
Dimensions (whd)
435x135x350mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1894
where OdBW = 2.83V, or 1W into 8 ohms
5 high-frequency 3dB point, 100kHz
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elcome to the third and
concluding part of our
massive speaker cable
investigation. This month we present
individual test reports on the last five
cables in the group of 15. Ben
Duncan completes the technical
report with his overall findings
resulting from the tests carried out;
and Iconclude with asumming-up of
the subjective listening tests.
Forming any valid opinion on the
'sound' of apiece of wire was never
going to be easy. One method would
be to use anull-cable test as acontrol,
where the amplifier is connected to
speakers as directly as possible, with
minimal cable, to give a reference
point for an ideal connection in an
ideal world. This was not feasible in
the listening environment: it was not
practicable to site a single stereo
amplifier next to two spaced speakers.
Monoblock power amplifiers could
have been raised to speaker terminal
height, and then connected by the
shortest of cables, perhaps just afew
centimetres long. But this would have

ON TEST: PART 3
Cable Talk
Symphony 3
£14/m
Shinpy Black Star
£52.95/m
Sonic Link Silver
Aero S300 £18/m
Tara Labs RSC
Prime 500
£37/m approx
Triangle £3/m
The price guide
above gives 'raw'
prices per mono
metre. Most finished
cable sets incur
additional charges
for plugs and makeup (check with
supplier)
Supplier details
Cable Talk, 0808
100 6868
Sonic Link, 01332
361390
Shinpy, c/o
Audiophile Club,
0181 882 2822
Tara Labs, do
Sound Image UK
Ltd 0181 255
6868
Triangle, c/o
Audiophile Club
0181 882 2822

This final part of our epic
three-month speaker cable
investigation concludes the test
programme with afinal group
offive cables, and completes the
analysis of the test results
by ANDREW HARRISON
and BEN DUNCAN

entailed using amplifiers other than
the two we had selected — for their
known qualities — as well as
compromisingly long interconnects
from the LP and CD sources.
So the 15 pairs of cables were
listened to comparatively, in two quite
different systems [see July 99], and
using avariety of musical material.
Each cable was listened to carefully
over aperiod; quick-fire changing of
cables is, in my experience, not
conducive to hearing much more
about a cable than its tonal
characteristics. As cables are rapidly
swapped, one primarily hears the
`difference' characteristic between the
new cable and the one immediately
before it. Musical aspects like timing,
rhythm and pace (TRAP!), stereo
soundstaging and image integrity are
dishes best served warm.
Reading the subjective comments,
you could be forgiven for thinking
that different recordings, or
performances, were being heard from
the various cables. While some of the
changes were quite subtle, others
were far from it. Indeed, the
subjective difference between the
'best' and 'worst' two or three cables
here might lead you to suspect that
you were hearing different recordings.
After these listening tests Iwas able
to form an approximate hierarchy of
performance, where the finest cable
from the 15 stood out clearly against
the obviously poor, the remainder
naturally falling in between. Again,
these conclusions are not exhaustive;
the two test systems represent only
two points in the cross-section of
budgets and tastes, and different
speakers and amps can perform
differently with any given cable.
However, Idid note acorrelation
of the cables' sonic performance
between the first system, using a
400+W/ch
Chord Electronics
SPM1200C into 2V2- way Jamo
Concert 11 speakers, and the more
modest 25W/ch Mission Cyrus One
into Harbeth LS3/5A. For me, this at

Cale Test port 3
1, ,
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least proved that the hallmark of most
cables can survive arange of system
configuration. This is not to say that,
for example, a Single Ended Triode
amplifier won't react differently,
compared to these solid-state
amplifiers, but it does show that it is
not necessary to have a walletcrushing high- end system to hear
'subtle'
differences
between
loudspeaker cables.
AH

FULL PHASAL ANOMALIES:

PROVING THE QUARTET

The 32 phase tests ( 15 cables plus
reference, at low and high currents)
were also repeated using simulation,
je, modelling the source, cable and
load, and then performing electronic
calculation ( with MicroCAP-V, a
powerful, refined ' SPICE- type'
modelling program, running in ' PCWindowsland'), and plotting the
computed phase with the same limits
and scales as used in the Audio
Precision's ' real- space' plots.
Crucially, the cable models are built
solely with simplistic lumped
components, which are explicitly the
raw LCR values of the tested cables,
as given in Table 1 [July, repeated for
convenience on p53]. Fig 3 [July
p.33] is typical, and shows the model
of cable No 1.You will see that the
series inductance and resistance
values have been ` split' either side of
the line capacitance. This is the
simplest, and standard, procedure for
lumped cable modelling. The shunt
resistance (' insulation resistance')
values are omitted as, being at least
one million times higher than the
main load, their effect will be some
way below the error tolerance of the
'real-space' tests.
Table 13 [August] then compared
the measured phase values (at IkHz)
with the calculated values, for low
levels. Again, The cables are ranked
so the ones with the least difference
between the two figures — hence the
least ' dynamic phase shift' — are
uppermost. Differences below 10° (a
fairly arbitrary line) are highlighted. It
is important to realise, with the
smallest differences being some 4m°
(0.004°), that the phase testing is
subject to atotal tolerance of at least
+/-2m° (0.002'). Therefore the exact
ranking of the best cables is somewhat
uncertain,
being
within
the
measurement noise, although the fact
that some are in the `best' category is
clear enough. Tolerances in the
model values and rounding errors also
need adding, and these naturally have
alarger effect on those cables with the
smallest R, L and/or C values. After
taking these factors into account,
there still remains a clear, almost
whopping range of differences
between the models and the ' realspace' figures, that exceeds the 'noise'
ISM NEWS lk RECORD REVIEW/
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TABELE 15: Leading- edge Analysis
Neat corner

pre- oscillation

porch

6
7
8
9
11
12
14
15

1
2
3
4
7
8
11
13
14

1 AudioQuest 5 Goertz
2 Chord
3 DiMarzio
4 Ecosse
12 Shinpy
13 Cable Talk
14 Tara
15 Triangle
6 Jenving'
8 QED'
9 Nordost'
10 DNI•er

Jenving
Kimber
QED
Nordost
Sonic Link
Shinpy
Tara
Triangle

AudioQuest
Chord
DiMarzio
Ecosse
Kimber
QED
Sonic Link
Cable Talk
Tara'

•Showing only slight symptoms

of worst case tolerances and stacked
errors, showing yet another layer of
(or yet another window on?) the
complex differences between signal
transmission cables. This difference
may be accounted for by one (or any
combination) of the following quartet.

TWO INDUCTIVE ANOMALIES
These two anomalies include skin
effect and even a measure of
Proximity effect. The latter is the twin
of the former and both look like ' the
square root of an inductor', or
Inductoidance', since they are both
inductive effects, heavily damped
down by the low resistance of the
conductor within which they occur.
Also, any related eddy and loop
effects (after Hawksford°).

spike

This analysis of the
pulse test results
tabulates the
desirable aspect
('neat corner') and
three undesirable
ones. Pre-oscillation
may be sign of signal
reflection, while a
'porch' is asign of
delayed signal tail.
Note that the spike
exhibited by the
Goertz should be
absent, if used with a
small stabilising
inductor, as supplied
on the UK version

PULSING!

TWO CAPACITIVE ANOMALIES
These two are dielectric loss or
Dissipation Factor ( DF) and
Dielectric Absorption (DA). In view
of the conditions, these are more
involved in the low current instance,
than with lower impedances and/or
higher current levels.
Table 14 [ August] repeats the
previous comparison, this time with
the high-current test condition. Here,
the ranking is somewhat different, but
the differences remain wide-ranging,
and well above the error and
rounding tolerances. This time, the
phase values have increased on
average by 2.5 times, so cables with
below 25m° ( 0.025°) of difference
may be highlighted. Again, this
anomalous difference can be
accounted for by one of the quartet,
above. Except, this time, skin effect
and related loop/eddy effects are likely
the
more
dominant
causes,
considering both the higher current
and also the lower load impedance.

NEW PHASE KNOWLEDGE:
CONCLUSION
The excess variations in high- and
low- current phase shifts ( Tables
13/14) provide hard, measured
evidence of both skin and proximity
'inductoid' effects, even at lkHz, and
at modest listening current levels —

even a Quad 405 can deliver 4.5A.
The figures also demonstrate the
success of certain cables of quite
different, yet purposefully-designed
constructions, in retaining relatively
stable phase characteristics over quite
widely varying current levels. Readers
are left to imagine the small yet
unnatural musical timing changes and
musical envelope smearage, as the
instantaneous current level in the
cable varies by not 70:1, but more
likely up to at least 70,000:1 — let
alone any phase (timing) modulation
with frequency as well. In this way, a
numerically small effect is able to
creates a wash of what might be
dubbed ' dynamic jitter'. Subtle, but
music-destroying.
As for the particular cables and
geometries tested in this series, there
is no evidence of explicit, non-linear
phase, at least with the steady-state,
highly-averaged phase testing used.
Also, the kind of non-linearities of
LCR 'primitives' (
eg, inductoidance),
that create ` dynamic jitter', do not
have to cause the phase vs frequency
to be truly non-linear. But to be
absolutely sure, testing in other
frequency ranges and with significant
cable types not represented in this test
series ( carbon fibre, micro-litz,
'golden series', co-ax, etc) would be
necessary. Even then, transient phase
non-linearity cannot be ruled out...

ERINTA
In Parts Iand 2, the
repeated set of 16 pulsetest oscilloscope shots
contained an error, as the
shot for cable No 5
(Goertz) was omitted and
inadvertently replaced by
arepeat of No IS. This
has been corrected in Parr
3. Note, however, that
the enlarged Goertz shot
in Part 1was coma.
The Reten (DNM)
cable (Pt 2) has been
improved over the years.
In the samples we tested,
the dielectric is LDPE —
alias Extruded Linear
PolyEthylene.
Electrically, this is
superior to PVC but not
as good as PTFE.
Conductors are ' 5-nines'
(5N) copper.
In Part I, Fig I
caption (page 32)
contains acritical
typographic error
introduced by software
conversion in that
'0.8mH' should of course
read '0.8)111' (micro
Henry). Also, 'Zobel'
(named after alop brain
at Bell Labs, US in the
I930s) should not have
an umlaut above the 'o'.
On page 33, centre
column, the brackets
beginning ' The
resistance... ' should be
absent.

Tests showing the impulse response
of speaker cables while driving a
square-wave into speakers are abasic
and obvious enough form of
measurement, and have been
published before"'". But few, if any
such, have shown the behaviour of the
cable alone (which it may be argued,
is quite complex enough in this
circumstance without adding readilyseparable variables, like speakers),
using astable, wideband termination
instead of aspeaker.
Second, few if any audio cable test
pictures have zoomed-in so closely
(closer than some scopes will allow),
to the events around a single pulse
transition or ' corner'. It is helpful to
understand that the impulse is one of
the few other straightforward ways
that one can see ( if obliquely) the
effects of the 'loss wave" within some
cables.
Encouraged
by
Max
Townshend [' Black Box', May '99],
the requisitely-focused impulse testing
was performed, homing in on the first
91.ts of a transition, with the cable
driving a nearly-pure resistance for
stability and simplicity (see sidebar).
To put this seemingly minute period
into some perspective, 9µs is the
timing difference when a lowmidrange signal at 300Hz has a 1°
phase lag or lead, in comparison to a
given
reference
point.
The
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photographs (analogue electron traces
taken with colour transparency film,
hence 100% analogue until digitised
by the magazine's Art Editor!) are
shown both individually for each
cable; and also altogether, both in
miniature
throughout.
Both
'altogether' sets include first the
reference — where the generator is
coupled almost directly to the scope,
with just the adaptors and their 4in
(100mm) tails. [Please note that the
repeated sets of 16 'scope pictures in
this issue are correct: the sets in Parts
1and 2contained an error, as that for
cable No 15 was inadvertently
repeated in place of No 5, the
Goertz.]
For some measure of conformity
with my previous, different, speaker
cable tests, the same 5.6m test length
was employed. This has abearing on
the absence of any large reflective
steps — as predicted in April's ' Black
Box' — which does in practice
generally require longer lengths for
visibility on many realworld 'scopes,
including the one used here. The
cables' performances are analysed in
table 15, ' Leading edge analysis'.
Succinctly, the columns are not
mutually exclusive; but it is only good
to appear in the first one. Thus the
first column lists those — about half
the group — with the overall neatest
transition corner. Note that the order
of the list in each column is just the
group order, not aranking.
The pictures clearly display the
rise-times of the cables. As one might
expect from its construction and low
inductance, the Goertz is the fastest
by awide margin ( at below some
100ns), while the Reson (DNM) is
the slowest, taking about 5ps (or over
50
times
longer)
to
attain
approximately 90% of the final value.
This is in one way more significant
than it seems, considering the
importance of transient fidelity in
high-end reproduction, and the fact
that music signals do not settle in any
state for long. At the same time, this
parameter alone — seemingly just a
measure of low pass-ness' — is
perhaps not such asignificant factor
for sonics, as other, ' smaller wiggles'.
The second column identifies eight
of the cables that have small yet clear
signs of some 'pre'-oscillation on the
almost vertical up-slope on the left.
Underneath, the Tara is listed as
having only aborderline trace of the
symptom. Although the ' oscillation'
might be an artefact generated by the
signal source, it is only clearly visible
with half the cables. This perturbation
is most likely to be the anticipated
wave reflections — after the
`Townshend theory'. If so, going by
table 16, where the cables are ranked
for their surge impedance (nearest to
about 10 ohms is best for most
NSFINVISa RECORD REVIEW
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The Surge Impedance

TABLE 16: SURGE IMPEDANCES

in Table 16 has the
same formula as
Characteristic
Impedance, but is
applicable w ordinary
(short) lengths of cable,
at audio frequencies
No heavy maths was
used for the Overall
Technical Verdict
(below). Each
appearance in top 5of
tables 12-14 and call
table 15 is counted
with 1point, then I
point deducted for each
appearance in cols 2, 3
and 4of table 15.
Class A results are
ranked.
Part B list is based on

cable
ref no
5
7
11
14
6
I
12
3
4
13
8
2
9
15
10

maker
Goertz
Kimber
Sonic Link
Tara
Jenying
Audio Q
Shinpy
Dimarzio
Ecosse
Cable talk
QED
Chord
Nordost
Triangle
DNM

surge
impedance'
55
38
40
43
50
63
67
72=
72=
90
111
I26
152
172
272

•computed from \ L/C, table 1figures

more than one
appearance of high
ranking in tables 1214. These are in
alphabetical order
REFERENCES
B Duncan, What a
difference awire makes,
Stereophile (USA),
Dec '95.
B Duncan, 'The
cable connection',
Studio Sound &
Broadcast Engineering,
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(4) B.Duncan, Wired
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speakers), the visibility of preoscillation indicates only aparticular
range of mismatch from the 10 ohm
destination loading. In detail, the
effect is either very low or largely
suppressed in the Goertz ( 5) as you
might imagine, and also in Jenving's
Supra Ply (6), yet it is evident with
other cables with neighbouring
values, and then upwards in
OVERALL TECHNICAL VERDICT
Here are the technzcal test winners'

Top- Class A group
Sonic Link 5300
Kimber 4VS
Goertz MI 2
Part Bgroup (A-Z order)
Jenying Supra Ply 3.4
Nordost Blue Heaven
QED Qudos

price £/ m
£18
about £ 15
£32

£7
£55
£5

impedance -n[2MM tre— TIRTT, tifitif conotably, the effect vanishes with the
three cables at the base of the list —
all above 130 ohms surge impedance.
The retention of ' control' on such
an abrupt sort of impulse is of more
significance for highend audio than
many imagine, for while the impulse
has a faster rise- time than many
program signals, it is not so unlike
dust clicks (when playing vinyl discs),
digital zits, and various EMI/RF noise
contaminants. Impulses or ' spikes'
with similar rise-times in percussive
music will also be potentially
approached by purist digital
recordings reaching up to 96kHz.
Better speaker cables will then further
the reproduction of the vital edges of
explosive percussion sounds —
something best appreciated using the
ultrasonic tweeters and horns already
developed in Japan.
The third column logs the
existence of any 'porch', asecondary
step, where some of the signals arrive
at aprovisionally-settled state (quasi-

flat section), then after aperiod riseup fairly abruptly to a (more) final
level. Again, cables exhibiting a
smaller, just-visible level of this effect
are listed in the section below. The
fourth and final column considers any
'spiking' or ' ringing' after the
transition edge. Only the Goertz
exhibited this. It is possibly
exacerbated by either the short flex
tails, or aresonance of the small stray
capacitance and inductance in the
scope and terminating resistor
respectively, at the higher RF
frequencies where the Goertz
transmits strongly. But then if this
cable is used with the small (optional)
series stabilising inductor that is fitted
as standard inside the UK- made
version ( as made by Townshend
Audio), such an effect, were it to arise
under real speaker loading conditions
(as is possible), should be greatly
reduced.
Finally, it is important to be aware
that this pulse test only shows cable
performance with medium level
voltage and modest current signals. If
it were performed at tens of Amperes,
the results could be quite different, as
indicated by the associated phase
tests. However, a special test jig is
needed to make clean, highcurrent
pulses with nanosecond edges.

CAVEAT: `TESTUM FINITUM'
Regular, technically conversant
readers will be aware that no one or
more of even the most advanced cable
measurements can yet ` prove' good
sonic qualities. But a medium
(average) to high ranking in all of the
most sonics-relevant tables ( 12 to 16)
of this review, gives a strong
indication that good — certainly more
accurate — sonics are likely. The tests
we have performed in this series cover
leading-edge amplitude ' stability'
under transient conditions — and for
the first time ever — the amount of
phase 'modulation' (or 'timing jitter')
with low/high current flow conditions.
What our tests do not necessarily
cover are: ( i) any sonic qualities
specifically related to resonance assisted electroacoustic effects, eg,
conductors pulsing mutually ( so
called ` magnetostriction'); or else
conductors ( and loose dielectrics)
varying in their spacing or geometry
with acoustic vibration from the
music in the room, or environmental
vibration and noise, and these
geometric variations in turn affecting
the cable's pulse stability, and also the
music signal's timing. (ii) any benefits
of monocrystalline or other special
conductors, on the linearity of very
small signals or the reduction in
reflections in the loss field.
Tests for effects in either of these
areas have yet to be published by
anyone!
BD
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Phase test, high current (left) and low current (right)

TOUTING
aerospace
technology,
Sonic Link
Silver Aero cables
use silicone rubber
insulation over silverplated copper, in atwo-core
geometry with an overall white
silicone sheath.
Silver Aero S300 proved more
than capable of setting the pace in
this month's group. Tonally the
S300 sounded very well ordered
across all the musical excerpts,
showing excellent clarity on
the Guitar Concerto with a
cleanly imaged guitar
and bright strings that
cut through without
becoming shrill. Benny
Goodman's clarinet
projected marginally
forward, while the
rhythm section and
piano remained musical
and
coherent.
Rachmaninov's Second Piano
Concerto was well-ordered although

HIF
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piano itself could sometimes become
a little veiled by the rest of the
orchestra's
contribution.
Morcheeba's ' Friction' had a wide
soundstage relative to some tested
cables. Combined with the clear
vocal delivery here, all pieces
through the large system [see Part 1,
July ' 99, p.31] came across as lively,
informative and very enjoyable.
This story was repeated in the
smaller system, where Oscar
Peterson communicated the energy
of the piece, sounding again mildly
forward in character but carrying
good 'weight' to instruments,
with the infectious foottapping beat of his trio
in full swing. With
Beethoven's Violin
Concerto
the
ynamics and timing
roved exceptional,
confidently measuring
the
pace
of
the
movement. The only
criticism here was afaint hint
of glassiness to violin sections,
and the solo instrument. The Orb

excerpts demonstrated a confident
— and spritely — bass, with
Perpetual Dawn's bass guitar
particularly satisfying in all its
fundamental presence. Downfalls
were only aslight stress of sibilants
on some excerpts and occasional
loss of image integrity. Otherwise,
one of the best cables under test,
able to render music with
controlled enthusiasm.
AH

LAB REPORT
Note the model measured is really
S300x2 (not S300). The S300x2 has
dual pairs of silver-plated copper
conductors, of standard aerospace
grade. Although intended for biwiring, they may be paralleled and
this is how they were tested. Their
total area is then the highest in the
group at 6mm 2.The conductors'
silicone rubber insulation has alow
dielectric loss (DF=0.003), far lower
than plain PVC, if not as low as
PTFE. The overall covering of
S300x2 is plain black nylon woven
tubing — athin fishnet stocking more
than asheath. (Note, S300 is finished
in white silicone rubber). This leaves
the overall assembly relatively
flexible, though this sort of covering
won't take a lot of chafing.
Fortunately, the inner conductors
insulation is fairly sturdy. Equally, the
wires are ' stiff' enough to make the
cable easily conform to a complex
pathway. This cable — and the next
three — are all hosepipe-sized,
around Van or 19mm in diameter.
The S300 scores the 2nd lowest
DC resistance and 3rd lowest
inductance in tables 1-5. Leakage
resistance and shunt capacitance are
amongst the lowest and highest
respectively — but this could be a
good thing. In tables 6-11, S300
varies between third place ( three
times) and 13th, with awell above
average score. In the more important
tables 12-16, the S300 also did well,
showing that the two states are not
mutually at odds. Here, S300
averages 3rd position. A good pulse
response is only marred by pre oscillation. Overall: excellent all over
— excepting the two tables that
count least.
BD
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shice
MENTION must be made of
Shinpy's unmoderated
hyperbole in the sales
literature supplied: Shinpy
cables, unlike other cables, are
absolutely insensitive to
electromagnetic interferences,
that induce hard distorsions [ sic]
on the carried signals and
have got aloss of
informations, ten
times lesser than
the best cables
made today'.
No further
information is
supplied to
show how these
cables are made
so impervious to
RF pick-up. Nor
indeed is there any
explanation of the two (or

It)

three, depending which
version you read) ' pending
international patents'.
Black Star is atwo-core
cable with an overall
insulation covered in a
woven black synthetic
textile. Screw- on
banana plugs were
fitted by the UK
importer, and the
cable proved easy to lay.
This was not one of the easiest
cables to listen to, though. In its
favour, like the CableTalk
Symphony, it could reproduce a
quantity of bass, but from this
point up it was less than
satisfactory.
The Tori Amos track showed a
thickened piano tone and uneasy
haze over her voice. The cloudiness
theme continued through Oscar

Peterson, sounding bloated and
boomy, with Peterson's fingers
seemingly tripping over themselves
as he raced against the band to
reach the end of the number first.
Bass player Sam Jones seemed
unfairly disadvantaged by the
Marigolds he was now wearing,
especially since drummer Bob
Durham had upgraded his kit to
biscuit tin and baked bean cans.
Classical material faired worse.
The Rachmaninov excerpt was
soporifically
flat,
a state
unfortunately avoided in the
Beethoven Violin Concerto, where
the stereo soundstage sounded like
electronically-generated mono, and
soloist Kyung-Wha, while still
sounding technically accomplished,
would have been better recognised
outside Safeways with a cloth cap
— the higher notes were just not
hit convincingly.
'Little Fluffy Clouds' and
'Perpetual Dawn' were not too bad,
even while sounding like they were
re-mastered in mono, and with bass
that was a little `thuddy' and tardy
versus percussion. Overall, a quite
exceptional cable — but not
exceptionally good.
AH

LAB REPORT
Little technical information was
available but Shinpy's Black Star
has anumber of surface similarities
to the S300x2. Total conductor size
is about 6mm=, the conductor
insulation is again rubbery, but
there's just one pair of copper
conductors, said to be OFC.
The cores are sleeved by the
same black nylon knitting as the
S300x2, but here the similarity
ends as the Black Star's cores are
apparently encased in a soft
rubbery damping material. This
gives anice feel, and is soft enough
to give good flexibility for the size.
In tables 1-5, Black Star has the
lowest series resistance, and one of
the highest capacitances, second
lowest insulation resistance (both
arguably no bad thing), but the
series inductance is not amongst the
lowest, although not too excessive.
In tables 6-11, Black Star is
averaging around 13th place, or at
best 5th, on the possibly anomalous
table 10. In the more important
tables 12-16, Black Star again comes
13th twice. But in the low-level test,
it has 5th least excess phase shift,
and with the pulse test, the response
is amongst the 2nd best group,
marred only by a porch. The
impedance is (table 16) average.
Overall: shows glints of promise,
else rather disappointing. It does
show how much a low DC
resistance is limited in its
importance.
BD
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THE grey PVC outer trunk of
this hosepipe-like cable hides
not two but three cores. These
are colour-coded, not
live/neutral/earth, but
yellow/green/red, with yellow
and red shorted at both ends.
Symphony's sonic character is not
subtle — it's tonal balance is
immediately apparent from the
outset. Low frequencies are solid
enough, with uncompromising
weight and power, if lacking in
subtlety. Morcheeba held a firm but
`ploddy' bassline under both the
voiced and rap vocals, these confused
and obscured by some murkiness
through the midrange. Guitar
notes' leading edges were
softened enough to hide the
excitement of Williams'
playing in the guitar
concerto, while acoustic
guitar in 'Serpent Dream'
seemed recessed too far
behind complex syncopated
drum patterns. Then, when
acoustic turns to electric guitar
here, glare and grain become

CableTalk
distracting issue. So, tonally, we have
a somewhat bass-heavy, detail-light
combination.
Across most styles of music,
Symphony 3 did come across as
quite smooth, but as grey as that
outer sheath. One of the best
examples of this was heard on the
Beethoven piece, which had nothing
to fault more than an insiduous
sense of monotony. One had to
really focus to follow, for
example, the lyrical solo
violin playing alongside
the string sections. There
was little sense of
brancy — attention was
neither grabbed nor held.
is may be attributed in
part by the manner in
which acoustic ambience
seemed somehow robbed from
much music, giving adry, anechoic,

effect. Rhythmic timing was also
judged as lacking on some pieces,
the Rachmaninov piece showing a
pianist somewhat out of sync with
the orchestra, and whose fast note
runs simply slurred together.
Overall, a poor- sounding cable
that subtracted music and added
coloration,
making
honest
recommendation difficult.
AH

LAB REPORT
This cable appears to be made for
industrial three-phase power use, as
it seems inconceivable that anyone
would manufacture a three-legged
cable for high-end speaker use. As
suggested by the supplier, on the
basis of ' rather than waste one
core', two were joined in parallel.
But from the simplest perspective
this is about as useful as having
twice as much arterial capacity in
your body as venal capacity; or from
higher perspectives, it creates a
lopsided transmission- line for
energy flow. The cores are about
4mm',
stranded,
bare
and
apparently plain ' tough pitch'
copper. The exterior sheath is thick
and appears to be afairly soft grade
of PVC. One has to ask if anything
has been learned? Cosmetically, the
grey colour befits a factory. The
cable is also rather unwieldy — not
for tight bends or cramped quarters.
Looking at tables 1-5, Symphony
3 has the 3rd lowest DC resistance.
The capacitance is average, while the
insulation resistance is below
average, le, not too high. The
inductance is lower than average but
again, not too high — which shows
the fairly tight spread of the group.
In tables 6-11, it averages 10th
position. In the more essential tables
12-16, Symphony averages around
1lth. In table 15, the pulse response
is amongst one of the worst, with no
virtue and two out of three vices.
Overall: one of the least high scoring.
BD
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RECTANGULAR Solid Core is
the proprietary technology here:
inductance (and impedance at
higher frequencies) is allegedly
reduced, through applying these
thin flat strands of copper in a
unique geometry.
Excellent space around the voice
and revelation in layers of piano
overdubs were appealing qualities,
evident from the outset even
within
the
sometimes
occluded mix of ' Friction'.
Rodrigo sounded dynamic
and colourful, albeit with
just ahint of brittleness
on massed shrill strings.
Downside to the extra
detailing was greater
transparency to surface
noise; not badly so, but enough
to let you appreciate that this cable
wasn't taking any prisoners. It was the
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increased ` blackness' in the silences
that was also felt admirable, able to
increase listening pleasure by allowing
one to focus more easily on the
musical strands; in the Rodrigo, again,
the guitar was nicely sized, with clean,
legible arpeggio runs, leaving the
guitar contribution always discernible
throughout the first movement. The
Rachmaninov, paradoxically, had
somewhat subdued strings,
while surface noise actually
became overly distracting.
Even master tape hiss
seemed elevated, and that
string
section
was
sounding as 'syrupy' as if
a Mantovani was at the
elm. There was some
mild 'phasiness' discernible
on some tracks, where the
soundfield seemed unnaturally

wide and nebulous, such as in the
Tubular Bells and Oscar Peterson
extracts. While not amajor criticism,
it did perhaps contribute to acertain
amount of artificiality, a little
clinicality, such that technical aspects
of production were accentuated at the
expense of the art.
Overall, though, a very fine
performance from atight and precise
sounding loudspeaker cable. Very
revealing, particularly in the treble,
without sounding obviously 'bright'; if
anything, somewhat 'dark' judging by
the 'blacker' silences available.
AH

LAB REPORT
The Prime 500 is Tara's ` entry level'
RSC cable, yet has one of the more
sophisticated geometries and is of
advanced manufacture. Its 14
AWG/2.0mm 2 conductors comprise
narrow strips of ' 8N' purity yet bare
copper, embedded as closely
mutualled and ' helixed' ( spiralled)
pairs — together with cotton — in a
special, soft, ' antistatic' plastic. The
cable was treated as a bi-wire
assembly. This means while one pair
of tapes (blue) were tested, the other
pair ( red) were shorted out and
tucked away. The conductors are
sheathed by athick plastic tube again.
This one is averagely flexible, but the
white will show the dirt fast.
In tables 1-5, Prime 500 has the
lowest insulation resistance, while
capacitance is the 2nd highest —
nothing wrong with either. The series
inductance is average, but not bad
either. Only the resistance is high, at
position 14. In tables 6-11, the Prime
500 scores 4th at best ( twice) and
1lth at worst, giving an average score
that's some way above average In the
sonically more crucial tables 12-16,
Tara twice comes 4th, but also 15th
in terms of the excess phase shift at
low levels. In the more important test
14, it still scores below average at
10th. In the pulse test ( table 15)
though, the response is again amongst
the 2nd best group, only marred by
the porch effect.
Overall: one of the better
performers in the places where it most
counts, but performance more
variable than the best.
BD
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SPEAKER CABLES

Triangie
CHEAP and cheerful, this
simple flat cable comes in ajolly
blue translucent cover, with
multi-strand copper laid into
two flat braids. This is the basic
(and only) cable supplied by
French loudspeaker
manufacturer Triangle.
Frequency extremes are not so
much curtailed as missing entirely.
Through the large system the only
musical ' highlights' Icould bring
myself to note included the veiled
guitar in Tubular Bells III, a grainy
and ragged Benny Goodman, and
two-dimensional soundstaging in
Rodrigo's concerto. Bear in mind,
of course, that this is also the very
cheapest cable from a group
spanning £ 3to over £50 per metre.
More
illumination
was
unfortunately available in the
smaller system, where Tori Amos's
voice displayed hissy sibilance,
and proved near impossible
to image in any stereo
sense.
Piano here
sounded
less
Bosendorfer, more
honky tonk. Double
bass in ` Waltzing is
Hip' was similarly
tuneless in a onenote ' thud' sense,
while the piano had an
interesting ability to
move back and forth in
space as it was played across
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this Perpetual Drone rendition
made a £ 12,000 CD12 sound like a
budget bitstream player, showing
that, contrary to Linn dogma,
source does not always come first...
Of redeeming features this cable
had none, so it gains no overall
recommendation. Other than to
avoid it.
AH

LAB REPORT

different octaves and
levels.
But most
interesting was The
Orb's ' Little Fluffy
Clouds',
whose
assline now went
uriously
flump,
ump, flumper-tump
ump, instead of the
usual
dum,
dum,
'dubber
dum-dum.
'Perpetual Dawn' fared worse;

'High performance OFC cable': no
further information was available
from the supplier of this cable. As a
high- volume, low-cost product
made in the Orient, this is more
forgivable. The conductors are
about 2mm' and comprise flat but
quite narrow tinned copper braids,
placed side-by-side, and cased in
transparent blue, soft PVC 'web'
which slightly spaces the braids.
This is aslightly unusual geometry,
a niche for some users. Like the
latter it's one of the few cables that
avoid the complexity of having
separate inner ( conductor) and
outer (sheath) insulations, which
are almost invariably made from
different dielectric materials. The
end result is easy to lay, and has a
pleasant feel, but looking like a
classic 1980s design, it won't suit
image-conscious users.
In tables 1-5, it has one of the
higher resistances and series
inductances, and also lower
capacitances — but this latter is
only needed for less robustly or
poorly designed amplifiers that
cannot cope. The low leakage
resistance may also be beneficial. In
tables 6-11, it comes 14th three
times, and at best scores 9th place.
In the more crucial tables 12-16,
Triangle has average scores at best,
and comes 14th twice. The
redeeming feature is that the pulse
response is again in with the 2nd
best group, marred only by the
porch effect. Overall: Interesting
niche performance. But not so
optimum as others for mainstream
use. May best suit SET amps or
'cable-phobic' systems.
BD
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SPEAKER CABLES
TABLE 1

type/geometry

IAudioquest

Hyperlitz pipe
2-core
2core
2-core
close, broad Cu Foils
tinned, close braids
insulated weave
figure-of-eight
4x4 foils ---/--widespaced, thin
star-quad (4core)
2-core
3-core
close, narrow Cu foils
spaced tinned braids

2Chord Co
3 DiMarzio
4 Ecosse
5Goertz
6Jenving
7 Kimber
8QED
9 Nordost
10 DNM
I1Sonic Link
12 Shinpy
13 CableTalk
14 Tara Labs
I5Triangle

Measurement tolerances

series DC resistance
(milliohms)

67 (7)
72 (8/9=)
6,4 (6)
72 (8/9.)
50 (4)
62 ( 5)
96 ( 12)
85 ( 10)
171 ( 13)
626 ( 15)
25 (2)
23 ( 1)
41 ( 3)
222 ( 14)
87 ( 11)
+/- 1m ohm

SUBJECTIVE CONCLUSION

shunt DC resistance
(Giga ohms) at 500V

series inductance
(pH) at lkHz

180 ( 9)
200 (9)
450 ( 3)
800 ( 1)
250 (6)
20, falling ( 11)
300 (5)
240 (7)
400 (4)
500 ( 2)
17 ( 12)
0.17 ( 14)
170 ( 10)
0.018, slow-rising ( 15)
15 ( 13)
+/-10%

3.0 (=8/9)
3.0 (=8/9)
2.5 (.5/6/7)
2.6 (=5/6/7)
0.2 ( 1)
2.2 (4)
1.2 ( 2)
3.2 (= 10/11)
3.7 ( 12)
10.2 ( 15)
1.6 ( 3)
5.1 ( 14)
3.3 (= 10/11)
2.6 (=5/6/7)
5.0 ( 13)
+/- 0.3pH

shunt capacitance
(nF) at] kHz

0.75 (9)
0.19 (4)
0.50 (=7/8)
0.50(=7/8)
6.6 ( 15)
0.88 ( 11)
0.83 ( 10)
0.26 (5)
0.16 ( 2)
0.05 ( 1)
0.98 ( 12)
1.13 ( 13)
0.41 ( 6)
1.44 ( 14)
0.17 ( 3)
+/- 15pF

the measured results of Ben's lab tests. One
cable from the measured ` Class A' also
appears in the top ranks of my subjective
test. And interestingly, one of the top
measured cables was also found to sound
among the poorest. So, no easy parallels to
be drawn here. Looked at another way,
some of the finest cables Ihave heard
appear outside Ben's 'Winners' list. There
was some correlation in this two-fold test,
(performed with neither party knowing the
other's findings until results were ' zipped
together' later) but there is no easy formula.
It could be noted that, for example, those
Indigo was similarly revealing but sounded
less 'technical', and both had excellent low- cables deemed to sound the best were
among those with the least overall
end extension and control, showing real
capacitance. But in the case of the Reson
movement in bass instruments. Either are
and Blue Heaven ribbon, this also went
certainly worth auditioning.
hand -in hand with some of the highest
In the final recommendation Imake no
series
inductance
figures.
Causal
overall distinction between DNM Reson,
relationships cannot be instantly read into
Nordost Blue Heaven, Sonic Link Silver
this. The revolutionary new high and lowAero S300 and Chord Co Odyssey.
level phase tests are certainly worth
With the £ 17/m Odyssey in circuit, Ifelt
investigating, and future empirical testing
real honesty in acoustic piano recordings,
here may be worthwhile, especially over
strings and violin playing. Music flowed
important frequencies other than just IkHz.
naturally, and with more detail and insight
An astute reader may be tempted, in the
than, say, the Goertz MI 2. Rhythms were
kept tight and crisp without sounding over- light of comments on particular cables'
strengths at frequency extremes, to consider
damped, and bass notes sounded accurate.
mixing and matching in bi-wired and biSonic Link S300, at £ 18/m, was another
amplified systems. Due to the finite nature
good all-rounder, sounding smooth, clear,
of life, there was no time to try any such
and entirely unpretentious. Bass was well
combinations formally. Informally,
controlled and timing impeccable.
however, these listening tests inspired some
In terms of clarity and transparency, the
experimentation, and could provide abasis
two leaders were DNM Reson and Nordost
for anyone interested to try different cables
Blue Heaven. Both are flat, low capacitance
in discrete crossover-band applications. AH
designs, with an ability to convey the
ambience of a recording that was
Acknowledgements
unparalled. Blue Heaven, most expensive at

Goertz, that most unconventional of flat
wires, could be the answer to many people's
In the best tradition of beauty contests, the
musical prayers. Notwithstanding its
subjective trial results are presented in
subdued topend ' air' and sparkle it was
reverse order, starting with some of the
overall easily the smoothest, sweetest of all
leastsatisfactory sounding cables.
tested. Not for detail fanatics though. Two
Cable Talk's Symphony 3had aflat and
great hi-fi cables, whose only relationship is
heavy sound that seemed to sap life and
actually physical size and country of origin,
energy from the music, and was sadly
proved to be the chunky AudioQuest Indigo
capable of turning an exciting musical event
and Tara Labs RSC Prime 500. The Tara
into atwo-dimensional siesta.
Labs cable had more detail to offer,
This contrasts with the Jenving Supra Ply
3.4 which, while also somewhat 'flat' stereo- capable of laying atrack open, but could get
a smidgeon ' shiny' at top. AudioQuest's
wise, had asubjectively limited bandwidth
and a'restricted' character where complex
layers of sound often overlapped to the
detriment of clarity.
Shinpy's Black Star proved disappointing
by virtue of its performance-to-price ratio:
at over £52 per metre Iexpected something
better than the thick, muddled sound Iwas
hearing writ over any music played with
Black Star in place. Grainy and ragged in
the treble, overblown in the bass, for me it's
only merit was its business-like appearance.
Even worse, but mitigated at least by a
low budget price, was Triangle's nameless
wire. This one confused the sound so much,
Ibegan to suspect that CDs had been
down-mixed into MP3. For those who still
believe that cables make no difference, buy
this one, and enjoy.
Above these stood DiMarzio cable, an
altogether mellower affair that had better
music playing credentials, if a little
`undynamic' and rubato in its interpretation.
Moving into the realms of commendability,
QED's Qudos Silver deserves mention for
its high performance at abudget price of
£5/m. It is guilty of erring on the bright side
of neutral, but in the right context can help
asystem show its potential. ICimber 4VS is
country cousin to 4TC but lacks its richer
relative's PTFE dielectric, in favour of
cheaper LDPE. It certainly sounded similar,
having an excellent feel for ambience and
detail, and good dynamic presentation. The
only question mark here hung over 4VS's
mild tonal abberation which may be alittle
too intrusive for some tastes. The
monocrystal cable from Ecosse gave a
balanced sound, very musical and dynamic.
Only some edge in the treble stopped it
moving further up the bill.
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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around £ 55/m,
showed
acoustic
instruments conjured up Faustlike between
speakers, stereo imaging becoming truly
three-dimensional. Likewise the Reson, at
only £6.95/m (but doubled here, so read
`£13.90/m'), which could sift through layers
of music and keep them separate for
appreciation. The only caveat for these flat
ribbons would be bass quality. While
revealing and extended in the bass, afaint
loss of precision in timing here was enough
to prevent them receiving unreserved praise.
Personal tastes will dictate any choice here.
What is of interest is the correlation with

Ben Duncan is indebted to Debbie Brimacombe, and Bruce
Hofer, vice-founder of Audio Precision (USA), for helping

to make the advanced Audio Precision System One/Two
measurements possible; Bill Steele at Spectrum Software
(USA) for MicroCAP-V support; Tommy jawing for his
ideas and support of the test development; and Max
Townshend for sharing his pulse test knowledge. BD's
speaker cable testing was first inspired by successful speaker
designer friend Mark Dodd's 'crazy' idea to specify the first
factory-built pro-studio monitor - agiant Talmo) ,cab to be wired up inside with a ,C501m, top US audiograde
speaker cable; and Philip Newell's and Dr Keith Holland's
similarly brave, pro-active work, in the early 90's, to
demonstrate cable differences to aghast HLOs at awell
known conference on reproduced sound. 7'hey of course
used a 'Her-like subtractive method to do this, which
well and truly hoist HLOs by their own petard!
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twas only amatter of time before
Ruark added an entry-level model
to its Sterling Reference line. In
the six years since the standmounted
two-way Equinox launched the lineup, it has been joined by the Solstice
and
Excalibur
floor- standing
behemoths. Solus is the newbie
which completes the series, though
Sterling Reference will eventually
include acentre channel speaker and
a subwoofer for home theatre
applications. Good enough to serve
as a main speaker the Solus is also
small enough to act as rear or side
speakers in systems where Equinox or
Solstice (if not necessarily Excalibur)
act as the primaries.
And it is small: it seems like amini
version of the Equinox, measuring a
concise 330x206x330mm (hwd), its
10kg weight hinting at chunky
components and solid construction.
Ruark has trademarked its Advanced
Cabinet Design technology, a
method of assembly indicating
varying panel thickness
and
strategically-positioned bracing to
minimise resonance.
By now, you know the look:
sculpted side panels, ablack 30mm
thick Boothroydian grooved, black
slate- textured top, baffle and rear
panel — very sandwich, very Italian.
And very inert. The combination of
intricate internal bracing and acoustic
deadening material, does achieve
what Ruark wanted: a box which
passes the thump test. It's almost
completely inert, and as the sound
attests, free from the effects of
coloration. Its slightly inclined front
baffle provides time delay, and I
didn't find the removable grille
intrusive. The Solus is available with
side panels in natural oak, black oak
and natural cherry, with yew, natural
beech, rosewood or black piano
lacquer as options.
Solus also revives apractice almost
entirely abandoned by manufacturers
who reject it because it adds astep or
two to the manufacturing process:
offset drivers. Mirror- imaged pairs
allegedly offer better integration,
dispersion and room flexibility.
A gas-flowed rear port is situated at
the top of the rear baffle to allow this
small box to deliver ' excellent
subjective bass extension'. According
to Ruark, reflex loading was required
to maximise the performance of
Solus' low-Q bass driver, relative to
the volume of the enclosure. Solus'
largish port also maintains the
performance at high volumes because
small ports cannot move enough air
at high SPLs. As aresult, the Solus
avoids compression, and is nearly as
capable as asmall ATC in achieving
rock-lover volume without sounding
like it's about to explode.
Solus sports a Scanspeak-made,
54

28mm silk dome tweeter using a
doped open weave fabric. The dome
is fitted to an aluminium former and
voice -coil, immersed into a low
viscosity ferro -fluid. The latter
contributes in no small part to the
high power handling, its low viscosity
having ` minimal drag' to endow the
tweeter with speed — evident in
listening sessions via some of the
fastest transients I've heard; cynics
will notes that speed of this high a
calibre is normally the virtue of metal
drivers...probably the only virtue of
metal drivers.
The tweeter assembly also includes
a machined air-flowed pole-piece
leading to a rear chamber which

Solus also
revives a
practice
almost entirely
abandoned by
manufacturers
who reject it
because
it adds a
step or two
to the
manufacturing
process:
offset drivers

serves ' to equalise pressure on the
rear of the dome and suspension'.
But the star of the Solus is anewlydesigned 150mm woofer, heard here
in its first real-world application. The
company devised aunique damping
method applied to the long fibre,
profiled paper cone, which was
selected initially for its intrinsic
internal damping. Slits were cut into
the cone in an outward spiral at
different angles from the dust cap to
the pure rubber surround, the latter a
material with minimal hysteresis and
energy storage. The pattern reminded
me of the lozenge- shaped pits on
some Linn speaker baffles. The slits
are filled with a ' secret' damping

If 'entry level flagship' seems a contradiction in
terms, try this latest addition to Ruark's :Sterling Reference'
series. And the subwoofer, of course

by KEN KESSLER

SEPTEMBER 1999
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LOUDSPEAKERS
compound, then treated to a final
coating of dope on the cone surface.
Ruark believes that this process
`effectively dissipates and controls
vibrations around the cone instead of
reflecting them straight back to the
centre'. Their chosen illustration of
this phenomenon is the path of
ripples when you throw astone into a
small pool. The absence of any
damping of the waves created by the
stone means that the ripples will
reach the bank and then be reflected
back into the pool. Apply this to
sound and it means coloration. Better
control of cone behaviour should
result in smoother response and
lower coloration up through the
midband.
Another detail of the new woofer
assembly is its precision diecast
chassis, conceived to deal with how
sound waves were dispersed at the
rear of the chassis, along with the
loading effect of air on the unit's
long-throw coil and suspension. Its
struts, which hold the driver's
magnet are — I kid you not —
'aerodynamically shaped to present
minimal resistance to internal sound
waves'. The design approximates the
suspension working in free space,
rather than in achamber.
Another aspect of the suspension is
its ability to provide linear movement
under ' normal working conditions',
turning 'progressive' at the extreme.
This also adds to the Solus' ability to
be hammered by headbanging
morons before the arrival of
compression at obscenely high
volume levels.
At 86dB/1W, the Solus isn't going
to attract the SET hardcore, but the
carefully- designed eight- element
crossover, operating at 3.6kHz,
allows it to show arelatively easy if
inefficient load: 8 ohms with no
nasties. In standard Ruark practice,
all polypropylene capacitors and
inductors are custom-made, the caps
wound with a thick film allowing
them to be wound tighter, to reduce
internal ringing and distortion. The
coils are air-cored and wound with
high purity copper; the high-precision
are ceramic. As with other Sterling
models, the internal wiring consists of
19 strands of high-purity copper,
silver plated cables, sheathed in
PTFE. Ruark eschewed PCBs, the
crossover is hard-wired and soldered
directly to the bi-wireable, gilded
WBT connectors on the rear in a
recess below the port.
Almost instinctive is the need to
position the Solus in free space on
22-24in rigid stands; Iused singlepillar Partingtons, as the dedicated
Solus stand was not ready in time for
the review. So essential is substantial
space behind the port that Iwould
heartily advise against shelf- or wallHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RUARK LOG- RHYTHM SUBWOOFER
RUARK'S Log- Rhythm sub - whoever named it that should be sacked packs alot into its 420x430x430mm ( hwd) carcass, enough to
make it weigh 25kg. Its sealed enclosure is made from
25mm MDF; inside are a300mm ( 12in) long- throw paper
composite woofer on asteel chassis, with adouble magnet
for shielding, and a 100W DC- coupled bipolar amp.
Ruark thoughtfully made it easy to set up, with high and
low level connections for use on its own via adedicated
subwoofer outlet ( eg, from asurround processor), as a
system feeding satellites or in stereo pairs. The user can
adjust crossover, gain and phase, and it was so simple to
set up that Ihad it nailed in 20 minutes. Oh, and it looks
cool, too, with or without the optional clip- on side panels
in black or one of four woods. The black box gloom is
dispelled by Wadia-like posts at each corner. And, boy,
does it do the trick. On the newly-remastered Dune DVD,
the scene where Paul Atriedes calls the sandworms with that thumper device
is my latest bass buster. The Log-Rhy... no, Ijust can't say that name. The Ruark sub conveyed not
just the extension, but the weight as well. And speed? Ididn't know how much snap low bass
could have. At £ 750 ( plus £ 75 for the panels and £50 for the cones), this is atriumph.
mounting. Sound quality, especially
openness and imaging, suffers
audibly if the speaker is less than
0.5m from the side and back walls.
Optimum listening sessions had
the Solus placed around 0.7m from
the sides in aroom 4m wide. Space
away from the back wall was
determined by toe -in and the
distance from the listening position.
With aroom around 5.5m deep and
the hot seat 3.5m from the speakers,
lm from the back was the minimum.
Its £ 1200 price tag suggested
partner amplification in the
£600-£2000 range, which I
instinctively ignored. Instead, Iused
amplification costing double that —
NuVista pre/power — as well as two
channels of the Rotel RSX965 A/V
receiver. For more likely partners, I
used the Roksan Caspian with
matching CD player, the limited
edition of the Musical Fidelity Al,
Radford MA15s (thanks, Malcolm)
and Quad Hs. Other sources included
acomplete Linn LP12 front end, the
Musical Fidelity X-RAY, Pioneer's
DV414 (Region 1) and abrief spurt
of the Bow Wizard CD player.
So who switched on the time
machine? It was adeliciously curious
mix of modern refinement and preBirt, classic BBC/British box speaker
sound. The main difference, though,,
is that the Solus accomplishes with its
size what would two decades ago
have required double that. But
certain rules haven't been broken by
the passage of time: getting this much
bass out of a small enclosure still
means low sensitivity; the positioning
is still crucial; the dispersion still
approaches true point source
behaviour if the optimum positioning
is achieved. If an experienced
anachrophile heard these blindfolded,
he/she would be driven to schizophrenia: tight, modern, fast bass, with
sweet, kind treble. The latter is more
common in older designs, because

Another
detail of the
new wocfer
assemtly is
its precision
diecast
chassis,
conceived to
deal witi how
sound naves
were dispersed
at the rear of
the chassis,
along wth the
loading effect
of air cm the
unit's kngthrow coil and
suspension
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Ruark,
59 TaFcrs Court,
Tempi,: Ram
Industrial Estate,
SouthendOn-Sea.
Essex
SS2' TM
Tel: 01702
601 -le.

modern listeners are too brain-dead,
too accustomed to artifice to
recognise natural vs artificial.
To put this in perspective, to help
you decide whether or not this is the
way you should spend £ 1200 (and
assuming you need something
compact), the Solus — despite its
wide dynamic range, hey-I-behavelike-a-big'un-when-it-comes-tosoundstage, image recreation and
admirable speed — is the sort of
speaker which favours vocals,
acoustic instruments and ` woody'
sounds: clarinet, piano and the like.
Over the weeks Ihad them, Ifed
Solus everything from Lenny Kravitz
to 01' Blue Eyes, Eva Cassidy to
Aretha, Sousa to Gershwin. And it
was like asinewave: thumbs up for
Capitol- era Dino or early Sheryl
Crow, mild ennui with XTC.
Solus emerged as too refined for
the masses. This is aspeaker for close
listening, not partying, despite its
capacity for loudness. Its threedirnensionalty is audiophile-grade;
you know the drill, cg, listening
through a studio recording to hear
the airconditioners... And yet, you
can hear how it will do well when
joined by the forthcoming centre and
subwoofer because it can recreate the
scale of a cinematic event. This
speaker could end up being too good
for its market niche, because it does
so many things so well. It is another
contender for the titles held by the
dear, departed LS3/5A.
With aproviso: however good its
bass — fast and extended — it will
benefit from a subwoofer, to better
exploit its midband and treble (see
box). Which reminds me: Ruark
needs someone with taste and
intelligence when it comes to
product names. And given their
stylistic obsession with one of this
speaker's main rivals, why didn't
they just succumb to hero worship
and call it Solus Faber'?
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I

magine, you're sitting on atrain,
abus or in acar listening to your
favourite music, and every bump
you go over makes the music wobble
and cut in and out. You are fed up
with your heavy portable, generally a
hindrance to carry around. Next to
you someone sits calmly with their
headphones on, encountering no
such troubles. You trace the
headphone cable down from their
ears and see, tucked in their top
pocket, the cable plugged into avery
slim and futuristic tape-like player.
Chances are it's not atape player at
all but an MP3 player.
MP3 (or MPEG 1, Layer 3) has
been around for anumber of years
now. MP3 files are essentially
highly-compressed audio files: datareduced to such an extreme that you
would never imagine that the result
could be described as ' near CDquality'. It is best compared to
Sony's MiniDisc technology, using
various complex algorithms to
compress the digital signal into the
smallest possible space, whilst still
giving your ear the impression that it
is a44.1kH16-bit recording.
This is achieved by a computer
deciding whether certain frequencies
at certain levels within the audio
spectrum of arecording are actually
heard by the ear. If the sound

audio'. The advantages of MP3
include being able to specify the
recording quality (for example you
could record at 96kb/s stereo to free
up some storage space for other
tracks). Alternatively, you can even
record speech at a measly 16kb in
mono and bingo — you have a
dictaphone with hundreds of hours
of recording time. MP3 allows you
to take a 70 minute stereo CD
(about 700 Mbytes) and crush it
down to 70Mbytes (at 128kbits/sec).
This, in itself, is an incredible feat.
Think — you could make a CD- R
containing around ten complete
albums of a favourite band in MP3
format. You can forget multi- CD
players when you have 12 hours of
music per CD to play with. You can
also take a chainsaw to your CDstorage rack and cut it down to a
tenth of its size. Or even replace the
whole player with asingle hard disk
in acomputer.
Of course, there is one big
disadvantage with all MP3 players
currently: you'll need acomputer in
order to upload MP3 files to the
player. Several companies are now
tackling this and are on the verge of
releasing standalone units for
computerless
(or
computerphobe) owners.
These boxes will

The MPEG 1
Layer 3
technology
can compress
audio
recordings
down to about
1/10 of the
equivalent
CD quality
storage size,
whilst
retaining that
so-called
'CD-quality'
sound

encode audio into MP3 and upload
it directly into a plug-in portable
player or memory card ['News', pl 1,
June '99]. However, at the moment,
most people using an MP3 portable
player will likely be PC users*.

SCHNEIDER MP-F20 MPMAN
The F20 MPMan is made for
Schneider of Germany by Korean
manufacturer Sachan Information
Systems, the second in its range of
MP3 portable players (after its MPF10), with four players featuring
enhanced facilities to appear soon.
The £ 159 MPMan comes with a
CD-ROM for aWindows PC. The
CD contains software that allows
you to upload and download to and
from your player, some example
*As we go to press there is one MP3
portable player available for Apple
Macintosh computers, the MPlayer3,
from another German company,
Pontis [www.mplayer3.corn].
Expect areview soon! — Tech Ed

component is classified ' virtually
inaudible' (for example, when it is a
quiet sound ' masked' by a louder
tone of fairly similar frequency) then
the MP3 encoding process rejects it.
The MPEG 1Layer 3 technology
can reduce audio recordings down to
about 1/10 of the equivalent CDquality storage size, whilst claiming
to retain that so-called ' CD-quality'
sound. ( Sony's ATRAC, used in
MiniDisc, reduces the amount of
data to about 1/5 of the original.)
Recording
MP3
files
at
128kilobits/sec in stereo is thus
regarded by some as ` CD- quality

Once Diamond won the US legal battle

cei1
4
/

ate>

to put its Rio player on sale, other
MP3 downloading devices were bound to
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follow. Here's one from Germany

The
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COMPUTER AUDIO
MP3 tracks, and a CD Ripper
application for from encoding CD
tracks into MP3 format. There are
also many MP3 software encoders
freely available for downloading
from the ' net, and these typically
provide heaps of options, including
the ability to set the sample rate for
encoding, and the actual algorithm
used to encode.
I experimented with various
recordings, recording from CD and
MiniDisc on to a PC and then
encoding the files as MP3 data
before uploading to the MPMan.
[HFN/RR's Technical Editor also
listened to these: see box.]
There are several important factors
to be considered here. Firstly, I
recorded from CD to PC via
analogue connections. One could
transfer using digital means, but PC
Soundcards with digital inputs are
rare and expensive compared to their
analogue- input
counterparts.
Remember, the cheapest and simplest
option is to rip audio from a CD
using the computer's own in-built
CD-ROM drive.

THE PLAYER, MAN
The F20 player really is atiny unit,
70x91x18mm (whd). It weighs 95g
with its single 1.5V AA battery. It'll
fit in a pocket and you won't even
know it's there. The player comes
with 32Mb of flash memory
(rewritable, and doesn't require the
AA battery to keep the data intact)
and has aSmartMedia port for 8, 16
or 32Mb memory cards (who knows,
maybe one day we will all be buying
music on SmartiVledia...) which are
about the size of two postage stamps.
The 32Mb will allow about 30
minutes of ' CD-quality' audio to be
stored on it at one time. The F20
will also run from a 3V power
supply, although this is not supplied
as standard. But when the single
battery will last up to 12 hours
(depending on how loud you like
your music) one doesn't really need
apower supply, just aspare battery.
The player comes with a pair of
'20Hz-20KHz' in- ear headphones
which seem to perform very well,
even at high volume levels.
The transport controls on the top
of the player consist of rewind,
play/stop and fast-forward buttons.
Next to these are the +/- volume
buttons. The front of the player has
a tiny LCD screen with a button
either side labelled Mode and Info.
The display gives battery level,
volume level, track number, track
time and recording sample frequency
(in kHz). It displays all the essential
information, although the display
has no backlight so it's impossible to
read without adequate lighting. In
addition, it's ashame that the LCD
14141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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IT'S MP3: BUT IS IT HI-FI?
IT seems that everyone has something to say about MP3. The record industry, computer buffs and
trendy technophiles may announce it variously as the ruin or salvation of recorded music. Hype
like this Ican deal with. But what irritates me more than anything else is the continual references
to MP3 sound as 'CD quality'.
Now, MP3 is good — very good if you ' Does it sound big?'. In audio terms, these
consider just how much data (that's your music) questions can be rephrased in terms of signal.
has been discarded — typically around 90%, to- noise ratios, flat and extended frequency
often more. Then the wonder becomes not that it response, and stereo separation (plus bass boost)
can sound relatively respectable but that it can respectively. Most digital systems, even using
work at all. MPEG compression is quite lossy codecs, pass with flying colours on these
ubiquitous now: electronic news gathering kind of parameters. But what you cannot hear is
(ENG), DVD-Video and mobile phones have all what you cannot hear. Or to put another way,
used a form of this codec (' compression/ when audio information has been removed to
decompression', or 'coding/decoding') to allow minimise file size, how do you tell what you're
easy storage and transfer of digital data through missing? This is as true for Sony's lossy ATRAC
bandwidth-restricted channels. (MiniDisc compression) as MP3: subtle phase
In the case of the Schneider MPMan here, and information is often the first to go, leaving aFlat,
with Diamond Multimedia's Rio player, we have very two-dimensional ' cardboard cut-out'
a diminutive personal player with no moving representation of music.
parts. Ilistened to it with the supplied earphones;
Now, with no point of reference, one can
with Sony MDR-51 ( Sony Pro Walkman) and listen to full-rate MP3 without too much offence.
Grado SR225 headphones; and I
also connected Drop that bit-rate further though, and things can
to a Linn/Harbeth hi-fi system. The in- ear turn sour — we get that warbling, underwater
'phones Ifound to be quite poor — their thin, effect, which anyone listening to acaller's voice
tinny sound degraded aclassical excerpt ['March From adigital mobile phone will recognise. As
to the Scaffold', Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique] an aside, beware of transferring music files to
even further into tinny lofi. But with dance and MPEG, back to KM and then into MPEG again.
rock pieces the combined idiosyncracies of the When cascading bit- rate reduction codecs, you
player and earphones were somehow less can be left with music more fitting for the BBC
offensive. In Fact, playing through better Radiophonic Workshop — a Dalek-like
headphones or the amp and speakers showed electronic warbling which bears little relation to
that there was something in this 'CD quality',
your music.
Recorded at the higher available quality level,
So, ultimate verdict on the Schneider MPMan?
adata rate of 128kilobit/second, the sound is I
cannot criticise it much beyond the limitations of
respectable. For most people, the judgement of the MP3 format. My main complaint would be
sound quality is based on the old analogue levelled at the headphone output which is too
paradigm, viz, '
Can Ihear crackle and noise?', small to drive some headphones loudly, and a
'Does it sound tinny or does it have a "good price which doesn't equate yet with performance
tone"?, 'Does the sound wobble around?' and available on other formats
Andrew Harrison
.411111.1••••••••••••r

doesn't display the MP3 files' text
header information, although
Sclmeider's new additions to the Frange should include these features.
The mode button to the left of
display allows you to toggle between
'repeat', ' repeat all', ' shuffle' and
'shuffle repeat all' modes. The Info
button to the right provides three
facilities: when player is in Stop
mode it allows you to switch
between bass-boost setting (normal,
mid, and high); total memory
installed; and total memory
remaining. When in play mode this
button allows you to switch between
the bass settings.
There is also the ever- useful
'Hold' slider switch on the left of the
player, to render all controls apart

from volume inoperable. The bassboost ( 24dB at 126Hz) was agreat
help, giving the sound a lot more
impact. Iused the player mainly with
the mid setting. Maximum setting
here often distorted in the
headphones when volume was more
than halfway up.

THE SOFTWARE
SUPPLIER

The MPMan vl software is very easy
to use, contains all the basic
functions you would need, and is
very fast in use. Upon opening, the
program detects the player (which
must be connected via data cable,
and turned on). After afew seconds
awindow opens showing hard disk
continued on page
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To become Scotland's foremost
quality hi-fi outlet you don't sell boxes,
you offer solutions.
Over the past five years we've worked
hard to build and maintain our
reputation for friendly, approachable
and knowledgeable advice that aims
toward customer- led solutions.

The new look at
the MUSiC Mill.
Whether or not the Music Mill would
progress into the world of hi-fidelity video
equipment to compliment our superb range
of audio equipment, was never in doubt.

This approach, coupled with the
world's very best in hi-fi equipment

Our problem was finding the manu-

We recommend ...
In this regular spot, we recommend equipment
configurations that will deliver quality and value
across arange of prices.
This month, we take alook at three possible
CD / amp / speaker combinations.
Copland / AVI

facturer whose company philosophy not
only produced superb aesthetic design, but
was also responsible for matchless, easy-

and other services such as delivery

to-use technology.

Copland CDA 289

£1898

Copland CSA 28

£1249

at competitive prices, has built the

AVI Nu Nutrons

£500

Music Mill into Scotland's foremost

System total

and installation anywhere in the UK

quality hi-fi outlet.

£3647

Primare / Sonus Faber

Innovation and development are
also part of the unique Music Mill mix.
This year alone we've added new
demo rooms, introduced high fidelity
video products and are currently
developing our presence on the world

Our search stopped with Loewe.

Primare 30.2 CD

£1500

www.loewe.de to view this stunning range

Primare 30.1 amp

£1500

of German designed and manufactured

Sonus Faber Signum

£1249

Please visit our showroom or check out

video equipment and discuss how you

system.

wide web.
"11111%

System total

£4249

might best integrate it with your audio

LOEWE.

Krell / Martin Logan

Music Mill now stock
Nordost SPM Speaker
Cables and Interconnects

Krell KAV 300 CD

£4190

We recommend these fastest sounding cables and

Krell KAV 500i amp

£4999

Martin Logan Aerius i

£2199

interconnects on the market from Nordost, for systems
utilising the likes of Acoustic Research and other top
quality valve based equipment
Music Mill also stock cable by DNM,Transparent, the
full Nordost range and many others.

NÔÉDOST
Loewe AV / Pro Ac / Krell / ARC / Martin Logan / Primare / Sonus Faber / AVI / JBL
Marantz / DNM / Alchemist / Roksan / Copland / Project / TEAC / J.A. Mitchel / Theta

System total

£11388

All sytems available by mail order.
Minimum deposit 10%, 12 months defered
Above prices do not include cable connections or stands.
Please contact for advice.

Musi cMill

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG / Tel: 0131 555 3963 / Fax: 0131 555 3964 / www.musicmill.co.uk / advice©musicmill.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKERS

A

quick primer: the core
technology was developed by
Mission following original
work by the military to reduce
aircraft cabin noise. Mission created
a rigorous mathematical model of
what came to be known as the NXT
flat-panel speaker. Now the tail wags
the dog: NXT has been spun-off into
a self-contained company, which
licenses the technology (now called
SurfaceSound) worldwide.
Although not the only flat panel
technology, NXT is arguably the
most promising. To anyone brought
up on moving-coil transducers it is
certainly the most startlingly counterintuitive. An NXT flat panel is
equipped with (typically) two piezo
drive units, or rather exciters, which
bend the panel in time with the
music. They excite the inherent
resonances in the panel — rather
than attempting to move the whole
thing. This means that front and rear
radiation is additive, without the bass
cancellation of aconventional opendipole panel: so neither baffles nor
enclosed boxes are needed.
Down to the nitty-gritty. X-Space
is a complete subwoofer satellite
system with its own dedicated
amplification: 40W to drive the 2
ohm subwoofer, and 2x30W for the
2.5 ohm panels. The complete
system, including packaging, weighs
only 6kg, and the panels themselves,
which measure 288x310x82mm
(hwd), represent only asmall fraction
of this. The subwoofer is designed to
look like atruncated computer case,
and is 94x252x348mm (hwd). The

most obvious application for XSpace is as a powered computer
sub/sat, but it would be equally at
home with personal stereo players or
as a simple audio speaker/amp
package for use in small rooms or
student digs, where its low weight
and portability will be valued.
Various standard and attenuating
leads supplied in the packing
facilitate each of these applications.
So X- Space is not exactly highend, and by rights it should have
been disqualified from the pages of
this magazine, but this is not quite
the whole story. First, it has
undergone considerable refinement
since its launch ( it is effectively a
Mark II, identifiable by the slide
volume control on the subwoofer),
and now warrants careful consideration on sound quality grounds. It
is also atechnology demonstrator par
excellence, which says much about the
current state of the NXT art.
Taking Mission's figures at face
value — the X-Space panel's lower
response limit is around 230Hz, and
the upper limit 16kHz, +/- 6dB —
there are clear limitations to this
product: it cannot, for example,
reproduce stereo below about
250Hz, and it is doubtful whether it
would qualify as high fidelity in any
conventional sense. There is also
some hum and noise from the
integral amplifier, though it is not
ordinarily audible. But in many ways
the performance of the X- Space
belies these limitations. One reason
may be the seamless midband made
possible by a speaker that lacks the

Now refined and repriced, Mission's flat-panel
`SurfaceSound' speaker deserves a closer look
by ALVIN

GOLD

MISSION
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There are clear
limitations to
this product:
it cannot, for
example,
reproduce
stereo below
about 250Hz,
and it is
doubtful
whether it
would qualify
as high fidelity
in any
conventional
sense...
But in many
ways the
performance
of the X- Space
belies these
limitations

SUPPLIER
Mission Group,
Stonehill,
Huntingdon,
Cambs
PE18 6ED.
Tel 01480
451777

usual 3kHz-3.5kHz crossover and all
the associated problems, but the effect
is clear enough: X-Space is smooth,
clean and open, with atransparent,
unprocessed quality and real musicmaking talent. The lack of extreme top
end is barely noticeable most of the
time, but the neutral, articulate
midband voicing is aconstant. There is
even a suggestion of layering and
subtlety through the midband that puts
some well known high-fidelity speakers
to shame, and stereo separation and
soundstaging, whilst a little diffuse,
tend to mimic real life well.
Then there are the various party
tricks that have come to be
associated with NXT. For example
turning either panel through 180°
alters the sound only marginally, and
does not put the speakers out of
phase. More importantly, the little
X-Space system projects the sound
down the length of a longish ( 11
metre) room surprisingly well, with
little loss of level or projection;
indeed, the system generates a
remarkably homogenous soundfield.
The bass is lightweight and a little
muddled if stressed, but it remains
somewhat better than most small
computer- cum utility subwoofers.
Add in the system's excellent finish,
flexibility and attractive pricing
(£299.90 is alot more palatable than
the £499.90 launch price ayear or so
back, then based on much lower
sales volumes and higher component
cost prices), and the X- Space is
certainly best of breed, a real
vindication for NXT.

V

eritas is a small new
Norfolk-based company run
by acoustic guitar maker
John Hullah and his business
partner Paul Marriott. But why
should a guitar maker get involved
with loudspeakers? It all started,
said John, with his frustration at
hearing reproduced guitar sounding
nothing like the real thing through
most loudspeakers, which set him
on aquest for better ways of doing
things. The name Ventas, as you
might have gathered, is Latin for
'the truth' — summing up the
company's philosophy of aiming for
faithfulness to the original music.
One of his first ventures was alarge
pair of horn loudspeakers, and a
development of this now forms the
current flagship in a range of
designs, which has a tiny two way
as its entry-level model. The next
one up from here is the Ventas 20,
reviewed here.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, this
model has an internal volume of
about 20 litres, which turns out to
be about the ideal volume for the
woofer used. The speaker measures
some 470mm high, with the usual
MDF frame grille and four small
rubber feet set into the base. The
most striking feature is the glossy
piano black finish. This is not a
fake piano black, but the real thing
— as used by Britain's leading
piano maker. It has a wondrously
lustrous mirror-like shine — the
result of several layers of sprayed
and sanded lacquer. Unlike Henry
Ford, who offered ' any colour so
long as it was black' Ventas can
provide avirtual rainbow of colours
to special order.
Despite the paintwork, the
cabinets are not mere ' gloss' in this
design. They are extremely solid
and well damped, due to their
double- skin construction. Each
panel comprises two layers of
MDF, 18mm on the inside and
9mm on the outside, bonded
together with a special glue which
foams and then sets, creating an
integral lossy layer which absorbs

mechanical vibrations and turns
them to heat. The cabinets are
certainly both very rigid and dense,
and no additional panel damping is
required. In addition to this piano
black/MDF cabinet, Ventas offers
an alternative version, which has an
18mm MDF inner skin and lOmm
of solid wood ( that's correct —
solid, not veneer) as the outer skin,
bonded on with the same lossy
glue. So, quarter- round edges at
front and back are no problem, for
a nicely- rounded luxurious look.
The solid wood version in
particular shows the guitar-maker's
woodworking skills, for the finish
really is very fine. The solid wood
version is no more expensive than
the piano black. Standard woods
are maple, light cherry, dark cherry
and oak. Others can be quoted for
to order.
The custom-designed stands are
particularly handsome: they may
not be the most rigid of designs but
the vertical pillars, akind of pointed
`ID' in horizontal cross section,
rather like aship's bow at the front,
are a mixture of lacquered MDF
and gloss finished hardwood. The
intersection between jet piano-black
gloss and the light wood let in at an
angle makes aclear 'V' for Ventas.
Hidden around the back is yet
more gloss-finished hardwood. The
pillar supports an MDF top plate
and sits on another MDF bottom
plate, spiked, with rounded outer
edges and an angled front bevel
clearly declaring the Ventas name
to all and sundry. The loudspeakers
mounted on these stands drew
many admiring comments from
visitors, so Ireckon they've got the
aesthetics about right. In addition,
the MDF avoids the hard sound
produced by some metal stands and
suits the loudspeakers well. The
Ventas 20 is priced at £ 1645 with
stands and £ 1400 without.
So much for the visuals. Getting
down to ' nuts and bolts', the
Ventas 20 incorporates two
excellent drive units, namely the
Scan Speak D2905/9 25mm cloth

They are
extremely
solid and well
damped, due
to their
double-skin
construction.
Each panel
comprises two
layers of MDF,
18mm inside
and 9mm on
the outside,
bonded
together with
aspecial glue
which foams
and then sets

dome tweeter and a 180mm
carbon- fibre- loaded, air-dried
paper-coned woofer from the same
company. Icould not take out the
woofer: it appeared to wedged in
tight. The cabinet is reflex loaded
by a front- mounted 50mm port
tube 150mm long, with a small
flare to avoid turbulence. Internal
air damping is taken care of by
strategically- placed white acrylic
wadding. If Ihave one minor gripe
it is that neither the tweeters or rear
terminal ` cup' were sealed with
gaskets, though John Hullah told
me that the lacquer initially has a
degree of resilience, which helps to
seal the drivers in to the cabinet. I

SUPPLIER
Ventas Horn
Systems,
2Manor Farm
Barns, Glandford,
Holt, Notfolk
NR25 77P
TeL 01263
741417

Can this new British speaker deliver the
truthful result its name implies?
by DAVID BERRIMAN
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could just make out the air-cored
bass inductor through the port
tube, but due to the non-removable
woofer, was unable to examine the
crossover, which was wired to the
units via PVC insulated copper
cable. Igather that in addition to
air-core coils, metal film capacitors
are employed (with abit of resistive
damping here and there) for both
woofer and tweeter. The tweeter is
wired ' in phase' at high frequencies
relative to the woofer at low
frequencies. Bass and treble
sections are wired separately to a
four terminal rear-mounted input
'cup' with two gold-plated brass
straps, which allow bi-wiring or biamping if desired.

SOUND QUALITY
The Ventas 20 has that rare ability
to entertain from the start. Bass
output is full, deep and fruity, the
midband is slightly laid back and
yet analytical, while the treble is
articulate without sounding brittle
or bright. Bass is surprisingly deep
and powerful for such a small
loudspeaker. It's tuneful and welldefined, though erring on the warm
side. It's not super- tight, but the
warmth richness and depth are a
tonic compared to so many bass
light and superficially ' fast'
loudspeakers on the market. The
more I listened, the more I
appreciated the feeling of body
here, which gave a lovely natural
sense of boom- free foundation,
shape and timing to bass notes
which is so often sorely lacking. As
with amplifiers, loudspeakers can
be too tight and lacking in ' flow'.
The Veritas can hold up its diaphragm and claim '
non mea culpa'.
On first hearing, the sound seems
almost a trifle too laid back in the
mid band and but one soon adjusts.
This balance was apparently
deliberately designed in to avoid
producing the overbearing and
fatiguing sound sound often heard.
And I think their aim is well
vindicated. Vocals are a sheer
delight, slightly recessed but
nevertheless sounding more lifelike
and less ' hi-fi' than many, with a
warmth and purity which is
refreshing to the ears. Joni
Mitchell's Blue for instance was
superbly reproduced, with Joni's
voice coming across with richness,
sensitivity and clarity.
Listening to Rodrigo's Concerto
d'Aranjuez and Fantasia para un
Gentlehombre, conductor Charles
Dutoit, soloist Carlos Bone11,
Montreal Symphony Orchestra
(Decca 400 054-2), the Veritas 20
reproduced the sense of scale,
instrument placement and depth
with superb naturalness, while tonal
NFFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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balance was, full and realistic. The
sweeping strings were clear, lush
and sweet, while horns and
woodwind rang out loud and clear.
Certainly a big, generous sound,
rich in instrumental detail, while
the guitar solos were sensitively and
naturally portrayed. The Veritas
seems ideally suited to large-scale
orchestral reproduction yet equally
relishes in more modem music.
The 20 was able to reproduce
subtle nuances, which most
loudspeakers simply gloss over and
don't reproduce. There were so
many albums played for sheer
pleasure without taking notes that
it's difficult to pick out individual
instances, but here's one example.
In Dionne Warwick's ` Do you
know the way to San Jose' [The
Look of Love, classic songs of Burt
Bacharach, Polygram 535 190-2]
near the start the organ's intonation
obviously mimics a car horn,
whereas most loudspeakers don't
even hint at it. A silly example
perhaps; but Bacharach's clever
quote, is only used twice and the
Veritas points this up nicely.
Actually this CD is awealth of old
recordings which can hardly be
called ' hi-fi'. In fact they are often
dense, distorted in parts, and can
sound very poor via incapable
equipment. True, there are rough
edges, which the Veritas can't hide,
but it handles the lot and always
sounds in control. Not only that,
you are there with the performers,
or at least in the control room,
hearing everything, warts an' all —
akind of sonic time machine.
With more recent recordings,
such as Morcheeba's Big Calm, the
depth and clarity of bass is
outstanding.
Some might like it even firmer,
but it flowed freely, didn't boom
and was certainly very enjoyable.
Skye Edward's voice was silky and
sexy. While, the Veritas certainly
relished the Densen Beat 100
amplifier's enthusiastic bass, (used
for initial testing) it seemed ideally
suited to the ATC SIA2-150
integrated. Its smooth vocal
delivery and clean deep bass
matched the Veritas so well.
As you will gather, Ienjoyed my
time with the Veritas 20 and was
sad to see them leave. This is not
an inexpensive loudspeaker,
particularly for its size, but
produces a big, enjoyable and
eminently listenable sound which is
low in listener fatigue and high in
musical
analysis.
Although
floorstanders are now in vogue, this
compact speaker should not be
passed over merely on account of
its size, but should be judged on its
own considerable merits.

VERITAS 20
LAB REPORT
Frequency response
at 1W was +I-3dB
from 40Hz to
14kHz [Fig 1].
Sensitivity is below
average at around
84dBIW;
compared to an
average (87dB)
speaker, the Veritas
20 needs twice the
power, which
excludes Single
Ended Triodes. But
if do you have
sufficient power it
produces plenty of
bass. The port is
tuned to just below
40Hz, giving a
very useful bass
extension down to
this frequency.
Acoustic crossover
is around 3kHz,
with ultimate
electroacoustic
slopes of close to
18dBloctave. The
units integrate well
[Fig 3J. Impedance
minimum was 6
ohms, and despite
the unusual double
dip at high
frequencies it
should be quite easy
to drive. Ialso ran
several frequency
responses to create
aroom-average
and this was also
quite even. At IW,
both second and
third harmonics
were below I%
above 100Hz,
while keeping
below 3% down to
30Hz. There were
one or two minor
second-harmonic
peaks, but these
were well below
main output —
about 46dB
(0.5%) — while
third was even
lower. Above
1.5kHz, distortion
was at least 50dB
down (0.3%).
This fine distortion
result, plus the
absence of any
serious energy
storage problems
and reasonably
even frequency
responses are all
pointers to the
clean and nonfatiguing sound of
the Veritas 20. The
effect (or noneffect) of the welldamped and rigid
cabinets is less easy
to measure but
must also be an
important factor.
All in alIavery
fine set of results

Fig 1. Ventas 20: axial frequency response for IW
(2.83V) with mic at 1m, with closemie bass response
merged to give the overall frequency response. Note the
good extension to below 40Hz, fine overall flatness
and the crossover between the separate bass and
tweeter outputs. The dip at 1.5Hz probably
contributes to the slightly laid-back balance

Fig.2. Veritas 20: frequency responses on-axts and
horizontally off-axis at 30° and 45° show very good
off-axis performance

Fig.3 Veritas 20. vertical off-axis responses. The
curves for 15° below and 5° above and below are quite
dose w the axial trace. The 3kHz dip is for 15° above
axis, so the speaker is marginally smoother when
heard below the main axis. Overall, avery even set of
curves indicating very good drive unit integration

Fig.4 Veritas 20 modulus of impedance against
frequency. Essentially an 8ohm speaker, with a
minimum of 6ohms, it does not resort to lowimpedance to boost voltage sensitivity. The dip at just
under 40Hz indicates the port tuning. This speaker
should he relariveh ,eary to drive
Test results

Verltas 20

Dimensions hvei. moi
470x255x300
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
see text
Recommended placement
on 400mm stands, free space
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2mi
40Hz-16kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
35Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
35Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
8441B/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
see text
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6 ohms/8 ohms/easy
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £1400
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Acoustic Arts
STATE OF THE ART

SONUS FABER SIGNUM

COPLAND CSA515

THE NEW AFF ORDABLE MINI- MONITOR
FROM SONUS FABER USING TECHNOLOGY
FROM THE REFERENCE '' ARMATI" AT ONE
TENTH THE COST. THESE ARE STUNNING!

COPLANDS SWEET AND OPEN SOUND THAT
YOU'RE USED TO FROM YOUR CSA 14/28
HOWEVER THIS HYBRID HAS 175 WATTS OF
POWER. YOU CAN JUST IMAGINE HOW
YOUR LOGANS WILL SOUND!

B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES
WE ARE PROUD TO BE AN AUTHORISED DEALER FOR THIS EXCITING NEW RANGE OF
SPEAKERS.
RANGE STARTS AT THE DIMINUTIVE NAUT 805 @ £ 1400.00 AND FINISHES

THIS

100%
precision
engineered°
to make dreams come true

SONDEK

CD12

LINN

the only sound e

AS THE FLAG SHIP OF THIS RANGE AT @ f8500.00 THEY PARTNER SPACE AGE
TECHNOLOGY WITH ELEGANT STYLING, TO CREATE A STUNNING NEW RANGE THAT
SHOULD BE AUDITIONED.

MICROMEGA PREMIUM 20

THETA CASANOVA

A NEW RANGE IS HERE. STARTING WITH
THE PREMIUM UPGRADABLE' CD PLAYERS.
PREMIUM 20 - A BALANCED CD PLAYER AT
A SURPRISINGLY ORDINARY PRICE'

AT LASTTHE LONG AWAITED CASANOVA
HAS ARRIVED. BASED ON THE CINEMA
REFERENCE PROCESSOR ' CASABLANCA'
WHAT MORE CAN WE SAY.

A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND AND
EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
TAG MCLAREN SPECLU. OFFER
EX.DEM
Tag McLaren 601 Intg Amp ex/dem
Tag McLaren 6018V Intrt Amp ex/dem
Tag McLaren PA20R Pre Amp ex/dem
Tag Melaren 100P Power Amp ex/dem
Tag Melaren CD2OR CD Player ex/dem
Audiolab 8000C Pre Amp ex/dem
Audiolab 8000Q Pre Amp ex/dem
Audiolab 8000CD CD Player ex/dem
Adcom GFP555 Pre Amp ex/dem
Castle Howard Speaker Mahogany ex/dem
.
Castle Avon Speakers Mahogany ex/dem
Krell KAV500/4 4Channel Amp ex/dem

WAS

NOW

£799.95 £560.00
£999.95 £700.00
£ 1499.95 £ 1050.00
£ 1099.95 £770.00
£1249.95 £875.00
£579.90 £377.00
£ 1249.90 £815.00
£999.90 -£650.00
£499.99
£250.00
£ 1199.90 £850.00
£729.90 £585.00
£4555.00 £3644.00

SECONDHAND
Audiolab 8000Q Pm Amp s/h
£ 1249.95 £700.00
Audio Research LS. Pre s/h
£ 1750.00 £850.00
Audio Research SPI Is/h
£5150.00
PO.A.
Accuphase DP90/91 Transport & D to A s/h
£24,000.00
£6500.00
Angstrom Cinema Director s/li
£3495.95
£ 1500.00
Arcam 1702Transport s/h
£700.00
£275.00
B&W Po Rosenut Speakers s/h
£ 1170.00
£600.00
Classe DR-IL Pre Amp s/h
£ 1697.00
£700.00
Duntech Marquis Speakers s/h
£3998.00 £ 1500.00
Exposure 17 & 18 Pre Power s/h
£ 1698 H'
saino.00
Gryphon Phono Stage s/h
£6000.00 . £ 1795.00
Krell ICPS20i CD Player s/h
£9900.00
£6995.00
Martin Logan Aerius (i) s/h
£2200.00
£ 1400.00
Muse 18 Sub Woofer s/11
£4000.00 £ 1500.00
Mark Levinson AILI2 + New PSG s/h
£400.00
Spendor 11C1 Speakers s/h
£690.00 £ 100.00
Theta Data Mk2 (Silver) s/h
£3290.00 £ 1500.00
* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR ' BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
INCLUDING 2 ' CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE.

Linn is available from the very best hi-fi retailers and
Linn at Harrods. For further information simply see our
website on www.linn.co.uk or call 0500 888909

APOLLO, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUDIOQUEST, B&W ( INC 800 NAUT), BEYER, BOSE,
BOSTON, CASTLE, CELESTION, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, OPA, GRADO, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU,
KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA.NORDOST, ORELLE, ORTOFON,
PROJEKT, QUADRASPIRE, QED, REL ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISIS, SONUS FABER, SOUND STYLE,
SUMIKO, TARGET, TAG McLAREN, THETA, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VIDIKRON, WILSON
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798
From Tuesday to Saturday 10am-5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appointment)
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LOUDSPEAKERS

A

ream of literature was
supplied with this speaker,
little directly concerned with
the Classic 200 itself, which is simply
one presumably representative
speaker among many. Belying its
small-company status, South Coast
Speakers offers seven models under
the Myth's & Legends [
sic] range
name, building and veneering its own
enclosures. In addition, three-year
old SCS is the UK distributor for
Visaton, a German kit maker of 30
years standing, and offers custom
loudspeaker design and testing. SCS
sells direct, with demonstration
facilities available at its Southampton
base ( book first!), but intends to
extend into retail distribution.
SCS's stated objective with the
Classic 200 (£ 1495/pair, including
stands) is to provide a high-quality
handmade alternative to standard
production- line loudspeakers. In
packaging terms, the Classic 200 fits
in the rather uncomfortable gap
between stand-mount compacts and
floor standers. Although its internal
volume is as large or even larger than
many floorstanders — it measures
650x298x310mm ( hwd) — it still
requires extra ironmongery in the
shape of apair of stands. This goes
against the idea of making the most of
whatever floor space is given over to
larger speakers by stretching them all
the way to ground level. It is aclassic
style, though. A suitably customised
pair of 300mm-tall Atacama pedestal
stands are included as standard.
The box itself is an absolutely
rectilinear affair, with awide baffle
which overhangs the bass unit
significantly, and with no antidiffraction-problem measures. The
drive units bolt straight onto the
baffle, rather than fitting into recessed
cavities. The Classic 200 is real wood
veneered, but on the review pair the
finish was uneven and could only be

said to be of moderate quality at best.
The maker informed us that the
veneer started out in life as cherry,
but that it was stained rosewood
as an experiment! Clearly that
idea didn't pay off...
This is a three-way
system, with a 200mm textur
glass fibre cone bass, a 110mm
treated pulp cone midrange and a
25mm fabric dome tweeter, arranged
vertically in line, and as close to each
other as their faceplates allow. A
small-diameter port is front-mounted
near the bottom. The enclosure itself
is constructed from 18mm MDF,
appropriately braced, with an internal
box housing the mid and treble units.
It's still a little hollow- sounding,
though much of the free energy
internally is mopped up by an
absorbent lambswool filling. Power
handling is given as 120W,
impedance
is
an
apparently
unproblematic 8 ohms nominal and
sensitivity is 89dB/W: perhaps overstating the case by adB or so, but still
nothing to frighten the horses.
On audition, the Classic 200
comes across as honest and
straightforward, a loudspeaker that
delivers precisely what it promises, no
more and no less. There is even a
touch of honesty about the name, at
least to the extent that this is not the
kind of speaker that makes alot of
sense with rock music, avant-garde
jazz or girlie bands, to name just three
music genres that gave at best
equivocal results on test. Why?
Perhaps the easiest way to put it is
that it lacks attitude. It doesn't have
quite the leanness and projection of
some, and consequently sometimes
lacks conviction with much such
material.
It is, however, is agood bet with
mainstream classical material and the
like, thanks to its warm, lucid
demeanour and neutral midband

The Southampton-based handbuilders come
up with what they hope will be a classic
by ALVIN GOLD
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Massive components,
carefully laid-out,
in the Classic 200's
crossover network

SUPPLIER
South Coast
Speakers, 326
Portswood Road,
Southampton,
Hants
S017 2TD
Tel: 01703
559 312

tonality, and my guess is that this is
the kind of music that played the
main role in its development. It
worked particularly well with
orchestral material, with a
special
affinity
with
concertos of various kinds,
hanks to a rather exuberant
middle and upper midband that
added projection and energy to
piano, along with a certain nasality
that sometimes made violins sound
more like violins than violins.
Overall, the Classic 200 offers a
raunchy, bounce-along bass line, and
aforward upper-mid, which gives the
speaker a clean, explicit quality, It
only really trips up in two areas. One
is a certain lack of refinement and
analysis. The homogeneity of many
more complex productions is partially
lost, and on aClare Martin recording
the Classic 200 introduced aslightly
nasal element to her voice. Piano
sound quality was propulsive but
lacked the solidity and brilliance that
come from truly accurate and
extended frequency extremes.
The other problem area is price.
£1495 is arelatively high price to pay
for the performance on offer, though
its individuality and the fact that it is
hand-built count in its favour.

Oxford Audio Consultants
r

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
MARANTZ CD 7CD PLAYER - OUTRAGEOUS VALUE FOR MONEY
LEXICON MC1 HOME THEATRE PROCESSOR - SUPERB QUALITY
THETA CASANOVA & DAVID - HOME THEATRE MADE REAL
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our
favourite Italian company - afull-scale floor- standing GUARNERI that we've
prayed for for ages - we've got our demonstrator's - and - wow!!!
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES - we are very proud to be apremier retailer of this
mould- breaking range from £ 1400 to £8500
NAIM AUDIO CDS MK 2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money - audition an
absolute must!
KRELL FRB POWER AMPS - the new range is out - audition amust!
YAMAHA DSP Al - astunningly good home theatre package
INTEREST
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PINAFARINNA LOOKS & PICTURE
FREE CREDIT
DAVIS DL450 LITEBEAM PROJECTOR - fantastic value for money!!!
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA POWER AMP - aperfect match for the preamp
NAIM 82/250 - top-quality British products both in terms of build and sound
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £ 1249
MUSICAL FIDELITY XRAY CD, X-Al AMP & ALL OTHER XSERIES
-superb value for money
PIONEER 717 DVD PLAYER - SETS THE DVD STANDARD AT THIS PRICE POINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and unrivalled
sound; on dem at last after along wait
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT NORDOST, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - now even better looking and superb value
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
P.O. Box 383 Brentwood Essex CM14 4GB
Tel, 01277 227355 Fax 01277 224103 mad: intoevoluan dernon.cook

EX DEM 8" P/EX BARGAINS
SONUS FABER AMATORS
£ 1795
MARTIN LOGAN QUESTS - new panels and xovers£3495
CHARIO SYNTAR 100 SPEAKERS
£ 100
LINN KEILIDH SPEAKERS BLACK
£ 395
SONUS FABER MINIMA AMATORS
£850
KRELL 150A POWER AMPLIFIER AS NEW £ 1695
PASS LABS X350 POWER AMPLIFIER
£ 5995
NAIM SBL PASSIVE SPEAKERS BLACK £995
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM
£ 10995
KRELL KPS25S CD PLAYER
£ 14995
KRELL KPS20i CD PLAYER DELTA 09
£5995
COPLAND CDA288 CD PLAYER
£ 1295
QUAD ESL63 SPEAKERS BROWN
£995
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS 3
£295
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845
our demonstrators
£2595
SONUS FABER EXTREMAS
£3295
MICHELL ARGO HR PREAMP
£795
MICROMEGA STAGE 2
£ 200
KRELL FPB600 POWER AMP
£8995
EPOS ES14 SPEAKERS
£ 250
KRELL REFERENCE 64
£ 4500
LINN LP12 ( NO ARM)
£ 350
NAIM 92R PREAMPLIFIER
£ 495
1-A.X

SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
XD
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
XD
SH
SH
SH
XD
SH
SH
SH
SH

- FREE EXPORT SRVI

IVIAIL-C7EFIJEFt AVAILABLE ICPIV MLA IVY- 17-Ell/LB

Agencies include: Audio Analogue. Audio Gram, Audio Research, UM. Cable Talk, Castle. Copland. Denon,
GM Audio Tables. Goldring. Jadis. Koetsu. Krell. Lyra, Marantz. Martin Logan. Michell, Musical Fidelity,
NAD. Nairn. Onkyo, Ortolan. Pink Triangle. Pioneer, Proac. Proceed, OUAD. REL Subwoofers, Rotel,
Sennheiser. SME. Sonos Faber. Stan. Tannoy. Target. Teac. Theta. Thorens. Transparent Cables,
Unison Research, van den Hut Videokron Wilson. Yamaha.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm
WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH
SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS

OXfOra

ALIal0

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford ( 01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

LOUDSPEAKERS

T

here is something peculiarly
American about this rare and
costly beast from a small
Memphis- based manufacturer,
Egglestonworks, named after its
founder William Eggleston III. By
any standards, the Rosa is a labour
of love, and exhibits a fastidious
attention to detail. The designers
claim to have spent many months
developing just the midrange system
around which the Rosa and other
Egglestonworks speakers have been
based, and the company credo is
focused on delivering the experience
of music finely reproduced in a
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Even at £8500, the Rosa is far

drivers, also from Morel, with
appropriately mass- loaded cones,
provide the Rosa's bass output in
from being this US company's
place of the Andra's ` Isobarik'
configuration. Each has its own
dearest model. But like others in this
independent resistive port loading.
Tweeter is a 25mm fabric dome
range, it is clearly a labour of love
Dynaudio Esostar unit with its own
aperiodic damping chamber and
by ALVIN GOLD
vented pole-piece, which in effect
adds up to a loading system that
offers little back pressure to the
Below: Rosa comes
range
of loudspeakers
that
dome, continuing the theme that is
in black granite, but
exemplifies the finest furniturecommon throughout the design,
other colours may be
making qualities, the very qualities
which effectively means that all
available to order
in fact that so many other speaker
drivers behave as though they are
makers flunk. Pricing has taken a firing into free air. The crossover is
back seat in the priority list,
ultra-simple, with asingle capacitor
although it is only fair to point out
and two resistors, from Hovland
that the Rosa is one of the lesser
MusiCaps and Vishay respectively.
models in the range, which is very
An extended bandwidth design,
much in Wilson territory. The
the —3dB responses are set at 31Hz
Eggleston range is esoteric even by
and > 24kHz, while sensitivity is
the standards of today's esoterica.
87dB/watt at lm and impedance a
Eggleston's main speaker until
nominal 8 ohms ( minimum 6.3
recently was the even more costly
ohms), suggesting areasonably easy
Andra, which boasts four 300mm
amplifier load. Although this seems
bass drivers in an ` Isobarik'-type
justified, based on using avariety of
compound- loading configuration,
amplifiers, including some middle
along with two 150mm midrange
price integrated models, it doesn't
units and a25mm dome tweeter. It
tell the whole story. One of the
is the two midrange units that are
hallmarks of the Rosa is its ability to
the main focus of the design, and
handle enormous amounts of
they are carried over intact to the
midrange power, which makes it a
Rosa. They come from Israeli
particularly good choice in large
company Morel, and those 150mm
rooms, especially where high replay
cones employ large 75mm diameter
volume levels are required, and with
voice coils capable of handling a powerfully percussive instruments
great deal of power without
like
piano,
which
can
compression, and are fitted with
instantaneously crack up through
powerful double magnet motor
lesser speakers, producing a result
systems. They are run full- range
that may not necessarily sound
with just their natural 6dB acoustic
distorted, but which tends to
slopes taking them out of the
become hard, brittle or mechanical.
acoustic equation, into an enclosure
The Rosa is not particularly large
design intended to ensure their
— it takes up 254 x457mm of floor
cones see very little back pressure,
space and stands 953mm tall — but
emulating free air loading with a despite its severe angularity and
modified form of transmission line.
dark hue, it looks smaller than it is,
The transmission line itself is
perhaps because it leans back at a
filled with ' acoustic stuff' (Ikid you
crazy angle, giving it an almost
not), a nylon polyamide bulk fibre
deferential air. In every other
finely crimped in different directions
respect, however, the Rosa is afullevery millimetre of its length. The
on loudspeaker. For a start, it is
result is astable and cohesive shape
incredibly heavy, each box tipping
which don't sag or collapse, and
the scales at 95.5kg. The basic
which differentially slows sound as it
structure is fabricated from two
travels through, attenuating lower
thicknesses of 16mm MDF, bonded
frequencies most, and providing a together with a visco -elastic
quasi-transmission line, according to
damping layer, an idea I first
the designers, in a length shorter
remember seeing used with some
than the standard mathematics
JBL speakers which probably
suggest. Two further, similarly-sized
predate Egglestonworks, which was
65

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

SAME PLANET

FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:WI * AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * BRYSTON * BOW
BKS * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARIO * COPLAND * DENON
DIAPASION * EAR * ENTECH * GENESIS
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETEI
HAFtMAN-KARDON * IXOS * JBL * KLIPSCH
kONTAK * LEXICON * LYRA * MADRIGAL
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NORDOST * NOUS ANALOGUE
OPERA * ORTOFON * PMC
PRIMARE * PROAC
PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA * REGA * REGA * REGA * REGA
REL * REVEL * ROTEL * RUARK
SHEARNE * SME * SONUS FABER
STAX * SUMIKO * TAG
TARGET * TEAC * THETA * TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WAD1A * XL0
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREI.

I1V FREE EXPORT FAST & EFFICIENT

DRIVIng klubter 11401.0tiktet-tio
•

Combining British engineerin
high-quality craftewisfitpl

ng With Polis
ave improved th

sjcaileMity and uollhded the range of woo
finishes to coincide wiineir successful piano finish
Cleti6

Ifrom £799.9

(Piano finish £ 1000

Ctexic, 2from £535.3
(Piano finish £700

=
Unit 5A, 22 Lantens Court, Mil'harbour, London E14 9TU
Tel: 0171-538 4430 Fax: 0171-538 4490

LOUDSPEAKERS
only founded in the early ' 90s,
though there may be other
antecedents
for
both.
The
woodwork is CNC machined, and
hand assembled with dado, rabbet
and biscuit joinery (you're on your
own there, except that the middle
one appears to be a tongue and
groove joint), and then glued and
screwed in place. The enclosure is
hand finished in no fewer than 16
coats of resin, in aprocess that takes
eight hours,, before being dressed in
the final coat, which is ablack gloss
acrylic on the front, top and back. In
a final coup de grâce, the enormous
side panels are faced with a 20mmthick layer tif black granite which is
as finely finished as the rest of the
speaker, and the enclosures are
equipped with feet which can be
spiked. The only flaw Ican see, if
indeed it is aflaw, is that the wood
seams are clearly visible through the
acrylic finish.
Quality materials include silver
solder, internal cabling from
Transparent Audio, single pair
Cardas rhodium binding posts
(Egglestonworks claims that there is
no benefit to be derived from biwiring, as the midrange drivers are
directly connected to the amplifier
with no crossover network.) The
grilles are said to be made from an
extremely transparent material
stretched over athin steel frame, but
the importer didn't supply any with
the test pair. Nor indeed did I
receive the maker's boxes, which
must be something to behold, and
indeed to find room for in the loft.
The Rosa is, then, a hell of a
loudspeaker, but it is not an easy
one to assess, and it took a lot of
acclimatisation and a degree of
experimentation before it started to
deliver as it was clearly intended to.
Even so, not all of the changes made
during the test period were in the
right direction.
One of my initial complaints, for
example, was the Rosa had arather
dull balance, which is easily
addressed with a small wiring
change behind the tweeter (which is
easily removed). The alternative
higher setting was duly established,
which initially sounded just fine. It
quickly became clear, however, that
all was not well, and although the
lower treble was now more correctly
balanced when listening from alittle
above the tweeter plane, the higher
treble regions were bright, and the
extreme treble in particular was
searingly
so,
with
clearly
exaggerated upper harmonics from
many string and woodwind
instruments, more than ordinarily
metallic- sounding
brass
and
forward-sounding percussion. The
bass has the generous, even slightly
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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These factory shots
show Egglestonworks'
facility in Memphis

over-blown presence typical of many
high end US brands, but it is wellextended, tuneful and is clearly not
lacking in control or definition. Not
for nothing did the designer set the
default miditreble tonal balance as
received, it seems, but it was equally
obvious that no one setting does
everything right.
There are much, much cheaper
speakers which are technically more
correct than this one, and if you
think that the job description of a
loudspeaker is limited to being as
tonally accurate as possible, you
might as well turn the page right
now. While the Rosa may not be as
clinically accurate as certain
loudspeakers at a fraction of the
price, it opens amuch wider window
on the music.
Its ability to go loud has already
been mentioned, though this
amounts to much more than simply
the mindless ability to hammer out
three-figure decibels levels as though
they are going out of fashion. The
ability to go loud with transient-rich
material and in general where the
peak to mean level differences are
large, as is the case with many
percussive instruments, is important
at everyday levels too, and there is an
ease and integrity with piano and
close-miked acoustic guitar, among
other instruments, that makes the
Rosa very special. The whole
instrument seems to breathe
properly, and there is a balance
between the initial transients and the
body sound, sustain of the
instrument and the imprint of the
recording venue, when handled
properly at the recording stage, that
is very credible.
If piano is handled particularly
well, Iconfess that Ihad some
problems with other types of sound,
full orchestra for example, thanks to
another of the Rosa attributes.
Implicit in the design — the directcoupled midrange drivers and the

There are
much, much
cheaper
speakers wh ch
are technica ly
more correct
than this one,
and if you
think that the
job descriptipn
of a
loudspeaker is
limited to
being as
to tally
accurate as
possible, you
might as well
turn the page
right now

SUPPLIER
Zntck

Music Ltd,
lizanne House,
Mount Sion,
Tunbridge Wdls,
Kent
TiV2 5DA.
Tel 01892
539 595

gentle low- and high-pass networks
on the bass and treble drivers
respectively — is that there is
considerable overlap between them.
Compound this with the line source
midrange section and you have a
speaker that provides contradictory
cues in many ways.
Overall, it lacks the clear-cut
clarity of the best of the opposition,
and there are significant coloration
artefacts which depend on the exact
vertical listening axis, especially
when listening at close quarters. The
quid quo pro includes astonishing
dynamics and image scale, and the
sound picture is more than
impressively
full-blooded.
Moreover, where the effect can be
disjoined, and even diffuse if you sit
too close to the speaker, the Rosa
seems to come together in the far
field, at listening ranges of, say, 3m
and above. More than most, the
Rosa is a design that feeds on the
listening
room's
reverberant
soundfield.
If you find that most high-fidelity
loudspeakers emasculate orchestral
and other large-scale, complex
sounds, and of course they do, the
Rosa is the perfect answer, one that
paints the broad strokes better than
most, even if some of the finer details
are skimped over. In the world of
painting, this is called Impressionism,
and the Rasa is surely the
quintessential exponent of the
equivalent in the world of audio. #
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LISTEN TO SOME VALVES
At the Listening Rooms we won't giveyou across-examination on how derent bits of kit
sound - we'd much ratheryou listen to music... while we listen to you.
From the moment_you enter our shop you can relax in the knowledge that our success depends on your satisfaction.
We ee'r two demonstration studios, installation and design service, credit and exportfacilities and the world's
finest audio and AV equipment. IVhether_you want afunlg little mini rystem, or afull-blown wide screen home
cinema extravaganza, we have the knowlerke, experience and products that will get the best out of your music
and movies.
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blacicbox

The start
of this
column's
sixth year
is a good
opportunity
to tidy up
some loose
ends
(literall)).
Recently, a
CD player
reeded
attention...

Note: for BD's
earlier coverage of
maintenance issues,
see `Black Box',
Jane/July '95,
Jan '97. For
information on
bound reprints of
some of Ben
Duncan 'smany
past investigattve
articles — 'Audio
Quality
Investigations',
Vols I & 2and
'Audio Quality
Mains Supplie',
and Vols I &
the first 50 'Black
Boxes'; and others,
please send A4 size
SAE or 2
International Reply
Coupons (from
Post Offices)
the author, do
HFNIRR
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ten-year-old Maranrz CD56,
it was in fair condition and
there was no certainty that
being used as a transport, any
similarly priced modern unit would
necessarily sound better. The
symptom was that the unit suddenly
wouldn't play, or randomly wouldn't
seek higher tracks. Occasionally, it
would recover. Audio Synthesis'
master engineer David Heaton had
the right, terse answer: remove and
throw away the sub-standard IDC
connectors and associated low grade
ribbon cables, which connect the
main board to the servo board. The
IDC contacts had lost their
gastightness over time, and one by
one, the contact points had oxidised.
IDC, ' Insulation Displacement
Connectors', the stuff of most
modem ribbon cables, are examples
of ' reliable until random failure'
parts. Suitable only for short-lived
computer hardware, they rely on
pressure alone between blades to
maintain agas tight seal. They are
claimed to be more reliable than
soldering, based on failure statistics,
but this is not held out by
experience. Meanwhile, the EU
(European Union) is trying to ban
lead from soldering by 2004. As a
replacement for lead does not exist,
this effectively means banning
soldering!
Lobbying by
IDC
connector makers may be involved.
In this case, the grey original
Philips/Marantz
cables
were
replaced* with a gauge thicker,
tinned copper ' rainbow' ribbon
wires, inserted into precision hand
crimped, 0.1in (2.54mm) pitch
tinned Molex connectors inserted
into alatching Molex female header,
which mated (with apush) with the
existing (tinned) board header plugs.
One might usefully replace these too,
if the contact surface looks past its
best. Weighed against this is the
delicate job of desoldering the
headers — a task only for those

HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

*7'he various parts nealed to perform IDC
cable replacement may be made available
if there is sufficient demand
SEPTEMBER 1991

experienced at modern electronic
surgery.
Another setback of many CD
players is a modern ' consumer
engineering' concept: plastics sliding
against or over one another
mysteriously don't need lubrication.
Applying a suitable lubricant
(Vaseline, or Kilopoise grease may
be tried) in tiny amounts in the right
parts of aplayers' drawer mechanism
and also the play mechanics, greatly
reduces the acoustic ' grind and
graunch' sounds while loading —
and also while playing. A third
upgrade was obvious enough with
the discovery that part of the
transport housing immediately
around the laser was made of a
bright white plastic. As ever,
application of amatt green or black
paint or varnish will prevent such
surfaces reflecting about any stray
red (
je, laser) light.

large speakers — or smaller ones
lifted high enough. The technique is
made for smaller rooms. A first sofa
faces the speakers as usual. A
second, narrower sofa is then placed
just ahead of the speakers but also
between them, facing the normal
seating. Speakers which don't need
to be toed-in deeply are best. The
overall arrangement is vaguely
reminiscent
of
the ' pusher'
aeroplanes used in the 1914-18 war
— those unlikely looking ones with
the propeller placed behind the
cockpit and apparently pointing
backwards! The listeners in the
'pusher' sofa hear a different,
rearwards stereo image that's usually
'more in the head', and they
inevitably receive somewhat higher
sound levels, balanced by less high
treble. In most social circumstances
this is acceptable and whilst not for
the true purist, it's far better than
listening predominantly to one
channel.

THE COUNTER-INTUITIVITY
OF WIRE SIZES

Old before its time: IDC connectors like this
can lose gas-tightness over only afew years

SOCIABLE STEREO
In earlier ' Black Boxes' [July ' 97,
May ' 98] listening room qualities
have been addressed. A common
problem, particularly in British,
Japanese and some European
listening rooms, is small size. But
even when rooms are large, a
common problem remains.
The most remotely purist stereo
listening experience is not readily a
sociable event. Having anyone sitting
next to you with the same degree of
uprightness, wrecks both persons'
soundfield. In serious listening
rooms, even objectivist ones, this
condition appears to be neglected!
Extra listeners are also commonly
made to sit in rows, one person
behind the next. This still disturbs
the sounclfield deeply, and is no less
profoundly anti-social.
Meanwhile, in some real social
situations, many ordinary listeners
(groups above one) have to settle for
sitting either side of the stereo hot
spot, often at the sides, and so much
nearer to one speaker than the other.
But anew seating method has been
devised in the author's family
listening room. It allows two or more
people to enjoy an uninterrupted
stereo image, while the humans can
face each other.
The secret is to use sufficiently

Some builders of recent DIY
projects have looked inside Pure
Power conditioner and found that
the short connecting wires are not
as large as those recommended for
wiring in the associated Super Spur
mains supply project. This discovery
appears to make a mockery of the
latter. But there is no inconsistency,
as follows. First, in the Super Spur
project, large cross-section wires are
specified
because
the ( also
recommended) high mutualling of
the main conductors to filter RF
increases proximity effect (PFX) —
July's ` Black Box' helps explain this.
PFX reduces the ` ampacity' on each
current draw peak — when it is most
needed. The massive over-rating aids
this and also the RF filtering.
Thus the large (over-rated) wires
are not needed where L and N are
not tightly mutualled. This is
acceptable for practical purposes and
even beneficial, over short distances.
This includes wiring inside Pure
Power and (do not forget) all audio
equipment... In Pure Power the
internal wires go almost immediately
(within a few inches) into tightly
packed windings.
Readers will find that almost all
transformers and related wound
parts are wound with smaller wires
than those entering them — even the
giant transformers of the electrical
power grid. In part, this is again
because PFX is of less concern in
such windings. As the wire size is
not being reduced in this way, the
ordinary, higher effective ` ampacity'
rating of 'magnet' winding wires and
(say) rubber insulated conductors
can take effect.
Ben Duncan
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Here's part one of our

special millennium-ending series,
in which KK selects the world's alltime great hi-fi products.
We start with Europe's top ten...
by KEN KESSLER

PREDICTABLE though it may seem, we just couldn't let the century end without marking it. After
hours of head-scratching (and inspiration from Hollywood's 25 greatest film actors and
actresses), we decided to stick our necks out and name the Greatest Audio Components of the
20th Century. Quickly narrowing the field down to sensible proportions, we opted for grouping
by four regions, which we'll cover in four consecutive instalments between now and December:
Europe's best, Japan's best, America's best and Great Britain's best. Then, in the first issue of
the new millennium, we'll name the greatest single component of all time.
Before we're accused of xenophobia (
Hi Fi News & Record Review is British and I'm aYank),
sit back, sigh and employ cool, clear, logical assessment. You'll quickly be forced to admit that the
USA and the UK contributed more to high-end audio than all other nations combined. In fact, I
would go so far as saying that we're being pretty generous in even allocating 10 each to Japan
and Europe. From amassive list, we weeded it down to components we believe — inarguably — to
represent milestones in sound, design, aesthetics, value or anything else which defines aclassic.
Europe is the first region to be tackled, and it quickly emerged that the Continent excelled in
mechanical source components; only one speaker and no amplifiers made the cut. Nothing of
landmark calibre seems ever to have come out of France or Spain, but Italy produced one of only
three components born in the 1990s which made the final cut. Here, listed alphabetically, are the
Ten Best European Audio Components of the 20th Century.
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B&O BEOGIMM 4000
TURnuBLE
B&O has been making turntables since 1939, but the
one which impressed us enough to qualify for greatness
was the belt- driven 1972 Beogram 4000, one of the first
parallel trackers which actually worked reliably.
The concept of aparallel- tracking turntable appealed to
many designers because it effectively eliminated tracking
error; the problem was getting one to perform. [
The cure
was usually worse than the disease - Ed.] Many older
audiophiles will recall with horror the Rabco and others
which snagged, dragged and shagged one's LPs; the B&O's
servo- controlled arm glided across them with no sign of
distress. Better still, the Beogram bore all of the hallmarks of
the Scandinavian firm's user-friendly ergonomics and styling
which have always been distinctive and timeless enough to
create not merely areputation but aunique market niche.
And the 4000 also reflected exclusivity: in ' 74 , it would have
cost you £ 180 inc VAT.
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DU-AL 505 TUI2r1TflBLE
PERHAPS it was a cliché, or merely

with integral arm, the least-costly Dual

a knee-jerk reaction from certain
retailers, but the odds were that if

somehow managed to provide audiophile
credibility, utter reliability and classy
styling at aprice most could afford.

you wanted an entry-level system in
the early 1980s, you ended up with a
NAD 3020, KEF Codas and a Dual
CS505 turntable.
That trio would set you back never
more than £ 299, of which £75 or £ 80
paid for the Dual. A semi-automatic,
belt-drive, suspended chassis turntable

What's so remarkable in retrospect is that
it managed to do this in the UK market,
where aforeign kit was generally hated,
and most aspired to aRega Planar 2.
The Dual 505 turntable was so good, so
competent, so hard-to-fault that it
eventually reached Series V status.

flflGIM SERIES IV OPErl REEL TflPE DECK
HEY, what's apro item doing here? Easy: it

was one of the first true high- end source
components and it was one of the first to
achieve what few other pro or domestic
audio components could: like the Yamaha
NS1000, TEAC's 3440 or many Revox
open- reels, or ATC's active monitors, it
crossed over to the other side.
Derived from the earlier, mono only
Nagra Ill, the Series IV appeared in 1968,
and in stereo in 1971; like its predecessor,

it was (and is) atop-grade, no-compromise
portable open- reel. And many awell-

dressed, high-end installation still contains
aSeries IV open- reel, probably the most
lusted-after component in the world. Why?
The sheer sonic excellence, the watch- like,
bomb- proof construction and inescapable
rightness.
You can order the four- speed Series IV
in numerous track configurations, speeds
from 1% to 15ips, with time- sync — as at
Burger King, the customer decides. And
however much this remains aluxury item,
the IV in all its forms has sold over 40,000
units and still counting.

ORT0fOrl SPU SERIES
rflOVInG-COIL GIRTRIDGES
GRADO owned the patents,

built-in step-up transformer, with

Denon can claim to have produced
the earliest; but ask most

varying compliances, achoice of stylus
profiles; in 1956 ( for £ 17 17s), you'd

anachrophiles to name an early

buy one according to tracking force,

moving- coil pickup cartridge and
they'll say ' Ortofon SPU'.

to suit the arm you owned. It weighs a

Born in the 1950s, revived in the
1980s, the SPU Series consisted of all
manner of variants. You could have it
complete with Ortofon plug-in
headshell ( the fitting was made more
famous by SME), with or without

ton, its playing weight would horrify
the ` 1.8g or die' brigade, its output is
shamefully low, and yet there are
Japanese vinylists who'd using nothing
else. The sound? So fat, rich and
warm it could even make aNaim amp
sound valve-like. Well, almost.

PHILIPS CD104
CD PLiqUER
SOME could argue, with absolute authority,
that no CD player deserves inclusion in any
list of great components. But we're trying to
be open-minded, and this is one of two
which actually qualified.
Back in 1985, the genre was still so new
that even the layout had yet to be finalised.
The ' 104 followed on directly from the
first- generation top- loading Philips
machine. This model reversed the trend,
with front- loading and aclassic array of
controls such that, 15 years on, toploaders are the minority and front- loaders
the standard. The Philips reminds us of
another bygone quality: mainly metal
H141 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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construction which didn't make you feel as
if you'd bought something made by An-fix.
The chassis, for example was aprecision
light- alloy casting, yet the machine sold
for only £ 339. Marking the dawn of the
era of ' nearly acceptable' compact disc

performance, the CD104 was adjudged by
Martin Colloms [ in the January 1985
issue] to offer the best value ( though not
the best overall sound) in agroup test
which included UK- tweaked audiophile
variants of the Philips system.
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It's good to keep up

with the latest technology.
Amazon
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SUGDEN audio products
The A21a Turning hi fi into music...
The A21 aamplifier is aconcert hall in
your home... Holland
The A2 la is clearly ahigh end amplifier,
it is the magic affordable ticket to enter
the high end of audio... Greece

The A2la is asuperb amplifier and
retains its grace even in the most
demanding passages
Canada
There are very few, if any pmducts
that Ihave had the pleasure to
audition which have been so
musically right.., the audiophile
bargain of 1999.... USA
The Sugden A2I ais the only choice
ifyou want class A... the best kept
secret in British he
Bar none.... UK

...rescuing music from technology
J E Sugden & Co Ltd Valley Works Station Lane, Heckmondwike, West Yorks VVF16 ONF
Tel 01924 404088 Fax 01924 41D069 email jesugden@compuserve com

REVOX G36 REEL-TO-REEL TflPE RECORDER
WHEN Tim de Paravicini of EAR
hot-rodded my own G36 six years
ago, Iwrote: ' The G36 has featured a
couple of times in these pages
because it is rightfully regarded as
one of ahandful of semi- pro openreel machines of legendary status
and performance'.
But the device was obscure because of
age and cost; it was Max Townshend's
demonstrations at The HiFi Show
which had alerted us to Tim's tweaking,
and to why audiophile labels had
reverted to these elder decks to make
cutting-edge recordings. And all who

heard it wanted one. More to the point,
Tim himself said he was able to work his
magic precisely because the G36 was
intrinsically so great.
All-tube, it was built like what it was:
aprecision Swiss-made masterpiece.
Available in different track
configurations and speeds, all
refurbished G36s I've heard
demonstrate why analogue will always
better digital for many listeners. Now
one of the most desirable collectables in
audio, and not just because of its funky
1950s look, which begs to see it sited
next to aGarrard 301.

SEE1r1HEISER HD4I4 H-EADPHOrlES
IT was the yellow cushions: you could
spot apair amile off.
You'd see them in studio shots, worn by
DJs, in feature films with scenes in a
broadcasting or recording milieu. They were
rugged, lightweight, affordable, sonically
transparent. The Sennheiser HD414 - the
world's first headphone not to crush one's
skull — marked the change of an era in

sonus fflEsf12

solitary listening, virtually foreshadowing the
need for lightweight cans for personal hi-fi
users. The HD414's ` Open Aire' technology
received apatent in 1967, and it's sold in the
millions since. The proof of its world-class
status? Seen in this photo is the HD414
Classic which was released in 1998. For
once, the use of that abused ' c' word without
any hyperbole needed to justify it.

GUilMERI

THOREnS TD124
TURFIT-ABLE

GRUMBLE if you must about
the newness of this product
precluding its right to classic
status.
Hell, you can even suggest that
philoItalian Kessler forced it
through. But whatever way you
cut it, this speaker — exclusive,
expensive, foreign(!) — has proved
to be so influential since it
appeared five years ago that it's
being copied everywhere,
including the UK, which is the
country with alock on small twoway speaker design. No-one
copies its construction, which is
based on centuries-old violinmaking techniques, the rare
woods, the organic glues and
lacquers. What has been aped by
Celestion, B&W and countless
others is the Guarneri's mandolinlike cross-section, the cabinet

IF ever adesign
was easy to
identify as
'pivotal', it has to
be the TDI 24,
which bridged
idler-drive
turntables with
the belt-drives
that would
dominate until the
end of the analogue era.
This massive machine oozed Swiss-ness in both
construction and design. It looked and felt as if machined
from solid, while offering novel features like aslip clutch
mechanism, finger-adjustable wheels to level the chassis,
speed fine tuning, aback- lit strobe. But the heart of the
machine was its drive mechanism: an idler drove the platter,
but abelt drove the idler.
There'll always be adebate between TD124 and Garrard
301/401 owners as to which is quieter. Those who know
both will opt for the Swiss.

THOUS TDI50
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ending in aboat-tail and chosen
because of the way it eliminates
internal reflections. Here is a
speaker which truly sounds as
good as it looks, making music so
beautiful that you'll cry.

WHILE the TD124 marked the
turntable's evolution from idler to belt,
the TD150 must be regarded as the link
between the two most important stages
of belt- drive.
It was Edgar Villchur's Acoustic Research
AR Turntable which made pure belt-drive
and asuspended sub-chassis both viable and
affordable. The AR's Achilles' heel, though,
was anon-interchangeable tonearm. Other
critics might cite cheap construction and
difficult set-up, but it was the arm which

limited the performance. Thorens' TD150
made arm-changing easy, and it's probable
that more TD150s wore SME arms than
even Thorens' own (though the latter is seen
here). As for the answering the other antiAR gripes, the Thorens was better made
and easy to adjust. The rest is history: the
TD150 inspired the Ariston RD- 11, which
became the Linn LP12. Hence, even more
than the AR, the Thorens TD150 became
the pattern for all belt-drive, suspended
subchassis turntables which followed.
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THE USA LIMI PASS LABS The king of Class A amplification'.
HALES DESIGN GROUP 'Redefining the concept'.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
'Valve and solid state at its best'.
li n SWEDEN
ADVANTAGE 'Simply irresistable'.
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WATT/PUPPY
SYSTEM 6
What turns agreat loudspeaker into aclassic? The answer
must be one that stands the test of time and stays leader
of the pack.

e

Such aspeaker is surely the Wilson WATT/Puppy, which
has been with us for some ten years and has now been
refined and honed into System 6.

I

ZINGALI

Perhaps we all thought that the WATT and Pup had
reached the limits with System 5.1 - but no: Dave Wilson
and the team have squeezed yet more from the venerable
WATT, while going for acomplete rethink on the Puppy.
Using the same eight- inch drivers in a slightly larger
cabinet, the bass now plumbs down to an astonishing
20Hz, while retaining all the speed and timing of System 5.

'
The °Imam). Horn,

lifelike sound reproduction'.

e e",:Piee. ."

o

Not only that, but the angle of WATT can be adjusted to
give the correct phase delay for your listening position.

on
e.

But wait asec: surely there's aprice for all this. Yes there
is, and that's the nice bit - it's virtually the same as System
5. Call Brian Rivas right now!

THE UK ES
MUSICAL FIDELITY
'When music
matters most'.

AGENCIES

ADVANTAGE,
HALES, HOVLAND,
APOLLO, ARGENTO, JAMO, LUMLEY,
ATACAMA,
MAGNUM DYNALAB,
AUDIO ANALOGUE, MIT, MVL,
MUSICAL FIDELITY,
AUDIO QUEST,
AUDIO VECTOR,
MUSICAL
AVI, BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY,
CAT, CHORD,
COPULARE, CREEK,
EGGLESTION WORKS,

TECHNOLOGY,
NAD, NEAT, OPERA,
ORCHID, ORTOFON,
PASS LABS,
PROCEED,

PROJECT,
PROMENADE,
PURESONIC, SME,
SOUNDSTYLE,
SUPRA,
WILSON BENESCH,
TARGET AUDIO,
TEAC, UNISION
RESEARCH,
WISDOM,
ZINGALI.

.g.9.!!:
0 Rubio 'ILO
The Old Coach House,
off South Street,
Ashby de la Zouch,
Leicestershire LE65 IAN

TELEPHONE 01530 414128
Mobile 0976 571875

So should System 5owners hang their heads in despair?
Of course not: all generations of the WATT/Puppy are
world- class designs that will give a lifetime of musical
enjoyment - but nothing in hi-fi stands still for long.

FOR SALE SYSTEM 5.1
Wilson WATT/Puppy System 5.1. Our beautiful
demonstrators in special Dark Titanium finish. Reason for
sale: see above. Call for aprice, which includes delivery
and set-up to Wilson standards.

KRELL INDUSTRIES • WILSON AUDIO
SONUS FABER • COPLAND • VIDIKRON
TRANSPARENT AUDIO • SILTECH
GM EQUIPMENT SUPPORTS

ferrri.yef.Jir6berfiry
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
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ncreased definition digital audio
formats are all the rage these days.
Countless editorials have been
generated, and DVD's new disc
technology is being promoted heavily by
both the national as well as audio press.
The promise is one of a universal,
inexpensive consumer medium, still in the
idiom of arecord or disc, which will carry
awhole range of video and audio channels
and provide something for everyone from
home theatre to audiophile grade stereo.
If only these promises could be met!
Ifeel great damage is currently being
done to the audio and record industry by
these developments, in particular the way

With DUD-Audio and
Super Audio CD, we're
promised better sound
than CD. Here, some
master- recording
comparisons give us
a chance to preview what
might be possible

they are being promoted and brought to
the market, which will result in even
by MARTIN COLLOMS
greater scepticism on the part of longstanding audiophiles, and may well
increase confusion among those new to
winning format/system may well obsolete
high quality sound reproduction.
competing technology, regardless of
Numerous new digital audio ,,,.....,,,
deoè4,
1
anyone who has invested in
formats are potentially on offer. I
someone else's hardware.
say 'potentially' because there is
Z
<
I'd like to put forward the
a vicious commercial battle ., cc

A

being waged out there and the i

)

view that our present CD is
anything but obsolete, that
improvements in recording and
replay sound quality are still
being made, and undeniably fine
results may be achieved using CD,
even in atrue high-end context.
So let's try and bring matters up to
date. Audio journalists have had the
opportunity to assess higher definition
audio, and in the main it can be said that
the more bits and the higher the samplingrate ( or the equivalent) the better the
sound. How much better you think these
improvements might be will, in practice,

&I

left: Tony Faulkner's TA SCAM master recorder
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depend on the final standard of replay.
For note-taking and casual listening on
the move, Ifind MiniDisc fully satisfying,
and Ineed a good pair of headphones to
tell the difference between modern MD
product and CD players of the Walkman
type. Move over to a good audio system,
say one costing between one and two
thousand pounds, and there's no doubt
that good recordings on CD fare rather
better than MD to the critical ear. Yet on
such a system the difference between
standard CD and many proposed new
audio formats is fairly subtle.
In my high- end system, and with
extensive experience of its performance in
my main listening room, I and my
colleagues can hear that in general ' super
audio' sounds better, indeed, ironically,
that it sounds more like good analogue
recordings, even vinyl sourced. Can it be
true that we've laboured long and hard for
20 years with digital audio only to arrive,
at higher cost, at the replay fidelity of a
good LP?
At this point the convenience and
relative durability of CD should not go
unmentioned, as demonstrated by its huge
market success. But if, at present, the
advantage of high definition digital audio
can only be appreciated by a small if
fortunate minority, then high definition
audio will have truly little relevance to the
millions of audio consumers with typical
CD-based music replay systems.
Keeping the subject open, Iinvited
recording engineer, Tony Faulkner of
Green Room Productions, to lend his
time and equipment for aseries of critical
listening sessions in my facility, to include
some of the proposed higher definition
formats.
In previous format demonstrations
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under different circumstances, such as the
Sony Studio sessions demonstrating DSD
(Abbey Road) or the 96kHz 24- bit

the musicians he regularly records find
DSD generally to sound a little better
than present implementations of
96kHz/24-bit. Both are significantly

masters replayed by dCS at shows, Ihad
little control over the listening situation,
particularly with respect to the source
references or the system. Consequently,
my comments have been guarded.
But when at last Ihad some review 24bit/96kHz DVD format audio players at

better-sounding than 16-bit/44.1kHz. Yet
with 176.4kHz sampling rate, 16-bit or
more, the quality consistently moves up a
further stage.
C) DSD(SACD) versus
176.4kHz/16-bit

home Iwas not particularly impressed. I
was also disappointed by the lack of
serious and comparable music test
material, which was insufficient for a
conclusive subjective analysis either of the
format or the players.
Tony generously agreed to support this
ongoing quality initiative, and brought a
digital master recorder (TAS CAM Hi8
DA88 2channel 176.4kHz/16-bit) with
session masters of several formats
recorded simultaneously. Moreover,
standard CDs had been cut from several
of these allowing for easy comparison with
high quality CD replay. The pedigree of
the replay was beyond reproach [
see box].

THE TESTS
A) 176.4kHz/16-bit versus
CD 44.1kHz/16-bit
Tony brought several

recordings,

including the master for the May ' 99
HFNIRR cover- mount disc: a Musical
Fidelity
promotion
by
Antony
Michaelson. Recorded at the fine Henry
Wood Hall venue, the master was 16bit/176.4kHz. The CD is undoubtedly a
very fine- sounding issue, yet the
176.4kHz 16- bit master revealed
substantially more about the potential
replay quality of this musical event.
On the original 176.4kHz master the
sound had a more liquid, grainless
texture. The stereo image was wider,
better focused and showed more depth.
Perspectives were excellent, and the
ensemble beautifully located in the hall
acoustic,
which
showed
great
reverberance as well as longer, richer
ambient decay. String tone was decidedly
more natural, likewise the sound of
Michaelson's clarinet improved, with the
occasional hint of stridency apparent on
the CD now dispelled. The sound was
now elevated to higher plane of tonal
purity and dynamic expression.
For me, this presentation was the first
indication that the 176.4kHz/16-bit
format was aserious audiophile contender
in its own right, certainly for mastering if
not for domestic replay. Tony Faulkner
commented that, aside from an objection
to
high
sample- rates
based
on
standardisation issues, the DVD in
existing form has the data-rate capability
to handle this format, separate from the
24-bit 192kHz format for two- channel
stereo; and without prejudice to the Dolby
digital or other related space on the disc
— atantalising prospect.
176.4kHz is auseful choice of sampling
rate because it is an integer resampling
process back to 44.11(Hz for regular CD,
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Soon to be issued on the Hyperion label
we tried a take of The Florestan Trio
playing Fauré. Once again the ' 176.4'
format delivered superbly involving and
musically communicative replay, revealing
more of the actuality of the recording
event. Here, DSD sounded somewhat
drier and less spacious.

it is also an integer resampling process up
to DSD; finally, it is directly ready for
DVD-Audio format

Moving on to an orchestral recording,
(Pizzetti — see below) the full force of
176.41(Hz sampling began to take hold of
the listener. The midrange was stunning,
possibly the finest Ihave ever heard on my
system, effortlessly focused, vibrant,
creamily natural compared with standard

13) 176.4kHz/16-bit versus
44.1kHz/24-bit

44.1kHz. With the treble, those with
experience of high-speed open- reel
analogue tape replay felt that 176.4kHz

any

rauttener

This comparison was possible to a very
fair degree of objectivity, thanks to those
versatile multi- format dCS units. The
piece was from arecent Naxos issue with
Gerhard Markson conducting the
polished National Symphony Orchestra of
Ireland in Strauss.
On this and comparable sessions it was
fascinating to hear the 176.4kHz-sample
rate 16-bit format triumph over the 24-bit
44.1kHz alternative for a comparable
'data rate' storage.
As with the result for the Michaelson
Weber master, the soundstage for
176.4kHz/16-bit was very spacious, highly
resolved,
showing
solid,
stable
perspectives combined with a very
rewarding sense of depth. Ambient decay
was marvellously natural — most
convincing.
The 24-bit/44.1kHz certainly beat the
CD alternative ( as had previously
emerged from format tests on the
Meridian 618 Digital Audio Controller,
HFNIRR January ' 95) but the sound was
not as sparklingly open as for the
176.4kHz material, nor quite as
transparent, while the peak levels were not
so freely dynamic and uncompressed as
for 176.4kHz.

more closely resembled this reference than
any other digital audio system they had
heard so far.
The pulse of the music drove along like
a train, showing stable timing and
superior rhythm. Dynamics were
sparkling, immediate, lifelike and
singularly uncompressed.
Fans of classic analogue sound would
certainly cry out ' this is how digital should
have sounded from the very beginning!'.
Of course, when digital audio got
underway the technology for data rates
and storage capacity was more limited,
and looking back, we are lucky that CD is
as good as it is. It could so easily have
remained at the intentionally-economical
broadcast standard then proposed, and
which was said, like the lossy compression
systems, to be ' more than good enough'
for the majority of listeners. That
seriously- proposed

The
176.4kHz/16-bit
medium is so transparent
that
on
another
section
of
this
material the use
of a substitute,
slightly
inferior
mixing desk was cruelly
revealed. This mixer passed
muster on CD replay, but the
176.4kHz record/replay channel
showed it to have an effect akin to cotton
wool in the ears.
To date, Tony has found that he and

Sony DSD master
recording console
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standard was 32kHz/14-bit, which was
judged on technical grounds alone to be
sufficiently superior to cassette and LP as
aconsumer replay medium for the future.
Thus we are fortunate that Sony argued
for 16-bit/44.1kHz from the start, even
though it was not fully attainable at that
time in terms of usable hardware.
Taking great care to avoid any
particular sympathy for multi-bit PCM as
opposed to BitStream type coding, we
found that good as it is, the DSD/SACDequivalent replay did not match the
176.4kHz/16-bit alternative in my test
system. Given the glorious 176.4kHz
music excerpts as a reference point, this
pro-standard DAC replay of DSD (with
the standard 6th-order output filter set at
the 60kHz bandwidth point) sounded
mildly compressed on peak dynamics, by
comparison, failing to deliver the full
impact on percussive transients. Simplyscored orchestral sections could sound
almost
ethereally
delicate
via
DSD/SACD, but when the scoring
increased in density the DSD replay
showed some congestion, a loss of
resolution and instrumental separation.
However, there was also asmall loss in
timing and rhythm, an area which I
personally value as afactor in the ` quality'
of musical performance. DSD sounded a
tad downbeat and depressed, while the
quality and spaciousness of the ambient
soundfield, while certainly to a high
standard, did not really equal the
176.4kHz rendition. Nor did it match the
depth of the low level reverberant decay of
that multi-bit replay. Also by comparison,
DSD's treble, which at first had sounded
damn' good, was put in its place clearly
when measured by the 176.4kHz
standard, making DSD sound a touch
'glassy' and ` processed', if not an
unpleasant effect in itself.
Di 44.1kHz/16-bit CD versus 176.4kHz
re-sampled replay of aCD original
While this doesn't represent a formal
test, Iwas intrigued by Tony's dCS
sample- rate converter, which allows
`upsampling'. Some published tests have
suggested that for those with 88.2 or
176.4kHz replay DAC capability, better
sound could be attained from the
44.1kHz CD standard by upsampling to
176.4kHz before converting the data
back into audio. We tried this both with
44.1kHz master material and also CD
replay, using the Krell KPS25s as a
digital transport.
In theory, some alias images may be
moved up- band by the resampling
process and the ' softer' 50kHz filter

REPLAY SYSTEM
THE high- end replay system used for these listening tests included Krell KPS25s and Naim
CDS II CD players, Conrad-Johnson ART pre- amplifier, Audio Synthesis Pro Passion
Balanced attenuator, Krell FPB 650M power amplifiers, Transparent XL Plus cables, Wilson
WITT Il loudspeakers.
D.SD/SACD ( 64fs at 2.8224MHz/lbit) replay was direct off hard disk. Everything was
monitored through acommon DAC unit, the latest Pro dCS 954, which has options for
44.1 kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 96kHz, 176.4kHz, and 192kHz 24bit PCM as well as DSD.
Encoding ranged from 24- bit 44.1 kHz to 16- bit 176.4kHz and included DSD. In addition, I
had use of the dCS professional sample rate converter, the 974, and could experiment with
44.1 kHz 16- bit master recordings resampled to 176.4kHz and replayed through the pro
vers on of the dCS Elgar digital decoder dCS is the acknowledged leader in high definition
audio hardware especially in the pro field, and its skills added weight to these assessments.

CONCLUSION

which is now allowed and generally
preferred, has the potential to sound
better than the near brickwall at 22kHz
necessary for normal CD. In practice
however, we found that the upsampling
had both gains and hisses.
Compared with a two-channel 96kHz
24-bit original master, upsampling, the
CD issue didn't even get us equality with
the original. [
Not surprising when you
remember that 'upsampling' a CD does not
add any more audio information; the actual
musical information content of the
tapsampled CD signal is exactly the same as
that of the 44. IkHz116-bit CD in normal
replay mode — Ed.]
In fact once a reasonable adjustment
had been made to the moderately
coloured, drier- sounding CD of this
programme (as compared with 176.4, for
example) switching to the upsampled CD
replay showed a softened, processed
quality which, if initially appealing,
wasn't to be confused with the true
resolution and sweetness of a high
definition original. In addition, and
perhaps surprisingly in view of other
informal reports suggesting superior
replay quality, we also heard some loss of
resolution and focus, plus a mild
truncation of low-level reverberance,
making the sound alittle ` drier.'

Recordings auditioned:
Antony Michaelson et al performing Weber's Clarinet Quintet
[Musical Fidelity/Hi-Fi News & Record Review]
The Florestan Trio performing Fauré, Ravel and Debussy Piano
Trios [Hyperion]
Leopold String Trio performing Beethoven Trios [Hyperion]
Scottish Chamber OrchestralMcGegan performing Handel's
Water Music and Fireworks [ BMG Conifer]
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In this review of up and coming sound
sources, note that the 176.4kHz 16-bit
(and higher) format now falls within the
DVD-Audio disc format.
In my opinion, the future for SACD is
not as bright as perhaps we thought two
years ago. DSD is undeniably a good
sound but, based on these listening
sessions, some of the possible DVD very
high speed PCM formats are significantly
better, and are also much easier to handle
in the recording studio. They are more
economical and manageable with regard
to data storage and post processing. Most
significantly, quad-speed PCM can work
with much existing studio PCM
technology where a complete changeover
to 1-bit DSD would require much more
of arevolution for questionable gain.
Based on my initial findings, Ifound no
significant mileage in the upsampling
approach to CD replay.
It's perhaps worth remarking that
sample rate appears to have a more
powerful contribution to sound quality
than more bits. Thus 176.4kHz 16- bit
beats 24-bit/48K or even 24-bit/96kHz.
It's true that systems with a full 24-bit
resolution have yet to be developed, but
supporters of higher sample rates wax
lyrical about the advantage of the low
phase shift and wider working bandwidth
made possible by high sample rates.
The results for these 176.4kHz
recordings are really good on all counts,
and Ifor one would like to see design
engineers consider this seriously and
include such replay at a sufficient quality
standard to do justice to what we heard
from the masters.
Regardless of which audio standard
emerges as successful in the end, Tony
Faulkner has no axe to grind, since he's
determined to record in multiple formats,
maintaining an archive of superior quality
for subsequent delivery to a number of
possible consumer formats.

BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestral Vanskd performing
Pizzetti [Hyperion]
National Symphony Orchestra of IrelandlMarkson
performing Richard Strauss's Macbeth and Ein Heldenleben [Naxos]
Acknowledgements
HFNIRR is indebted to Tony Faulkner and Green Room Productions
for their time and loan of equipment for these listening sessions
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Once again, the
annual Frankfurt
event lived up to
its name and
presented afeast
of high- end for
European
enthusiasts

q
I
1
op rig
Clockwise from

e u spea er
Isophon Europa dynamic

loudspeakers, Sphynx amplification, Luxinan valve
integrated amplifier, Backes & Mueller active
speakers, Transrotor Fat Bob turntable

S

ome interesting statistics first: this
was the 18th High End Show, held
as always in the beautiful
surroundings of the Kempinski hotel at
Gravenbruch nearby Frankfurt; more than
180 exhibitors in over 170 exhibition
rooms ( including predominantly home
theatre exhibits in the Holiday Inn hotel a
few miles down the road); and a claimed
average of close to 15,000 visitors each
year. Is this the biggest and most
representative specialised high-end audio
exhibition in Europe? Quite likely.
There was so much to be seen and
heard this year that ashort report cannot
do it all justice. Before launching into an
alphabetical run-down, Ishould mention
the many presentations of
Super Audio CD. Sony's
SCD-1 player, with a
flagship pre-/ power
, amplifier and speakers,
finally
sounded
promising and certainly
miles
better
than
demonstrations heard
last year. Time will tell...
ALR Jordan showed
three models from its
Ccufraehorn, from Devon
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new Note series: high quality woodwork
and rigid cabinets with real veneer skin are
combined with multiple active and one
passive unit on the back speaker panel.
Ascendo is anew name from Germany
with two interesting loudspeaker system
concepts. In both cases, a two-piece
modular design enables optimal spatial
response in a room. Both speakers were
used with the Ascendo DSP product,
tailoring the sound to match the room
acoustics. Audiolabor had quite a few
novelties: the retrolook, slim line solidstate preamplifier 511, integrated CD
player 531 ( CDM1 MkIII drive, BB
chipsets and HDCD), as well as class-A
mono amplifiers 500 with external power
supplies. Arcam had its complete range
on display, but it was the Alpha 10 DAB
tuner that generated most of the interest.
One hopes digital broadcasting will not
only continue to exist, but also give real
quality within the next few years. Avalon
chose Frankfurt for the world launch of its
new Opus loudspeaker: this gorgeous
looking floorstander is an intriguing fourway design with three drivers on the front
baffle and an 8in active woofer firing into
the floor. Judging by the sounds we heard,
it could be a winner for Neil Patel who
accompanied his new creation in person.

From India, Cadence was showing its
new Arca Version II, based on the
company's usual hybrid concept but with
van den Hul Wind MkIl and MCS
internal wiring as akey feature.
Cayin is aGerman company making all
kinds of valve gear in all available colours!
You name it, they have it: 300Bs, 845s,
pre- amplifiers,
stereo
amplifiers,
integrated, monos all good looking and
not that terribly expensive. Oh, there is
also a 24/96 DAC in case you wondered.
dCS is undoubtedly one of the stars of the
comntemporary digita:
arena. Next to the
established Elgar 24/192
processor we saw the
German debut of Purcell,
the upsampling unit ( a,
seen at The Hi Fi Shov.
last September) which
resamples from of the
lower sampling frequencies
to 192kHz. While doing
this, the length of the
digital word is extended
from
16- to 24- bit.
German magazine Stereo
demonstrated the effects of
Clearlight Deep Throat speaker
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op row, left an. centre: ay:Ws a
range of valve amplification component,
and right, Nottingham Analogue AnnaLog
turntable and AnnaArm
Middle, left to right: Dynavox 3.0
loudspeakers, FM Acoustics 'Inspiration'
system, Avalon Opas, Tannoy Definition
D500 and D700
Bottom row, left to right: MBL's new
transport and DAC. Sony SCD-I play.r,
demonstrated with TA-El pre-amplifier
and TA-N1 power amplifier
Right: Space Sound acoustic reflecwrs

Purcell and each piece of music on CD or
DVD ( 24/96) format when upsampled
clearly showed asonic improvement!
Dynaudio's flagship speaker, Evidence,
was presented with the proprietary Arbiter
mono amps, Mark Levinson's top CD
combination the source. As usual, claims
about being best speakers in the world
should be taken with apinch of salt.
Einstein has been at this show for a
long time and, in addition to their valve
separates and integrated amplifier they
showed for the first time aproduct called
The Last Record Player. Do not worry, it
is still a CD player (valve analogue stage
using ECC88s) with high aspirations to be
among the best. Quite an impresive
collection of sounds could be heard in the
FM Acoustics room where the
Inspiration system performed miles above
its physical size would ever suggest.
Perhaps one of the best sounds of the
show in my opinion!
Isophon had another world's first in
Frankfurt, the Europa loudspeaker with
triwiring facility and acomplex crossover
design. This company always has aclever
and sensible approach to its show
presentations and good performance was
there once again.
'Very British' is how Nottingham
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Analogue likes to describe itself. Next to
all the familiar products, the company
showed the potential of its flagship
turntable Anna Log, a massive design
(42kg) built out of stainless steel, graphite
and other materials). The Anna Arm
completed the setup. After his last year s
success in Frankfurt.
Simon Yorke showed us the more
affordable, but no less convincing-looking
Series 9 turntablerarm combination.
Unipivot tonearm and a separate motor
assembly with speed adjustment are just a
couple of design solutions. A jan Allaerts
Systems MCI Sapphir moving- coil
cartridge (from Belgium) was used.
SME's selection -of tonearms looked
beautiful on Transrotor turntables,
especially on the very new Transrotor Fat
Bob mega-turntable. Tron, the British
valve specialist, made its debut in
Germany, and aroused lots of interest was
shown in the Type PX25 single- ended
stereo amplifier [reviewed last month].
Tron's valve turntable power supply
called Disc-Drive was another intriguing
item to see. You can order it even withy
KT88 tubes, making it a50W supply able
to drive several turntables at once! To
round-off the continuing revival and good
life of analogue hi-fi, an interesting top-

flight moving- coil cartridge
from ZYX was exhibited. Called
R-1000, it is ajoint effort of the European
distributors and Namilci of Japan. The
innovative aspect is a one-piece diamond
cantilever and special stylus profile.
As ever, High End 99 was brilliantly
organised thanks to the High End Society
GmbH and its MD Branko Glisovic.
What was more surprising was that there
seemed to be no loss of
optimism or stamina
among the numerous
exhibitors... as if
the world of highend audio was not
going through a bit
of a crisis no one
wants to talk about.
But
then
the
motto of this year's
show
loosely
translates ` the
human side of the
listener
is
the
musical point of
reference'. Perhaps
that is the best
explanation one can
think of.
Milan Rupic
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UK E
D° 99
The world of 'Custom install', from
multi- room sound to home theatre to
complete home automation systems...
by JONATHAN KETTLE

C

onvergence is fast gathering
pace. That's the message from
CEDIA* ( UK) Expo 99, the
trade show and seminar extravaganza
held in May at the Novotel Hotel
Hammersmith. Plenty of new hi-fi
products were shown to be ready for
integration by the emerging breed of
custom installer dealers, capable of
configuring intelligent RF remote
control, multi- room, networked,
multimedia systems.
Linn led the way. Apart from its
new Genki AE CD player with
optional RS232 link, Linn's Knekt
multi- room wall panels are now
equipped to control Lutron lighting,
demonstrated as part of a DVD
Dolby Digital dem centred around
the
stylish,
remote
control,
motorised-rotatable Loewe Spheres
plasma screen. Linn also gave visitors
ataste of the near future, in the form
of its pre-prototype multiple-harddisc-drive home media server.
Centrepiece of Path Premier's
very spectacular AV display was the
latest Faroudja DVP-2200 video
processor/line-doubler. Modular
upgrading was the hot news from
Proceed, its latest amplifiers allowing
two- to five- channel options for
serious multi- channel surround
sound. Matching its amps, Proceed
chose Expo 99 as the locus to launch
its DVD player whose fully modular
construction enables easy evolution
from DVD-V to DVD-Universal
spec, DVD-A technology simply
integrated as amodule at the earliest
opportunity.
Reinforcing
the
integration theme, Madrigal's pièce de
resistance was a universal IR remote
control/screen supplied with a full
array of codes built-in, and the ability
for easy addition of new codes by
means of direct eye-to-eye IR link, or
by means of downloading from a
web-site. Apart from QED's latest
Systemline, MusiQ IS, CM and RF
multi- room system facilitators,
HI-Fl NEWS /4, RECORD REVIEW
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Linn gave
visitors a
taste of the
near future, in
the form of its
pre-protottype
multiple-harddisc-drive
home media
server

*CEDIA, the
Custom Electronic
Design and
Installation
Association, is an
international
trade association
which was
founded in the
USA in 1989 and
is now expanding
worldwide
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up and software upgrades can be earned crur via acomputer interface

distributor Veda Products showed
the range of Channel Plus custom
AV network-creating switching and
electronics devices, and the Sonance
range of in-wall/ceiling loudspeakers.
Such strength-in-depth clearly puts
these brands in an enviable position
to provide all sorts of flexible
installation solutions.
A relative newcomer to the entry
level multi- room market, Living
Control showed its IR handset/
display panels, wall- mounted IR
receivers, 40W amplifiers and
anautomatic,
alphabeticallycatalogued CD changer system.
Complementing the Living Control
line on the Portfolio Marketing
stand was the attractive Boston range
of in-wall/ceiling speakers. For
another pointer to the future,. See
Hear was demonstrating the
potential of new Escient software to
access web music directories enabling
integration of CD changers with
displays of up-to-date online track
data. As well as showing the extensive
new range of Snell loudspeakers, just
for fun, See Hear tested guests'
sensitivity to ` Feel' by bombarding
them with ballistics from crash-bang
DVDs of James Bond et a/, using a
Clark Synthesis Transducer directcoupled to asofa bed.
Full marks to Runco whose
astonishing hard disc facilitated DLP
line- doubling
projector- based
demonstration of high definition
video had to be seen to be believed.
Selleco also showed off the
advantage of DLP and line doubling
in terms of video definition. Not to be
outdone, Sony showed how its video
projectors
span
domestic
to
professional markets. Pioneer
featured predominantly music DVDVideo using its plasma display screen.
Revox displayed its stylish minimalist
hi-fi including aDVD player, and its
new super- slim plasma display.
Alongside its Revox kit, Musical
Design Co showed off the latest eyecatching Perreaux amplifiers from

New Zealand. Innovative electronics
from Bryston and Lexicon also
made astrong impression. Apart from
the new 6B-ST three-channel 250W
power amp, there was anew Bryston
SPI digital processor fitted with Flask
ROM for future- proof RS232
connection, Dolby Digital, Pro Logic,
DTS, PCM and THX postprocessing, and a smart subwoofer
output feeding summed signal in
bypass mode. Lexicon's latest
advanced digital processor, the new
MC- 1Home Theatre Controller, was
on static display. Equipped with
Dolby Digital and DTS decoders,
this THX Ultra certified design can
be
switched
between > 24
ambient/surround modes. Sharing the
same CSE stand was the 12-channel
Parasound HCA4012 amplifier in
pre- production form, its multiple
in/output configuration developed
specifically for multi- room audio
purposes. Sonance wasn't alone in
displaying its flush- mount hi-fi
loudspeakers. CASA and Custom
Installation Series speakers were
informatively presented on B&W's
stand, Jamo showed its wide-ranging
speaker line-up, and KEF unveiled its
Ci Explorer rugged, weatherproof,
rotatable loudspeakers among others.
Accompanying Wharfedale's
LoudPanel picture- frame speakers,
sister company Quad launched anew
70W amplifier specially designed for
the custom installation market. As if
to disprove the notion that custom
installations are not for hi-fi purists,
REL showed its new compact Q200E
alongside Primare's new fivechannel amplifier and AV processor,
and Meridian reminded visitors of
the audiophile capabilities of DVDAudio using its MLP coding to
capture high definition 24-bit 961tHz
surround sound.
In short, CEDIA UK Expo 99 gave
us more than a glimpse of the
intuitive, multimedia, multi- room
concepts which will be transforming
homes in the next millennium.
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SUMMER SALE

PRAISE FOR AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Dear Si,: About 12 years ago. Ishopped around and purchased a

Audiostatic DCI Electrostatic loudspeakers white
finish Ex-dem

£1795 ...(£ 2500)

Audiostatic DCI plus Electrostatic loudspeakers
black finish Ex-dem

£2750 . • •(£ 3750)

Avalon Arcus loudspeakers Limited Edition piano
black finish Ex-dem

£4990 • • •(£6995)

TIDLs, with musicality the top priority. Iplanned to hear an Audio

Avalon Eclipse loudspeakers cherry finish Ex-dem .. .£5495 ...(£ 7995)

Analogue CD, pre-amp/amp co mbination; plus the MF X- Ray and
the Golden Tube Integrated, but was staggered when one dealer

Sony 552/
702 CD player, aCambridge pre-a mp/amplifier and a
pair of TDL Monitor speakers. The resultant sound was detailed
but cold and often fatiguing.
Having recently retired. Idecided to renew all except the

conrad-johnson CAV-5o Integrated valve amplifier
Ex-dem

said the Only way Iwould find out if these matched the TDLs

£1850 •(£ 2495)

would be to take the speakers — each weighing about one cwt —
some 50 miles to his shop. Where he would an-ange ademo.

Golden Tube SI 50 Mk2 Integrated valve amplifier
with valve phono stage Ex-dem

£950 . .(£ 1300)

On looking in HEN/RR. Ifound that all but the X- Ray were
stocked by Audio Consultants of Camden Town. so Iarranged an

Golden Tube SE- 300B Mk2 Limited Edition single
ended valve amplifier

£1295 ...(£ 1990)

Golden Tube SE- 4o Parallel single ended valve
amplifier
Wadia 830 CD player Ex-dem

appointment with proprietor Stephen Harper. Armed with some of
my own CDs. Iarrived in Camden where for three hours. Stephen

£825 ...(£ noo)

demonstrated and discussed the relative merits of AA. Golden Tube
and Conrad-Johnson equipment. In my opinion all offer

£2400 ...(£ 2995)

exceptional value for money. hut Ieventually purchased the C- J
DF2 CD player, PV 10AL pre-amp and MM55 power amp: a

Zingali Overture 3 Omniray loudspeakers Ex-dem .£ 1995 ...(£ 2995)
Art Audio Quintet Mk1115wpc triode amplifier,
black with gold S/H

combination which brings out the best in the TDL5. offers

£875 ...(£ 15oo)

exceptional sound quality and simply encourages longer- term
listening.

Concordant Quad II valve mono block
amplifiers S/H

£650 ...(£ 1300)

Klipsch KG 4.5 horn loudspeakers S/H
Linn Kan loudspeakers S/H

These units were delivered and installed by Mr Harper who
made the round-trip of over 400 miles not once but twice. because

£ 55o ....(£900)
£ 125 ....(£ 295)

Naim Audio 42/no/SNAPS amplifier S/H
NVA CD7o CD player S/H

£ 550 ...(£ l000)

Quad FM4 Tuner S/H

£ 15o ....(£400)

Gamma Acoustics loudspeakers with stands

he wanted to change my connection leads and ensure that all
remained well after ' bum- in'.

£350 ....(£ 65o)

£450

Iam thrilled with my purchase and remain absolutely staggered
by the wonderful service of Audio Consultants. Here is a
company which provides exceptional service and deserves
to succeed. Iwhole-heartedly commend it to
your readers.

...(£ 1250)

tic
AUDIO CONSULTANTS
telephone 0171 380 0866

Brian Ward, Yorkshire

fax 0171 383 5028

From HiFi News & Review August 1999 - Views Feature.

e-mail: stephen@audioc.freeserve.co.uk

Co-ax digital interconnect range
Trico-ID c/w PPX phono's
EFF-ID c/w PPSL phono's
DAC-XLR AES/EBU 110 ohm XLR/XLR

Video interconnect range
Trico-ID c/w PPX phono's
EFF-IV c/w PPX phono's

SUPRA'
In Tune with Nature

For bi-wiring, Quattro 4 is a cable of
exceptional quality, based on the Classic
4mm and using > 5N OFC conductors in
star quad configuration

NEW for 1999:
Home cinema cable range
The NEW Supra AV6 home cinema cable is
available in many different configurations,
such as: scart to s-video, s-video to s-video,
scart to scart, scart to 2 phono, scart to 3
phono, scart to 4 phono, scart to 6 phono,
DB25M to DB25F, DB25M to 6 phono,
3 phono to 3 phono, 4 phono to 4 phono,
5 phono to 5phono and 6 phono to 6
phono.
(Co-ax digital, video and AV6 cables
normally supplied in 1metre lengths, others
connectors and/or lengths to order)

Analogue Interconnects
EFF-ISL
EFF-IXLR
c/w locking phono's
c/w XLR's
("Best Buy' Hi Fi Choice) ( balanced)
Also available: DAC-X c/w PPX phono's
(Analogue cables are supplied in 0.75 metre
pairs, other lengths available to order)

Fibre optics
The Supra ZAC cable has been purpose
designed for DVD and CD players/transports
and is available in 1m, 2m, 4m, 5m and 10m
lengths fitted with TosLink connectors

Speaker cables
The Classic Series range features
>5N OFC, multi-stranded, tin-plated
conductors, to reduce oxidation effects
and available in 2.5mm, 4mm and 6mm
diameters

Featuring all the latest technology, the
Ply Series uses tin-plated, >99.999%
purity OFC conductors in a low resistance,
low inductance design. Available now in
three versions: Ply 2.0, the Hi Fi Choice
"Recommended" Ply 3.4 and the
NEW Ply 3.4/S shielded version
LINC Series of shielded cables using 2
cores OFC + outer screen/drain wire. Two
versions for hi-fi comprising the Linc
2.5mm Flex and Linc 4mm Flex as well as
two versions suitable for installation work.

Connector range
Supra also make a range of high quality gold-plated terminations, such as banana plugs, spades,
lockable phono plugs, Swift XLR connectors, s-video, scart plugs and DB25M/F connectors.

For more information on the award-winning Supra range of speaker cables, hi-fi and home cinema interconnects, please
clip the coupon and send to: Glaive Limited, Unit 7, Wren Industrial Estate, Coldred Road, Maidstone, ME15 9YT.
Or phone/fax us on: 01622 66 40 70
or by email: supra@glaive.co.uk
or visit our website: www.glaive.co.uk/supra
rPlease send me a copy of the Supra colour catalogue, prices and retailer list.
'Name:
:Address:

:Post code:

HFN9909

1

For details of Supra distributors world-wide, please contact:
Jenving Technology AB,
Backamo Grinnerod 12800, S-459 91 Ljunskile, Sweden
Tel: +46 ( 0)522 23460
Fax: +46 ( 0)522 23131
Email: supra@jenving.se
Website: www.jenving.se
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You'd
expect the
hi-fi hacks
to be
cynical
about the
alleged
wonders of
DiAural. But
Pay Kimber
certainly
managed to
impress ' em
iii Utah

SUPPLIER
Kimber Kable's
UK distributor is
Russ Andrews
Accessories Ltd,
Edge Bank
House,
Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Cumbria
LA8 9AS.
Tel: 01539
823247

A

udia Journalists (cynical,
muttering rotten that we are)
have been conditioned to
think of every new concept as
'cobblers until proven innocent'. And
while there are no cobblers to match
those mouthed by cable manufacturers, Ray Kimber is considered by
most to have avoided the ' zero
credibility' factor by his adherence to
commonsense, measurements and
overall nice guy-ness. As AH's
marathon feature in June revealed,
Kimber is almost unbelievably downto-earth: rare in a segment of the
industry where hype is inextricably
woven in-between every copper, silver
or carbon-fibre strand.
So, when Kimber embarked on a
new venture with inventor Eric
Alexander, he was able to invite a
huge cross-section of the international
press to his factory in Utah without
fear of the invitations being rejected
through abject scepticism. Indeed, so
many of us trooped out there in shifts
that Kimber had to book aroom in
alocal hotel on amonthly basis!
There are more than afew reasons
why we were willing to subject
ourselves to an intense period of oneon-one demonstrations of DiAural,
and not just because past experience
lends
credibility
to
Ray's
pronouncements.
Add up the
following, if you want to know why
we gave him the benefit of the doubt:
(1) Ray and Eric have secured as
apartner one Bruce Bastian, known
to propeller heath as the founder of
WordPerfect. One rich sonovagun, a
seriously-loaded genius like Bastian
tends not to invest even a teensy
percent of his zillions in non-starters,
pipe-dreams, vapour-ware or speciality
audio unless he smells something
serious. So, if Bastian — also known
to be a hard-core audiophile —
figured that DiAural had something
to offer, who amongst the scribes that
use his word-processing program
would dare to doubt its worth?
(2) Kimber makes cables, right? So
why would Ray champion a new
crossover technology which obviates
the need for bi-wiring, thus costing

him cable sales? Imean, can you see
atobacco firm inventing anicotine
patch? OK, so Kimber makes money
if DiAural takes off, but his core
business is selling wire, and DiAural
will reduce cable sales. (Alternatively,
it may mean that those who budgeted
for bi-wiring will spend the allocation
on better single-wiring.)
(3) He was brave enough to expose
this nascent technology to some of
the nastiest, schadenfreude-prone
persons on earth: journalists. The
mere act of early disclosure, before
the issuing of patents, piqued our
curiosity: was Ray being confident or
suicidal?
In the weeks that followed the
listening sessions, the subject came
up again and again, especially at ahifi show visited by many of the very
listeners invited to Utah. And not one
of ' em dismissed the technology
outright. But what all were forced to
agree was that the demonstrations
were not conclusive.
But first, a re-cap. DiAural, as
described in detail in HFNIRR June,
is a concept applied to crossovers
which purports to eliminate the sort
of sonic artefacts which make multiway speakers inferior to a (working)
full-range single driver. The mere fact
that few successful full-range drivers
exist is the very reason why we suffer
crossover
colorations;
speaker
designers cannot match woofers and
tweeters without crossovers, let alone
separate mids, super-tweeters, subwoofers
and other frequencyrange-specific drive units; natural
pairings of complementary drivers are
rare.
As I, and others, had to sign nondisclosure agreements, and because
the patent has not yet been granted,
we cannot publish the circuit. All I
can tell you is that the DiAural circuit
is embarrassingly simple, it uses fewer
components than a conventional
crossover and it has no obvious
precedents*.
This necessary protectionism had
another negative effect, beyond the
prevention of a full description in
print. Because of the need to juggle
schedules such as deadlines, hi-fi
shows and the release of firstgeneration DiAural-equipped speakers
from
the
first
licensees,
the
demonstration we witnessed lacked
one crucial ingredient: a reference
point. Every journalist with whom I
*Ray did point out that the Sonus Faberpatented SINE CAP crossover used for the
Extrema has adistant likeness; this was
discovered while making searches for the
DiAural patent (which should have been
granted by the time this hits the stands).
DiAural does not conflict with the Italian
design because of akey variation. Sony to
seem coy, but the specific details of the
DiAural circuit must wait until the
embargo is lifted.

discussed DiAural felt the same way
about how we simply cannot pass
judgement until we experience asideby-side
demonstration
of
a
conventional speaker and its direct,
DiAural'd equivalent.
Why one of the early licensees
hadn't come forth with a DiAural
version of one of its existing models
for Ray to demonstrate in some KB
fashion, Idon't know. Manufacturers
are
by
nature
paranoid
and
protectionist, so they probably felt it
was too early come out of the closet.
Whatever, we had to listen to DiAural
through aspeaker which, ab, doesn't
exist on the marketplace. What we
heard was made up of kit parts from
the US equivalent of Maplin or
Wilmslow Audio, and it was only the
common knowledge of the cost of the
parts which gave the demonstrations
any worth at all.
In anutshell, Kimber demonstrated
DiAural though apair of home-made
speakers with aparts cost of under
$200 — that's around £ 125. And I
must say they had the desired effect.
From the outset, they performed
tricks on the listener, not least being
the deception provided by amassive
sub-woofer. Isaw the two satellites
perched on top of the subs and asked,
innocently, where did they cross-over?
Ray said, ' Doesn't really matter, as
they're not connected'. I looked
around the back, and — sure enough
— Iwas listening to just the satellites.
But the copious amounts of rich,
extended bass suggested otherwise.
Aspect after aspect suggested a
speaker in the $ 2000+ category:
extended, sharp, fast treble; earbusting levels not associated with
small two-way systems; vivid threedimensionality; superb transparency.
OK, so Ihad nothing against which
to measure it other than experience.
And my experience did not
say that Iwas hearing
a speaker made from
$200-worth of parts.
Of course the jury
is still out, and will
remain sequestered
until a production
speaker with DiAural
can be heard against
its conventional
equivalent. No
writer I've met
is
imprudent
enough to 'bless'
DiAural at this
stage. But Ijust
can't wait
to
play with some
real production
samples.
However often
we've
said
it,
'watch this space'.
Ken Kessler
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AE
Atacama
Audiolab
B&W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Epos
Harman-Kardon
JBL
KEF

X Dem. Sale...

Y9rk
a eat picleeffir...

Kenwood
Krell
Marantz
Martin-Logan
Mendian
Michell
Mission
Monitor Audio
Musical-Fedelly
Pickering
Plnk Tnangle
Ptoneer
Quad
REL
Rogers
SME
Sonus-Faber
Spender
Tannoy
TDL
Thorens
Yamaha
& lots more

•Widest choice in the area
•Independent advice
.Qualified staff
•Comfortable dem rooms
Superb showrooms
•Main road location
Major car parks nearby
•Insurance estimates
•Over 30yrs experience.
•Service Dept
•Delivery & installation
•Part Exchange
•Open 10 .30-5:30 6days

Cyrus

Audiolab

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Up to 3 yrs.

PM17 gold
£900
Meridian A500 r/wood £875
M60 r/wood £2500
566.20
£ 1095
500 CDT +566.20 DAC £2420
Michell Argo pre +Hera £885
ISO phono stage £420
Mission
753f oak
£898
754f oak
£1498
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
r/wood piano laq. £5000
Studio 12 r/wood £ 1100
Pink Triangle Litaural CI) £2099
Tarantella+RB+XLZ £1054
Pioneer CLD-D925 £800
A300 Precision £400
PDS505 Precision £460
Quad 77 Power amp £600
77 Pre-Amp
£700
77 Remote
£300
77 CD bus (all carbon) £700
REL Q100E bk.
£495
Yamaha DSP-A3090 £ 1500

Interest Free
Credit
Martin-

deposit only 20% of
£500. for 12 months
£1500. for 24 months
£3000. for 36 months
subject to eer.

Was

Acoustic Energy AEI n r/w £995
AE2 II r/wood inc stands £2090
Audiolab 8000C £580
8000LX £470
8000CDM+DAC £2300
8000DAC £900
8000MX pair
£ 1800
&SEW CDM2 r/wood £400
Copland CDA288 £ 1999
Cyrus 111i
£598
Commander remote
£100
PSX-R
£328
Power
£498
SL integrated amp
£398
JBL Aquarius S119 LSs £ 1250
KEF LS3/5a piano bk. LE £ 1800
Krell 250 Pre+power £5195
ICAV300 cd
£3550
Maranta CD17 bic.
£800

Logan

PS. if you're making aspec., fop
Ira best to book. weekdays

Krell

MonitorAudio

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659
High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

Now

Classic second-hand...

£745
£1400
£475
£395
£1725
£650
£1495
£320
£1599
£475
£50
£275
£395
£325
£625
£895
£4650
£3195
£650
£695
£650
£1875
£750
£1795
£595
£320
£750
£1125

Acoustic Energy AEI rlw £ 495
Audiolab 8000C pre-amp £375
8000A integrated amp £350
Audio Innovations Series 1000
monoblox (were £ 1799) £750
2nd Audio (was £3000) £ 1000
Gale 401 chrome/black £250
FIK Citation 11/12 pre/power
& 15 tuner the very first models,
in walnut cases £300
KEE.. 104/2 r/w (£2000) £850
Marantz. CD63 111(1-S £275
CD85 (built like atank) £250
Mission 776/777 ban pre amp &
2x 100w power amp £950
Argonaut bk., big, twin bass £325
Quad 22 pre & powers £600
ESL57 pair bk latest spec. £ 750
34 pre-amp
£ 150
44 pre (din)
£ 185
405 power amp £ 200
FM4 tuner (din) £ 150
Revox G36 1/2 track 10" £ 195
B77 reel-reel 1/4 track, 7.5ips
pro-nabs. op cover £ 850
Rogers LS6 teak
£ 175
Roark Sabre bk.
£250
SME original 3012
£ 175
3009 mk1 original box £ 75
Tandberg 11)20A
1/4 track 7.5ips 10'"reel £650
Tannoy Cheviot 10"
Dual Concentrics . walnut £350
609 marble effect inc. stands £ 195
Thorens TD124 mk2 13012 £ 150
TDI25 mk2. +3009 £ 200
TD150+30 12 in SME plinth £300

£2995
£825
£1675
£750
£595
£300
£350
£450
£525
£150
£595
£395
£1125

Vortexion

Series 4 recorder £ 100

audiophileusa.corn
Addictive web site for LP CD Accessory & DAD fans. We email superb monthly lists of new
and used jazz, rock, folk, audiophile, blues and much more. Knowledgeable, friendly staff.
Great service, unbeatable prices. Free monthly flyers that keep you up to date with new
releases as well as outstanding condition used 1ps, plus special offers! Here's atiny selection
of what we carry
Bookmark our web site NOW!
MILES DAVIS: BITCHES BREW ( MOSAIC 6LP) $ 108.00

JACINTHA: HERE'S TO BEN (GROOVE NOTE) 1806...$27.99

SPRINGSTEEN: BORN TO RUN ( CLASSIC LP)

MUDDY WATERS: FOLK SINGER ( CLASSIC) DAD ....$27.99

$26.99

SON VOLT: WIDE SWING TREMOLO (WARNER) LP$12.00

DCC LPs & CDs

PAUL SIMON: SONGS FROM CAPEMAN (WARNER) $ 14.00

CLASSIC RECORDS

BOB DYLAN: LIVE 66 ( CLASSIC) 2LP BOX

$56.00

MOBILE FIDELITY 24KT GOLD CDs

$23.00

ROBYN HITCHCOCK: STOREFRONT (WARNER 2LP) $ 16.00

ALLSOP ORBITRAC

$33.00

MARIAH CAREY: #1's ( COLUMBIA) 2LP

CARD AS SWEEP RECORD (NEW VERSION)

JEWEL: SPIRIT (ATLANTIC) 2LP

$ 16.00
$ 12.00

$ 19.99
$26.99

$ 18.99

CLASSIC/CHESKY DAD ($$$$ LOWEST PRICES)

EXPERT PACKAGING, WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

audiophileiAnternational
11355A PYRITES WAY #1, GOLD RIVER, CALIF. 95670.USA
TEL: ( 916) 858 8383 FAX: ( 916) 858 8385.TOLL FREE ORDERS ( 877) SPIN LPS-US ONLY
VISA/MC/AMEX/DINERS

SHOW REPORT'
Organised by Dungannonbased hi-fi distributor
Kronos, this spring event
proved a Stormont success
by NED COSTELLO

S

HifiShrim

tormont castle will be familiar as the
scene of momentous events in the
Northern Ireland peace process. On a
gloriously sunny Saturday and Sunday in late
April, the nearby Stormont Hotel played host
to the second Northern Ireland HiFi Show,
organised by Kronos HiFi of Dungannon.
Kronos assembled an impressive range of
hardware and software, with over 100 brands
shown. Exotica were well represented, along
with the more affordable; enticing discounts
were offered for purchases at the show.
Musical Fidelity's NuVista 300
monoblock power amplifiers [reviewed by
K.K, June] made their world show debut.
Resembling aNuVista pre-amp on steroids,
the 300s produced an impressively refined
but dynamic sound through B&W's CDM 7
loudspeakers. Source components were the
X- Ray CD player and the new Acutus
turntable from high-end startup, Avid, this
apparently avery well thought-out piece of
kit, with some clever angles on suspension,
bearing and motor design [reviewed by SH,
July]. Avid's scaled down 'entry level' model
was also shown, and designer Conrad Mas is
also exploiting the Avid's suspension
technology for anew range of audio shelving.
An Acutus also provided an LP source in
the Cadence/Alema Room. Cadence's baby
hybrid electrostatic, the Anina, sounded
excellent driven by Audion's tube amps, the
silver- wired and transformered Gold
Dreams, and new ' 24-bit' tubed DAC 2. In
fact, tube amplifiers were well represented at
the show. Local maker Arion showed its full
range, with emphasis on its new, more
conventional styling, exemplified by the
Neros SE, a 300B-based integrated that
should sell for under £ 1000. Anon also
showed a very professionally- finished
prototype speaker. French brand Siemel

Siemel HY20 valve amplifier

HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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demonstrated an intriguing integrated amp,
the HY20, based on _ararely-seen 6528A
JAN («joint army and navy') double triode
power tube. This 20W/ch amp is beautifully
constructed and finished inside and out
(with a choice of solid walnut or milled
aluminium faceplate); it sounded excellent
with the Living Voice Auditorium speaker.
In its first attendance at the Northern
Ireland HiFi show, GT Audio showed the
Verdier Nouvelle Platine turntable,
complete with SME 3012 tonearm and
Ortofon SPU-GTE cartridge. This
behemoth was accompanied by the Tron
XP25 SE tube amplifier whose SW/ch
output was fully exploited by the highly
efficient Avant Garde Uno horn speakers,
in this case resplendent in metallic red.
Dreadnought construction was also
evident in the Rockport Capella turntable,
complete with Rockport's own Series 7000
air- bearing linear pickup arm and the
Clearaudio Insider cartridge. Distributor
Absolute Analogue demonstrated this
heavyweight with New Zealand's Plinius
amps and the Rockport Merak/Sheriton
speaker combination, looking like ascaledup Wilson WATT/Puppy. Meanwhile,
Wilson's UK distributor Absolute Sounds
was at the show too, unveiling the moreaffordable Krell CD player, KAV 250.
Analogue and digital were happy
bedfellows in the Michell/Trichord room.
Trichord showed apre-production version
of its latest Genesis CD player, based on the
Pioneer PDS 507 but with upgraded DAC
and clock modifications. Michell featured
the new, slimmed-down but still excellent
sounding Gyro SE [reviewed by AH, May],
with the Orca pre amp and Delphini phono
stage. Also seen was an Anglo-American
hybrid electrostatic, Inner Sound's Isis.
One of the best sounds of the show was
produced by distributor Aanvil Audio,
demonstrating the German Meracus Tanto
CD player and Onesta integrated amplifier.
These classy components (finished in piano
black by Steinway's painters, apparently)
were combined with the baby Audio Physic
Step speaker and Yamamura cables ta
deliver asound that was controlled, spacious
and tonally well-balanced.
Feedback from showgoers indicated a
good response to Nordost's demonstration

Clockwise from top left: prototype 'baby' Avid
turntable; Anion amplifier and prototype speakers; and,
in the sunshine outside the Stormont hotel, from left,
Lars (Nordost), David Campbell eKronos), Nick
Green (UKD) and Tufan Hashemi (Rokain)

of its new Quattrofil interconnect and El
Dorado mains cables. At the less esoteric end
of the cable spectrum, local startup True
Colours Industries ( TCI) showed a
surprisingly comprehensive range of
interconnect, speaker and mains cables.
Affordable hi-fi was perhaps best
represented by Roksan, which showed its
full range of Caspian electronics in both the
familiar silver and its new black livery. Star
of the show was Roksan's new five-channel
power amp featuring amassive lkVA power
transformer and arange of clever features
which allow it to be used in dedicated hi-fi or
home theatre applications. A matching preamplifier is also due shortly. Roksan teamed
up with local distributor Marata Vision,
showing Sony projectors and VuTec Screens.
UICD's Nick Green showed the familiar
range of Opera speakers and Unison
Research amps. Unison introduced their
new Aria S2 which has been chosen as an
exhibit in the Museum of Modern Art in
Inglstadt, Germany. No less stunning was
the Classic One from Pathos (aneighbour
of Unision in the beautiful Palladian city of
Vicenza). This very svelte 50W/ch
tube/transistor hybrid integrated amplifier
will sell for under £.1000 and can be mono'd
for more demanding applications.
Kronos's David Campbell reported
healthy attendance figures and very positive
post- show feedback from visitors and
exhibitors alike. Overall the show was amost
impressive effort, with credit due to the
professionalism of the Kronos team and the
manufacturers who attended.
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X-A RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

M ILLED METAL KNOBS.

RUGGED, NON- RESONANT
METAL CASEWORK.

JUST IMAGINE HOW GOOD
THE ELECTRONICS MUST BE.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, AND CD PLAYER. FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 0181 900 2866.

sidelines

low a
change
from KEFs
to Castles
generated
an
inexpected
surroundsound
30I1US

Anscomb's cartoon
first appeared (with
adifferent caption)
in HiFi News
during the 1960s
WEI NEWS scos

I

n his review of the Totem Arro
loudspeakers in the July issue,
Andrew Harrison touched upon
asubject which arose spontaneously
for me with a change of speakers
following the experiments discussed
here last month. AH remarked on
how the Arras ' could conjure up
unearthly projections of sound
effects' when monitoring Nicam
stereo signals off-air, by responding
to the extra information embedded
in the IJR waveforms almost as if a
surround-sound system were in use.
Ihad been aware of minor effects
of this sort for some time, arising
from broadcast films and the
handful of CDs in my collection
with Dolby Surround encoding,
and there are probably many
readers with parallel experiences.
But the above move to fresh
speakers provided such astriking
enlargement of the phenomenon
that I felt impelled on several
occasions to check that the 'Hall'
facility on my pre-amp hadn't
been activated inadvertently. This
provides an ambient effect by
processing out- of-phase stereo
components to produce adelayed
quasi-Haller signal for feeding to rear
loudspeakers:
a halfway-house
between two-channel stereo and full
surround-sound.
The
latter's
encoding makes deliberate use of
phasing, with anti-phase data
representing rear images, so that the
Hall option can often provide
impressive spatial effects without
resort to full decoding, hence my
mistaken belief that it must have
been operative.
However, that merely sets the
scene for my main point, which is
that
any
two-channel
signal
containing a significant portion of
out-of-phase
information
will
complicate the business of stereo
perception by presenting the ears
not only with the usual task of
constructing unidirectional placements from bi-directional sources,
but with the problem of interpreting
otherwise identical signals which
arrive at the head with opposed
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polarities. Although the hearing
system didn't evolve to cope with
such impossibilities, and can easily
respond by creating aural confusion,
it sometimes reacts constructively by
stretching the perceived soundstage
beyond the speakers, pushing it
upwards, or creating images above
or behind the head. But reactions
vary widely, and depend also on
speakers
and
listening-room
acoustics, which is where my own
change of speakers enters the story.
For some time I've used KEF
models employing Uni Q drivers,
whose treble contribution to an
unusually wide dispersion pattern
has been soaked up by a rather
heavily damped room. This has
resulted in a slight dulling of the
tonal balance at the listening
position, where in any system the
interplay of direct and reflected
sound has an awkwardly programdependent effect. Yet by occasional
test-sampling of the near-field, crosschecking via headphones, moving
other speakers in for reference, or
imposing an appropriate tilt on the
treble response, I've managed to
keep my tonal bearings, while the
sound has been so good in other

respects that I've resisted making a
change. But the discrepancy did
finally become too big an irritant,
and of the possible replacement
speakers,
those
which
most
successfully banished it ( Castle
Severn II, reviewed by AG Sept '98)
turned out also to have aproperty
akin to that reported by AH
regarding the Totem model, in that
they respond to out-of-phase
information by expanding the image
in various ways.
Indeed, the effect is at times very
marked. Even recordings in which
the anti-phase components are
largely confined to the associated
ambience tend to have their
soundstages enlarged, with the
acoustic expanding to form an outer
frame beyond the speakers —
especially with UHJ-encoded discs.
This effect is readily demonstrated
by switching back and forth between
mono and stereo, when the change

is now noticeably closer to the result
of doing this when listening via
headphones. Applause and other
full-width random sounds embrace
an enlarged stage too, and those
Dolby-encoded discs or effects-laden
Nicam transmissions are inclined to
fool the senses by locating sounds
behind the listener in defiance of
totally inactive rear speakers.
Another good example is provided
in my case by Classic FM, which is
too weak for serious listening except
in mono. But if Inevertheless switch
to stereo, the background noise
(which is almost wholly anti-phase
with aweak stereo transmission) not
only immediately obtrudes as
expected, but instead of hovering
vaguely between or around the
speakers, now also extends down the
sides of the room and along the top
of the wall behind me.
As the room has remained
unchanged,
and ( after much
juggling) the new speakers are
situated in almost exactly the same
positions as their predecessors,
differences with the most likely
bearing on these effects concern the
speakers' radiation patterns, whose
behaviour vis-à-vis the room had
prompted my experiments at the
outset. Despite a close match
between Castles and KEFs in
terms of tonal balance when
heard at close range, the slightly
depressed HF at the listening
position disappeared with the new
speakers, which indicates that the
perceived sound must now have
ahigher direct/reflected ratio, so
that what arrives at the ears is less
influenced by the room. And
that, I suggest, is also the
explanation for the enhanced role
of anti-phase components, as
their reverberant counterparts are
now weaker and therefore impose
less obfuscation on the direct
sounds, thereby granting them
greater freedom to activate the ears
in their own inimitably perverse
fashion.
By the same token one might
expect that such an aural clean-up
would also aid frontal imagery, yet
in stereo terms the KEFs were
generally more precise than the
Castles,
particularly
regarding
soundstage stability in relation to
seating position. But in my case this
was a virtue of Uni-Q technology
worth sacrificing in favour of tonal
accuracy, which only goes to show
— after 40 years of two-channel
sound — what a complex and
unpredictable compromise listening
to stereo from loudspeakers in rooms
still is. But Ican now sometimes
enjoy surround-sound (of a sort)
from just two loudspeakers.
John Crabbe
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.
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chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200-mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8A0
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Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAPA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN 08TAJN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

Critically acclaimed for the past 18 years, these preamps have
become the benchmark of class Asingle-ended valve designs.
Stereophile, Feb 1996 - M. Fremer: "
All this adds up to what
is clearly one of the finest-sounding, best-built, full-function preamps
in the world and reviews from around the world reflect that."
Recommended Component - "Class A" - Tube Preamplifier
Audiophilia Online, June ' 98 - A. Chasin: "With affordable
full-function preamps becoming as rare as a ' 57 Rothschild, Audible
Illusions should be applauded for continuing to develop and market
the Modulus3a, asuperbly musical and highly affordable device
capable of extracting the best from both analogue & digital sources."
Distributed exclusively by Sounds Transparent Ltd.
94 Church Path
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Kent CT I
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Tel/Fax: 01304-382037
E-mail: sounds@transp.glohalnet.co.uk

Higher 1.QC.11,
The IRIQ Intelligent Remote
by Madrigal and Microsoft
For universal remote controls, higher
intelligence should mean higher performance

•

With IRIQ, the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, DeItec, - Tlectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
. .. the RIGHT cables
. . in YOUR system
.for YOUR ears
• . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, lighting, curtains etc. with IRK/.

IRMO IV

•The programmable, backlit touchscreen
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shows only the buttons you need, and
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you can name them what you like.

• Ma« to

•Macros can be used to send asequence of
commands by touching one button.
•Choose from thousands of preprogrammed
IR codes or teach IR commands for new
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components through the learning port.
•The innovative new selector wheel
make IRIQ the ultimate surfing tool,
rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls
through text and more.
IRK) combines aPC- programmable
touch-screen with basic hard buttons
and an innovative selector wheel.
Together, these controls help you simplify •
the operation of even the most complex
audio and video systems.
For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premieepath.co.uk
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The Birt
era ends,
with the
appointment
of a new
'DG', But
what's
actually
happening
inside the
BBC?

John Ns/un
may be contacted
via e-mail
hn_nelsong
compuserve.com
Greg Dyke (below),
who is to take over
from John Bin as
Director General of
the BBC. The Sun
newspaper broke the
news with the
headline Blair's
Buddy Cheek'

B

ythe time this is read, you will
know who the next Director
General of the BBC will be.
Indeed, as this edition of the column
was being prepared for press, aquite
extraordinary amount of sapping and
mining was taking place in the
corridors of power in Broadcasting
House in respect of ' Sir' John Birt's
forthcoming replacement.
Much fervid media speculation was
taking place, with anoticeably large
number of metropolitan press
commentators managing several
thousand profitable words on the
subject; and the general consensus was
that the Board of Governors was fairly
thoroughly split.
As indeed it might be. To at least
one observer there seemed to be no
obvious candidate, and certainly none
of the prospective incumbents seemed
to have anything concrete to say about
radio, apart from the deployment of
afew of the standard buzzwords.
Idid hear Sir Christopher Bland
manfully deliver one lengthy but
ultimately incomprehensible semence
sequentially containing the words
'multimedia', Internet', `digital radio',
'co-production' and ` cross-media',
which
was
truly a work of
supererogation.
No
doubt
he
subsequently took an early opportunity
for alittle lie-down. Oh, and 'Lord'
Melvyn Bragg referred on Radio 4to
Mr Bin as ` a supreme architect of
broadcasting change in the 1990s'.
One wonders whether Milord Bragg
had alearned sub-text here. Was he
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thinking of Mr Bin as something of a
Rogue Goth, perhaps of the ilk of
Samuel Sanders Teulon? Or as
someone more along the lines of
William
Talman,
of
whom
Summerson records that in the 1690s
he became ' arrogant and arbitrary in
his dealings, adopting apose which
may have gone along way to lose him
the Comptrollership'. Either way, let
us
hope
for
early
delisting,
deconsecration,
demolition
and
redevelopment of the site.
To point out that what goes on
behind the scenes of any moderately
large
organisation
bears
little
resemblance to what is displayed in
public is hardly to make an earthshattering observation. As the late
Professor W A Tuplin so memorably
put it, most corporate entities of any
size dissipate a good 95% of their
energy in internal friction, leaving
perhaps 5% for their notional
function. Apart from Dilbert — absit
omen — probably the best exponent
of the causes and consequences of the
rampant
managerial
collective
unconscious was that given by G F
Fiennes in / Tried to Run a Railway
[Ian Allan, 1967]. It would be
pleasant to think that Master Bland
and his cohorts were familiar with this
seminal text, highly recommended to
all readers of this column, but it has
probably passed them by.
Whilst the upper echelons of the
Corporation are doing their highlypaid stuff, the engineers and
programme makers will no doubt be
continuing to do their best in the face
of generally overwhelming odds. Some
peculiarly poor quality seems to have
plagued both Radio 3and Radio 4 in
recent months, not to mention a
continuing propensity to low-level
noises, horribly audible edits and too
much peak distortion.
All these artefacts were audible on
three different tuners receiving two
main stations and arelay from athird,
so the usual 'it's all right leaving me'
excuse was clearly not applicable.
There also seems to have been aspate
of discussion programmes (
Start The
Week being particularly afflicted on
two consecutive occasions) in which
all participants sounded as though
they were over the other side of the
studio. Isn't anyone training people
in microphone techniques these days?
Last month Ioutlined some of the
basic principles of compression and
limiting, and promised to say more
about the dreaded ` Optimod'. Not
writing for HFNIRR at the time, I
didn't realise when taking that
particular hostage to fortune that my
colleague Reg Williamson had
discussed this device at some length
already in these pages [October ' 93
pages 73-75]. Reg's outline seems to
me to be wholly admirable, and the

only point with which Iwould take
issue is his suggestion 'not to have it
at all'.
For the reasons given last month,
some form of compression is asine
qua non in any programme chain and
some form of peak limiting is also
required at the input of any radio
transmitter. Although not strictly the
remit of the HFNIRR radio columnist,
it might be worth adding that RFbased compression and limiting
systems are almost universally used
on the transmitter side of point-topoint SSB links, both to maximise
'talk power' and intelligibility and also
to meet stringent requirements for
adjacent-channel interference. A
similar approach tends to be taken by
MW broadcasters in the USA, where
being ` louder' than the competition
whilst not simultaneously blowing up
the transmitter or raising eyebrows at
the FCC is the prime directive of the
technical staff.
The only palliative on the horizon
is DAB, where the limits of the
available dynamic range are not
defined by the same mechanisms.
However, taking advantage of the
possibilities in this area will require a
fairly major change of policy on the
part of the broadcasters and some
considerable re-education on the part
of listeners. Incidentally, The Editor
is shortly off to Funkausstellung in
Berlin and will no doubt be able to
bring you up to date on the state of
the DAB receiver market in amonth
or so. Judging from some recent
experiences of my own, Ifear he is in
for an unpleasant surprise if he
undertakes much in the way of
extensive listening — let us see what
he says on his return.
Ifully agree with Reg Williamson
on another point as well, which is the
sheer unpleasantness of ' Classic FM'
when listened to on a transparent
system by adiscriminating ear. This
station has never responded to several
items of correspondence from myself,
and I do not therefore have any
information about their strategy or
intentions in respect of signal
processing. However, to judge from
the overall amount of compression
apparently applied in conjunction with
afair amount of response ' tailoring'
in the mid-band, their target listener
is someone in avery noisy vehicle with
a more than usually loquacious
mother-in-law in the rear seat and a
smelly and vociferous terrier of some
sort in the front footwell.
In fact Ifind that the combination
of heavy processing and generally
glutinous presentation makes ` Classic
FM' quite impossible to listen to for
more than afew minutes at atime,
but you may well have a different
view. Panem et circenses?
John Nelson
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Begin Here

aced with adifficult review, critics
often fall back on the word
'unidiomatic' — never more than
when dealing with music by Bartók.
Under inquisition at the point of asword
Imight be hard put to define the feeling
in words, yet invariably we do recognise a
truly idiomatic realisation.
Iwas intrigued to hear acoupling by
the Tokyo SO under Naoto Otomo of the
Third Piano Concerto and Music for strings,
percussion & celesta [Auvis V4842,
56m 41s] because the pianist Huseyin
Sermet, Iseem to recall, was to record for
Erato some ten years ago but subsequently
we heard little of him. He plays the work
with extraordinary fluency and clear
articulation (against asomewhat stiff
accompaniment) but makes the music
sound like Raclunaninov's.
The players have worked hard on
MSPC and you couldn't fault them
technically, yet the end-result doesn't
quite convince. The piano is spotlit,
contrary to the composer's intentions —
asked to play the part he once declined, as
`it's not aconcerte. A(C):3/2 0 Ivan
Fischer's 1985 recording with the
Budapest Festival Orchestra appeared
without much acclaim [Philips 416 836-2
nia], yet to my ears it's second only to
Fricsay's, and quite eclipses the Solti,
Reiner or Dorati recordings. Anyway, it

A roundup of new
recordings and CD
reissues
by Christopher Breunig

Béla Bartók
review ratings
Sound

quality

and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In `rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies ( as stated). An additional ' star'
denotes

outstanding quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; • mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown s, with first UK publication date.

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

B:2

Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 ?pm

H : H Historical

C: 3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

demonstrates perfectly the meaning of
'idiomatic'!
That disc was part of Zoltan Kocsis's
piano concerto cycle: now all three are on
one CD [446 366-2]. For me, Anda and
Fricsay remains the most satisfying
partnership in these works [DG
'Originals'] — Kocsis, whilst brilliant is a
shade too capricious, Andras Schiff on
Teldec (also with Fischer) Ifind often
illuminating, occasionally somewhat
withdrawn. On `Galleria', Maurizio
Pollini's 1977 recordings of Concertos 1
and 2, with Abbado and the Chicago SO,
are coupled with the Two Portraits:
Mintz/LSO/Abbado 01983 [457 909-2,
63m 33s]. The second of these,
`Grotesque', is very well done; the first,
`Ideal', though fastidious, is not as moving
as it can be (
eg, in its earlier form as
Violin Concerto 1(i), with Suk or Chung).
The Pollini recordings with their hardedged brilliance make avaluable
supplementary disc to have, yet as
Schiff/Fischer demonstrate, there's more
in the music than that — asense of fun in
1(i), for one; enchanting imaginings in
2(ü). B-C:1
B:2/1 0 0
Bartók's Mikrokosmos, 153 progressive
studies in six volumes for piano students,
provide the next instalment in Zoltan
Kocsis's complete survey for Philips
(rec.1997, Hamburg). The annotations
with this 2CD set [462 381-2, 152m 25s]
attempt to clear away one or two
NIA NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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preconceptions — that the pieces were
written for the composer's son; that they
represent ' the vocabulary and grammar of
of Bartók's mature musical language'. (Yet
listening tells you just that!) In his own
recitals, Bartók used to play selections
from the later volumes, but in the UK we
had to wait 40 years before the 19 pieces
he recorded for American Columbia in
1940 were issued here [CBS]; in 1955 his
pupil Andor Foldes recorded for a DG
4LP series 18 pieces from Books 5 and 6
[later Dokumente' 423 958-2]. Kocsis's
set has Karoly Mocsári in the six with
variants for two pianos, and mezzo Marta
Lukin in four with voice (quite distantly
balanced — Bartók suggested the pianist
or aviolin could take these parts). Never
intended for concert performance, Books
1-3 comprise tiny pieces none longer than
1m 40s — the Boosey & Hawkes scores*
print both metronome markings and
specific overall timings, and these are
evaluated in abooklet essay by Kocsis.
[CI see that my copies cost all of six shillings
each!]
It must be said that, Nos.28, 32, 37
and 41 excepted, there's very little for the
passive listener until well into Book 2 ( 50,
51 et seq), and even later, few pieces `jump
out' at one — 102 ' Harmonics', 122
'Chords together...' or 138 ' Bagpipe', for
examples. Kocsis cannot be blamed for
that, yet too often one expects more ( 109,
111, 130, 132) but finds only literal
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observance of notes and tempo markings.
It's adifferent story with Foldes, who
really found joy in the pieces he chose. It's
not all bluntness with Kocsis: 115, 118,
120, 139 really find him engaged at a
higher creative level. A:2/1 0
Pre-stereo, the principal rivals in the six
sking quartets (1908-39) were the
Juilliards, then on Philips, and the Véghs
[Columbia]; the Hungarian Quartet
provided the first stereo set [DG, 1962],
subsequently replaced by the earlier Tokyo
Qt cycle then the Emerson's. The Tokyo
makes agood midpriced recommendation,
but now we can re-hear the Budapest
group [
DG '
Originals' 457 740-2, 2CDs,
158m 07s], recorded in Hannover — the
booklet tells us the Sixth was taped at the
dead of night — and led by Zoltan
Szekely, to whom Bartok dedicated his
Violin Concerto 2 and who had
commissioned the last quartet. (Prewar,
Sándor Végh had led the group: both he
and Szekely were pupils of Hubay.)
The Emersons bring adegree of
technical sophistication and occasional
sweetness to the music: in asense theirs
(9 1
/ m less in duration) is the
2
complementary set to have. But as one
hears from the outset (the Lento to No.1),
the Hungarians simply never draw
attention to themselves, or how they play;
they are both self-effacing and Ithink
uniquely sensitive to Bartok's expressive
language and references. (Compare both in
the last two movts of 4.) How richly
diverse the Hungarians make the Fifth
seem; and when, finally, the motto which
one hears at the start (
Mesto) of all movts
of 6 is sounded pizzicato in the coda of
(iv), we have indeed come full circle — in

that 1(i) is similar in mood.
The recorded sound remains quite
remarkable, and this reissue is
unquestionably the pick of this roundup.
All that's missing are notes on the actual
works. A-11:1•
In arecent interview, Gil Shaham
confessed fantasies of being ' agypsy
fiddler', yet in his first collaboration with
Pierre Boulez, the Second Violin Concerto
and the two Rhapsodies [DG 459 639-2,
64m 35s] — the orchestra is the Chicago
SO — it would seem that Boulez's ' coolheaded approach' has prevailed. Indeed, it
is as if Boulez stands back to allow
Shaham dramatic projection which, alas,
scarcely happens. He plays the notes very
beautifully; but there's no temperament. In
(i), from 2m 56s to 4m 12s his poise is
remarkable, yet the next contrasting
section is met with the same eventemperered response; the same happens in
(iii), where Shaham is delightfully lilting at
the start, yet at 30s — where the spirit of
the music changes — he continues in a
low-voltage, attentive application to his
solo part. He is invariably impressive
where the music is calm, eg, the first entry
in (ii), but too often can seem
inappropriately cautious: as in the First
Rhapsody, where he seems to be walking
on glass. (Here, Stem and Bernstein on
Sony simply lay everything on too thickly,
resulting in near-caricature, although Stern
is very fine in 2.) Predictably, everything is
crystal-clear — if surprisingly unhurried —
with Boulez; but Shaham is balanced
much too forwardly on this disc.

HORNS IN HIGH C
A memoir of Musical Discoveries
and Adventures

musicians will be very familiar to those
who have followed the author's studies.
Landon is always very generous in
acknowledging the assistance of others,
and his knowledge of research which took
place before his own studies sheds added
light. We learn, for example, how much
the conductor Fritz Stiedry did for Haydn
in the 1940s. Later on, even the simple
listing of adventurous BBC programmes
between 1963 and 1982 is presented in
such away as to make fascinating reading.
Iwas alittle surprised that more
reference was not made to the wonderful
half-finished series of Haydn Symphonies
which Landon produced with the great
Max Goberman (I'd love to have the
chance to refurbish those tapes before they
disintegrate, but alas they reside
unpublished in Sony's vaults along with
the equally remarkable Solomons halfseries).
It is useful for the strict chronology of
the memoirs to have been divided into
chapters according to where Landon was
resident, but the book has just one very
confusing error. In the final chapter
Landon writes: 'While living in France I
have reduced my commitments in other
countries but Iregularly attend the annual
English Haydn Festival held in
Bridgnorth' and he adds nearly three more
pages on the subject. Unfortunately, not
only is the founding year given incorrectly

by HC Robbins Landon. 176 pages. Hardback,
£18.75. Published by Thames & Hudson.
ISBN 0 500 01923 0
This book was launched at the start of the
1999 English Haydn Festival at
Bridgnorth: an event that has grown from
four days to ten since its inception in
1993*. Ihad time for just afew words
with the author, and they centred on his
enthusiasm for the reissue of his Haydn
Society recordings of the early 1950s
(page 56) and in particular Heiller's
superb readings of Symphonies 52 and 56.
These are especially relevant to the title of
the book since, of all Landon's many
discoveries about accurate performance of
Haydn's music, his correction of the
misconception that horns in C should be
played an octave below written pitch (a
19th-century convention) is probably the
most far-reaching. As a result, the
extraordinary sound of horns playing at
trumpet pitch (usually with timpani) is
now accepted as an important Haydn
'fingerprint', although we should not
forget that composers such as Michael
Haydn, Salieri and Mozart also wrote for
horns in high C.
Horns in High C is very easy to read
because the events and the names of the
many publishers, fellow researchers and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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What Isuspect was the first 78rpm set
of the Concerto for Orchestra to be

The
Hungarian
Quartet's
1962 Bartok
cycle reissued
on DG
'Originals':
pick of this
roundup
published in the UK, Eduard van
Beinum's Concertgebouw recording for
Decca, is remastered on Dutton along
with the earlier Stravinsky Rite of Spring,
already issued on aBeulah CD [2PD11],
which was done at Walthamstow — the
Dutton label has the correct date but
wrong venue [
CDK 1206, 69m 04s, mono
rec.1948/46]. Incidentally, Imuch prefer
the Beulah Stravinsky transfer. The Bartók
has been unavailable for over 40 years:
perhaps its sound quality meant it was
rejected for ACL or ECS reissue, for at
worst — say from 2m 41s in (i), 1m 51s
in (iii) — the CD projects an extremely
poor image, both vague in the bass and
lacerating in trumpets/upper strings.
Admirers of this great conductor will
persist; they will find asuperbly organised
account with awealth of detail that often
passes for little, even in the hands of
Hungarian interpreters. Van Beinum
doesn't adopt the validated crotchet = 94
tempo for (ii) as in Reiner's 1955
recording, rediscovered in the Chicago
parts by Solti in 1980, but he has areal
grasp of its music content: note the
`rudery' of the Shostakovich joke in (iv)
and the strings' rapid articulation at the
start of the finale. H:1 D

as 1983, but afurther
n C.
OBBINS LANDON
essential paragraph
Horns Ár_i High C
explaining the
IIMeloir ofelecal Distenyries
Festival's origins has
mid Adventures
been misplaced to an
earlier chapter — yet
again erroneously
referring to 1983,
which is ten years
before the true
commencement date.
The author must be
delighted to have set
the Haydn record
straight in so many
ways and will
doubtless be glad that
nowadays other 18th-century composers
whom he has championed — notably
Vanhal, Stamitz father and son,
Hoffmann, Michael Haydn, Ordonez —
are now becoming better appreciated.
Haydn is far from Landon's only
research subject, but this is the composer
with whom he will always be most
associated, and he takes up much space in
these fascinating memoirs. It now remains
for some future researcher to conclude
that the titles of Haydn's Symphonies 69
(the ' Laudon') and 104 (the ` London')
were merely misprints for ' Landon'!
Antony Hodgson
*AH repotted on this festival in HFN/RR Oct 93
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Record

BAX
Symphony No. 2

1.554093

November Woods
14 al Scottish National Orchestra
!Maid 1,loyckiones

of the Month

SAL
Symphony 2 Ll November Woods
RSNO/Lloyd-iones
Naxos 8.554093

JS BACH:
Goldberg Variations
Rosalyn Tureck (pno)

'Why do the critics, when Iwrite craggy, northern works like the Second and Fifth
Symphonies, November Woods and The Tale the Pine-Trees Knew, talk of aCeltic

DC 459 599-2

Twilight? It enrages me!' Arnold Bax asked of Harriet Cohen. 'Well, you do sometimes
have aslightly Irish lilt to atune in asecond subject,' she replied.
Perhaps because they are shorter,
Tintagel and The Garden of Fand still
find their natural place in today's
concert programmes, yet not the
seven symphonies with their wide
range of emotional, inner-worldly
beauties and inventive drama; they
fully deserve regular hearings
alongside Elgar and Vaughan
Williams.
In the period between 1913 and
1929, Bax composed some of his
most powerful and intense music, and
the Second Symphony (Koussevitzky
was its committed dedicatee) is an
inspired three-movement work,
stunningly orchestrated and of
gargatuan span. Sir Eugene Goossens
conducted the first London
performance, and his own Symphony
2 has certain similarities. One thinks
of huge edifices reaching skywards, or
rocky chasms, indestructible and
beyond man's exploration, during the
outer movts. As the series of
enormous climaxes in (i) tends to
overwhelm, the music peters out

taking us into arealm of ineffable
tonal beauty [track 1, from 9m 12s:
harp, celeste, then xylophone pairing
with strings, brass & winds]. The
whole of the middle movt, Andante, is
afeast of glorious melody, including
colourful arpeggio writing for two
harps. At 10m 46s, the effect is
magical, and at the Molto largamente
section lead-in to Oars coda, where
Bax introduces the organ in afinal
climactic outburst. What
Koussevitzky made of the work's
introspective ending one can only
guess at!
November Woods is an absolute
masterpiece, as is Sibelius's Tapiola,
which so moved Bax when he heard
it performed, the two composers
having in common that gift of
committing to manuscript the
bleakest of landscapes conjuring the
terrifying aura of the unknown. David
Lloyd-Jones and the Royal Scottish
National Orchestra perform both
works to the manner born.

ALFVÉN:

me as laborious, especially when
folkish ideas interrupt the flow. An
elegant Andante follows, and the
dancing (iii), marked Molto
scherzando, is delightful, yet its
dreamy central section is all
moonlight but no progress. In (iv) the
theme is reminiscent of Bull's famous
Herdgirl's Sunday — unpromising
material for symphonic treatment. To
be fair, the work is full of beautiful
melodies linked by imaginative
subsidiary ideas, but the structure
lacks tautness.
The suite from Bergakungen is
heard occasionally, and the final
movement, 'Dance of the Shepherd
Girl', was at one time amazingly
popular. This work seems to be more
serious in mood than the symphony:
abeautiful sequence of pieces.
The Swedish Rhapsody is not the
one which had one of its melodies
hauled into the pop charts some years

Naxos 8.553962

(70m 32s)

Ilast encountered this Symphony in
Stig Westerberg's 1972 Swedish
Society recording, which was
extremely well produced and
powerfully performed. It is not that
Niklas Willén's reading falls far short
of Westerberg's, but somehow this
substantial (38m) work does not now
seem so memorable. Much as Ienjoy
Scandinavian dance tunes, they are
not always suited to symphonic
development. This was not aproblem
in the Festival Overture, which is one
continuous dance (without
development); but in the symphony,
which begins with striking Lisztian
statements, the 13m (i) now strikes
94

A—B:1 A

Antony Hodgson

(
56m Sis)

Festival Overture J Suite from
Bergakungen ;
.
JSwedish Rhapsody
2 J Symphony 1
RSNO/Willén

ago (artistically questionable of
course, but one can only hope that an
improved bank balance compensated
the composer for this act of musical
vandalism). The piece recorded here
is gentle throughout; one quiet
Swedish folk melody follows another
(all are drawn from the Uppsala
region).
The recording is warm and the
balance is fairly natural but the
orchestra has adistant feel at times
— the same engineer, orchestra and
hall have captured the ear more
effectively in the recent Naxos
Bruckner recordings.

Bill Newman

These Bax
works
receive a
fine
recording
from the
Henry
Wood Hall,
Glasgow
by Tim
Handley
(1996)

A:1* A

'This is a
Goldberg
Variations

of strikingly
individual
calibre. Its
individuality
of outlook is
lofty, its
individuality
of execution
controversial'

(
2CDs, 91m 10s)

CPE Bach may have been rumbled.
His note about JS dying while
working on Contrapunctus 14 of the
Art of Fugue was, as Christoph Wolff
has surmised (
Bach: Essays on his Life
and Music, 1991), written into the
manuscript about 30 years later. So
perhaps CPE's story about the
Goldberg Variations, as related to
Forkel, is also suspect. Wolff again:
'All internal and external clues
indicate that the so-called Goldberg
Variations did not originate as an
independently commissioned work,
but were from the outset integrated
into the overall concept of the
Clavier-Ubung series, to which they
constitute agrandiose finale'. And
grandiose indeed is Tureck's current
view.
She endorses Wolff's conclusion. If
both of them are right, we have to
reorient our thinking and rethink our
conditioning. This is no longer
entertainment music, and Tureck's
thoughts about it provoke, excite and
disconcert. The Aria sets things in
motion, not adance-like Sarabande,
as the theme was in its original guise,
but aportent of the greatness to
come. Many artists find the change to
Varn.1 awkward, but not Tureck.
Speeds are so carefully matched that
the transition is unbroken. The
tempo for the 1st canon (Varn.3) is
right too. Had she noticed the piece's
resemblance to the Adagio of the
Oboe & Violin Concerto, BWV1060?
On the whole, the canons comprise
the highlights, the lines distinct, the
textures always integrated, however
wide the gaps between the voices. A
curious exception is Vam.15. The
marking Andante — Bach specified
tempi in only two of the yams though
that for 25 was confined to his own
copy — seems to inhibit Tureck, who
is atouch unsteady and matter-offact. It is as if so definite an
indication had imposed constraints
upon her. But no holds are barred in
25. Its chromaticism is starkly, even
defiantly, laid bare, and only in the
second half does she toe asofter line.
This, as you've probably gathered,
SEPTEMBER WM
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BEETHOVEN:

'Zinman's
Zurich
Tonhalle Orch Zurich/Zinman
orchestra
Arte Nova 74321 63645-2
(
54m 05s) respond well
to a mission
Symphonies 7 & 8
that
Tonhalle Orch Zurich/Zinman
Arte Nora 74321 56341 2
(
60m 34s) stretches
them to the
Symphony 9 J alternative version
utmost, but
of (iv)
their playing
Ziesak/Remmert/Davislim/Roth/
occasionally,
Schweizer Kammerchor/Tonhalle Orch
and perhaps
Zurich/Zinman
understandAdo Nova 74321 65411 2
(
72m 34s)
ably, sounds
hardMuch ink has been spent on David
Zinman's use of the new Jonathan
pressed'
Symphonies 1& 2

Del Mar/Bárenreiter critical edition
for this series, the first time they have
been used for modern-instrument
recordings. Preparing myself for
shocking musical revelations, I
registered first the recorded sound. It
seemed distant, and not just because
of the chamber-sized orchestra.
Advancing the gain quite considerably
made things much more immediate
without detracting from its intimacy.
This effect was particularly noticeable
via headphones. It's something to
bear in mind if asense of remoteness
is to be avoided. That out of the way,
Ilistened for all the new phrasings,
notation changes, altered dynamics
and so on that the booklet so
carefully goes out of its way to avoid
listing. Symphony 1: nothing much
— just alert, pointed playing, brisk
tempi and very good dynamic
grading. The small string group
allows woodwind excellent
prominence, less audible trumpets
and horns than Iwould like (except
in the finale) and admirable timpani
balance. Iparticularly admire
Zinman's handling of (iii) and (iv):
the former's trio is delicately played
and both minuet repeats are observed
on both sides of it. The finale is fleetfooted and fiery. A very good
performance, but where are Del
Mar's contributions?
Symphony 2is adifferent matter.
High quality playing remains but in
this more fully-scored work the
violins could do with another couple
of desks. Ifeel the slow introduction
is too fast for Adagio molto, but Ilike

BEETHOVEN
9SYM PHON I
ES

%
let

the famous 'new' oboe trill [bar 4],
the brassy tone of natural horns
(better balanced now, as are
trumpets), and the slow trills of
flutes/violins from bar 29 [track 5, 1m
59s]. The sf low strings' syncopations
from bar 313 [9m 57s] are obscured,
but the first movt as awhole is a
success. Added clarinet ornaments
and dynamic changes in the strings,
plus aquite brisk tempo, make the
Larghetto (
ii) surprisingly airy and
jaunty, reminding us that this is still
early Beethoven. Now, did he write
`ad lib' over the scherzo's repeat
marks? If not, why are they ignored
after the trio? My reservation about
violin strength still applies in the
finale, but the string group as awhole
deserves particularly high praise here.
Given its bargain price, my
quibbles may seem redundant
because these performances give
much pleasure; but in acrowded
market many equally good versions
abound.
Robert Deeding

B:1/2 A

Zinman's Fifth wasn't inspiring.
Neither is his Seventh. It's difficult to
say why, because tempi, orchestral
balance, dynamic gradations, phrasing
are well thought out and executed. A
special word of commendation for an
ideally paced (ii) where the subsidiary
Zinman's
theme is not mawkishly ground out;
Beethoven cycle
and delight too that in (iii) the trio,
has not, on the
simply marked 'Assai meno presto' is
whole, fared
not slammed into first gear as it so
well in HFN/RR
often is. Indeed, Zinman's artistic
reviews. It is —
reasoning throughout cannot be
faulted (he doesn't separate the
if at times
violins which is apity), all repeats are
maddeningly
observed, yet the performance
provocative —
emerges strangely small-scale and
sometimes
without fire.
persuasive,
Artistic reasoning for 8cannot be
consistently
faulted either, but here the music
stimulating, so
does take wing, its combination of
the complete
charm and earthy humour most
attractively presented — avery good
set, 74321
interpretation. The engineering
65410 2 (five
should have been equally good too,
CDs boxed for
given the production team of Chris
the price of
Hazell and Simon Eadon. The hall
four), is
ambience has been captured, which is
certainly worthy
praiseworthy, but ahollowness robs
of investigation.
the sound of top billing. Barenreiter's
Mus Ed new scores continue to be used and
Jonathan Del Mar, the editor,
contributes anote, at the end of
which he lists just one ` immediately
audible highlight' per symphony. Del
Mar seems to be decrying the
magnitude of his task. The published
Critical Commentary for the Eighth
alone runs to 47 pages; and 20 of
those are devoted to corrections!
Nalen Anthoni
11:1 -2

David Zinina .

limhalle Orchestra ¡ tir
11114
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Zinman's Ninth makes much of its
scholarly credentials: it incorporates
numerous changes to the detail of the
score as well as seeking to re-evaluate
the traditional interpretative approach
to the work as awhole. Such an
approach in this case does not involve
the use of authentic instruments

(although the timpani sound
decidedly unmodern) but takes a
literal, objective view of the text that
is rightly informed by historical
performance practice. Beethoven's
metronome markings, rejected by
many authorities as being
unreasonably fast, are here observed
with admirable fortitude, an
achievement all the more remarkable
without the lighter textures of a
period orchestra.
The drawback with Zinman's
reading is atendency to focus upon
small details at the expense of the
wider picture; one feels that he is so
intent on the close examination of
every passage that the overall
emotional impact of the work is
lessened. He compensates by
adopting arigidity of tempo that does
something to hold the structure
together, but offers apoor substitute
for agenuine appreciation of the
proportions of the work. A degree of
flexibility is needed if the grandeur as
well as the energy of the concept is to
be realised, and whilst Iresponded to
the tension and visceral excitement of
(ii), this strategy is ill-suited to (i)
and (iii), where the impression of
superficiality is the consequence of
allowing the music too little space to
breathe.
The alternative version of part of
(iv) included here incorporates
Beethoven's first thoughts on bar
747, where he inserted and later
cancelled ageneral pause before the
word ' Brader'. Icannot imagine that
many listeners will disagree with
Beethoven's revision here, which
removes ahiatus that sounds both
musically and textually inappropriate.
This takes place at 8m 35s in track 6,
although such details are not revealed
by the lamentable booklet notes,
which restrict their examination of the
textual changes in the new edition to
pointing out one small alteration in
the timpani part.
Zinman's Zurich orchestra respond
well to amission that stretches them
to the utmost, but their playing
occasionally, and perhaps
understandably, sounds hard-pressed
and rather ill-at-ease. The same
criticism could not be made of the
excellent quartet of soloists in (iv),
however, all of whom distinguish
themselves by their grasp of the idiom
and by their sensitivity to the vocal
contrasts within the movement. The
choral singing is similarly
commendable, but not even this can
save Seid umschlungen...' [3m 22s
onwards] from becoming turgid and
over-emphatic.
Gardiner [Archiv] offers a
historically-aware and emotionally
rich Ninth that has the twin
advantages of better orchestral playing
(on period instruments) and amore
lifelike recording; the moral of
Zinman's reading is surely that the
letter of the score is no substitute for
its spirit.
John Kersey

B:2-3 A
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Nalen Anthoni

A:1 0

BEETHOVEN:
Diabelli Variations _IString Quintet,
Hess 41 ( fragment arr. Hess) _I
Two Allegrettos in c, Wo0.53 &
Hess 69 _IBagatelle in e, Wo0.52
Klavierstùck ` lustig-Traurig',
Wo0.54
On! Mustonen (
pno)
RCA 74321 61448 2

(
60m 47s)

At the heart of 011i Mustonen's
pianistic philosophy stands a
determination to question received
wisdom at all costs and to do things
differently. His technique and
approach are as aresult notable for
their idiosyncrasies: having developed
as acentral feature of his playing a
remarkable command of staccato
touch that has occasioned
comparisons with the late Glenn
Gould (as in the booklet-notes here),
Mustonen also shows asimilarly
Gouldian cavalier attitude towards the
composer's textual markings,
especially those of dynamics and
articulation.
This disc consequently offers a
view of the Diabelli Variations in
which we almost hear more of
Mustonen than we do of Beethoven.
The pianist's radical re-reading of the
text means that most of Beethoven's
legato markings are ignored and
replaced with varying degrees of
staccato, whilst those moments that
suggest speculation or profundity are
largely brushed aside in the service of
no-nonsense modernism. An
impression of superficiality is difficult
to dispel, especially when the
mannered delivery seems designed to
fly in the face of Beethoven's stated
intentions. The last five variations,
designed as the apex of the whole
structure, are robbed of that
importance here. The melody of
Vam.29 loses any sense of dignity
96

when neurotically pecked at, and
Mustonen is evidently unmoved by
the glorious Bachian cantilena of
Varn.31, turning it into aglib study
in staccato that is as detached
intellectually as it is physically. In the
fugue of Varn.32 comparisons with
Gould are decidedly to Mustonen's
disadvantage; the playing is overpedalled and somewhat percussive.
That said, there are undeniably
some variations where his approach is
exhilarating and effective, and one
could hardly imagine many of
Mustonen's contemporaries turning in
performances of Varns.23 or 27 that
would match him for clarity or rapidfire articulation. But the
interpretation as awhole
determinedly fails to coalesce, and for
all Mustonen's impressive technical
command he gives the impression of
self-conscious experimentation rather
than playing born of conviction and
emotional involvement. Whatever else
this reading is, it is certainly not
Mustonen's equivalent of Gould's
Goldberg Variations; it lacks the
compelling inner magnetism that
draws one into Gould's world despite
the protestations of logic.
The short works that complete the
disc are comparative rarities where
inspiration is deliberately distilled.
The fragmentary Quintet is here
subtitled ' Beethoven's last musical
thought': its abrupt changes of mood
and texture are matched by suitably
quixotic pianism. The other works
(all dating from 1797-8) are played,
unaccountably, as aconnected group,
with the second Allegretto proving the
most apposite vehicle for Mustonen's
display. For some reason he reverses
the emotions of LustitTraurig,
playing the opening C-major section
in asad manner and the C-minor trio
con brio; it seems rather typical of the
approach on the disc as awhole.
There is enough evidence here to
suggest that Mustonen has it within
himself to produce an outstanding
performance of the Diabelli Variations,
but at the present time he appears to
lack the stylistic understanding and
discipline that would make this
possible. In the meantime,
Kovacevich's 1968 recording stands
as proof of what ayoung player can
do with this work, whilst Brendel's
two Philips recordings offer absorbing
alternatives. The recording represents
Mustonen's tone accurately.
John Kersey
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BRUCKNER:
Symphony 4
RSNO/nntner
Naxos 8.554128

(73m 08s)

The opening of this performance is
magical: Tintner achieves the
essential effect of horn-calls coming
as if from agreat distance and creates
awonderful sense of spaciousness. I
was reminded of Klemperer's old Vox
recording of 1952 where the same
beautiful effect was created. This is

Georg
Tintner:
Bruckner
with

the

Royal Scottish
National
Orchestra
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Stephen
Kovacevich's
recording of
Beethoven's
Diabelli Variations
is on aPhilips
budget CD

surprising because Klemperer is
immensely faster throughout (51m
against Tintner's 73m), but when
conductors have an assured sense of
relative tempi in Bruckner, overall
speed is not too critical. An average
performance takes 66 to 68 minutes,
so Tintner's is daringly slow
(although Ibelieve Celibidache takes
79m) but entirely convincing.
Unhurried grandeur is the essence
of the interpretation. Even in (ii),
where conductors sometimes choose
to make the music flow fairly swiftly,
Tintner is so sturdily consistent at his
slow pace that Bruckner's shadowy
creation is no less effective
The excellent Haas edition of the
usual 1878-80 version is used. There
are not too many problems with
Symphony 4 because the revisions are
clearly Bruckner's own and not, as all
too often, the result of suggestions by
friends. It is asurprise (but apleasant
one) to encounter Bruckner's
suggested long-held viola trill at the
end of (ii), and apleasure to hear
oboe and clarinet in unison at the
start of the trio, as only the Haas
edition requires.
Tintner always moves the music
forward solidly. He also builds
climaxes at great length: in (i), for
example, he is still able to leave room
for thrilling extra power in the final
tutti. In (iii) his sense of impulse
carries resolutely through the trio
whilst still obeying Bruckner's ` not
too fast' instruction. In (iv) one might
feel that the climactic chord at the
end of the opening sequence (the
moment where Karajan and jochum
add cymbals) is warm, comforting
and general rather than fierce; but
again, Tintner seems to be waiting for
later moments of towering drama.
Certainly the finale coda has immense
strength.
The recording has more resonance
than the excellent Naxos Bruckner 5
although the artists and the recording
venue are the same. The advantage of
such spaciousness and weight in
Bruckner is obvious. Iwillingly
forgive aslight lack of detail in the
occasional full-blooded chord.
Antony Hodgson
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is a Goldberg Variations of strikingly
individual calibre. Its individuality of
outlook is lofty. Its individuality of
execution is controversial. It won't
always be easy to accept some
effortfulness, some of the stabbing
accents and heavy underlining. On
the other hand it will be impossible
not to succumb to Tureck's treatment
of the canons; or the delightful
skittishness she brings to Vam.13
simply by double-dotting certain
sections of the bass line; or to the
profoundity that she insists on
conveying. The piano is an excellent
instrument that doesn't fail her.
Neither do DG. The sound is
somewhat close but the producer has
had the artistry not to site the
microphones either under the lid or
in front of Tureck's nose. Now it's
up to you. Deduct apoint from the
performance rating if all this seems
too intimidating. Otherwise, believe
that what's on offer may set your
mind racing along different tracks,
even at the expense of afew sleepless
nights!
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COATIS:
Sleepy Lagoon J Springtime Suite
J Saxo Rhapsody J Footlights
Waltz J Four Ways Suite J 8th
Army March J Lazy Night J Last
Love j High Flight March
Kenneth Edge (sax)/Slovak Radio SO/
Penny
Marco Polo 8.223521

(
60m 57s)

London Calling J Ipitch my lonely
caravan J Springtime Suite J The
Enchanted Garden J Seven Seas
March _IÀ la Gavotte J Dancing
Nights J With a Song in my Heart
LJ Lazy Night J High Flight March
BBC Concert Orchestra/John Wilson
ASV CD WHL 2112

(71m 18s)

Coates's admirers will welcome the
very first modem, complete Four
Ways Suite with its contrasting four
points of the compass finding the
composer at his most ebullient and
versatile (Ihad great problems trying
to play them on the piano!). It's also
great to have two new recordings of
Springtime Suite, especially when EMI
reissued Coates's own 78rpm version
on CD with the central moot missing!
While Saxo Rhapsody is an obvious
winner because of the gorgeous,
sinewy melody, The Enchanted Garden
is even more important, John
Wilson's performance fully emulating
the late Stanford Robinson's

authentic interpretation on Pye
(reissued by WRC), as it is arguably
the composer's finest orchestral score
Coates's endless stream of inspired
successes suggests that he never wrote
abad piece of music, and both these
discs should enjoy success. However,
connoisseurs will find John Wilson
closer than Andrew Penny to the
composer's own speeds. (Eric
Coates's autobiography, Suite in Four
Movements, gives apicture of a
musician ever working on ideas for a
new piece, which he would then
record, either for HMV or
Columbia.) Wilson has obviously
studied him closely, and Tony
Faulkner's recording for ASV catches
superbly the sound of the BBC
Concert Orchestra at their finest.
Bill Newman
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FIBICH:
Symphonies 1 in F J 2 in E- flat
Razumovsky SO/Mogreha
Naxos 8.553699

(71m 20s)

The Razumovsky SO, established in
1995, is drawn from various Slovak
orchestras and sounds it. Its
integrated sound is superbly rounded,
with exactly the right balance.
Individually, the instrumentalists play
with character and admirable security,
and Iam grateful that some of the
woodwind (clarinet in Symphony 2

Gluck is here

for instance) are rediscovering
that woody Czech tone that made
early Supraphon LPs such compelling
than
listening. Iam equally grateful that
elsewhere
the wobbly horn tone of those days is
committing
missing. Few orchestras worldwide
himself to the
would easily surpass the playing heard
traditional
on this disc, and the clear and
French
atmospheric recording accentuates
operatic
this quality, even though some
manner - the listeners might need to trim the treble
slightly.
libretto was
Fibich's music is less Czech than
written over
that of Smetana or Dvorak. There are
90 years
strong hints here and there in
earlier for
Symphony I, but 2, with its cyclic
Lully'
construction, aims more at the
international market. Bohemian
gestures are only occasionally
apparent, as at the end of (i), awild
staccato coda. There are some
exquisite details in these two works,
made all the more attractive by the
playing: high woodwind in the trio of
1, solo cor anglais at the end of 1(iii),
brass and percussion in 2(ü) and
elsewhere; the weight of string tone in
2(iii), and many other instances.
Andrew Mogrelia leads the whole
with true feeling of what
`Czechishness' he can find, and he
doesn't neglect Fibich's instructions
'con fuoco' or ` energico'. This
remarkable bargain should be on the
shelf of every music lover, and
frequently taken down and played.
more firmly

Robert Dearling

DOHNANYI:
Suite in f- sharp J The Veil of
Pierrette J Variations on a Nursery
Theme
Howard Shelley (pno)/BBC
Philharmonic/Bamert
Chandos CHAN 9733

(
69m 52s)

Arachnophobes beware: not only is
Odilon Redon's monstrously ugly
Smiling Spider safely layered under the
plastic cover to the booklet, it's
etched on the CD itself — ashock as
one opens the jewel-case. (Chandos
should have provided ayellow duster
for handling the disc!)
It is curious that apiece like
Sibelius's Valse triste has been popular
for years, yet Dohnányi's no less
engaging pastiches in the music he
wrote ( 1908-9) for an entertainment
based on work by Schnitzler, the Veil
NW NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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of Pierrette, receive here their first
recordings. Reminiscent of the Liszt
tone-poems, the dramatic opening
`Love-lament' is in dark contrast to
the gaiety of the two Straussian
movements, Waltz-rondo' and
`Wedding Waltz', and 'Merry Funeral
March', which gently mocks the
Mahlerian genre. Written at the same
period, the Suite is just as attractive:
the swirling bravura of the 7m finale
would make an uplifting standalone
orchestral fantasy; the Romance '
poco
moto', offers principal players
(notably oboe) solos, and the
reminders of Mendelssohn's MND in
the scherzo or Schubert's Octet in
(iv) are undoubtedly unintentional.
One of the variations in (i)
foreshadows the Bralunsian Varn.3 in
Dohnányi's popular work for piano
and orchestra. Bamert's performance
has an easy-going charm, with Shelley
an urbane soloist; but the ` modernity'
of the maestoso introduction is
underplayed, agentle Varn.7 proves
hardly the 'outrageous parody'
suggested in Matthew Rye's helpful
booklet note, and Vam.4 (the one
with bassoon) could even be
described as tepid. There are
alternatives of stronger profile
reissued in the Philips ' Great Pianists'
series: Katchen's (which sounds
amazing) and Kocsis's. But if this is
mildly disappointing, the couplings
make this another revelatory issue in
Chandos's Dohnányi series.
Christopher Breunig
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GLUCK:
Armide
Delunsch/Masset/Heaston/Kozená/
Podles/Gabail/Workman/Beuron/Naouri
/Polegato/Le Texier/Ch & Orch of the
Musicians of the Louvre/Minkowski
Archiv 459 616-2

(
2CDs, 139m 38s)

Armide (1777), the fifth of the seven
operas that Gluck wrote for Paris, is
probably the least familiar, despite
Gluck's high opinion of it — 'perhaps
the best of all my works'. Based on
an incident in Tasso's Jerusalem
Delivered, it tells the tragic story of
the enchantress Armide's love for the
knight Renaud. Gluck is here more
firmly than elsewhere committing
himself to the traditional French
operatic manner (the libretto was
written over 90 years earlier for
Lully): five acts, frequent airs de
ballet, mainly short lyrical numbers,
leading from and into accompanied
recitatives and ariosos, with a
sprinkling of choruses. The story is
rich in incident, and Gluck's music
reflects every aspect of the tale. The
scoring is memorably rich and varied,
with wonderfully expressive writing
for the winds in often unusual
combinations.
The performance is not quite
complete: afew orchestral dances,
and even one or two sung scenes are
cut, which cannot be solely for
reasons of space, since CD2 could
have accommodated afurther ten
minutes' music. Marc Minkowski,
who clearly loves the score, directs a
97

'Richard
Hickox's
recording
had in
Felicity
Palmer a
splendidly
incisive
Armide, by
comparison
with whom
Delunsch is
a touch
pale; but
this new
DG version
now has
the field to
itself'

reading that is urgent, mainly swift;
despite alarge string body, the winds
make their due impact. Balance tends
at times to favour the orchestra — at
least, the less than vivid impact made
by some of the singers with their
words may be due in part to
placement. The large cast varies
between competence and brilliance,
with the latter unfortunately in the
minority. In the name part, Mireille
Delunsch is dramatic, and at times
tender too; but she fails to relish the
words, and lacks the heights and
depths of expressivity. In this respect
Ewa Podles as Hate gives an objectlesson. Charles Workman as Renaud
sings finely and brings out the
tensions of his situation. Many of the
small roles are well taken: Nicole
Heaston and Françoise Masset as
Armide's confidantes (also in other
roles), Laurent Naouri as her uncle,
and on the Christian side, Yann
Beuron and Brett Polegato, all give
much pleasure. The choral writing is
powerfully and eloquently conveyed,
and the period instruments are
sensitively and confidently played.
The live recording has considerable
impact and almost none of the
disadvantages of the practice, and the
booklet contains articles and sung
texts in German, French and English.
Richard Hickox's recording [EMI,
nia] had in Felicity Palmer a
splendidly incisive Armide, by
comparison with whom Delunsch is a
touch pale; but this new DG version
now has the field to itself, and it
provides arare and very rewarding
opportunity to gain familiarity with a
fascinating score.
Peter Branscombe

1.,

GUERRERO:
Missa de la batalla escoutez
shorter choral works
Choir of Westminster Cathedral/
His Majesty's Sagbutts & Cometts/
O'Donnell

I•. \ II 4

Hyperion CDA 67075
r,

e
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There's an earlier
Hyperion CD of
music by Guerrero:
CDA 66910
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(72m 16s)

Spain saw an unprecedented
flourishing of liturgical music during
the 16th-century, with Seville and
Toledo vying for honours in
producing the most elaborate and
expressive settings. Francisco
Guerrero was maestro at Seville
Cathedral from 1549 until his death
in 1599, and this disc is the second
to be devoted to his music from
James O'Donnell and his Westminster
choir.
Right from the outset one is struck
by the grandeur and sense of space
that are characteristic of Guerrero's
sacred works. His principal gift is for
effective, flowing melody that forms
the foundation for the sometimes
highly elaborate counterpoint; but he
also has aconsiderable feeling for
contrast and drama. In particular, the
extended Psalm In exitu Israel sets the
text with great colour and strength,
seeking the maximum variation
between the plainchant even-

numbered verses and the polyphony
of those that are odd-numbered. This
is aided by the restrained use of a
small group of instruments (as would
have been the practice at Seville)
which provides adiscreet and
effective accompaniment throughout
the disc, and their influence is
particularly notable when the texture
becomes more complex [track 8, 2m
51s onwards]. Differing from known
contemporary practice, however,
O'Donnell does not use abajonista
(curtal player) to support the bass
line and double the chant — perhaps
not abad thing here, as the chant
and polyphony form asatisfying
equilibrium within the vocal texture
alone.
The so-called Battle Mass for five
voices is based on achanson by
Jannequin commemorating the battle
of Marignano (better known from its
use in Victoria's Missa pro Victoria).
Aside from this connection, however,
it is not especially descriptive of war,
instead serving as acontrapuntal
study in which the moods of action
and relaxation are well-matched. The
Credo typifies the dramatic force of
the writing; the work becomes
gradually more reflective until the
stillness of the quartet ' Crucifixus',
before the rhythmic life floods back
into the music at ' Et resurrexit'.
In the collection of short works
that forms the remainder of the disc
Guerrero's skill is made manifest in
music whose intricacy repays repeated
hearings. Especially interesting is the
Trinity motet Duo Seraphim, his only
surviving setting for three choirs,
which opens with asolo sequence of
deceptive restraint before the full
extent of the forces is made manifest
at ' Plena est omnis terra'.
Performances are excellent, with
some remarkably clear, expressive
singing making apersuasive case for
this neglected music. The spacious
acoustic of the recording venue is
appropriately reflected in arecording
of wide dynamic range.
John Kersey
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HOCIUETUS:
Music by de la Halle, Machaut,
Ciconia and anon
Christopher Bowers-Broadbent (org)/
Theatre of Voices/Hillier
Hermonia Mundi HMU 907185

(
58m 24s)

The hocket, or hiccup, is atechnique
of two-part counterpoint that paved
the way for the development of
medieval polyphony. It proves the
starting-point for this absorbing disc
in which Theatre of Voices explore
the considerable variety of hocketed
music, using examples from largely
anonymous codexes written between
the 13th- and 15th-centuries.
The four textless hockets that open
the disc come from the Bamberg
codex; and Hillier has re-interpreted
these works for voices by constructing
asimple syllabic alleluia setting. Each
explores adifferent rhythm that in

two cases also forms the basis for the
hocket motets [tracks 7 and 8] that
are tentatively attributed to the
Montpellier codex.
Having thus established overtly the
role of the hocket in these initial
works, the rest of the disc features
music which makes afreer use of the
technique and thus shows effectively
some of the inventiveness that
characterises the music of this period.
The dominant forms are those of
elaborate love poetry and sacred
meditations set to music whose
outward restriction to alimited set of
modal pitches prompts the growth of
alanguage of subtle inflection. Here
we find motets in honour of St
Thomas àBecket and St Edmund
[tracks 17 and 13-15], the latter an
elaborate multi-sectional work whose
solemnity reflects the martyrdom of
the East Anglian soldier-king.
Musicals sciencia [
track 11] is, of all
things, amotet of praise to
contemporary musicologists,
suggesting the conflict with Rhetoric
that hocketing brought about. The
exuberant Campanis cum cymbalis uses
hocket in the lower voices in
imitation of tolling bells.
As acontrast to the vocal music on
offer, Christopher Bowers-Broadbent
incorporates some stylish
performances of contemporary organ
music, sometimes reconstructed to a
substantial degree from original
manuscripts in which the
instrumentation was not specified.
The lively 15th-century Sangilio is
especially effective. Elsewhere,
however, these processes of
reconstruction raise some unanswered
questions; it would be interesting to
know on what evidence the ballesta
Amor mi fa cantar was assigned to a
female voice — giving it Sapphic
overtones that Isuspect may not have
been there in the original.
The performances by Theatre of
Voices are alive throughout to the
sense of the poetry and its many
opportunities for dramatic
presentation — surely reaching their
extraordinary apex with the avantgarde Cum martelli which sounds
more redolent of the 20th-century
than the 14th. The quality of the
singing is notable for its musicality
and expressive intent. A highly
recommendable overview of an
important musical genre.
John Kersey
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KRAUS:
Symphonies VB128-130 & 138
Swedish CO/Sundkvist
Naxos 85544472

(72m 13s)

Naxos continues its complete
recording of Joseph Martin Kraus's
symphonies with four works in major
keys, including three first recordings
(VB128-130). Kraus's C-minor
Symphony, VB142, has attained
several recordings — it is the work
said to have been admired by Haydn
— and has established Kraus as a
SEPTEMBER 1999
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major figure in the Sturm und Drang
tradition. Major-keyed works,
therefore, may suggest aless
committed, more light-weight
approach. This disc proves otherwise.
Even in the Sinfonia buffa, VB129, it
is clear that the composer is intent on
holding the audience every step of the
way: his idea of `buffa' is to keep the
listener guessing. Which is the second
subject? Where does the exposition
repeat begin? Why does the
development simply stop? Where is
the rest of the second repeat? What is
`buffa' about this po-faced Andantino?
And, as Bertil Van Boer points out in
his helpful notes, how come the finale
vacillates between Gregorian Chant
and Verdi?
The other three works are equally
entertaining, often leaving one
mystified as to how Kraus's vivid
imagination works. VB138 sports a
solo violin (Urban Svensson in rather
Romantic mood, with plenty of
vibrato in the strangely tragic
introduction) which is ambivalent
about its role: soloist or contributor/
instigator of musical arguments?
Although amodern-instrument
group, the Swedish CO has good
style under Petter Sundkvist's alert

direction, the sound comes through
with crystal clarity, and the disc offers
incredible value. One anticipates
Vols.3 and 4with impatience.
Robert Dearling
MOFFAT:
Suites
Concerti
Armonico Tributo/Duftschmid
CPO 999 635-2

'Duftschmid
seizes
Muffat's
colourful
titles as an
opportunity
to add
gleeful
contributions
of his own,
some
of them
encouraged,
but rarely
specified,
by the
composer'

Double Vision
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Andrew Achenbach

Christopher Breunig

reproduced on
CPO's booklet
cover
KORNOOLD:
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Celina Lindsley/Michelle Breedt/
Scot Weir/Michael Burt/Rundfunkchor
Berlin/Deutsches Sinfonie-Orchester/
Albrecht
(
59m 58s)
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screens once
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Komgold's extensive contribution to
Max Reinhardt's extravagantly
mounted 1934 film A Midsummer
Night's Dream was his very first
Hollywood assignment, and the
beginning of alegendary association
with Warner Brothers which would
ultimately ensure his survival. (As
fortune would have it, Komgold was
busy in the studio scoring The
Adventures of Robin Hood when the
Nazis invaded Austria in March
1938.)
As in Reinhardt's original stage

Too often has Georg Muffat's music
been recorded with strict adherence
to the scores, whereas we all know, or
should know, that scores of his period
(18th-century and before) are merely
performance guides. Lorenz
Duftsclunid knows: he seizes Muffat's
colourful titles to the works and
movements as an opportunity to add
gleeful contributions of his own, some
of them encouraged, but rarely
specified, by the composer.
'Indissoluble Friendship', part of
`Florilegium Secundum' of 1698, is
embellished by sundry percussion in
the movts titled `A Phantom' (weird
hissings, rumblings and chaindraggings), `The Peasants' (rustic
drumming) and 'The Riders'
(fearsome military noises). 'Noble
Youth' from the same collection

What could easily have been just
another item on the fashionable
Komgold bandwagon turns out to be
acomplete charmer of aCD, with
Korngold's resourceful and exotic
scoring glittering like tinsel on
Mendelssohn's Fairy Tree. I
especially liked the coda to the
Scottish Symphony as achoral piece,
TheseusHymne; the trio of saxophones
in Wedding- Waltz'; and above all
Fighting Rivals, amarvellous
adaptation of the second Caprice from
Mendelssohn's Op.16 (this was one
of Moiseiwitsch's party pieces — it's
on APR).There's alovely swoony
chorus, too, aprelude to Lysander's
aria — the excellent Berlin Radio Ch
does sound very diffuse, but this may
be adeliberate production effect.
The complete MND recordings
have perhaps spoiled us with their
vocal casting. The tenor here is areal
find, and the soprano acquits herself
well in Tatiana's Slumber Song, but
these are what Iwould call ` light
opera voices' and unless some subtle
hommage to period style eludes me, I
can only describe the spoken passages
as of the standard you'd expect from
aprovincial amateur dramatic
company. If only Oberon had been
slightly camp he would have been
amusing — you have to persist with
the dialogue because of the musical
line beneath. And CPO's hojotohoing mezzo ('Over hill over dale')
sounds as if she's wandered in to
audition for the Ring.
There's plenty of interest in the
booklet, but text blocks 13, 20, 22
should read tracks 12, 13 and 20.

design

CPO 999 449-2

(
63m 34s)

production, Mendelssohn's
miraculous early Overture and
incidental music would serve as the
basic background score, and it was
left to Korngold to concoct some 116
minutes' worth of material for the
140m film print. In doing so, it was
necessary for him to draw from an
imaginatively wide-ranging selection
of Mendelssohn's orchestral, piano
and song output, and part of the fun
of listening to CPO's 60m suite (put
together from the archive manuscripts
in California) is spotting the identity
of the various pieces involved. In any
case, Brendan G Carroll's extensive
synopsis acts as an invaluable cribsheet, though his assertion that
Donkey and Elves [
track 18] is based
on material from the Op.21 Overture
is incorrect: it actually borrows from
the trio of the Italian Symphony. As
well as penning anumber of
charming linking passages, Komgold's
witty and affectionate re-scoring also
features such ' luxuries' as saxophones
(prominent in the Wedding Waltz,
itself asuperbly mischievous parody
of the 'Wedding March'), piano,
guitar, vibraphone and extra
percussion.
The result is an astoundingly
inventive and immensely touching
period-piece which Komgold
enthusiasts will lap up, especially
when given with such palpable verve
and refinement as here. Beguilingly
warm sound, too, from the
Deutschland Radio production team,
working within the helpfully airy
acoustic of Berlin's JesusChristus
Kirche. A collector's item.
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displays averitable European Union
of youngsters, each characterized in
ways more readily recognizable then
than now: the English jig is frightfully
jolly, the French menuet rather staid,
the Spaniards arrive with their
inevitable castanets, and so on.
Three sections from Exquisito ris
Hannoni Gravilucundae Selectus
Primus (1701 — quite aone for
snappy titles was Muffat) offer fewer
chances for imaginative effects to be
added, but the music is varied
enough in itself. ' Imperial
Coronation', for instance, is suitably
pompous and festive. Muffat designed
all these works for strings but
accommodatingly suggested that ' if
there are some amongst your
musicians who can play the French
oboe or shawm melodiously and with
proper moderation, then you can
make admirable use of the two best
of these... and agood bassoonist',
and Armonico Tributo adopts this
alternative richer scoring. A
harpsichord and organ also join in
alternately. The stylish and lively
timbres of this period group blend
excellently in this clean and
atmospheric recording.

With a new film
version (with
Michelle Pfeiffer
and Anna Friel!)
awaiting UK
release,
doubtless the
Reinhardt
original will soon
be on our TV
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baritone's — Keenlyside is excellent
— second stanza of (4) brings image
shifts. DG's sumptuous sound is
analagous to the colour-drenched
fold-open packaging (though my
foldout came to pieces...). This may
be Henry Kelly's Classic FM choice,
but it's not ours. Blomstedt's less
pretentious San Francisco version
says far more [Decca 430 509-2]
Christopher Breunig
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PAYNE:
Symphonies of Wind and Rain J
The Song Streams in the Firmament
J Evening Land J Paraphrases and
Cadenzas J A Day in the Life of a
Mayfly
Jane Manning (sop)/Jane's Minstrels/
Montgomery
NMC D056

Christian Thielemann: a new
record ng of Orff's Carmina Burana

ORFF:
Carmina Burana
Christiane Oelze (
sop)/David Kuebler
(ten)/Simon Keenlyside (bar)/Deutsche
Oper Berlin Orch & Ch/Knabenchor
Berlin/Thielemann
IN 453 587-2

(
62m 44s)

Interminable, hollow to the core —
'modern music' for Sun readers?
Perhaps there is something wrong
with arecording that generates such
strong feelings, something amiss
when, for example, the 'roasting
swan' is so utterly humourless? You
might fed that Christian Thielemann
is just the man to conduct Carmina
Burana for all it is (ahem!) worth.
Certainly he's the man to surge into
the music but also to drag out every
harmonic resolution: indeed, he adds
61
/m to Jochum's timing in the
2
classic DG version, also with ( 1967)
Deutsche Oper forces. With the
composer's imprimatur, that reading
was rhythmically far more incisive,
with tighter ensemble. It still sounds
remarkable, although Gerhard's
Stolze's antics in ( 12) could only be
described as weird? Janowirz was
pushed to her limits, but her singing
(and even more so, that of Lucia
Popp in Frühbeck's EMI version with
the NPO> was far more interesting
than Oelze's here. Idon't like the
choked quality produced by
Thielemann's American tenor; Unger
(Frühbeck) and Daniecki (Blomstedt)
suggest greater artistry. The new
production has the swan panned left
to tight, as the spit turns, and the
100
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Eugen jochum's
1967 recording
of Orff's Carmina
Burana is in DG's
'Originals' series

(
77m 39s)

The stunning worldwide success of
Anthony Payne's performing
realization of Elgar's Third Symphony
has at last started to concentrate
attention on his own considerable,
long-honed skills as acomposer. So
this NMC anthology of works,
spanning nearly 30 years, is very
timely. Payne has long been a
doughty champion of the masters of
the English Musical Renaissance,
Delius, VW, Frank Bridge as well as
Elgar, but own idiom has been a
good deal more radical — the
comparatively early Paraphrases and
Cadenzas for clarinet, viola and piano
struck me at the time as one of the
tougher nuts of late- 1960s chamber

see ah,,
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SCHUMANN:
Carnaval Op.9 J Toccata Op.7 J
Arabesque Op.18 J Humoresque
Op.20
Freddy Kempf (pno)
BIS CD-960

(71m 52s)

It was sometimes said of that other
Kempf(f) that his Schumann was too
rounded, too mature — the passion
of youth tempered and distilled by
the wisdom of maturity. Of course,
he recorded Schumann in his eighties
— what would things have been like
60 years earlier? For Freddy Kempf,
born in London in 1977, the charge
is likely to be the opposite. Not that
he overplays the music or displays
excessive self-indulgence. Schumann

music, with more than just the title to
remind one this was acontemporary
of Birtwisde. Now it seems lucid,
even elegant, with amelodic
sensitivity that over the years has
become ever more overt. By the time
of the most recent work here,
Symphonies of Wind and Rain (
1991)
for an ensemble approximately the
size of Schoenberg's First Chamber
Symphony, the music unashamedly
stakes its claim to common ground
with Tippett and Maw in ecstatic
English pastoral.
Payne's titles, if sometimes alittle
wordy, are always relevant. It's clear
that he draws much of his inspiration
directly from the sounds, movements
and patterns of nature. This is preeminently true of Symphonies, whose
material is fashioned for organic,
`abstract' development and is yet
simultaneously akeen-eared,
onomatopoeic evocation of the plash
and sigh of wind and rain, its bursts
of activity hung around with as much
melancholy as Brahms's Regenlied. In
sharp contrast, the brilliant scherzoform sextet A Day in the Life of a
Mayfly is all glancing sunlight and
insect activity, rising from and at
length subsiding into stasis.
Perhaps the most impressive aspect
of these works is their sense of
continuity, of each one having been
conceived in asingle vast breath, a
huge unbroken arch, to which all
merely formal divisions become
incidental as the poetic impulse runs
its course. The Mayfly sextet is acase

positively invites extremes of passion,
yet there's astrong classical line in all
his music despite its subjectivism.
Carnaval is strongly characterised and
very individual, by turns playful,
teasing, serious, and ardent. By and
large Kempf makes sense of
Schumann's sprawling collection, and
if he doesn't quite succeed in making
the whole work sound like asingle,
inspired improvisation, doubtless in
time he will.
The fiercely taxing Toccata is
played fleetly, if with less dexterity
than Ivo Pogorelich in his celebrated
account for DG: the notes aren't as
cleanly separated as they might be.
The winsome Arabesque is sensitively
played, while the great Humoresque is
by turns lyrical and powerful.
Kempf's playing is impressive but,
especially in the Humoresque, there's a
sense that he hasn't quite made this
music his own: in the more rhetorical
moments one senses afleeting
selfconsciousness, as if the pianist
were presenting the music rather than
living it. If at times brittle, this is
Schumann playing with youthful
ardour; to expect the wisdom of a
lifetime would be unreasonable. BIS
provides natural piano sound, clean,
and sharp, yet nicely focused and
very dynamic.
James M Hughes
A:1/2 <
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SCRIABIN:
Piano Concerto J Prometheus J
The Poem of Ecstasy
Anatol Ugorski (pno)/Chicago SO & Ch/
Boulez
DG 459 647-2

(72m 14s)

Piano Concerto J Prometheus J
Fantasy for Piano and Orchestra
(arr. Rozhdestvensky)
Viktoria Postnikova (pno)/Netherlands
Theatre Ch/Hague Residentie Orch/
Rozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9728

(
60m 53s)

To hear the Piano Concerto ( 1896)
and Prometheus (1908-10) side by
side is to be reminded just how far
Scriabin had progressed in adozen or
so years, from aChopinsaturated
Rachmaninovian to a fully blown,
post-Wagnerian chromaticist, a
Rimskyan fantasist with messianic
pretensions. Both works project a
powerful emotional narrative,
although the Concerto has its
moments of gentle repose (principally
during the exquisite theme-andvariations slow movt), whereas the
hedonistically indulgent Prometheus
sustains an unrelentingly intoxicating
level. The Poem of Ecstasy is, if
anything, even more luxuriantly
delirious, while the early piano
Fantasy (Scriabin left the
'accompaniment' in piano short
score) possesses an attractive charm
and poignancy that his later music,
for all its surface sophistication,
ultimately lacked.
The engineering on these two

in point; but another sextet, The Song
Streams in the Firmament (1986 —
actually aclarinet quintet with
double-bass) is equally convincing in
this regard, inspired as it is by ' the
image — retained from some longforgotten movie — of an American
Indian compelled by an intuition of
his impending end to sing his wild
death-song'. (Isn't this in Robert
Redford's Jeremiah Johnson?) The
impassioned and eloquent clarinet
part is amelodic construction of
immense span, superbly captured
here by Doy Goldberg. Even the
ninesong Per Lagerqvist cycle,
Evening Land, is conceived as
continuous, each song opening
directly into the next with asense of
inevitable progression. The cycle is
clearly conceived as avirtuoso vehicle
for Payne's wife Jane Manning, who
is required to mingle speech and song
in many different ways, and who here
interprets the solo part with superb
artistry. If Ihave some reservations
about the word-setting, there can be
none about the sincerity and
effectiveness of the piece as awhole.
Performances and recording are
uniformly excellent: all devotees of
contemporary British music should
have this disc.
Calum MacDonald
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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releases could hardly be more
sensitive to their respective
conductor's interpretative approaches:
Chandos's for Rozhdestvensky warm,
bold and wide-rangingly atmospheric;
DG's for Boulez more detailed, upfront, brightly lit and tactile. Judging
from his 1972 NYPO account of The
Poem of Ecstasy [
CBS/Sony], Boulez's
way with this music has become a
good deal more flexible and
emotionally responsive over the years,
whilst the Chicagoans detail the
music's multi-layered strands with
considerably more finesse than did
their New York colleagues a
generation or so back.
This is music that can overheat at
the slightest provocation, so that
Boulez's immaculate pacing and
structural illumination appear as a
breath of fresh air when compared
with some readings.
In comparison with the asifdrugfuelled orgies unleashed by the likes
of Svetlanov in The Poem of Ecstasy
[Melodiya, nia], and Maazel/
Ashkenazy in Prometheus [
Decca],
Boulez proves more intellectually
stimulating than emotionally
compelling. Yet Boulez's immaculate
delineation of the music's internal
logic actually seems to intensify those
final massive explosions of sexual
energy, Scriabin's writing becoming
vastly more than the usual sequence
of pseudoerotic eruptions. The sense
of the music being expertly observed
rather than inwardly experienced is,
however, still hard to ignore.
Rozhdestvensky ensures that these

SIBELIUS:
Symphony 2 J The Tempest Suite 1
Iceland SO Saban
Naxos 8.554266

(68m 08s)

A great symphony like Sibelius's
Second can take awide variety of
interpretations and still convince —
from the heady excitement of
Beecham's celebrated live BBC SO
performance [nla], to Bernstein's
wayward but inspired Vienna
Philharmonic version on DG. If it's
broad brush strokes or visceral
excitement you're after, Sakari is not
your man. He gives athoughtful
highly musical account which for the
most part is beautifully played and
sensitively shaped — only acouple of
coarse trumpet swoops in the (ii) jar.
Tempi feel quite spacious, and the
symphony unfolds at anatural gait.
But in fact Sakari's speeds are fairly
fast, and the total timing of 45m is
definitely not slow. Balances are
natural but the acoustic slightly blurs
the lower frequencies, and brass
could perhaps have been ashade
more immediate. Hence climaxes
have amite less physical heft than
would have been the case with aless
purist microphone technique.
The incidental music for

Scriabin From
Pierre Boulez
and Gennady
Rozhdestvensky

scores emerge with an
unmistakably Russian
intensity and sound
— saicophonish horn
timbres and all! What
the fine Hague
orchestra may lack in
terms of edge of the
seat virtuosity they
more than make up
for with aseductive
emotional terracing of
Scriabin's prismatic
washes of colour.
Rozhdestvenky shapes
the music with
evident affection:
phrases pulsate,
melodies sing,
textures surge.
The key difference
between the two
conductors' approaches is most
marked in the magical strings-only
introduction to the slow movt of the
Piano Concerto. Boulez is beautifully
poised, sensitive as ever to pacing;
but it is Rozhdestvensky who has one
taking breath at the subito pianissimo,
who raises the gooseflesh at almost
every turn of phrase. If neither
Postnikova nor Ugorski are ideal
soloists here — she makes rather a
meal of the finale, he is ashade too
interventionist, and neither sounds
particularly fired up — they each
provide more than passable accounts.
(The sensational 1965 Nehaus/
Dubrovslcy recording still awaits
reissue on BMG/Melodiya.)
Julian Haylock

A:1/2

A*:1 0

Shakespeare's Tempest in 1925 is
among Sibelius's most striking and
atmospheric creations, and it receives
an excellent performance: intelligently
phrased and very characterful — just
listen to the way Sakari recreates the
moaning of the wind at the start of
RECOMMENDATION the Storm. This is alate work, and
Sibelius's Sewed
the scoring is far more transparent
Symphony, coupled than in the symphony. Consequently
with the Third:
it sounds better, although both
Osmo Vanska and recordings were made over aperiod
the Lahti SO
of four days in February ' 97. At
on BIS
budget price don't hesitate.
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STRAVINSKY:
Orpheus J Danses concertantes
Orpheus CO
DG 459 644-2

(
50m Ois)

Anyone who has Colin Davis's old
OiseauLyre recording of the Danses
concertantes, with the ECO [ 1962;
later it came on aDecca CD, 425
622-2], will surely find this new
version too bland — Davis made the
pieces 'swing', characterising the
music forcefully and individually. It's
as if the Orpheus players recognise
only the mechanical competence in
the composer's own style of recorded
performance. The old joke about the
Orpheus being ` so good, all they need
101

In the
Stabat
Mater we
have an
example
of countertenor with
vibrato.
Could the
singer and
the
technique
possibly
have
existed
together in
the 18thcentury?

'Review
RECOMMENDATION
Esa-Pekka
Salonen's Sony
recording of
Stravinsky's
Orpheus with the
Philharmonia
is coupled with
Petrushka (1947
scoring)

is aconductor' rears its head again.
Indeed — although the temptation
must have been hard to resist: 'The
Orpheus records Orpheus' — Iconfess
Iwas surprised to find them tackling
apiece so dependent on timing and
balance. Surprised, too, at the success
of the outcome, although (as others
have done) using Salonen and the
Phiammonia rather than Stravinsky
as the yardstick [both Sony], you
soon hear what's missing. The
composer himself didn't seem to
make much of this 1948 ballet for
Balanchine's company, even though
recording with the Chicago SO;
Salonen makes agreat deal of the
music — attuned to the Orpheus
CO's style, you might even resent his
'interventionism'. But ideas count for
more than technical address — you
begin to feel, for example, in (ii),
with the bassoons and horns [at 2m
25s], the pulse needs clearer
definition, which Salonen secures by
crisper string accents; and the shaping
of line in the First Interlude is
superior in the Philharmonia
recording. These are typical
examples.
The New York productions
(1995/96) are highly engaging,
though, with stronger colours in
Orpheus than in Sony's 1992 Abbey
Road version.
Christopher Breunig

A:1-2/3

VIVALDI:
In turbato mare, RV627 3 CI Non in
pratis aut in hortis, RV641 2
Stabat mater, RV621 3 J 0 qui coeli
terraequae serenitas, RV631 1
Deus tuorum militum, RV612 2,4 U
CentReber tibi, Domine RV596 24,3
'Susan Griffon (sop)/2.1ean Rigby (con)/
3Robin Blaze (c-ten)/4Charles Daniels
(ten)/ 3Neal Davies (bass)/The King's
Consort/King
Hyperion CDA 66799

(78m 18s)

In, say, Verdi or Wagner it would be
difficuh if not impossible for asinger
to be heard without the use of
vibrato. In earlier times however,
music would have been sung without
this device — although there is some
indication that the occasional
dramatic effect might have been
achieved through its momentary use.
Much the same can be said of string
102

playing, and most ensembles using
period instruments are careful to play
without vibrato. This brings us to
recordings where strings play without
vibrato but singers employ it. Inoted
this discrepancy in Hickox's excellent
Bach B-minor Mass, but where the
small element of vibrato in the strings
made the contrast of styles
acceptable.
The new Vivaldi disc brings up the
question again. Accompaniments are
mostly for strings with organ and two
theorbos, and in them, Robert King
obtains the purest vibrato-free sound,
but all the singers, particularly
soprano and contralto, sing in
operatic style (very beautifully let it
be said).
In the case of the extensive ( 19m)
Stabat Mater we have an example of
counter-tenor with vibrato. Could the
singer and the technique possibly
have existed together in the 18thcentury? In July (page 76) Ipraised
the purity of Andreas Scholl's
counter-tenor. Inoted afew
momentary uses of vibrato for effect
but felt sure this was in style. The
slightly more ` coloured' voice of
Robin Blaze uses vibrato throughout
and Iam much less convinced.
The most exciting performances
are of the final two pieces, possibly
because of the multiple voices and
added oboes, although again tenor
and bass use vibrato copiously.
Throughout, Gary Cooper plays the
chamber organ with great sensitivity;
the balance in this difficult area is
ideal.
Those who enjoy dramatic
vocalism applied to old liturgical
music will certainly warm to the
glowing sound this disc makes. For
me, Iwas aware of the questionable
use of 19th-century vocal style more
than ever before.
Antony Hodgson
A:3 0
VIVALDI:
Overtures & Concertos
L'Arte dell Arco/Hogwood
BMG/DHM 05472 775012

(
68m 27s)

Vivaldi's musical language is, of
course, straightforward, rhythmic,
mostly homophonic, unfailingly
melodic, and attractive. His littleknown opera overtures (each called
Sinfonia avanti l'opera'), of which
this disc offers half adozen or so —
precision is not possible, as will
become clear — intensify all these
qualities except, generally, the
melodic. This is replaced by even
greater reliance on rhythm and
sequence, compression and
brusqueness, since the purpose of an
overture in Vivaldi's day was quickly
to quell audience noise to prepare for
stage action. The repeated notes,
tremoli, and strings of similar pattern
can sound empty, even redundant, if
played as written. The composer
obviously had some ` shaping' in
mind, and the natural shaping would
seem to concern dynamics.

Christopher Hogwood, leading from
the rostrum rather than the
harpsichord, introduces crescendi and
diminuendi while yet carefully
retaining the often important
dynamics Vivaldi did write. This
approach which combines intelligent
creativity with scrupulous attention to
period style enlivens the music and
puts to shame some earlier recorded
performances which adhere too
strictly to the often meagre dynamic
directions of the original.
Add to this the good clean playing,
vigorous tempi, and the inclusion of
horns and oboes in several works, and
the prospect of aline of similarlydesigned overtures becomes far from
daunting. For one thing the works
themselves are crammed with
surprising tricks, one of the most
telling being the introduction of bass
string interjections in Bajazet (i);
another is the interchanges of two
solo violins and the attractive tone of
period oboes in Ottone in Villa (i),
and the oboes' swaying country dance
in (ii).
The Overture to La Dorilla (1726)
contains the germ of the ' Spring'
Concerto in the Four Seasons in its
finale; and when Vivaldi needed an
overture for Il Farnace the next year
he utilised the same work but
replaced the finale with anew one,
included in isolated loneliness here.
Thus, both overtures may be heard
intact with smart use of the skip
button. Variety is further enhanced by
the inclusion of aViolin Concerto in
C-minor (RV761, itself with an
operatic connection), aConcerto
(RV571) for horns, oboes, bassoon,
cello and strings, afascinating
Concerto in D-minor for two violins
(RV128), and aSinfonia (
RV149)
which has no stage connection but
boasts asuperb Andante to which a
theorbo continuo adds spice.
The booklet details the big
continuo contingent: violone, theorbo,
basso and two harpsichords but, by
discussing the works in an order
different from that on the disc, it
creates hard work for the reader. And
the finale of Ottone in Villa, promised
in the notes, is not on the disc. More
attention to such matters would have
brought presentation up to the high
standard of the music-making. Apart
from some slight lack of focus in a
couple of places the recording is
excellent.
Robert Dearling

A:1' 0

WAGENSEIL:
Symphonies - VVV351 Cl 413 CI
418 J 441 J 438
L'Orfeo Barock Orch/Gaigg
CPO 999 450-2

(
62m 19s)

Court composer at the prestigious
Viennese court from 1735 until his
death, Georg Christoph Wagenseil
(1715-77) was amongst the earliest
and most active of those figures who
founded the so-called 'First Viennese
School'. His instrumental and
SEPTEMBER 1999
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kettledrums make adecisive
orchestral music exceeds 500
contribution. A dramatic A-minor
numbers in the catalogues by Helga
Polonaise in central position displays
Scholz-Michelitsch (whence the WV
unusual use of alternating dynamics.
= Wagenseil Verzeichnis numbers
Two oboes, with fetching woody
above), in addition to which there are
tones, occur in all five works, two
three oratorios, about 20 masses, over
horns (pitched satisfyingly high) ring
adozen operas and much other vocal
out in WV441 in B-flat, and a
music. Fecundity doesn't necessarily
bassoon enriches the bass line in all
equate with quality, and Iadmit to
fast movts. This was traditional in
finding some of his music routine.
music of this period (and later) where
Fortunately, Michi Gaigg has chosen
harpsichord tone was found
five symphonies from his total of over
60 that show him at his best. Or am I inadequate to complete the often
missing harmonies.
merely dazzled by the brilliance of
A surprise to me, and possibly to
these performances?
the composer if he had been lucky
The works date from 1750 to
enough to hear these performances, is
about 1764; the earliest, WV351,
the inclusion of dulcimer in two slow
served as the overture to the opera
movts. It adds piquancy and delicacy
Vincislao, his last Viennese opera,
to the melodies and Iapplaud the
staged in December 1750. In the
decision to use it.
outer movts two trumpets (an
However, the job of maintaining
alternative for the horns) fulfil their
thematic lines falls naturally to the
obligatory fanfaring duty supported
violins, and L'Orfeo Barock
by Harald Buchta, whose period

Orchestra's strings carry it out
superbly. Their attack is
breathtakingly precise, phrasing
sensitive in slow sections, ensemble
faultless, and rhythmic energy
exhilarating. Minuets (serving as
finales in WV413 and 441) are taken
too briskly, Ifeel: this is today's
fashion for yesterday's dances and
may be more to your liking than to
mine. This apart, there is nothing but
praise for Michi Gaigg and her —
yes, Icannot avoid repeating the
epithet — brilliant direction of her
outstanding period orchestra.
Incidentally, WV418 in G-minor is
the only work here, Ibelieve, to have
been recorded before (on Thorofon
CTH 2068, aprosaic, dull moderninstrument performance by the
Pomorslca Orchestra). The wideranging CPO recording balances
everything with demonstration clarity.

Double Vision

that frees the creative potential of its
participants. The results are
impressive and memorable; they
receive arecording whose
atmospheric power does the
enterprise justice.

review
MNEMOSYNE
Jan Garbarek (sax)/Hilliard Ensemble
ECM 1700/01

(
2CDs, 105m 02s)

Five years on from Officium, the
Hilliard Ensemble and Jan Garbarek
have returned to the monastery of St
Gerold in the Austrian mountains to
renew their collaboration. The
repertoire for these discs is drawn
from awider range than their
previous encounter: now music from
the folk tradition as well as fragments
from ancient Greece joins the more
mainstream compositions by Tallis,
Brume', Dufay and others. All of
these works serve as aspringboard for
free improvisation in which their
nature is subtly deconstructed and reexamined.
What is particularly impressive
about this new release is the extent to
which it holds together as aunified
musical experience. Both discs have
as their midpoint the brief, affecting
Estonian Lullaby by the 20th-century
composer Veljo Tormis; on CD1 it is
performed simply, by the voices
alone, whilst on CD2 Garbarek joins
them to explore the melodic potential
of its ideas. His saxophone often
provides afree counterpoint above
the cantus firmus of the vocal parts,
serving to liberate the music from its
temporal origins and placing it within
the context of his own experience in
the jazz tradition. But his style is
more complex than this: it includes in
addition elements from plainchant
and minimalism together with adark
and quintessentially Nordic spiritual
consciousness. This range lends an
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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unmistakeable authority and
seriousness to all that he does,
making his involvement genuinely
creative and absorbing.
Often Garbarek provides an
emotional input that makes explicit
the hidden elements behind the
codified, formally constrained nature
of the original work. Thus at the
opening of Hildegard's 0 Ignis spiritus
he emerges from the texture like a
subconscious voice, at first echoing
the strains of the prevailing material,
and then taking on an equal role with
the composer that questions, varies
and develops what has been stated.
Here the bleakness of the soundworld is particularly reminiscent of
Bergman's film The Seventh Seal,
from which most of the booklet
artwork has been taken — afilm
whose dark view of the Church offers
anew perspective on the sacred
origins of much of the music here.
The second disc moves further
away from conventionallynotated
music and towards free improvisation
based on fragmentary materials. Here
the process first suggested in
Brwnel's Agnus Dei is carried
forward, with the voices gradually
liberated from their textual anchor
and exploring both their melodic and
harmonic potential, converging in a
kind of unmeasured polyphony in
which chance plays more and more of
apart. The Iroquois and Padleirmiut
Eagle Dance is acase in point, where
the melodic and accompanimental
roles are eroded, producing a
turbulence that confounds traditional
expectations of form and structure
and puts in their place amusical style
whose natural correlation is religious
ceremonial. This ritualistic nature is
vividly reflected in Mesomedes's
Hymn to the Sun, which provides an
effective aural snapshot of the album;
seamless, emancipated from the
constraints of time and form, and
exploratory in its search for music

Robert Dearling

John Kersey

A*:1*
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The ECM sound — all compression
and echo — always had something of
the church about it. Given the sales
success of Officium (' 100,000 albums
in UK markets alone'), it was
inevitable that saxophonist Garbarek
would follow-up his collaboration at
St Gerold. So here it is. Having
performed together 'hundreds of
times', singers and sax player are
ready to improvise from mere scraps
of centuries-old notation. Whereas
artists like Pinski Zoo and Shannon
Jackson have thought through the
politics of folk integrity in an epoch
of electricity and modern recording,
there seems adistinct sense of
your-cakeand-eatingit about
havingthis particular alliance of timelessness
and technology. The concept of
`faithful' recording develops anew
meaning as it packages New Age (
ie,
undoctrinal,. consumerist) spirituality.
The historical legacy of the
saxophone is of brothel and
nightclub: truth to tell, Garbarek's
improvising sounds acid and guilty
next to the Hilliards' holy chanting.
Ben Watson

'Michi
Gaigg has
chosen five
symphonies
from
Wagenseil's
total of over
60 that
shown him
at his best.
Or am I
merely
dazzled by
the
brilliance of
these
performances?'

'The
bleakness
of the
sound- world
is particularly
reminiscent
of Bergman's
film The
Seventh Seal,
a film whose
dark view of
the Church
offers a new
perspective
on the sacred
origins of
much of the
music here'

A:2
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BEETHOVEN:
String Quartets 4.18:1-3 _I
Op.18:4-6
Lech Quartet
Calliope CAL 9633 & 9634
(72m 53s/72m 34s) 01986
Untruthful it is to spread aquartet
across the whole stage, as is done
here. But Calliope are not alone in
this matter. They do however refrain
from close miking — fast becoming a
nasty trend — so listeners are spared
the offensively distracting 'bonus' of
heavy breathing. Tonally the sound is
pretty good (it is thinner on the
second disc which is encoded at a
lower level), but the leader's violin
tends to scream abit as notes move
up into the leger lines. What
impresses most is the nature of the
ensemble, immaculately balanced
within itself. No voice stands out yet
no voice is ever drowned. The
teamwork is always excellent,
masterly in 3(ü). Expositions of firstmovts may appear disappointingly
understated, but the Talich seem to
plan it that way because, almost
without fail, vehemence and tension
rise during development sections.
Understatement, however, hovers
close to caution in 5(i). The playing
lacks panache; and indeed,
throughout the work the Talich are
tentative. It's the only outright failure
in aset of performances where a
sometimes easy-going quality masks
depth. The Talich do not wear their
hearts on sleeves but try to induce
listeners to form their own
conclusions.
Nalen Anthoni

B:1/3 [;

BRAHMS:
Violin Concerto _ISymphony 2
Ossy Renardy (vIn)/Concertgebouw/
Munch/LPO/Furtwângler
Dutton CDEA 5024
(78m 24s) mono rec.1948
An unfortunate (le, bad) drawing of
Furtwângler is on the cover, but Ossy
Renardy's is the more interesting
recording. He was virtually selftaught, born in Vienna (Oskar Reiss)
he took up American citizenship and
was killed in acar crash at 33. As a
teenager he was championed by de
Sabata, and he made several
successful recordings in the States
[Sony has just reissued some of
these]. These Decca 78s, too, were
admired. Renardy had avirile yet
sweet-toned style, with an effective
deployment of vibrato; everything is
expressed very positively here. In (i)
he plays the Joachim cadenza [from
15m 58s] — this is not noted by
Dutton. Munch's accompaniment is
very fine — note how he tarries whilst
Renardy prolongs his trill, from 3m
57s to 4m 08s in (i)!
When Ifirst became interested in
Furtwângler, there was only one
reference book in English: the
biography of Dr Berta Geissmar*.
She was General Secretary and
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Orchestral Manager to both
Furtwângler and, as the Nazis came
to power, Beecham.
Invited by her to conduct the LPO
in 1948, Furtwiingler made this, the
first of only two symphonic records
for Decca, returning to Kingsway
Hall the very day after to undertake
his first Philharmonia 78s for EMI.
Crackly and dim (apparently the
conductor had vetoed Decca's
favoured six-microphone setup) the
LXT was adisappointment to me,
largely because Furtwängler cannot
carry the players along his unique
musical currents as he could in Berlin
or Vienna. Munch, guest conducting
in Amsterdam, sounds more
authoritative. (The Concerto has
much clearer sound.)
Christopher Breunig

sees the strings as being really ` the
substance of the percussion — of
them being one instrument').
`And here Jimmy, you can be
absolutely tremendous — really
frighten us' says Britten in the Libera
me, Jimmy being James Blades, who
died only afew weeks ago. A timely
reminder of someone ever resourceful
in satisfying the composer's need for
special percussion colours. Britten
may have been very 'grand', very
lofty, but you really get acloseup of
his stature as amusician.
And the fresh transfers? Let no-one
tell you the differences are night and
day: one is conscious of the
`smoother' character of this Cedar deBenjamin Britten
hissed version (not that tape noise
at Snape
was ever areal problem) but it's not
Makings
asimple choice. The Undergound
train 56s into track 5 is less
distinguishable — but are
Vishnevsyaka's fortes now less
*Dr Geissmar's
comfortable on the ear, too? The
The Baton and
Sanctus, with its tintinnabulations,
the Jackboot
seems clearer, but not Pears's singing
was published
in ` One ever hangs' [the Agnus Dei
by Hamish
now starts CD2]. And so on. No,
Hamilton in
Decca's earlier CD transfer was a
1944; a
superb technical job, Ithink Iprefer
paperback
it. Curiously, the catalogue number is
reprint appeared the same, so make sure your dealer
in 1988
doesn't get the old copy if you want
(Columbus
the rehearsal. Let no-one tell you the
Books). ISBN 0 Hickox/Chandos is afirst choice!
86287 925 6
Christopher Breunig
As: 1* 0

H:1/2-3 I=1

BRITTEN:
War Requiem _IBritten in
Rehearsal'
Vishnevskaya/Pears/Fischer-Dieskau/
Preston/Highgate School Ch/Bach Ch/
LSO & Ch/Me/os Ens/Britten

JOHANN STRAUSS:
Jubilee Edition 1999
VPO/Abbado/Bohm/Boskovsky/
Furtwângler/Karajan/E Kleiber/
Knappertsbusch/Krauss/Krips/Maazel/
Mehta/Muti/Szell/Walter

Decca 414 383-2
(2CDs, 131m 42s) ®1963 ' mono (new)

DC 459 734-2
(11CDs, 778m 29s) mono rec.1929-57,
part rec. live 1959-98

The addition of some 56m of
rehearsal sequences and control-room
discussions with producer John
Culshaw lends immeasurable value to
the remastering of this definitive
Kingsway Hall recording.
(Incidentally, only the building facade
remains today.) Britten himself may
have been ' appalled' to find Culshaw
had edited together this material for a
50th birthday presentation LP —
kept stored away in the composer's
Aldeburgh home — but it is
profoundly revealing. For one thing,
his obvious delight in Vishnevskaya's
contribution should finally put to rest
the sentimental complaining that
Heather Harper ought to have taken
the soprano part, as she had done at
the Coventry premiere. Then there is
the `blueprint' aspect of it, for future
interpreters, when Britten
meticulously outlines various effects
he intended (or did not intend) — eg,
the ` confused sound' of the chorus in
Tleni sunt coeli' (
Sanctus), or vetoing
Culshaw's suggestion for 'stereo'
drama by separating strings and
percussion in the Libera me (Britten

We've had good recordings of the
music of the Strauss family from
American Orchestras under émigré
conductors, the Berlin Philharmonic
under Karajan or the Hallé under
Barbirolli, but these serve to show
that none can match the Vienna
Philharmonic in this repertoire.
Marking the centenary of the death of
Johann II, this de-luxe set collects all
of his works recorded by the VP0
from 1929: the year Clemens Krauss
(who later founded the New Year
Day concerts) conducted the first allStrauss programme at the Salzburg
Festival. Rather like the Philips
'Great Pianists' series, the
compilation meant cooperation from
EMI, BMG, Sony and Austrian
Radio, as well as drawing on
PolyGram catalogues — the
Boskovsky Decca studio recordings,
etc. Two 'bonus' discs celebrate
historic material; CD11, which is
given over to Johann Strauss I, has
no fewer than eight successive
Radetzky Marches — and how
different they all are! The more
SEPTEMBER 1999
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Classical Reissues
HAYDN:
String Quartets Op.20:3 ' Sun' J
Op.33:2 ' Joke' J Op.33:3 ' Bird' 0
Op.55:2 ' Razor' J Op.64:2 ' Lark'
Op.76:3 ' Emperor'
The Lindsays

NIELSEN:
Complete Piano Music
Herman D Koppel (pno)

ASV DCS 236
(2CDs, 141m 21s) 81988-98

The interesting thing about Nielsen is
the growing consistency in
development as acomposer of six
symphonies, and the eight piano
works written between 1890 and
1930. His champion Koppel made
early piano recordings for DanishHMV in the 1950s that show marked
changes from this later edition made
at the age of 72, just 17 years before
his death. As with all fine
interpreters, florid phrasing and
expressive rubati ultimately give way
to more clearly defined statements
that take on greater meaning, legato
shapings and terse utterances
prompted by close attention to
dynamics. This is all-important, even
in the case of the Five Piano Pieces
(1890), which parallel Gade,
Schumann and Grieg's popular
miniatures. While childhood
memories are evoked in 'Folkestone',
'Humoreske', 'Arabeske', ' Mignon'
and ' Elf Dance', the Symphonic Suite
(1894) starts to explore key
relationships in daring fashion, as
Brahms did in his Piano Sonata in Fminor. Over asonorous bass line, the
composer moves in free fashion from
song-like statement into unrelated
territories building tension one
moment, reminiscing at the next,
with much counterpoint. It really
confused Busoni, when Nielsen asked
whether pupils would practice the
piece: 'No, it won't do, because it is
orchestrated wrong!', he said.
Just 6m long, the HumoresquesBagatelles (1897) offer acharming
respite with their descriptive
movements: ' Hello, Hello!', `The
Spinning Top', 'A Short Slow Waltz',
'The Jumping Jack', 'Dolls' March',
'The Music Box'. Nielsen's Chaconne
(1916) is thought to be his most
perfect piano work. Certainly it is the
most played: its serene lines, divided
notes and arpeggio figurations
combining over agradual accelerando
to adramatic middle section that
yields to apeaceful close. The
architecture derives from studying
Bach's famous Chaconne; but we
return to the classical structures of
Brahms in Theme & Variations. By
this time ( 1916) Nielsen's 1JR hand
excursions had widened in compass,
his mood changes taking on more
variety of texture.
The Piano Suite dedicated to
Schnabel and Three Piano Pieces
(1919/1928) both offer challenges to
the pianist, their advanced atonal
idiom overlaying arichness in
notation that compares to
Symphonies 4 and 5. The final two
volumes of Piano Music for Young and
Old (1930), 24 very short five-finger
exercises written just one year before
Nielsen's death, were ` easy and useful
for teaching'.

Boring it is today to extol the virtues
of The Lindsays. Not since the Busch
has aquartet brought such adegree
of intellectual penetration and
emotional involvement to its musicmaking. In fact, in one respect, Peter
Cropper is no different from Adolf
Busch: he too ignores his own
limitations and those of his
instrument. So there are odd
awkwardnesses of execution, afew
notes that aren't plumb centre, and
sounds of aviolin protesting. If all
this suggests araw edge, well, there
are plenty of raw edges to Haydn
from which The Lindsays do not
flinch. Nor do they flinch from a
whole gamut of other sensibilities that
run through this music. To quote
Cropper: 'This is not just passing the
time with afternoon tea in china cups
and see-through cucumber
sandwiches!'. These performances
(from up-to-date texts), rhythmically
and expressively charted to suit the
subjective core of each work,
demonstrate exactly what he means.
Nalen Anthoni

A- B:1'-1 0

modern, largely 'live'
recordings are divided
into `themed'
programmes: `The
Blue Danube',
'Court-ball Dances',
`Wine, Women and
Song', `Tales from
the Vienna Woods',
and so on.
The two
interpreters evidently
most able to bring this music to life,
even when working in an empty hall,
were Krauss and Karajan. But there
are some surprises here from Bruno
Walter, George Sze11 and Hans
Knappertsbusch. One figure is
conspicuously absent from all of this:
Carlos Kleiber (evidently his
refrigerator was full!) whose two
acclaimed New Year Day concerts
remain on Sony. You will also need
the other 1987 Karajan items on DG
419 616-2 [or Sony VHS].
A 134 page illustrated hardback
with history, biographies and
annotation for the 140+ works,
accompanies the lavishly cased discs:
each on an inlay within astout folder
proudly embossed with the
orchestra's emblem gold on red, with
separate track listings, and colour
photos of the Musikverein. There are,
incidentally, one or two date/source
misattributions.
Christopher Breunig
A-C/H:1* - 1 0
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Da capo 8.224095-96
(2CDs, 115m 57s) rec.1981

'CD1 1,
which is
given over
to Johann
Strauss I,
has no
fewer than
eight
successive
Radetzky
Marches and how
different
they all are'

The 1981 recordings were made at
Studio Three, Denmark Radio,
presumably on Koppel's own
instrument, which sounded fullertoned in the earlier cycle.
Bill Newman

B-C: 1 • 0

REICH:
Variations for winds, strings &
keyboards/ADAMS: Shaker Loops
San Francisco Orch/deWaart
Philips 412 214-2

(
48m 13s) 81984

One might prefer to have Adams
himself with the Orchestra of St
Luke's in Shaker Loops [
Nonesuch]
yet this first recording is good, too —
especially in 'Loops and verses'. And
there's no composer equivalent for
the Variations, written for the San
Francisco Orchestra and first
performed there under Edo de Waart
in 1980. This is amidpriced
reinstatement: the same catalogue
number, although the transfer is
slightly brighter and misses some of
the depth of the original. The former
artwork, amodern facade with
rectangular concrete facets in
perspective, is replaced by aGauguin
reproduction having no relevance
whatsoever. The Reich was also
reissued in a 1994 DG ' Classikon'
compilation.
Christopher Breunig

A-B:1 D

SCHUMANN:
Vocal Duets
Julia Varady (sop)/Peter Schreier
(ten)/Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/
Christoph Eschenbach (pno)
De 457 915-2

(
60m 38s)

A well-chosen and imaginatively
varied ` Galleria' recital featuring one
of the finest Schumann pianists of the
post-War era at the peak of his form.
Eschenbach's stunning late- 1960s DG
debut album of solo Schumann has
still to appear on CD, but for now
this excellently transferred 1977
collection will do very nicely indeed!
It need hardly be added that the
singing is also of the very first order,
with all three artists supporting and
complementing each other with a
subtlety and infectiously conveyed
enthusiasm that totally disguise the
in-built limitations of the genre.
Varady, far from being over-faced by
her ` superstar' partners, aquits herself
with the kind of arresting insight and
authority that so distinguished her
singing in DG's 1980 Bartok's
Bluebeard's Castle (
also with FischerDieskau — her real-life husband too).
The men also make aformidable
team, taming those unmistakable
voices down to the most exquisitely
smooth and vibrato-free sono voce
when required.
This music might not always be
quite out of the top drawer, but the
performances most certainly are. A
vital adjunct to DG's unmissable
F-D/Eschenbach 6CD Schumann
Lieder edition [445 660-2].
Julian Haylock

A:1 • 0
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POINT
of view

IT'S BEEN BUGGING ME for over a month.
'Hair by Ilium/Clothes from Harrods,
London' it says under the somewhat
pretentious crossheading 'Instrumentarium%
inside the booklet for Freddy Kempf's
Schumann debut programme on BIS. A
black mark for BIS and another for the
young pianist too, when he said to a
Telegraph interviewer that he thought it
might encourage someone as yet unused to
buying a classical CD. What? Doubtless
there'll be plane-loads of good citizens from
Lahti, where of course squillions of BIS CDs
are sold, coming to London to track down
the Ilium emporium to become would-be
Oscar Wildes. Actually, the cut of neither
hair nor suit has benefited from the cover
artwork cutout of Kempf and his (well,
Yamaha's - that too gets a thank-you)
grand piano.
Kempf isn't the first young man who
thinks it's desirable to credit his clothes
supplier: in the early 1990s the Brodsky
Quartet (remember them?) posed in
'wardrobe by lssey Miyake' for their Teldec
covers. When the Japanese violinist Akiko
Suwanai made her Philips CD, there were
six photographs of her, and all sorts of
stylist credits were given [HF1V/RR Feb '98];
and even what was an Eastern bloc country,
Czechoslovakia, is now blighted - the dress
worn by Gabriela Demeterová for her
Dvorák/Suk Supraphon coupling [HFN/RR
July] receives a bold credit.
Where will it end? 'James Levine 's red
towel by Marks & Spencer'?
Production listings are another matter,
and it is to the credit of many companies
that the provenance of quite old recordings
is now given as a matter of course. Philips,
Ithink, was the last major to resist naming
producers/engineers - but Ican remember
when The Times' concert reviews carried no
bylines! Right to the last, the monthly
journal of record criticism The EMG Monthly
Letter (indispensable in its heyday) kept
secret the names of its contributors. An
editorial under the withering aegis of Lady
Shirley Beecham once patronisingly informed
readers that 'anonymity must be preserved'.
Artistic sponsorship
Even when the requirements for artistic
sponsorship are recognised, there is the
question of 'how far...?'. Watching Channel
4's documentary about the Philharmonia
one wondered what exactly a city sponsor
hoped to gain, notional prestige apart. But
when the Orchestra was involved with
du Maurier in the early 1980s, there was an
intrusiveness about the way their colours
(red and silver) were all over the Festival
Hall at concerts; and Istill resent their livery
plastered over LP boxes and sleeves for the
Lanchberry Tchaikovsky ballet sets and
Sanderling's Beethoven symphony cycle.
Christopher Breunig
I'd be interested in readers reactions: please write to Views' on
this and other musical topics.
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Samuel Ri\,ers's label brings audio
• standards to the world of Iree jazz

T

he birth of the independent
label Freedom Jazz this year was
an event. Its inaugural release
— Breathing Together by One World
Ensemble — was an encounter
between the hitherto discrete worlds
of audiophile recording and Free
Jazz. True, since 1996 CIMP
(Creative Improvised Music Projects)
has been releasing anti-conservative
jazz in 'no-fix-in-the-mix' editions,
but the CIMP's commitment to
documenting arepresentative array of
talent — over 80 albums at the last
count — has meant reliance on
digital recording. Breathing Together
was recorded with B&K 4003 omni
mics onto one-inch tape running on
acustomised Snider C-37 vacuumtube recorder. So ' state-of-the-art', in
fact, the cliché withers: analogue
fighting back with avengeance.
Though Freedom Jazz managed to
misspell his name on the back of the
CD (and turn the mailing address
into concrete poetry), the equipment
was supplied by Tim de Paravicini's
Esoteric Audio Research in
Cambridgeshire. Engineered and
mastered by Chris Rice, using an
EAR vacuum-tube mixer, the
recording has the finesse of top-end
classical releases. The gracious Free
Jazz of the One World Ensemble —
aquintet led by bassist Wilber
Morris, who made his name in the

New York ' loft scene' of the 1970s
alongside saxophonist David Murray
— stresses intimacy, collective
listening and subtle response. The
recording was so appropriate the
album has wan enthusiastic converts
to what has been miscast as an
aggressive and unfriendly genre. If
the ' 90s is going to boast A Love
Supreme, this is it.
The label was founded by Samuel
Rivers. Not the Sam Rivers who
plays saxophone and flute (and
whose le promotions gave aname
to Free jazz in the '70s), but amusic
and vacuum-tube aficionado who is
still holding down his job as a
mailman while he tries his hand at
the record business. Iasked him
what spiked his interest in Free Jazz.
Was it perhaps the current
resurgence of the form with the likes
of bassist William Parker and pianist
Matthew Shipp? No, came the reply:
Rivers's passion started decades ago.
'Back in the late ' 60s when Iwas a
teenager, Iwas trying to learn about
jazz. My collection was what you
would call Acid Jazz now, the Jazz
Crusaders, Lou Donaldson: the soul
stuff, straightahead stuff. Back then
there was atradition — it's broken
now, which is one of the problems
we have, with the crime and juvenile
delinquency — the black community
was all together. You had the
SEPTEMBER 1999
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Music Interview
middle-class living with the poor
people. Everybody was in this
because of segregation, there wasn't
that dispersion. In that era, black
youth sought out mentors within the
black community, like older black
guys who went to college and came
back to the community — to be
friendly and to learn your cultural
thing from.
'I considered jazz an intellectual
music that these black guys I
admired were into, but Ididn't
understand it. Iwas into rock and
pop. Iwanted to appreciate jazz
because Ithought it was part of my
heritage. Iwanted to get hip like
everybody else!'
The slippery path to hipness
usually entails buying records, and
Rivers was no exception.
'My family were pretty prosperous:
my mother and father worked, Iwas
the last kid in the house. They would
give me an allowance and Iwould go
down to the record shops and buy
music and bring it home — but I
didn't understand it, and Ididn't
know what to buy.
'A friend of mine had abirthday
party. He was an older guy, and all
the black college kids and adults
went to his house, because he was a
very community-oriented person. All
the black intellectuals and the black
hip people and the college kids were
in his apartment. It was agreat party
and they were playing jazz. I
entreated one of them, Isaid, " Hey,
I'm trying to learn about this music,
will you help me?". One of these
guys had avast collection, and he
picked out albums for me — one was
Bobby Timmons's Soul Food, another
one was Lee Morgan's Sidewinder.
He explained to me what they were
doing with the rhythm section.'
Like awhole generation, Rivers
followed the progress of John
Coltrane, but (unlike the record
industry) did not treat him as aoneoff celebrity. Rivers took Free Jazz
seriously as aform. Politically and
commercially eclipsed during the
rightvving backlash of the 1980s,
Rivers's favourite listening was only
available on independents: 'like Soul
Note and Enja, all European label
stuff... Black Saint'.
The audiophile connection came
about when his mother's employers
(she was working as acook) passed
on an old RCA tube-amp and record
player. ' Ididn't know it, but I'm
being subverted by tube equipment!
I'm listening to this old ' 47 RCA
system, which Ithink is great.'
When the equipment expired in
the early ' 70s, asalesman at Harveys,
the New York hi-fi store, persuaded
Rivers to buy an EC75 tube-amp
made by Bill Johnson of Audio
Research. Despite horrified reactions
from friends — including areturn to
the shop, with the salesman
answering his doubts with a
comparison demo against aCrown
transistor amp — Rivers decided that
HI41 NEWS 8/ RECORD REVIEW
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this 'outmoded' technology gave
truer sound.
However, recorded repertoire for
his system was not so easy to come
by. ' I'm buying records, ECM, but
the music wasn't free. One of the
things that really bothered me was
that Iwould buy the Mobile Fidelity
stuff, the Chesky stuff, the audiophile
recordings, the M&K stuff, and it
was so dynamic and so great that the
other material would pale against it.
But Icouldn't listen to the music on
the audiophile labels, it wasn't my
type of music!
'But the dynamics of the records I
did like was so bad, Icouldn't listen
to it on my system. Iwas caught
between arock and ahard place!'
A chance encounter with Wilber
Morris while on amail round — the
bass player was wearing aColtrane tshirt, and Rivers started doing some
sales research, asking him if he
thought Free Jazz fans would buy
audiophile releases — led to the idea
of starting alabel. Rivers was
knocked out by Morris's new band,
the One World Ensemble — with
Daniel Carter and Sabir Mateen on
saxophones, Yuko Fujiyama on piano
and Susie Ibarra on drums. Sitting in
New York's Knitting Factory, he was
impressed that 'young guys with earrings in their noses' should be
digging Free Jazz.
When it came to choosing the
equipment, there was only one place
to go...
Enter Tim de Paravicini
'The other half of this story is Tim
de Paravicini. He'd made the best
audiophile recordings I'd heard, for
Chesky. Ithought they were great.
I'm talking to him on the phone and
he's very nice, but I'm nervous: can
you make aja= recording the way
they do classical with just two
microphones — minimalist?
'We've got atradition of Rudy van
Gelder who uses 25 microphones,
this is supposed to be the best. I'm
not doing Indian acoustical music,
I'm doing jazz, man. Can this work?
'Tim says yes, emphatically.
"You're going to knock them off
their feet, you've got to do this,
you've got to show them the way!" I
said, well, Idon't want to be a
missionary, Iwant to make a
recording!'
For engineer, Paravicini
recommended Chris Rice. Rice went
to hear One World Ensemble play.
'Chris said that the two horn players
— Sabir and Daniel — were too
loud, they don't keep the balance,
we're going to have to use five
microphones. He said he'd use crossmics plus two on the piano and one
on the bass, and then mix it through
the tube mixer.
'From Waterfront Studios you can
look over the water and see the New
York skyline. Seven hours studio
time... the musicians loved it, and
the studio people loved us. We made

it on the same day as the March on
Washington, the Million Man march,
the same evening. Freedom Jazz's
first recording.
'With this guy Chris Rice we were
recording on aEuropean classical
scale, but he got the bass like apop
album! He got you all the mid-range,
but he got you the bottom end too,
which is unusual. Usually when you
listen to an audiophile album, a
purist album, you get mid-range but
no bass. This has got the bass, with
the European mid-range and high
end. It overwhelms you.'
According to Paravicini, the team
at Waterfront (where Lenny Kravitz
records) were astonished at the
equipment.
`In the studio, people were
listening on the monitors from the
tape recording all the time, and only
when the machine stopped did they
realise they weren't hearing line-in,
they didn't know! That's how
transparent it was. They're hearing a
quarter of asecond after the actual
event, but when you're looking
through aglass window, it's difficult
to tell. They weren't hearing the
musicians absolutely live, but they
didn't know it. It shocked them, they
couldn't believe they were hearing
something off tape.'

photos
opposite:

Mobile Fidelity

Samuel Rivers

On the subject of fidelity, Paravicini
took the opportunity to explain the
rationale behind his retranscription of
original tapes made by John Coltrane
for release on Mobile Fidelity's
'Original Masters' series. On first
listening, the music appeared to lack
punch [see HFN/RR July, page 87].
'The Impulse! release has brittler,
harder treble — not actually more of
it, and is somewhat compressed and
lacking in the real bottom end. The
repro-electronics Iset up for Mobile
Fidelity allowed them to capture all
the bass right down to 10Hz.
Recordings made in the late ' 50s
could get far more on to the tape
than they've been able to extract
until now. Impulse! could only
retrieve "x" amount, but my machine
could get more.
'The cymbals should actually be
sweet and delicate rather than
brittle and brash. Real cymbals
have ashimmering sweetness, but
they're not actually very loud. It
should be there, but not shouting at
you. It's got to have this black
silence around the air of the
instruments — people are used to
hearing this pseudo-"tizz", they miss
it. The way Ido it sounds soft, but if
you measure it on aspectral analyser,
it's actually got more brilliance, and
asilkiness — atonality below the
rivet sound.'
It is rare that this kind of attention
to sonic actuality is applied to jazz
recording. Judging by how good
Breathing Together sounds, it is a
combination Freedom Jazz should
pursue.

and Tim de
Paravicini
modified
Studer
recorder

Breathing
Together was
reviewed
in last month's
jazz pages
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SUNNY MURRAY
WE ARE NOT AT THE OPERA
Eremite hITE014

(
67m)

When Eremite flew in free-jazz
drummer-in-exile Sunny Murray
from Paris for a gig in
Massachusetts, it was an event. He
was paired with the excellent
saxophonist Sabir Mateen. The
dialogue is serious. Towards the
close of ' Clandestine, Giant', the
duo's interaction achieves something
really special. Murray's reckless
spontaneity comes across, but his

artwork:
IWant
To Live

JOHNNY MANDEL
IWANT TO LIVE!
Ryko RCD10743

MIIIIM•77
. 1111111»Mu.••11
Om.

(
59m 20.$) ®

Pow! An initial big-band
exclamation followed by suspense'
congas courtesy Mike Pacheco: that
rare treat, ajazz film score. The
movie was based on aheadline-news
story from 1955: the wrongful arrest,
trial and execution of Barbara
Graham. The script was based on
reports by Edward S Montgomery,
Pulitzer-Prize-winning journalist
from the Frisco Examiner. On death
row, prisoner and warder listen to
the radio: `That's Gerry Mulligan!'
'How do you know?' Ihave all his
records'. The baritonist was
persuaded to play himself in smoky
nightclub scenes. Two LPs were
issued at the time. One had Johnny
Mandel's 26-piece — scary
percussion, dreamy cool and
romantic Mingusness — the other
the delightful Gerry Mulligan
Combo with Art Farmer on
trumpet, Bud Shank on alto and
Shelly Manne on drums. Both are
here, plus Enhanced-CD/PCreadable trailers. A double gem from
1958. A:le 0
DEREK BAILEY
FAIRLY EARLY ( 197 1) WITH
POSTSCRIPTS 11987 & 1998)
Emanem 4027

(
67m 28s)

Solo guitar from the improvising
maestro: home tapes and studio outtakes. In addition, Anthony Braxton
contributes urgent sopranino to two
tracks, and Kent Carter and John
Stephens bass and drums to two
more. The ' fairly early' recordings
are sparse sound-fields scattered
with clusters and effects to make the
jaw drop: the later playing is denser
and more propelled. 'The Last Post'
and ' Postscript' are Derek Bailey's
inimitable speaking blues: dry retorts
to Thatcher's election victories
originally sent as cassette-letters to
producer Martin Davidson in
Australia. The disc concludes with
'Post Postscript' from 1998, voicing
doubts about Tony Blair. Every
word and lick count, suggesting a
new genre: the sardonic sublime.
A:1 0
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drums are recorded too boomily to
reveal much finesse: a momento of a
special occasion rather than the
classic we crave from players of this
calibre. B:1 MATTHEW SHIPP WITH
WILLIAM PARKER
DNA
Thirsty Ear THI 57067

(
47m 58s)

Johnny Mandel's
jazz score for
the classic
Susan Hayward
Film / Want To
Live is on a Ryko
enhanced-CD

Matthew Shipp is a determined
artist, foregrounding freedom and
speculation. Each performance sees
an extraordinarily adept and
resourceful player explore pianistic
possibilities. William Parker's dark
and forceful double-bass, plus
bookending gospel tunes (When
Johnny Comes Marching Home' and
'Amazing Grace'), emphasize the

John Coltrane:
see reissue
roundup

'Ntsh•Jks has
an openended
concept:
warm and
scoth ng, bu•
scarred b
fierce,
tezhnicallychallenging
flare-ups'

social roots of Shipp's thirst for
freedom. In October 1997, Stateside
glossy jazziz put Shipp on the
cover, creating an icon for those
who deplore the manner Wynton
Marsalis and Stanley Crouch have
straitjacketed jazz in an
establishment tuxedo. Another salvo
from the `we are not at the opera'
mutiny: wake up and smell the
gunpowder! A:1 'D
NTSHUKS BONGA'S
TOKOLOSHO
'ABO BHAYI!'
Nota Bene NBCD 001

(66m 50s)

Ntshuks Bonga proved his alto sax
mettle five years ago with Urban

Ritual [
Slam]. Here, he emphasizes
his Soweto background, leading a
sextet through Township tunes both
pretty and turbulent. As with Chris
McGregor's Brotherhood Of Breath,
the music frequently bursts into
exultant freedom. Brian Abrahams
or Mark Sanders play drums, Julia
Doyle plays beautifully sonorous riffs
on bass, and the horns (Winston
Rollins on trombone and John
Grieve on tenor) are joyously crazy,
whether voicing ragged fanfares or
soloing. Bonga uses pianist Veryan
Weston's versatility to achieve
Debussylike trance, angular
modernism or hymn-tune solemnity.
Ntshuks has an open-ended concept:
warm and soothing, but scarred by
fierce, technically-challenging flareups. A:1 0
GLENN SPEARMAN/JOHN
HEWARD
UTTERANCE
Cadence CJR 1103

(
56m 12s)

An album of tenor sax/drum duets is
not to be undertaken lightly.
Without the support of bass or
piano, deprived of the harmonising
power of multiple lead instruments,
the soloist carries a huge burden.
Luckily, the late Glenn Spearman
had the existential weight and
dialectical momentum to carrry it
off. His sound is
hard and
clipped,
reminiscent of
Coltrane's very
last recordings, a
sonority few sax
players have had
the will or chops
to extend.
Spearman also
has a huge sense
of harmonic
space, giving his
phrases a
Rollins-like
richness of
melody. John
Heward's
improvised
drums deny
pastiche, forcing
us to hear the sax as concrete
utterance. The duo's statement
made in a studio in Montreal in
1990 was chillingly purposeful.
Crucial. A:1•
IRENE REID
IAIN'T DOING TOO BAD
Savant SCD 2012

(
46m 09s)

Singer Irene Reid wowed the
notoriously hard-to-please punters at
Harlem's Apollo in the early ' 50s,
winning the amateur contest six
weeks in a row. It's evident why: she
has asuperb and sassy voice, with
the dry humour and sense of raw
swing that characterised Esther
Philips. She avoids done-to-death
ballads, picking songs with lyrics
SEPTEMBER 1999
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that let her wit shine. Her band —
led by organist Charles Earland —
boasts abluesy electric guitarist
(Bob DeVos) and excellent horns
(Eric Alexander, James Rotondi).
Irene Reid could deliver a killer live
show, all dynamite and dynamics,
but this studio session uses tons of
compression, achieving awarm and
sophisticated mix. Soul food.
A:1 0
RUSSELL GUNN
LOVE REQUIEM
High Note HCD 7020

Columbia
(
57m 06s)

Russell Gunn sees himself as a
composer rather than a trumpeter:
his ambition is to write for films. A
static rock-beat and Stefon Harris's
trickling vibes dominate, creating a
dream-garden atmosphere (compare
Miles Davis's rarely-mentioned Blue
Moods, or early- 1970s Bobby
Hutcherson). There's also buoyant,
Latin-tinged minimalism (compare
late- 1970s Horace Silver). It's good
to hear jazz that gets beyond bop
solos, but Gunn's suite about love
betrayed is so programmed that
spontaneity and interaction suffer.
The composer isn't exposing or
spurring his players here, but then
who looks at stage scenery expecting
brilliant brushwork? A:1 0
TED SIROTA'S REBEL SOULS
PROPAGANDA
Naim CD 036

(6/m 02s)

Members of celebrated rock bands
Tortoise and Isotope 217 have go
on 'real' instruments. 'Treat yourself
to inspiration through free jazz' says
the press release, but despite Sirota's
amiably clattering drums, his
musicians' bop and blues licks are
sadly limited. The purist church
recording is fine, but it's hard to
care when you're yawning at the alltoo-obvious ' influences'. A:2 0
THE WILLIE GARNET BIG
BAND
MUSIC CHOICE RECORDINGS MC-11A7/-1
7m 48s)
(i
Altoist Willie Garnett is a seasoned
sessionman on the London scene.
Here he heads a crack big band
whipping out originals and standards
(`My Favourite Things', Benny
Golson's ' Along Came Betty') in
previously unrecorded arrangements
by the likes of Bill Le Sage, Kenny
Woodman and Derek Goom. Most
tunes were completed in asingle
take, and it's all delivered with zing.
Though conservative to the point of
being TV-friendly, execution and
recording are so proud and crisp the
band avoids the 'we don't really
mean it' coyness that — from Trad
to Avant — is the bane of English
jazz. Gavin Campbell provides
detailed commentary on each
arrangement. Bold and brassy: onthe-money. A:1 0
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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TRAD FANS ARE well served by
the choices and annotations of
collector Hans Eekhoff on The
Charleston Chascrs Vol.1 1925-1939
[Timeless CBC1-040, 76m 47s]: a
superbly presented collection of
cheerful sides by the likes of Red
Nichols, Miff Mole and Pee Wee
Russell. H:1 rl
A brace of
Original Jazz
Classics is
usually aGood
Thing, but
even
20-bit
remastering
cannot do
much to
improve the
recordedthrough-a-sock
audio quality of
Miles Davis's
Dig from 1951 [
OJC20 005, 34m
48r], and though Sonny Rollins
(tenor) and Art Blakey (drums) are
aboard, the band sounds confused
and subdued. C:1 El
John Coltrane's Settin' The Pace
[OJC20 078, 40m 47s] was recorded
in March 1958. Though Prestige
orgy released it in the wake
tenor player's later success, it has
superb ballads. (pianist Red Garland
in fine block-chord mode) and a
stunning version of Jackie McLean's
Little Melonae' (the record was also
issued under the title Trane's Reign).
A:1' Spritely, bluesy ` soul jazz' on
Th‘ Cannonbad Adderley Quintet Plus
[OJC20 306, 42m 18s] from 1961,
with Vic Feldman guesting on vibes
and Nat Adderley's trumpet shining
on ' Star Eyes'. A:1 Nat Adderley's
own Work Sov [
OJC20 363, 38m
54s] is a minor classic with its
unusual comet/guitar/ cello front
line: delicate blues and hoe-downs.
kel
Eric Dolphy At The Five Spot Vol.2
[OJC20 247, 37m 17s] is less
frenetic than volume one, with
workouts on just two numbers: 'Like
Someone In Love' and trumpeter
Booker Little's 'Aggression'. Eddie
Blackwell provides upbeat drums for
Dolphy's wonderful bass clarinet
and flute, while Little plays lyrically
and speculatively. This was a
transitional moment as two wellversed boppers responded to Omette
Coleman: it's not Out To Lunch, but
it's mighty listenable. A:1
Thelonious Monk's Brilliant
Corners [
OJC20 026, 42m 47s] is so
strongly composed that it seems
unlike ' jazz' at all. Sonny Rollins
(tenor) and Ernie Henry (alto) don't
so much solo as enter Monk's
clashing soundworld; use of celeste
(a tinkling keyboard) and timpani
add to the orchestral weirdness. A
towering, craggy masterpiece.
A:1'
Impresario Norman Granz
developed a special str

Tiic Cul '
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am n of jazz, presenting the
excitement of late-hours jam sessions
to eager audiences. He founded his
label Pablo in 1973, making some of
the earliest digital recordings, a
perfect medium for the real-time
punch of veterans. Digital III At
Montreux [
Pablo OJC 996, 42m 47s]
has the ebullient Count Basie Big
Band with Ella Fitzgerald in bravura
scat mode, plus Joe Pass's suave
guitar. A:1 D
Basic's Warm Breeze [
OJC 994,
42m 55s] is more considered, being
astate-of-the-art studio recording
from 1981, compression and
multitracking giving analytical clarity
to Sam Nestico's intricately woven
charts. Cleveland Eaton's bass and
Freddie Green's guitar sound just
great, giving awelcome touch of the
blues, Basic's piano supplying the
sparse, funky tinkles that are his
trademark. A':1
Joe Pass's Unforgettable
[Pablo/Fantasy CD 2310964,
58m /Os] is a fantastic document of
the master of guitar harmony, a
totally solo digital recording made
on nylon-strong acoustic during
August 1992 (these Hollywood
sessions also produced Songs For
Ellen). Pass interprets standards with
his usual silken strength and closure.
A:1
Benny Golson's Tune In, Turn On
(To The Hippest Commercials Of The
Sixties) [
Verve 559793, 31m 37s]
from 1967 looks promising. The
cover shows aTV-set painted over
with Pop Art graphics baking under
adesert sun; the idea of TV adjingles arranged by Bull Moose
Jackson's tenor saxophonist and the
creator of Blues And The Abstract
Truth looks far out to the max!
Unfortunately, solo space is pinched;
Golson reproduces commercial
motifs ('ba-da-ba' Pearl & Dean
scats, chintzy pop beats, harpsichord
and xylophone inanity) rather than
transforming them. Suitable perhaps
for karaoke Monkees and buffbamboozling (it's Morricone! ... no,
it's James Last!!), this lacks the
lopsided leer brought to such
material by true genius (Johnny
'Guitar' Watson, Mike Flowers, Billy
Jenkins). A:2 D
Back in 1957, the rock revolution
hadn't yet infantilised commercial
music, so trombonist Bobby
Brookmeyer's Brookmeyer [
RCA
Victor/BMG 74321 59152 2, 40m
34s] evokes gangster-films and Latin
cocktail-bars without sounding
vacuous or gee-whizz. Drummer
Osie Johnson and bassist Milt
Hinton supply a fleet bounce for
Brookmeyer's arrangements, which
are clean and forceful, splitting the
difference between cool and glitz.
The highlight is an Ellingtonian
reading of Eden Ahbez's haunting
`Nature Boy'. A true jewel to cut the
paste usually sold on the loungecore
market. A:1 CI
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Album
in Focus
BAZ LUHRMANN
SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY
Capitol 7243 857636 2

(63m 42s)

Australian stage and film producer Luhrmann
adapts and re- mixes hits of the past for use in
his shows. His UK No.] single, 'Everybody's
Free (To Wear Sunscreen)' is Luhrmann at his
most imaginative, but how imaginative is that?
Anyone who heard National Lampoon's
'Deteriorata' (aparody of the 1971 Les Crane
hit ' Desiderata') will know immediately where
Luhrmann stole even the idea for his re- mix
from. And that's the problem, not just with
Luhrmann but with the whole re- mix culture.
Re-hashing other people's original ideas may
be fun, but is it art? (Answers, please, on a
postage stamp). In Luhrmann's case, I'd say
probably not. Does the world need akitsch
lounge- synth rap based on The Cardigans'
'Lovefool'? For the album's final track,
Luhrmann does nothing but make an edit in an
existing orchestral recording of 'Jupiter' from
Hoist's Planets Suite, and then re- presents it as
his own work. If he edited achunk out of
Citizen Kane, could he then sell it as Baz
Luhrmann's Citizen Kane? If he took a
thousand words out of Hamlet, would it be
Luhrmann's Hamlet? The answer, frighteningly,
is yes, for as long as we're stupid enough to
buy it.
Johnny Black
A:3 •

ERIC BIBB
HOME TO ME
Manhaton HAMAN 2001
Below: Eric
Bibb — going
beyond the
confines of
the blues.
Right: The
Blues Band

Luhrmann would have you dance — preferably
to the sound of this album of time snips.
Stretch your mind as Doris Day is resurrected
for ' Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps' ( Baz's idea of
prime cheese) or Hoist's 'Jupiter' is revived as
his musical interpretation of belief in
Australia's power ( really !). Then sing along
with an early example of Oz music power in
'Love Is In The Air', now in glitzy, strictly
Bazroom mode, or flex your knees in
Charleston mode as the 1920s return in
'Happy Feet'. Add touches of things that once
belonged to Prince, Cyndi Louper, The
Cardigans and the cast of Hair, and it's
obvious that the album is intent on living up to
its title, though unbelievably, there's aweird
cohesion about it all. Then, Ladies and
Gentlemen of the class of ' 99, how can you
criticise anyone who believes that you should
only ' remember the compliments you receive,
forget the insults'? Pass.
Fred Deliar
A:1 (?)
Luhrmann joins along line of crass cynics who
have topped the charts with novelty dreck.
Whether he or the morons who buy his discs
should be dissed is amoot point; all Isee him
for is yet another manifestation of the evil that
is sampling and/or re- mixing. Unlike the
predecessors to ' Everybody's Free' —
'Desiderata' or that scary war-mongerer's
message to his son — Luhrmann's sunscreen
promotion is supposed to be ironic. The only
irony is that it's ahit. Just file Something For
Everybody alongside the flood of mindnumbing dross which keeps ravers on the
dance floor. Me? As Maurice Chevalier sang:
I'm glad I'm not young any more.
Ken Kessler
A:4

(52m 21s)

Bibb's fourth album and third label
in five years — restless, or what?
But it adds even more mystique to
an image which has placed him
under the umbrella of 'blues
revivalists', agrouping started with
Taj Mahal which reached critical
mass with Keb' Mo. Bibb is turning
out to be less of apurist than
either of his fellow
travellers, Home To Me
embracing roots and
world music
beyond the
confines of the
blues. OK, so
Taj followed that
path years ago, but his
work seems more
primal; Bibb is almost a
modernist. If you
discovered Bibb via Opus
3, you won't be
disappointed with his
1999 effort. Blues
snobs, though, should
stick to Keb' Mo.
Ken Kessler
A:1 •
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THE BLUES BAND
BRASSED UP
Cobalt COBCD 991

(
58m 37s)

PETER GREEN SPLINTER
GROUP
DESTINY ROAD
Artisan Recordings-Snapper SMACD817
(66m ¡Ss)
Celebrating 20 years in the biz, The
Blues Band nods, consciously or
otherwise, to the swing-Big Band
revival by adding horns to the
recipe. It doesn't change athing,
though, as these seasoned veterans

'Add touches of things
tat once belonged to
Prince, Cyndi Lauper,
The Cardigcns and
he cast of hair, and
it's obvious that the
album is intent on
living up to its title'

always sound like they're having fun
regardless. Guests include Pee Wee
Ellis and Georgic Fame, material
runs from originals to Ellington to
Mayfield — think of this as the new
trad. Peter Green, meanwhile,
celebrates his return to health with
his first set since his comeback to
feature new material; worry not,
though, as it's all as achingly bluesy
as his homage to Robert Johnson.
Destiny Road is his third CD in two
years, so can we assume that the
recovery is total and that he's
making up for lost time?
Ken Kessler
A:1-2 A—B:1 •

GERI HALLIWELL
SCHIZO- PHONIC
EMI 724352 10092

CAY
NATURE CREATES FREAKS
East West 3984 27746 2

Cay quirky
quartet lurking
(36m 23s)

Currently among the UK's most
highly touted noiseniks, once you
get past the rabble-rousing racket
they knock up on punk-grungethrash no-holds barred singles like
'Princes & Princesses', there's
actually rather a quirky little
quartet lurking behind Cay's
rather obvious exterior. It's a bit
of a generalisation but
guitarist-pianist Anet Mook seems
!o write the abrasive psycho- killer
stuff, while the other
guitarist-pianist Nicky Olofsson
writes the not quite so
permanently full-on and
marginally more left-of-centre
stuff: Mind you, both of them
sound like they must have run up
serious therapy bills by now. If
not, then they're just total fakes
and frauds who will soon be rich
enough to afford the serious
therapy bills they certainly will run
up if they keep going on like this.
Full marks.

Johnny Black

behind the
noisenik front

COREY HARRIS
GREENS FROM THE GARDEN
(40m 55s)

An example of alittle talent going a
long way, but attempting to do so
with panache. Little has been left to
chance here. The songs,
arrangements and production,
including the full orchestral backing,
shriek ' money' and ' class'. And
many avenues are explored, 'Lift Me
Up' representing the tuneful MOR
ballad, ` Mi Chico Latino' pulsing
into salsa, 'Goodnight Kiss' slinking
through the jazzy nightclub scene,
'Let Me Love You' going all Kula
Shaker. But Geri's accent is ultraTransatlantic — odd for someone
famous for wearing a Union Jack —
and she always sounds like an
actress attempting to portray a
singer. Which is probably the case.
Not quite aDiana Dors for the new
millennium. The style's there but
not the vocal talent.
Fred Deliar
Ae:2 •

Geri
putting on
the style

Harris's 1997 release, Fish Ain't
Bitin', blew in like abreath of
pungent rural air, wooing
audiophiles for its killer sound while
dazzling blues gourmands in need of
afix. Earthy? It inspired the title to
this set, when Buddy Guy said, `He
sounds like the greens in the garden
without the fertilizer'. Moving on
from the funky, hokey joie de vivre of
his debut, Harris has infused Greens
with reggae, swamp, zydeco and
New Orleans rhythms worthy of a
Meters album. And he alternates the
genres with pure rural acoustic
works which wouldn't be out of
place on a 1930s 78rpm ten-incher.
Harris ain't the first bluesman to
wear dreadlocks: they just suit him
better than most. File under
Blues/Reggae/World Music/whathave-you.
Ken Kessler

A-Ae:1 •

Proper PRPCD 9

(
55m 16s)

Probably the most enjoyable live
concert I've been to this year (and
that includes Robbie Williams, the
Corrs and All Saints, to name a few)
happened in the village hall, South
Petherton, Somerset. Two elderly
Americans sat on atiny stage with
just one acoustic guitar and one
battered Wurlitzer keyboard and
sang the songs they wrote for Aretha
Franklin, Otis Redding, the Flying
Burrito Brothers, The Box Tops,
Percy Sledge and more. There was
nothing resembling aguitar solo
from Dan Penn, and when Spooner
attempted anything tricky on the
keyboard the tempo tended to
wander, but the heartfelt spirit
pouring out of their renditions of
songs like ` Dark End Of The Street',
'Do Right Woman', ` I'm Your
Puppet', ` Cry Like A Baby' and ` It
Tears Me Up' was glorious. This
live CD was recorded in that hall,
and others around the UK, during
Dan and Spooner's tour and, even if
you know as little about these two as
most folks do, you owe it to yourself
to check them out.
Johnny Black
A:1 •

Soundtracks
With the summer dominated by Phantom
Menace, SF soundtracks continue to appear.
Edel's four volumes of Sci Fi's Greatest Hits
[0044262ERE, 0044272ERE, 0044282ERE,
0044292ERE •] contains 134 original

112

(
60m 26$)

DAN PENN AND SPOONER
OLDHAM
MOMENTS FROM THIS
THEATRE - LIVE

Haliiwell:

A:1 •

recordings of themes from radio to cinema to
TV, from Orson Welles' War Of The Worlds
to 12 Monkeys : an amazing achievement by
the same folks who gave us TV's Greatest Hits.
Close Encounters [
Silva Screen FILMXCD 314
•]is a2CD tribute to John Williams, by the
City of Prague Philharmonic with all his 'hits'.
Also from the archives are the special edition
CD of Morricone's Once Upon A Time In
America [
Restless 74321 61976 2 6] with
four unreleased tracks, Heaven's Gate [
Ryko
RCD 10749 I] with adozen bonus tracks
and an audiophile evergreen, The Missouri
Breaks [
Ryko RCD 10748] with three bonus
tracks. For new releases, there's 10 Things I
Hate About You [
Edel 0102542 HWR •], a
Touchstone comedy with tracks by Madness,

Alligator ALCD 4864

TANYA SAVORY
TOWN TO TOWN
Philo 1182

Joan Armatrading, George Clinton and others,
Playing By Heart [
EMI 520 510 2 *]
containing music from Bonnie Raitt, Moby,
Cracker and others, and - to wrap up Simba's
adventures — The Lion King Collection [
Edel
0101502DNY •], offering moments from the
title film and the recent Simba's Pride.
Ken Kessler

(44m 38s)

A singer-songwriter, acoustic
guitarist who might be filed under
Contemporary Backporch, Tanya
Savory is a sheer delight. Her storysongs are filled with references to
times gone by, places ignored by
main highways — and introductions
to people you wish you'd met
sometime in your life: like Savory's
UPTIMMINIii..
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between the roles of leader and
sideman, the sound is that of aband
effort rather than astrong soloist.
But if you ever grooved to AWB or
saw him lending stellar support to
Macca, you won't notice the
schizophrenia.
Ken Kessler
A: 1-2 •

gratitude here, with partyanimalisation swept aside, because
this contains atribute to the late
Luther Allison, atrack about a
heroin addict and another tribute to
close friends who lost adaughter.
So, it's no joyous event. Which, I
suppose, deals with the blues vs.
rock question through its lyrics.

TRAVIS
THE MAN WHO

Ken Kessler

Independiente 15081 9CDX
Tanya Savory and her talented array
of friends: sheer delight
father, ' aminister up in Michigan in
'65' or the old-timer who 'opened a
map of Kansas she bought 60 years
ago'. One of those countrified yet
elegant singers Philo seems to
produce from nowhere, Savory is
accompanied here by atalented
array of friends who pin their faith
in the sounds of dobro, fiddle,
banjo, concertina and alot of nonbig-city instruments. Which is
exactly as it should be.
Fred Deliar

A:1

SIXPENCE NONE THE RICHER
SIXPENCE NONE THE RICHER
Squint/Bektra 7559 62420 2

(
50m 51s)

This lot make the kind of pleasantly
evocative wholesome AOR pop you
hear behind the teen psychobabble
in Dawson's Creek or, on this third
album's slightly more up-tempo
offerings, they might even be the
band in the Bronze club during
Buffy The Vampire Slayer. The recent
hit, ' Kiss Me', is afair indication of
what this Austin, Texas quintet is
about: frail, wispy, acoustic, indiccountry-folk with ethnic shadings —
just the sort of noise you'd expect to
be made by young, intelligent, white
Americans raised on Sarah
McLachlan, Everything But The
Girl and the Velvet Underground's
Greatest Hits as played by the
Cowboy Junkies. The poor souls
have been cursed by religion, but at
least it's not overtly evangelical, so
you don't immediately wince at it in
their lyrics.
Johnny Black
A:1 •
HAMISH STUART
SOONER OR LATER
Sulphuric 001

(
68m 03s)

No doubt the title refers to the
passage of time between the 1982
split of the Average White Band and
the inevitability of aStuart solo
album. In between, of course, he
spent six years with Paul
McCartney, adding apop-rock gloss
to his soulful chops, so Sooner Or
Later is — unsurprisingly — an
amalgam of all that has gone before.
But the emphasis is firmly on his
soul roots, and the inclusion of
ballads and other diversionary
material never lets you forget where
his heart is. Given his bouncing
lisu
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(48m)

No-one can say they haven't tried to
produce aclassic — Imean, six
studios and many months of tracking
and trekking. And though the result
is probably not quite the album they
might have anticipated, the
Glasgwegian quartet have fashioned
something that falls easily on ears
tuned to neatly strummed melodies
and vocals that drift somewhere in
the clouds. Déja vu [entendu!] strikes
at times — 'As You Are' is 'Across
The Universe' revisited, ' She's So
Strange' has echoes of 1OCC's 'I'm
Not In Love', while ` Slide Show'
starts as anear-ringer for the age-old
'Baia'. Not that any of this detracts
from what is an extremely likeable,
maybe lovable, release. Soft, soft,
soft but not Wet, Wet, Wet.
Fred De/lar

Travis The
Man Who
falls easily on
the ears

A:1 •

WALTER TROUT
LIVIN' EVERY DAY
Rut RUF1035

A-B:1-2 •

(
69m 04s)

Like its predecessor, Trout's latest is
aMemphis recording so Allmans-y
that you won't know whether to put
it under rock or blues. Is it his big
break-out album? Durum, but it's
encroaching more and more into,
say, Gary Moore's territory: hard
and rocking enough to attract guitarhero-worshippers as much as boogie
merchants. But, as the title suggests,
there's asense of poignancy and

WITNESS
BEFORE THE CALM
Island CID 8084

(44m Ole

These people are abit special. The
fact that they've supported bands like
Son Volt and Grand Drive speaks
volumes about what kind of music
they play — it's moody, rootsy, gutsy.
rockin'-folk with attitude. Fans of
Wilco will have no problem grasping
what Witness are up to, but their
songs are even more immediately
accessible, with Gerard Starkie's livedin voice always well out in front, even
when the band is howling and raging
away behind him — as it does on the
emotionally churning 'Freezing Over
Morning'. They can be pretty too,
though, as on the fragile, evocative
'Hijacker', and there's touches of Blue
Nile-like starkness in the ethereal ` So
Far Gone'. If they keep doing this, Pll
keep raving about it. A truly
wonderful debut.
Johnny Black

A:1* •

Legends of the 20th Century
Or... proof that not all Millenniana will be
tacky and/or tasteless. EMI's Legends Of The
20th Century is a series of lavish anthologies
which will number 20 when completed. Each
CD comes in a library- quality, laminated, CD sized hardback book containing a biography,
discography and chronology of the subject,
presented in a manner similar to the JVC
XRCD discs. The first ten ( all items •) cover
Noel Coward [
499 923 2] with 22 comic
numbers and songs up to his Final HMV
recordings in 1952, Paul Robeson [
520 140
2] through 26 songs From 1928-39, 21 by
Peter Sellers [
520 141 2] including his
Sophia Loren duets, 25 performances
representing the cream of Edith Piaf [
520 142
2], 26 tracks by Spike Milligan [
520 143 2]
up to Puckoon, 20 from the topical Jaq.Jel rbe
Du Pré [
520 523 2], the very best of Verc
Lynn [
521 230 2], a wry slice or retro in the
form of Marlene Dietrich [
521 232 2], 13
performances by Yehudi Menuhin [
520 653 2]

and, probably the hippest of the lot, Jack
It.erouac [
520 188 2] reading 19 poems to
jazz backings. This series is nothing short of
magnificent, an audio document of the
century; roll on volumes 10 to 20.
Ken Kessler
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1,11 you need to pet Ile bent out of your
turntable, ant, and cartridge

TEST RECORD

O

nly abold audiophile would dare to
call himself 'The Cartridge Man',
but Len Gregory has as much right
to the name as any. He's known for keeping
cartridges working well into the Age of CD,
he's opeerless rebuild maven and his
favourite cartridges are Deccas and
Grados.., which kinda says it all. So we're
talking terminal cartridge nut, and his
reputation precedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming the phone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on atest LP.
His call was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare, press and market the first
new Test Record in adecade- plus. He had
customers clamouring for them, and we
knew that there was areal demand, judging
by the 'wants lists sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside odecent stylus balance
(we're working on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is the most requested audio tool one can
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into
each other's company. Now we're proud to
announce what might be the world's final

test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record for amere £ 14.95.
It's odoozie: detailed notes, aset-up
'bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, pristine virgin vinyl
pressings and — best of all — audible and
visible clues rather than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for L/R
channel identification, phase, channel
balance (-20dB pink noise L+R), the same
again for left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for setting bias,
increasing in 2dB steps. All these tests
require ore your ears, but the instructions
will guide you through every step.
Side Two features seven tracks which
cover tracking ability, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignment. Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections, all
using c:t 300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The
three tracks are positioned as the first,
middle and last tracks so you can gauge
performance across the whole arc of travel.
(Or line of travel, if you're the lucky owner of

¡ORDER FORM

please send me ..... .... copies of TEST LP HFN001
I
at £ 14.95 each.
11
enclose remittance of £
NAME (
CAPS)

jI
enclose Cheque/PO/MO'
I
wish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex'
My Card number is
Expiry date

IADDRESS

Postcode

atangential arm...) The two cartr;dge/arm
resonance tests consist of test sweeps with
pilot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up. The cartridge alignment test
allows you to adjust the azimuth for
minimum output, through a30014z vertical L
Rsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves. And this one will
prove to be areal party trick if you use an
idler-drive deck and none of your friends are
willing to believe it's aquiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to take out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have afresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best. The good news? We're
going to keep the Hi-fi News Test Record 'in
print' for as long as there's ademand
Enjoy!
Ky.( Ki•s.s1..,

Signature

Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH. Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories
Club. Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club Hotline e (
01234) 741152.
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage
charges. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. E8i0E.
•Please delete as necessary,

Vinyl Reissues
EMI CONTINUES to confound
those who believe that the major
labels hate vinyl. However much we
wish blame them for the LP's neardemise, EMI has addressed demand
with acouple of runs of limited
edition vinyl re-masters. And now,
with the end of the century so close
you can smell it, the company has
issued another batch. If you recall,
the last ones were produced to mark
EMI's centenary. This new run of
10 major titles? 'Why — what other
than 'The Millennium Vinyl
Collection'?
A bold blue sticker is affixed to
the heavy poly outer sleeve, with the
letters ' EMI' cleverly italicised where
the word ' The' joins the word
'Millennium' in a run-on. Each label
proclaims: Classic LP's [sic], Original
Packaging, Virgin Audiophile (180gm)
Vinyl Pressing, Heavy Quality Sleeves
and Analogue Cutting From Analogue
Tapes. Note that the label isn't
about to get caught again stamping
LPs off digital masters. As for
authenticity, the giveaway that these
aren't originals has to be the
condition: even mint originals show
some patina of age. But the
company went to great lengths to
ensure that these re-pressings
deserve aseparate classification not
unlike what car manufacturers used
to call ' replicas': wholly accurate and
wholly official.
Choosing 'Ten Classic Albums' is
a tough one, but even I — who
loathed 2 Tone and Talking Heads
— can't argue with the mix of
genres. And what I've heard so far
sounds just dandy. The problem, of
course, is that the new issues are
squeaky-clean, while even my
pristine originals have some wear,
however minimal. Isuppose that the
only test of the new LPs' veracity
would be to play them alongside
unplayed originals.
Anyone got aBig Pink still sealed?
How many of each title have been
pressed Idon't know, but these LPs
will join the centenary discs in rapid
entry to collector status, so move
quickly if you need new stampings
of Queen's ADay At The Races [
499
4621], David Bowie's Aladdin Sane
[499 4631], John Lennon's Walls
And Bridges [
499 4641] complete
with the correct fold- over cover, The
Band's Music From Big Pink [
499
4651] (
unfortunately not the US
gatefold but the UK single sleeve),
REM's Document [ 499 4661], Frank
Sinatra's Come Dance With Me [
499
4671], Jethro Tull's This Was [
499
4681], Deep Purple's Book of
Taliesyn [
499 4691], The Specials'
The Specials [
499 4701] and Talking
Heads' Stop Making Sense [
499
4711].
Naturally, purists will find areas to
criticise, but I'm feeling generous,
especially as EMI saw fit to include
the correct inner sleeves and goodies
where appropriate, the pressings are
clean, the discs flat, with the sound
II
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(so far as Ican tell given the above
proviso) suffering in comparison to
mint originals only because of what
must be the ageing of the original
master tapes. It would be truly
churlish to diss this century's final
vinyl fling from a major label, so I
won't. In fact, I'll ask all readers to:
remember this largesse if ever EMI
is swallowed up in some merger;
appreciate them while you can; and
be grateful they didn't waste any
precious vinyl on Cliff or Helen
Shapiro.
At the other end of the scale, at
least in terms of market share,
Classic Records continues to serve
the vinyl-hungry audiophile with LP
versions of new items which (as far
as Ican tell) the original labels only
issued on CD. Whoever chooses the
titles knows his clientele, for the
latest harvest includes a couple of
discs which begged to be pressed as
LPs, especially given the hoary,
crusty nature of the artists' average
fans.
Yup, I'm referring to the Bobster,
Mr Dylan still holding captive the
sort of Baby Boomer who recalls
with fondness a freedom march, a
shared joint, a lapsed militant
Lesbian feminist. Bob Dylan Live
1966 - The Bootleg Series Vol. 4
[Classic/Columbia Legacy CK265759-1] was none other than the
long-awaited, critically-acclaimed,
wholly unexpected official release of
the gig where Dylan played
Manchester but some stupid
bootlegging Yanks who'd suffered a
geography bypass thought he was at
the Royal Albert Hall. Listen for the
cry of `Judas!', listen to four-fifths of
what would become the Band
rocking out in front of a chewycrunchy audience expecting
wheezing harp. And thank Classic
for doing this just as we'd like to
think it would have been issued had
it come out in 1966 when it should
have: lavish box, two full-colour,
cardboard inner sleeves and the sort
of booklet which CD denies us, a
full 12x12in edition of the titchy
accompaniment to the CD.
Equally desirable for the majority
of Mojo readers and Andy Kershaw
fans is avinyl double LP of Ry
Cooder's latest world music foray,

'Classic
Records
continues to
serve the
vinyl-hungry
audiophile
with LP
versions of
new items
which the
original
labels only
issued
on CD'

These LPs may
be ordered from
our CD Service:
see details on
page 119. The
EMI records cost
£11.99 each;
Classic reissues
are £ 22.00

earlier vintage than Come Dance
With Me. The VoiceThe Voice
[Classic/Columbia CL743] is part
of Classic's ' 50th Anniversary LP
Series', honouring ahalf-century of
the LP — not just this one, which
coincidentally is close to 50 years
old, but ahandful of other major
releases. This title is post-bobbysoxer/pre-film star Sinatra, caught at
a crucial moment: his career was
soon to suffer a temporary dip,
stereo was the latest thing and the
Rat Pack was yet to happen. While
his Capitol albums are regarded as
the best stuff he ever produced, this
one reminds you that the raw
material was there all along. Buy it
just for ` These Foolish Things'*
Also part of the half-century
celebration are the exquisite Lady In
Satin by Billy Holiday
[Classic/Columbia CS8048], Miles
Davis's Sketches Of Spain
[Classic/Columbia CS 8271] — is
there anybody who doesn't already
own it? — and, sadly, Bruce
Springsteen's tedious Born To Run
[Classic/Columbia PS 33795],
which tells me that Ihave lived away
from the USA long enough no
longer to succumb to its collective
madness. Preferring to end on a
pleasant note, I'd like to plug the
vinyl edition of Lorna Hunt's terrific
All In One Day [Classic RTH
1015], which the label has now
issued on three formats: CD, LP
and 96/24 DVD.
Just in case you wanted to be able
to compare all three media!
Ken Kessler

The Buena Vista Social Club

[Classic/World Circuit/Nonesuch
RTH 79478]. This represents
Cooder's current phase; Igather
he's now in denial of most of what
he recorded before, which is aweird
way to regard one of the most
respected bodies of work imaginable.
What the hell: If Iwant to be an
Italian, Isuppose Ry can hope to be
a Cuban. Anyway, this music
actually suits vinyl better than it
does CD, so grab this one before it's
too late.
The Band isn't the only act which
benefits from both EMI's and
Classic's efforts: there's a Sinatra LP
in Classic's latest run, too, and of an
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ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992-1998; simply cut
out or photocopy the coupon, or write to:Back Issues Dept„ John Denton
Services, Unit 6, Heron Industrial
Estate, Cooks Road, Stratford, London
EL5 2PW, England. Make sure that your
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May '98 a look ahead to
Super Audio CD, Sunfire
amp, Pioneer CD-R, Julian
Lloyd Webber interviewed

June '98 Musical Fidelity
X-Al, Tannoy home theatre,
hi-fi on the web, Barry Fox
on re,ordable disc formats

July ' 98 l'anaunue DVD,
Class A Sugden, john
Crabbe's DIY tone control,
Biret and Pahud interviews

Aug ' 98 Super Audio
CD vs '24196', Pioneer
DVD combi, Transparent
cables, Frankfurt show

Sept ' 98 Arcarn Alpha 9
GD, six floorstanding
speakers, Assemblage DIA,
Graaf GM20, Roxy Music

Oct ' 98 Mower', dtgitar
cassette, Dave Bemman's
DBS8 kit, Garrard 501,
Musical Fidelity X-Ray CD

Nov '
98 Naim
Ben Duncan's Super Spur,
Crimson amps, Marantz
CD recorder, Frank Zappa

Dec '
98 Audio Spectrum
and Thiel speakers, Talk
amp, Resen turntable,
Georg Tintner interview

Jan '
99 Nairn's CDS11,
and budget CD players,
Stax SR-001 'phones; DAC
Magic mods, '98 index

Feb '99 Beauhorn
Virtuoso speakers, Basas
1400 table, Seismic Sink
stand, 24196 explained

March '99 Vadzs 115
amp, A7U's surround
system, Philips CDR 765
recorder, Tokyo show repon

April '
99 Las Vegas
CES show Part 1, Arcam
Alpha 10 amp, Carfrae
horns, TD.S enhancer
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BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Department.
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Rock/pop Reissues
SLEEPY JOHN ESTES
STONE BLIND BLUES
LOUIS PRIMA & KEELY
SMITH
ULTRA LOUNGE ARTISTS
SERIES VOL 1

Catfish (AID 117

Early blues guitarist whose
sound will prove familiar to
Taj Mahal fans, whom he
inspired. Twenty-five minor
classics, some covered by Taj,
and the near-standard, ' Milk
Cow Blues'. H: 1- 1

EMI 520 4372 1(
2CDs, 143m 59s)
Prima's ( posthumous) currency
has never been higher,
loungecore and swing still
rage, Big Night is now on DVD
- who else to kick off EMI's
luscious new series? This 2CD
set launches the range in style:
mid- priced, yet it contains 43
tracks from 1956-62, two
previously unreleased, and a
gorgeous, informative booklet
(with a recipe for roast
suckling pig!). Prima's
distinctive voice, the wry vocal
interplay with Smith, backing

TEXAS ALEXANDER
90 DEGREE BLUES
Catfish KATCD 122

(
66m 52s)

Intriguing early blues man who
worked by voice alone; this set
contains 22 of his
collaborations 1927-34. TA's
was one of those clear, slightly
nasal voices not a million miles
away from Robert Johnson's,
his delivery world-weary rather
than sly. Aching stuff.
H: 1- 1
DAVID AXELROD
AN AXELROD ANTHOLOGY
1968-71
Stateside 7243 499405 2 (75m 26s)
Oddball collection culled from
his solo albums and his
productions and arrangements
for Lou Rawls, The Electric
Prunes and others. Early
ambient studio wizardry and
slick knob-twiddling, currently
targeted by sampler-types.
A: 1 - 2-3 •
SHIRLEY BASSEY
LET'S FACE THE MUSIC
EMI 7243 520396 2

(
41m 47s)

Exquisite, glass-breaking, lungbursting excess from our top
diva, pre-Goldfinger. This
1962 set finds her backed by
the peerless Nelson Riddle,
and she doesn't just rise to the
occasion — she soars beyond
it. A dozen standards,
redefined. A• : 1 •
ROY BUCHANAN
BEFORE AND AFTER
Rollercoaster RCCD 3034

(76m 54s)

Twenty-three tracks spanning
the career of the legendary
guitarist, who twanged
somewhere in-between Duane
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(70m 53s)

MARIANNE FAITHFULL
FAITHLESS
by Sam Butera and the
Witnesses, every major hit hell, the man was even cooler
than Dino. All Ireally need to
say is that this set starts with
'That Old Black Magic' and
ends with 'Just A Gigolo'. My
old man was right. A *: 1•

Eddy and Link Wray.
Historically rich, near-academic
package from the greasy quiffed
rock reissue label.
A- C: 1 - 2 •
FREDDY CANNON
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEECD 690

(
66m 34s)

Twenty-seven from early 1960s
rocker Freddy ' Boom Boom'
Cannon, known for noisy,
rousing party hits similar in
impact to stompers by Gary
`US' Bonds.
'Palisades Park', 'The Urge',
'Tallahassee Lassie' — it
wasn't all Fabian after Elvis
joined the army. A-C: 1 •
ERIC CLAPTON
BLUES
Unirersaeolydor 547 178-2
(2CDs, 146m 50s)
Updated 2CD reissue of an
earlier blues-only double LP
which featured one disc each
for studio and live versions.
Added are five previously
unreleased tracks from 197478, thus making it an essential
purchase for the hard-core.
A- B: 1 - 2 •
DILLARD & CLARK
FANTASTIC EXPEDITION OF/
THROUGH THE MORNING,
THROUGH THE NIGHT
A&M ReMasterpieces 540 975-2
(75m 49s)

EssentialiCas-tle ESM CD 713
(41m 45s)
After a decade- long break from
the studio, a late- 1970s album:
the predecessor to her major
comeback, Broken English.
Oddly, this is a country album,
rather than her version of Lou
Reed's Berlin, but it's still a
treat. A- B:1-2
THE HAMMERSMITH
GORILLAS
GORILLA GOT ME
Big Beat CDWIKD 185

(75m 49s)

A kick-ass essential 22-track
anthology of rare and
unreleased material from one
of the sassiest yet most bizarre
British groups of the mid1970s, remembered fondly as a
link between pop and punk.
A- B: 1 - 1 • •
JO- ANN KELLY
10- ANN KELLY
11G0 BGOCD 429

RICK NELSON
RICK SINGS NELSON/RUDY
THE FIFTH

(
32m 55s)

AL MARTINO
ILOVE YOU BECAUSE/
MY CHERIE
(62m 06s)

In time for the Rat Pack/
Bacharach smoothie revival, a
brace of Martino's LPs from
1963/65. Oddly, the first is a
C&W album — à la Ray
Charles and others who
couldn't resist; the second is
uberschmaltz. A•:2 •

Perfect companion to BGO's
other Nelson two- on-one,
reissues from 1970-1 with his
ground-breaking country- rock
outfit, the Stone Canyon Band.
Criminally overlooked at the
time, and hard to appreciate if
you swear it all began with the
Eagles. Mainly originals, with a
few tasty Dylan and Stones
covers. A:1 •
BILLY NICHOLLS
WOULD YOU BELIEVE
Immediate/Sequel NEMCD414
Men 4h)
A legendary ' great lost album',
withdrawn in 1968 shortly after
release. Collectors desire this
rarity for its guest appearances:
the Small Faces, a Led Zepper,
Nicky Hopkins and others.
Warm and fuzzy, rather than
rocking, and par for the
Immediate course.
A- B: 1 - 2 III
'GROOVEY• JOE POOVEY
GREATEST GROOVES
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MATT MONRO
THESE YEARS/THE LATE
LATE SHOW
EMI 7243 521094 2

(
70m 37s)

As with Martino above, two
smoothies from 1967/68. On
this pair, Monro's taste runs
from the Beatles to Kurt Weill,

(
72m 4?s)

Thirty twangy, rockabilly
treasures from an early Texan
practitioner, material dating
from 1954-97 in a Carl
Perkins vein. A fitting
memorial, as Poovey passed
away last year. A- B: 1 - 2 •
KENNY ROGERS
AFTER DARK: ALL THE HITS
AND ALL NEW LOVE SONGS
EMI 7243 520778 2
(2CDs, 141m I
5s)
Geared for his first UK in five
years, adouble CD with every
one of his UK hits and his
1997 love songs CD. Smooth
halfway house between country
and lounge, his rich, smoky
voice making him a cracker
version of Barry White. Slick.
A- B: I - 2 •
THE ZOMBIES
BEGIN HERE
Big Beat CDWIKD 191

Long overdue single-disc
pairing of the late-ex-Byrd
Gene Clark's two efforts with
bluegrass star Doug Dillard
from 1968-9. Dark,
introspective country rock,
light-touch pickin' and pure
honky-tonk of the highest
calibre. A- B: I - 1

(-4m Ois)

BG0 BGOCD 441

Rollercoaster RCCD3037

Kelly was awhite female blues
singer adept at bottleneck, but
much more rural- and
`unplugged'- sounding than
Bonnie Rain or Rory Block,
her natural successors. This
30-year-old album features
heartfelt liner notes by her
brother, Dave (Blues Band)
Kelly. A:1 •

EMI 7243 521093 2

Motown to Broadway, so it's a
good example of the scope of
the average ' easy listening'
singer. A • : 1-2 M

(
52m 20s)

Definitive, expanded version of
the group's 1965 debut, with
four bonus tracks to antagonise
owners of the Zombie Heaven
box-set. Seminal jazz/rock,
boasting ` She's Not There' and
'Tell Her No'. A- B: 1- 1* •
Ken Kessler
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e •
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR
PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001
Fluxdumper: M̀agic
brick' for valve amps, in
black ash £23.00 D
HFNIRR 004
Blackhead: movingcoil step-up transformer
£70.00
HFNIRR 005 Spike set:
eight pieces for timber El
steel D mounting £ 10.50 El
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£70.00 0
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£ 9.00
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x165mm, h/d)
£ 9.00
HFNIRR 017 Walnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 El
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs £ 12.00 0
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £ 12.00
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 0
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £ 10.00
per 100 £ 19.000 per 500 £90.00 El
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£13.00
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 0

VARIOUS

DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 El
Jumbo £65.00
DH Squares: set of three 2
£5.000
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.000
large(three) £10.00
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00
Big Feet 63mm dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£60.00
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00 0
Michell 4nun plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £ 12.00
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser £69.00
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£ 180.00 D
Kontak: contact cleaner £ 15.00
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00 D
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 0
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 El
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.500 Ready built unit £95.00

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £ 199.00 0 Ready built £370.00 0
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £ 15.000
five litres£35.00 D
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00 0 per 100 £38.00 0
per 500 £180.00 I:
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00 CI
per 100 £9.00 0 per 500 £40.001:
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 0
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Ringmat: 3nun XLR `Universal' £47.50 El
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £47.00 DI (chrome) £85.00
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00 0
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 111
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£ 130.00
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads £40.00
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00 CI

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £. 50 D
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50
slim double pack of 5 £6.500 5in, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50
RATA 'Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £ 10.00 0
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 15.00
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound £20.00 0
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £120.00
X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 130.00

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£0.00
EL34WXT £8.00
5881/KT66 £7.00
6550/KT88 £ 15.50
o ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £3.50
o EL84M £7.00 El EF86 £8.00
GZ34 (China) £ 12.500 PCC88 £6.00 D
EL509/519 £ 18.50
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £8.00 D
pre-amp tubes £6.00 El
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk) £40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk)
MAO
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00 El
(h-bk), signed £45.00 0
Home Theatre For Evetyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 Ill
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set El each £17.00 0
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00 El
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00
(
h-bk) £50.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00 D
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00 D
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.000
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 D
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00 El
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 El
Mini Disc Jan Macs, Sony (s-bk) £ 15.00
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 D
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk) £7.00 D
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00
Radio Designers Handbook, C̀lassic
Edition', F Langford-Smith £35.00 0
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles £8.00 El
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition)
£17.00 D
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition)
£17.00 D

CATALOGUES

Accessories Club full review catalogue D
Book, technical CD and software catalogue
El Audiophile LPs/CDs D

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00 D
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre D
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 D •
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 D
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 O ready built £75.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00
Built unit
£295.00
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.000 per two-pair £110.00
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00
Built unit
£399.00 D
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
In-line or switched output use.
230/230V Euro/UK £400.00. D
110/110V USA/etc £450.00.
110/240V or 240V/110V £450.00. ID

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR

• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £198.00 CI 2way £99.00 0
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur
£99.00 El
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)
n
* **
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Digital Stylus Force Gauge: accurate to
within 0.02gm
£185.00 0
SEPTEMBER 1999
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FORCE TO RECKON WITH
THE DIGITAL STYLUS FORCE
gauge was reviewed ( in
comparison with other types)
in March: page 21. Now,
£185 is agreat deal to pay for
aproduct not in frequent use,
and where adegree of setting
'by ear' should be involved
anyway. But the DFG420 is
not just a ' first step' device: as
we wrote in ' Brief Encounters',
there are vinyl users who
appreciate that different
recordings require revised
stylus downforce settings to
realise their full potential. And
that's where the digital readout comes into its own — simply
jot down the most effective
downforce for agiven LP and
tuck it inside the sleeve for
future reference.
Designed by The Cartridge
Man, the DFG420 will
measure any
downforce between
0.2g and 4.0g with
astated accuracy
of 0.02g; it is
powered by
rechargeable NiCd batteries ( the
power adaptor is
included, naturally);

battery condition may be
checked by depressing the
on/off button for three
seconds.
It comes with a40- page
book of instructions: not that it
is that complicated. The gauge
should be positioned, ideally,
to set the stylus at the same
playing level as the average
vinyl disc. ( This is critical with
tonearms like the Well
Tempered, for example, where
the pivot axis is well below the
centre line of the arm tube.)
The stylus tip is centred on the
weighing platform and a
readout taken.
When you have arrived at
the setting suggested by the
manufacturer for the
cartridge, then is the time to
make critical, tiny adjustments
by listening repeatedly
to ashort passage
on aknown —
known to be
'difficult' — LP.
Note the
preferred setting
and confirm that
it works for other
favourite LPs in
your collection.

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE- £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE : as listed
below
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Bartok Quartets £ 11.99;
Bartok Piano Concertos 1 & 2
£6.95; Johann Strauss set £97.75
Jazz — Ted Sirota £ 14.50
Rock/pop — Baz Luhrmann,
Geri Halliwell, Travis £ 12.75;
Eric Bibb, Tanya Savory, Hamish
Stuart £ 11.99; Witness £9.99
Legends of the 20th Century — all
£9.99
Soundtracks — Playing By Heart
£12.75
Rock reissues — Louis Prima
£12.75; Eric Clapton, Kenny Rogers
£14.50; Freddy Cannon, Jo-Ann
Kelly £9.99

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 (
0)1234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the K.

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch•
Card Number delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form ( tear- out sheets or photocopy) to
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: + 44 ( 0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: + 44 ( 0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

mio,

don's premier internatiortI 4Hi-Fi and Home Cinema Show
I

•
25-26 Septeniber 1999
Novotel, London Hammersmith, 1 Shortlands,
London W6 8DReiGLAND
23-24 September (Trade Only)
fit

PUBLIC OPENING HOURS

Saturday 25th and Sunday 26th September 1999, 10am-6pm. Public admission: £5.00,
£3.00 if booked in advance via the ticket hotline, but FREE to visitors who have the
FREE- ENTRY coupon carried id the October issue of Hi Fi News & Record Review.
(on sale Friday 3rd September)

or

HOW TO GET TO THE SHOW

The Novotel is served by Hammersmith tube Station ( District, Piccadilly,
Buses serve Hammersmith from in and around Central Londoti.

&City lines).

Advanced Admission
Ticket
Hotline
0101-774
0790
£5.00 on the door or £3.00 in advance
For further information contact: Janet

hibitions Manager, Link House Magazines, Link House,

Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA

el: + 44 ( 0) 181-774 0847. Fax: + 44 ( 0) 181-781 1158

Continued from page 31

909 case is formed from massive
aluminium castings, giving ample
heatsinking.
A longer ( 1m)
QuadLink cable allows it to be sited
conveniently away from the ' stack'.

SOUND QUALITY
It proved very easy and in fact very
enjoyable to listen to the

99

System, but it was surprisingly
difficult to analyse the sound
quality it produced.
For a start, it was impossible to
separate the CD and pre-amplifier.
I made many CD comparisons
between the Quad 99 player and
other players, including a Musical
Fidelity E624 and the Exposure
CD Player. But the comparisons
were always unfair in that the 99
CD had the benefit of the short,
balanced QuadLink connection
(just 160mm long), while the alien

Anyone who
talks lo Stan
Curtis will
used Chord Siren).
realise that he
Nonetheless, Iconcluded that the
99 player was very neutral, even a has agreat
personal
little cool, but certainly not lacking
comnitment to
in life or pace. The 99 CD's bass
Quad and that
was quite dry, with bass lines easy
he is
to follow. It could produce very
deterunined b
good depth, with a lot of believable
space around instruments. By
build products
that live up b
comparison, even the neutral and
generally convincing E624 had a the great
tradit on
slight hint of splashiness on

extra £200 — even though the 99's
nominal power rating will be more

player had to go in, unbalanced,
through a normal interconnect ( I

than adequate for most users.
However, Ialso tried listening to
both power amplifiers on the end of

standards. So, Stan points out,
things have come full circle, with a
return to making parts ' in house',
even though this no longer means
'in Huntingdon'. And actually,

other sources and pre- amplifiers
(using the unbalanced phono

although administration and R&D
remain
at
Huntingdon,
the

inputs), and here the result was not
so clear-cut.
The 909 certainly delivered a big

products are now assembled at
IAG's Yorkshire factory.
Future Quad products, it seems,

sound, and, on orchestral music I
found it had quite agood sense of

will fall into two categories. On the
one hand, there will be an exciting

air around instruments, if not up to
the standards of the most lucid and

new valve amplifier, complementing
the expanded electrostatic speaker

cymbals, a slightly warmer and

transparent amplifiers. It made the

range; and on the other, additions

arguably less firm bass quality. On a
mono recording, the Quad player's

orchestral textures of of the 99
sound a little thin by comparison,

to the 99 Series will include a

sonic image remained firmly in the

though the latter was always
pleasantly ' airy'. There's no doubt

centre and, correctly, restrained in
size.
Ever since the days when, at least
according to the publicity, be-

that, like its long-established and
current- dumping

slippered Quad owners, pipe in
mouth, lounged in a G-Plan chair

of very clean watts for the money
and is good value. Although the 99

listening to a single ESL ( wifey,

Stereo

having brought in the tea, seated
respectfully to the side), Quad
tuners have presumably been tuned

the 99 Monoblocks might be worth
waiting for.

predecessors, the 909 delivers a lot

3

cost-effective in context,

Dolby Digital multi- channel preamplifier and a DVD player.
Thanks to the multi- channel- ready
QuadLink, these should integrate
painlessly with the existing
components
Although it has all the functions
you could really want, the 99 stereo
system is not as trendily cleverclever as Meridian or Linn, nor as
beautiful as B&O. But then, the

Anyone who talks to Stan Curtis

Quad is really designed for the
owner- driver
who.
wants
convenience but still likes to have

will realise that he has a great

some idea of wha: goes on under
the bonnet, and who'd like to set

arrived just at start of the BBC

personal commitment to Quad and
that he is determined to build

Proms season, and I can only say
that it did provide an appealing and

products that live up to the great
tradition. In the ' old days', as he

convincing sound on this material.
It was spacious-sounding and well-

says,

CONCLUSION

permanently
to
the
Third
Programme, or Radio Three as the
remains of it are now known.
Fortunately, the Quad system

balanced, neither thin and bright
nor over-warm on BBC voices.
Iused the complete system with
the 99 Stereo Power Amplifier and
with the 909. Switching from the
99 Stereo to the 909, there was an
obvious increase in dynamic punch,
sense of scale, and particularly a
more ' socking' bass quality, that
had me immediately convinced that
the bigger amp was well worth the
1141 NEWS aMCC» REVIEW
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Quad

made

as

many

his system up without having to
rely on some laptop- wielding
installer. I personally don't much
like the rather rubbery front- panel

components as possible in-house,
but by the 1980s, more and more
components were being out-

buttons ( admittedly, you never use
them unless you mislay the

sourced.
Now, with its large factories in
China, IAG has the capability to

displays. But I admire the solid
metal casework, the sensible
QuadLink
connectors,
the

design and make virtually all parts

genuinely good sound.
The styling is amatter of taste; in

for electronics products as well as
speakers. Designing, tooling and
making its own parts lowers costs,

remote),

or

the

bright

green

the end, you're probably either a

and, equally important, it allows the

Quad customer or you're not. If
you are, the 99 System will not

company

disappoint you.

to

maintain

quality

121
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Continued from page 57

contents on the left, and MPMan
Flash Ram/SmartMedia contents on
the right, with memory usage
displayed beneath. Even though the
MPMan player doesn't display track
names, they are retained within the
player and the list shows these as
`name.mp3' filenames.
Copying from the hard disk to the
player is simply amatter of locating
the MP3 file in the left window and
dragging it on to the Player window
on the right.
Another useful thing to note is
that you can store any file type on
the player — word processor
documents, even programs. The
application also lets you reverse the
process and copy from the player
back to the hard disk. However, in
accordance
with
copyright
protection and anti-piracy policies,
the software doesn't allow you so
copy back MP3-encoded music files
like this. The MP3 world is currently
under agreat deal of pressure due to
the potential copyright infringement
by anyone with a CD player, a PC
and MP3 encoding software.
The software provides afew other
useful features such as the ' Initialise
Flashy option, which wipes clean the
Flash Ram ready for new uploads.
The only niggling thing Ifound
with the software was the hard disk
window omitting Microsoft's ' My
Computer' and Desktop folders in
the root directory. So if you have an
MP3 on the desktop of your PC it is
a case of opening your hard disk,
opening Windows, and then opening
the desktop. A minor quibble; but it
could have been made easier.
Transfer between PC and player
via the parallel port is surprisingly
122

quick. Uploading at about 8Mb per
minute, there's barely enough time
to put the kettle on.
The
CD
Ripper supplied,
AudioCatalyst v1.5 Trial by Xing
Technologies, allows you to extract
audio direct from CD and encode as
an MP3 file. There are now literally
hundreds of CD Rippers available on
the interne; AudioCatalyst is just one
of the more popular of these.

ft is probable
that MP3
players will use
2.5 inch hard
disks in the
future and in
fact Schneider
has such aunit
planned for
release in the
coming
months. The
THE SOUND
2.5in hard
Iripped several clips of CD audio
disks are much
onto PC and uploaded to the player.
more costOne thing Idid notice straightaway
effective, and
was that the player seemed to sound
can potentially
very good playing pop and rock
store a
music; but classical recordings, such
thousand times
as asymphony orchestra, sounded a that of a
little ' empty'. This is likely due to
memory card
orchestral and other acoustic
recordings having a much greater
dynamic
range.
Pop
music
recordings are generally heavily
compressed anyway ( the dynamic
range is reduced, so it is loud all the
time) and it seems the MP3 player
produces a much fuller sound
texture on this type of music.
Plugging the headphone output
into an amplifier and speakers
reveals that the sound quality when
playing at 128kilobit/s is good but
still noticeably different to its
original CD version. Playing the
same MP3 files direct from the
computer to compare with the
portable's sound ( into the same
system) I found they sounded
virtually the same. So it seems that
the F20's decoding is just as
accurate as aPC MP3 player.

VERDICT
The F20 is a very compact and
stylish unit. It produces very good

Websites of
interest:
www.schnesder-ag.com
www.mp3.com
www.mpman.com
www.eigetiabs.comIM
PManIcommonl
links.htm

sound and it fulfils its main
objectives of portability and sound
quality. But SmartMedia as astorage
medium is less attractive; the cards
available today are an expensive
choice and are limited to amaximum
size of 32Mb.
It is probable that MP3 players will
use 2.5 inch hard disks in the future
and in fact Schneider has such aunit
planned for release in the coming
months. The 2.5in hard disks are
much more cost-effective, and can
potentially store a thousand times
that of a memory card. However,
being mechanical, they are prone to
wear and tear and may be susceptible
to jogging during playback.
But the beauty of the Schneider
F20 is that it is totally electronic, with
no moving parts whatsoever and
should — in principle — last forever.
There is currently only one other
major competitor to the F20, and
that is the Diamond Rio. The F20
scores above it in many respects
including the excellent bass boost,
the ability to store files other than
MP3-type files — plus it allows you
to use the SmartMedia card in
different F20 players, something the
Rio doesn't allow.

HARD AND SOFTWARE
Hardware
PC: Intel Pentium II, 350MHz/128Mb, PC100 RAM
CD-ROM; SoundBlaster AWE64 Gold soundcard
Hi-fi
Sony MDS-JE520 MiniDisc player, NAD 3130 amplifier,
Linn Tukan speakers
Software
Windows 98, WinAmp MP3 player, Audio Catalyst
MPMan F20 software
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HURRY

THERE'S NO TIME TO LOSE!
Complete the form now, detach and return
in an envelope ( no stamp needed) to:

LINK HOUSE
FREEPOST BS9305 Bristol BS32 OZZ
Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms) _
Address
Post code
)Day time phone number
LIT Yes, Iwould like to subscribe by direct debit to HiFi News
at the specially discounted rate of just £29.75 ( please tick).

Instruction to your
Society to pay by
Direct Debits

Bank or Building
IIDDDIeRbECiTt

iginator
'deititication Number 111j1111[:1111
Full name and postal addr= of your Paul or Building SOC eY

It doesn't matter if you're subscribing
to HIFI NEWS for the first time, or if
you're already asubscriber, you can
still take full advantage of this
tremendous offer.
Yes, simply by completing
the form right now ( no
stamp needed), you'll save
a massive £ 14.95! But hurry
-offer ends 6August 1999.

£7.45 OFF
12 ISSUES

Paying your subscription by
Direct Debit makes a lot of sense.
Just by filling in one small form
your subscription will be paid
automatically, but you can cancel it whenever you
want. And of course, you'll save a
lot of money!

TDthe Manager
Bank or Building Society
Address

Post code
Name(s) of account holder(s)

Link House Magazine; Ltd reference number
(for office
use only)
Branch sort code
(;mm top right hand
correr of your cheque)
6ank or Building
Society Account
number

LIUDDLJUDD

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society
Pease pay Link House Magines Ltd Direct Debits from the
account detailed on this instruction subject to the conditions
assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee.

Signature
Date

The usual subscription price is
£37.20, but you'll pay ONLY
£29.75 (saving you £ 7.45) AND
we'll send you a
PLUS FREE special HIFI NEWS
binder to keep
your magazines in
absolutely FREE.

BINDER
WORTH

£7.50

kanks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit
instructions for some type of account.
III 904/DO

THE DIRECT DEBIT

GUARANTEE

This guarantee is offered to all Banks and Building
Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme.
The efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitored
and protected by your own Bank or Building society.
If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change
you will be told of this in advance by at least 14 days as
agreed. If an error is made by Link House Magazines
Limited or your Bank or Building Society you are
guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your

RETURN THE FORM NOW!
OFFER ENDS 6AUGUST 1999

branch of the amount paid.
You can cancel aDirect Debit at any time by writing
to your Bank or Building
Society. Please also send
acopy of your letter to us.

DIRECT
De
it

Please now that Direct Debits can only be paid
through a UK Bank or Building Society.

specialist guide
CHESHIRE

DEVON & CORNWALL

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA I3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773
GREATER MANCHESTER

'
SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN

Hi -Fi

•

•Nairn Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

9

rî

TDL • Mission • Copland •

IL g1.

y, —

•Audio Research • Sonus f
aber • etc... etc... etc
A UDIO COUNSEL

A UDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

CHEADLE

OLDHAM

30 years of Excellence

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5. 30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (Cl) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

NORTHERN IRELAND

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS SECTION
PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH ON
0181 686 2599
EX 318
MIDDLESEX

ORPH<V5 AVD10
=tea/ da,
Authorised Dealers for:

Acoustic Precision • tomtit Signature • Audio Analogue
•Audiometo • Audio Synthesis • Ad Audio • Audio Physic • BAI • Boulder • Burrnesler
•Cabosse • Canary Audio • Conrad Johnsor • Croft • Dail • Denon • Diapason • On
•E.A.R. • Eledrotornponiet • Forsell • Fujitsu Norma Screens • Golden Tube • Groot
• Harman-Kordon • Helios • Horning • Infinity • 1B1. • Klipsth • berry Voire
• Lowther Vogt • Lyra • Magnum • Musical Fidelity • NAD • trade • Delatan
•Nips Projedors • Pink Triangle • Pioneer • Ratel • Bunco • Star • Sumo • Tod Audio
• Teat • Technics • Thule Audio • Triangle • Trichord Research • Totem
•Unrson Reseorth • Vair • 11.11. • RIC • Yamamura Churchill and ethers
I. , u!,, ci,
irtttallm, ,,, , • Purl nehanelarthltn
(........
Gall f
or li« of ju.rt cxchange bargains
Uterrsreors lryannerres nSoviet (5nee kw 127 oil is te6I re eruse tole »too:ever
5 mins from 127 of the M6

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

HULL

LINN
MUSICAL FIDELITY
OPERA
TALK ELECTRONICS
LAVARDIN
CLASSE
AUDIOVECTOR
QUAD
CR DEVELOPMENTS
HELIOS
JAMO ( CONCERT ONLY)
B&W ... AND MORE...

THE
AUDIO
ROOM

A1.14i V*A1/1-e

SOUTH COAST
Choose from the
finest

I-31\ 13/\

•HI-FI

HI- F1 SPECIALIST

Amelia VisbtAl Co),\smita.v\ts
01482

Once is not enough

891375

We at Audio Venue are not inter-

Heron, Holt, H1112 ISJH

2 George Street

ested in making the quick,one time
sale.Rather,we want you as a long

•HOME CINEMA

term repeat customer.So whether

•TV & VIDEO
•Mt

gesmoke

SURREY

you are buying, selling, exchanging

TI- ROOM

or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000
EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS
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Tel / Fax 01817074849
mobile 0973 471 426
email ; audiovenue@vossmet.co.uk
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LONDON

dem O'Brien Hi-Fi

DIO 55 SI 111.1 I

Eat. 1966

• AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BE VER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
• NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • OED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER

4111M111111111
•••••••

•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

'WI

0% Instant Finance Available

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5 mins from A3 ( Baynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9-5.30 TuesSat
Tel: ( 0181) 946 1582
Fax: (0181) 946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com
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SOUTH EAST LONDON

GREATER LONDON

d
n

Front End Problems?

.

then contact:

ORANGES
& LEMONS

"The Cartridge Man ,"
AAVW,APO(LO,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO ANALOGUE, 84W,
RANG 8; OLUFSEN, CABLE TAU( CHORD CO, COSMIC, CREEK,
tom, EPOSEIJUI.MAN KARDON KEF, MARANTZ, MLSSION,
MUSICAL ROBIN, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA, ORILLE, OR/GtN
QUAD, FIBMARE, ROKSAN, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEGER,
50é1C INC. SOUNDSME, STANDS UNIQUE, STIAIGHTVAItt
SUPRA, TAG MCLAREN, TARGET, TEAC, 1110RENS, VAN DM HUL

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS
GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re- tipping service

0181-688 6565

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theo, Copekmd, Meridian, Audio Research, Audion, Pink A,
DEA1,115W speakers
Nouelus 800 Sein., Wilson Audio, Martin Logan,
Sonus Faber, hem lino Concert Series), Epos, Myryod, Creek, CROL,
S.M.(., Ed, kW, Noon, Row, Hannon Kardon, 0.T.Preduds.
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE

New

Lumley 120s black/mint (inc all new valves) .(S/H)

£3,300....£1,795

Copeland 288 CD player

Now

(Ex Den.) ...£2,000....£1,595

studio

82

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Unison Simply dint amp

Nairn CD3
ATC SCM 20 speakers in Walnut

£795
£550

S/H

Audion Premier pre amp (inc phono)
Rego 3T/T and arm

(
S/H)
(S/H)

Anafog Audio

Ex dem) £ 1,500—£995
£ 125

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

Stockim for PROFESSIONAL MONITOR CO. TRICHORD, MICHELL
CLEARAUDIO, VPL NORDOST, LAVERDIN, BRYSTON. TARGET. STANDS
UNIQUE PLINIUS.GRYPHO ,.I-ts

AUDIOJOY LTD.

(HiFi Specialists)

Specialist audio consultants for North London

849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

For equipment filar sounds natural and musical. Ring for friendly
advice, demos and price quotes.

LEADING STOCKISTS OF

*...***4-****,, Mall Order Available -e.*********s

Tel/fax 0181 363 4963

7days 10am- lOpm
E- Mail doc@audiojny.demon.co.uk
www.audiojny.deman.ra.uk

ROTEL, 1WM-1-‘ AND MARANTZ

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
INTEREST FREE FINANCE

Our fifth flambo% ant vear

Tel: 01582 764246

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AVI,
BANG 8OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
QED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL, TEAC

Ni. AO le Doe item, ore at new, unmarked and boxed end include eke Ii mormkimmes
priamorol Oflennq mermen al 2peon and up. 5year, depending upon the modem.

EASY ACCESS

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

Bang & Olufsen Centre

£1,600—.050

(S/H)

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.

HARPENDEN ITS

Rowland Model 1pan amp (solid dale). (S/H) £3,000....£1,500

il
e' INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

e

Stockist of full range of speakers and
major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

electronics for all

FREE PARKING

SUFFOLK

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newaris, Notts NG22
Telephone ( 01777) 870372 facsimile ( 01777) 870437

studio

NORFOLK

atc
audio physic
chord company

The Old School

densen

in

ALL/US IIL; ENERGY ARCAM AURA

Near
Tel: )
o
i
rw
5oi
8
c
h5
)
,
Norfolk
70829

BANG E. OCUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONOS FABER YAMAHA

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nairn, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rote),
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
126

nais

harbeth

School Road, Bracon Ash

lyre
michell
nordost
royd
sumiko

BADA BONDED DEALER

I

81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4113•1
TEL:0171624 N855
FAX: 0171 624 5115

for grown-ups

nva

sugden
totem

1
73 622866
fax 0 14 73 631588

trichord

email
w w w

and more

mortle ham heath Ipswich IP5 3UA
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specialist guide
YORKSHIRE

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company. Classe,
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique.
XTC &many Others

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

Celebrating

a Cecade

of Sound

PREMIER AUDIO

m
, eis ISSU ito . 111.111..c
01
the Worlds finest audio equipment con, It » Di BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS 101131 252 8850 lesening )) elcome). Generous
pan exchange allom unce alwa). available. Agencies include ATC
•AV1 • Brrdon. • Castle • ( bario • Chord • Harbeth • HNE •
'Umber Kahle • Nlaranlz • Primare Systems • Spendur • Sumo
•Tear • 'Ile Professional Monitor Co • If id ja and man) more.

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (019241 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

TEL: 01482 587397
Acoustic trio,

wea

WEST SUSSEX

it'll
Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850 Elpi

A1
S....

V
ELE CTRON.

1.

into(9audioreflections.co.uk

THE HI-FI

e
powerteeffi

STUDIOS
Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren, Electrocompaniet, ProAc, Ruark, Castle, TEAC, Unison
Research. T & A. Impulse Horns. Mondor Audio, Harbeth. Alchemist, Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios, Bluepnnt, Audio Analogue, Exposure, Living Voice, Densen,
Celestion (ASenes only). Opera. Audio Physic, Tnchord Research. Nordost, Stands Unique,
Sta Electrostatics, Ortofon, Goldnng, Yamaha AV. Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations, Home Trial, Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee. Access. Visa. Finance available.

W outd

BADA & CEDIA

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotai, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

.051
4 4...zee«.
/
P ROJ ECTS

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10am-Bpm TueFri, 10am-Rpm Sat, Closed Monday

4,1

you like to hear more')

HEAC01.011...«.V

0 1 1 3

2

3

0

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

' PP

4 5 6

Telephone 01273 775978

5

WEST MIDLANDS

Maclaren...
Teac...Mission...Stands tlnique..

I
52a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Blozwieh, Walsall,
,

and much, much more.

CANNOCK

01922 493499

co, 96

"E .I4JALITY

0121 321 2445

3Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema lheatre
In House Service Department Mad order cetaikdsle
Were« Free Credit availabl

and NOW XI' Ill The Parade. Sutton t'oldlield. Birmingham

(On Waded B.. subject to 20% deposit. »Men details on request)

MI IL» SI
HI- F1

IPA

U 1E

S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

1- FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, DynaLdio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open Tues Sat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Wotten detads on request
Licensed Credo Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD.

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD.

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 892 I3J1_

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 STD

TEL 0121 429 2811 FAX 0121 434 3298

TEL 0121-742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL 0121 354 2311. FAX 0121 354 1933

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH TEL: 0181 686 2599 EXT 318
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reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE

Musical Fidelity X-Ray CD, brand new £670,
Rotel Michi RHC 10 Passive pre-amp, boxed as

Jadis JD CD player, own volume control, reference
sound quality £3000 (£3700), manufacturers warranty,
Gryphon S100 power amplifier 100 watts per channel,
superb sound £2400 (£7000), Professional Monitor

amp DAC £550, Meridian 605 mono amps £750,

new £200, DPA 2005 pre-amp mint £ 120, Marston
Silhouette CD player new £450, tel: 01792 280061.
(H11073)

tel: 01703 561132.

Nordost Blue Heaven 21/
2m £ 175 vdH The Wind 3

sound £800 (£ 1900), Audio Research BL1 Balanced

anced class A, mint, 30 days old £ 1600 (£2695),

'/2 £ 175, illuminate D60 lm BNC £ 125, LFD PA2
£600, Trichord mains filter £60, Petrol blue '12rn

£500, tel: 01923 462309 eves.

Electrocompaniet EC4.6 preamp, remote, balanced
30 days old mint £ 1000 (£ 1700), tel: 01308

£20, AQ Videoz 1
m BNC £20, all vgc, tel: 0181
879 0364.
(H11074)

Marston Audio Silhouette Elite DA converter and
PSU, stunning sounding I8-bit 2box DAC, Silk Fibre
caps (SILMIC) OFC RCA connectors, etc, rrp over
£2000 will except £695, contact Mark on 01834

Quad 66 system with rack, stand and 67 CD £440,
66 pre-amp £330, 66 tuner £220, Meridian 603 pre( H11070)

Electrocompaniet AW120 DMB power amp, bal-

( H11071)

Musical Fidelity A1001 amplifier, mint condition

Audio Synthesis DAX, ultra Analog balanced outputs, optical, co-ax, AES inputs, superb detail and

868044.

£14010, tel: 0181 659 1075 or 0973 821489.
(H11075)

authority £650, OreIle Orator speakers with
Partington A7-60 stands £400, will split, tel: 01372
450620 eve.
( H11038)

Copland CTA 401 integrated valve amp 7months
old, sales receipt £800, Rogers LS3/5A 15 ohm
speakers, stands and LSB subwoofer, excellent

Quantum Minstrel Line integrated Hybrid amp,
solid-state front-end, 5881s with cookers power

working order, good condition £275 all ono, tel:
0171 257 1134.
(HI1076)

section, speed with smoothness, superb sound,
boxed £500, tel: 01483 798081 music lovers only.
(H11054)

Levinson Proceed DAp £765, Golden Tube SE

Spacedeck Spaceann tracer one, three weeks old,

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista £ 1000, Audio Synthesis
Desire £800, Naim 42.5 pre £ 145, Proac Super
Towers, black £400, Linn K9 £50, tel: 0181 460
4130.
(H11078)

Conrad Johnson DF2 CD, new, 1st Audio Triode
outboard power supply, Vanguard Trigon phono,
one month old. Camber speakers upgraded, five tier
stand sign stand, Target turntable support new, serious offers only, tel: 0181 276 2780/01992 634990
eve.
(H11057)
Quad 34, 405-2, fully serviced, boxed, one owner,
excellent £375, also Quad 34, 306 boxed excellent
£375. tel: 01904 488266. ( 1-111036)
Audiolab 8000 pre-amp, boxed, manuals £500,
Linn Keilidh speakers, including plinths vgc £375,
tel: 01759 373133.
( H11029)

pre-amp pair Golden Tube SE80 power amps £545
each, all as new, tel: 0181 397 4978. (HI1077)

Meridian 506 18B IT CD player, boxed with manual, remote, like new £550 (£ 1100), AudioQuest
Quartz interconnect £75, tel: 01924 290472 day,
01484 689233 eve.
(
H11079)
Quad 44/405 pre/power amp, boxed £400, Rega
Planar 3 £ 120, Arcam Alpha 5CD £250, Heybrook
speakers HB1 £ 120, tel: 0121 353 6800. (H11080)
Lowther Acoustica, one pair, plywood cabinets
with recent PM6 and one pair chipboard with

Nakamichi 680, really mint, manual £ 60 hardly
used, Leak Stereo 20 plus Variscope stereo pre-amp
plus Troughline 11 tuner ( mono), all refurbished to
highest standard including transformer rewind
£385, Technics classic tuner ST3500, mint £40,
600+ hi-fi magazines, late 1960s to present, vgc
approx 230kg collect, offers please, tel: 01392
860182 (evenings). ( H11024)

PM6A.1 £225 each pair, fantastic when stacked,
Roy Eden and Foundation Designer stands £300,
tel: 01442 823880.
(H11081)

Sonus Faber Guarneri, ser no 482, perfect £4750

KEF 104/11 speakers, bi-wired, in black £500,
Quad 606 power amp, original version, boxed with
manual £425, Leak Troughline 3 tuner £40, any
demonstrations, tel (Mansfield) 01623 812455.
(H11083)

ono, tel: 01903 723031.

( H11022)

Spendor SPI speakers, ex cond, plus stands, classic monitors £ 110, tel: 01483 575280. (H11062)
ATC 50ASL, black, latest spec with stands £3900
ono boxed manuals, optional dedicated Mana
stands available £250, also van den Hul The Second
carbon fibre 2m balanced XLR interconnects £270
ono, tel: 0171 5845784 or 0171 5894840.
(H11058)
Linn Kaim Pro SPS pre-amp with latest slimline
power supply, remote, boxed, instructions 2 year
guarantee remaining £950 ono, mint condition sale
due to upgrade, tel: 01785 823104. ( HI1031)
Rogers Studio 9 £550, Studio 7 £350, Studio 3
£200 Epos ES30 £ 1500 Myryad T40 £200, Rogers
unique ProLogic receiver £200, others available,
also servicing and spares Mitcham speakers, tel:
0181 648 0743.
( H11027)
Conrad Johnson MF2300 power amp 250 wpc
£1500, Conrad Johnson PU11 pre amp £950, MIT
Terminator 24 speaker cables 2m £75, MIT
Terminator 2Interconnects f40, tel: 01582 581113.
(H11023)
Audio Research latest valve phono stage the PH3
£850 (£ 1500), Conrad Johnson PU12 valve line
stage £ 1250 (£2,000) both only months old, boxed
mint, upgrading yet again! 0181 325 2585.
(H11072)
One matching pair Transparent Music Link cradle
(rrp £208) £ 100, IAudio Research LS7 pre amp as
new £850, 1Audio Research SP9 Mk II £750, Krell
KSA 80, black, mint £ 1450, Krell KSA 50 Mk II
immaculate £ 1250, tel: 01792 280061. ( H11073)
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Rotel RCD971 CD player £299, DNM 610/630
pre/power amp, brand new £850, (guaranteed),
DNM speaker cable, any length £5.00 per metre,
Quadraspire Rack £ 199.00, SME V toneann, new
£1400, tel: 01582 724414. (HI1082)

Ensemble PA Loudspeakers £850, Quad 66 pre
amp £395. Quad 34 pre amp £ 195, Quad 606
power amp £295, Khem delta 701 CD Transport
£175, Musical Fidelity Digiology DA converter
£150, tel: 01784 432629. (H11084)
Wadia 16 CD player, Reference single box player,
digital volume control, four imputs/outputs, boxed
mint condition, cost £7350 accept £2150, Tara Labs
reference balanced interconnect, 1 Stereo metre,
cost £650, accept £ 150, Mas Charisma pre/power
supply cost £3000 accept £800, Silver Sounds and
Moth Ley Line Interconnects, 1 Stereo metre,
accept £30 each, tel: 0116 2773437.
(
H11085)
Linn Kaim Pro and Linn Klout, complete on
Soundstyle rack, all boxed and in pristine condition, new price (£6400), first offer of £2495
secures, tel: 01202 624094 after 6pm. (HI1086)
Linn Aktiv System, Karik, Numerilc, Kaim, 3xLK
100, Kaber (rosewood) speakers, inc all cables,
mint cond, £ 4,400, Audiolab 4x8
1000m
monoblocks mint cond, £ 1,750, tel: 01792 789253
after 6pm, 01792 651532 d/time, ask for Steve.
(H11087)
Nabo NAC 42.5 (£ 150), 62 (£ 175), NAP 90.3
(£300), bi-amping lead, Audio Innovations S500
(£500), S300 (£200), LP12, Ittok, Lingo, DI711
(£600), LP12 arm boards (£ 10), Valhalla (£30), tel:
01203 214320 d/time, 01926 470565 eves.
(H11089)

Company AB1 speakers, transmission line, excellent
line converter, wired with Transparent mains cable

842803 d/time, 01834 814799 eve.

(H11090)

( H11091)

Martin Logan Àerius 1' hybrid electrostatic loudspeakers, 10 months old, used 7 months mint, all
manuals boxed, registered with Martin Logan for 3
years warranty £ 1700, offers welcome, tel: 01865
842055 d/time, 01865 207003.

(
H11092)

Krell KRS six box pre amp Dual mono Reference
(£15,000) £3000, Krell KSA 200B power amp
(E6000) £2600, Audio Mecca Mephisto CD
Transport (£2300) £ 1100, Audio Synthesis Dax
(£2200) £800, tel: Rob 01789 415765. ( H11093)
Quad ESL63 £975, Linn Lingo £350, Linn Ittok
LVII £ 175, Quad 303 £75, single Quad II £ 140,
Spendor SP/3 £475, Linn Karma £60, Supex 900
super £60, Koetsu black, needs re-tip £60, Studer
A725 CD player, offers, tel: 0191 2810260.
(H11095)
Acoustic Energy AE 1
s and stands, bi-wirable
model, black £275, tel: 01934 512440. (H11096)
Quad 34/405 Mk2 amplifier £390, Quad FM4
tuner £ 150, both recently serviced by Quad,
Spender SP2/2 speakers with stands £300, tel:
01883 652426.
(H11097
Quad/Pioneer DAT: 67 pm-amp £400, 67 CD
£400, 606 Mk2 power x2 £300 each, ESL63 black
£950, Gradient Sub £500, Pioneer semi-pro DAT
D-07 £670, all mint condition, tel: 0161 291 1333.
(H11098)
Sheffield Lab originals, Harry James Mayirga Vol
3, Thelma Huston 3 albums, excellent condition,
little play, offers, tel; 01904 488266. (H11099)
Musical Fidelity XA1 £295, Musical Fidelity XA50 mono amps £295, Cyrus Dad 7 CD player
£250, Pioneer A-400X £90, tel: 01803 865406 eve.
(H11100)
Linn Basik turntable with Akito tonearm and
Goldring MM cartridge, immaculate condition
£250 ono, tel: 01792 427457 after 3pm. (H11099)
Audiolab 8000A amp, little used, boxed, manual
£200. Lowther original Dual position horns with
new Alnico Drivers £200 or exchange KEF Q35,
tel: 01507 601096.
(H11102)
TAG McLaren Audio CD2OR 24 bit CD player
(£1,250 as new) offered at £800, integrated amplifier 60iRV (£ 1,000 as new) offered at £650 both 3
months old, mint condition, sale due to wedding,
tel: 01582 727148.
(H11103)
Unison Research Simply 4P, 24 watt valve amp, 2
years old, excellent condition, boxed with manual,
re-valved with Groove Tubes £ 95 ono (£ 1595),
tel: 0114 2582096.
(H11104)
Marantz PM- 17 Signature amplifier, superb
MM/MC phono and line stages, What HiFi? 5stars,
capable of magnificent, musical, involvement, list
£1300 sell £895 as new, tel: 0181 905 6331.
(H 11105)
Krell KSA-II power amp £1600, Sonic Frontiers
DAC £2480, Z-Systems Disitac pm-amp £3500,
Theta Universal Transport 2 DAC £ 1600, Lapis
£200, Emerald £ 150, Midnight £250, tel: 0181 699
2446,0956 805572.
(H11106)
Nalm CDX, boxed as new, 9 months £ 1650, van
den Hul D102/111, XLRs balanced cable £45, Linn
LP12, Valhalla, Akito arm, K9, boxed £350, tel:
01793 526796
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Quad ESL 63s serviced by Quad 1997, black,
excellent condition £ 1095, Eikos CD player mint

KEF Q60 black speakers with Target stands £250,

£925, Soundstyle X051 Tripod Hi Fi stand £ 125
ono, tel: 0118 5681.
(H11108)

taming feet price negotiable, tel: 0181 205 1096.
(H111131)

01293 523995.

Cyrus dAD3 mint £320, Teac P700/D700
CD/DAC £600, Meridian 204 tuner £220,

Linn LP12, Lingo, recent Cirkus, Trampolin, Ittok

old latest spec, mint crated special finish £ 10,800,
Gadis JA200 amplifiers re-valved offers, Basis

Sennheiser HD250 Mk2 £70, Beyer DT831 £65,

also Lynwood mains conditioners and Harmonix

LVII, almost new Ortofon MC30 Supreme, all mint
boxed one owner from new, absolute gift £ 1000 no

Tannoy D700 Definition floorstander loudspeakers, rosewood, boxed, mint condition £950, tel:
( H111142)

Wilson Watt Puppy System 5.1 speakers 16 months

interconnect phono pairs, Supra EFF - ISL 0.75m
£40, Cardas Cross lm £ 175, Kudos S100 18in

offers, tel: 01638 668299.

HFN/RR Classic HiFi supplements, issues one to

Debut gold standard turntable, boxed £2,600, SME
Series 5tonearrn, gold print, boxed £900, tel: 0181
438 0053.

speaker stands £60, tel: 0181 871 2345. (H11109)
Nairn CD2 CD player, recently serviced by Naim
£1000, tel: 01865 241178 after 6pm. (H11111)

five, photocopies if all else fails, 01341 422111 .
(H111133)

Sugden A 48 amp £70. Walker CJ55 Turntable
Linn Basik arm £75.
LFD Spirolink III

Quad 707 140W stereo power amps £750 pair
£400 each ono, tel: 01446 772655, 029 20296368
(H111134)

Interconnects 0.5m £45. 0.75m £55. Naim ' K'
boards £30.
Linn armboard new £20.
Tube

Roksan Ojan 3loudspeakers, black ash finish, condition as new, boxed, £275, tel: 01600 772020.
(H 11112)
SME IV arm, black/gold £750, Audio Techinca AT-

( HI11132)

Audio Research V140 valve monoblock power
amps ( 140 watts/channel), final improvement of

Technology Seer phono pre amp £425 ono 0116
2716132.
(H11007)
Castle Chester loudspeakers, mahogany £285.

0C9 £60, Proac Response ISC (ebony) with Target
R5 stands £ 1100, Krell KAV300cd £2400, all

legendary classic 120s stunning musicality, detail
and bass control, Magical combination with Quad

Denon DCDI700 CD player, heavyweight build
would make good transport (£650 when new) £200

boxed approx 10 hours use, tel: 01924 290749.

63s/57s, Logans, Proacs, immaculate (list £8800)

Monarchy Audio DAC £300. CD and DAC togeth-

(H11113)
Michell Mycro, Rega £270, Naim NAIT 2 £ 199,
Nairn NAC62 phone £ 125, Rega ELA 2 £ 199,
Naim NAC5 2x5 metres £30, tel: 01634 363374
Levinson 331 power amp, genuine bargain £2.9k
warranty until 2002, tel: 01322 408802. (H111106)
Marantz CDA-94 D/A converter excellent condition not used and taking space £250 or offer, call

bargain £2950 ono, tel/message John 01865
862745.
Philips CD recorder CDR765 twin deck hardly
used £200, tel: 01895 625636. ( HI11135)
Spendor 3/1 speakers, rosewood, as new condition,
boxed, superb sound £525 (£895), Target R2 stands
£175 (£340 together £650 Mana sound frames
£135, reason for sale upgrading, tel: 0181 205

er £450 All excellent condition boxes manuals
0171 473 3818 w/day 01844 216706 w/ends.
(H11018)
Papworth M 200 monoblocks - 250 wpc ' S' version. The ' S' version consists fully-balanced, highgrade silicon steel output and mains transformers,
all signals paths hard-wired in silver wire (no

Adrian Richards 01206 225200 or 01206 386374.
(HI11107)
Linn Karik III CD player, mint condition, boxed
£1200 ono, tel: 01962 850514. (H111108)
Cyrus Il with PSX, never abused £250, Soundstyle
X120 stand, six shelf. 340x335 mm, height 780
mm, cost £250 accept £ 100, tel: 01978 761356.
(H111109)
Quad ESL 57s superb condition, protection boards
fitted, 1963 vintage consecuting serial nos £450,

6778.
Spendor SPI/2 Loudspeakers (walnut) and stands
£750 (now £ 1674 new), Audiolab 8000C/P amplifiers (black) £690 all very well cared for and in
immaculate condition, original packing, tel:
Charles 01970 615386 eve, 01970 625566 x235.
H111137)

Quad 44 pre-amp, grey, mint condition includes
spare input modules, boxed, manual £250, tel:
01743 791598.
(H111120)
Sirus D200 amp with passive pre-amp £2695
(£3995), Wanted: Cary 805c amplifier in excellent
condition, tel: 01797 250373. (H111121)
Pro-Ac Studio two speakers, black ash, stand
mounted ( includes Target stands) two-way, approx
75x30x30cm, vgc and at £350 ono better than anything at twice the price, call 0171 715 8374 w/days.
(H111122)

with boxes, tel: 01604 645590. (H111138)
Quad FM3 33/303 pre power, Thorens TD 125
MkII, SME 200 plinth SME 3009N15, Celestion
Ditton 66 speakers, Teac A450 deck, all seldom
used, tel: 01794 518345. (H11139)
Alphason HR-1005-MCS arm, wanted in good
condition, Technics P205C Mk3 cartridge wanted,
or EPS-P205 ED3 Stylus Assembly, tel: 01752
266753 anytime.
( H111140)
Stax Sr Lamba Signature electronic headphones
and SRD X professional portable adaptor, inc boxes
manuals £350 inc p+p, Monitor Audio speaker
stands £60, tel/fax: 01442 218115. (H111141)

Quad 99 System brand new and still boxed
unwanted present, pre/power amps tuner, CD with
Quad 102 speaker, never been used £2300 ono, or
would split, tel: 01491 579434. (H111123)
KEF Reference Four speakers, 8 months old,
immaculate condition, black finish £2100, tel: 0589
654400.
( H111124)

Audio Research L58 pre amp £875, Krell KSA
150b power amp £ 1475, Unison Research Simply 4
integrated valve amp £725, all excellent condition

PCBs). All components Vishay or Ashcroft.
Matched Svetlana EL34 valves. Fully balanced
throughout. These sound and look superb.
Pristine condition, very little use, full warranty
from Papworth, retail at £6000, accept £3,500, tel:
0181 679 9770.
( H1968)
Krell KRS pre-amp (£ 15,000) new £3,000 ono.
Krell 200b power amp £2,500 Audio Synthesis
DAX £850 .
Audio Mecca Mephisto CD
Transporrts £ 1000. 01789 415765 (H11093)

WANTED
Wanted Musical Fidelity P180 power amp, cash
waiting, tel: 0115 8400047 after 8pm ( H111105)
Wanted Pye HF5/8 integrated valve amplifier,
mono, in full working order, tel: 01202 481386
(H11110)
Wanted Meridian 201 CD, 16-bit preferably, with
remote control, please call 01305 851566 (H11000)
Wanted Quad ESL 63s and Chord CPA
2800/SPM800 (or Quad 66/66FM/606 or AVI or
Meridian equivalent) and REL sub-woofer, tel:
01243 576073 (H 1999)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for

one issue.

For two months £ 14.00: three months £ 17.00. Additional words

Beard P35 Mk2 valve power amp, 35wpc many
upgrades inc PSU and caps, classic valve sound but

50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

smooth and dynamic £300 ono (£900 when new),
tel: 01709 378403.
( H111125)
Aura PA 100 Power amp, CA200 pre-amp, CD
player, TU80 tuner, chrome B&W CDM2 sera all
immcaulate, hardly used, boxed, bought Jan/Mar
98 cost £2750 sensible offers, tel/fax: 01903
763134.
(H111126)
Copland CD288 HDCD, silver, mint boxed £ 1100,
Pioneer DVD 505 gold region 1-6 £300, Wanted:
Mission Cyrus PSX, tel: 0831 163784. (H111127)

Noto: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word fed Pioneer A400 - two words)

Sugden A48 amp 40wpc, Sugden R21 tuner £ 150
pair, Luxman L3 42 wpc, Luxman T4 Tuner £ 150
pair, Ariston RD11 turntable inc SME 3009 II arm
£100, tel: 01704 576378. (H111128)
Musical Fidelity E100 £425, Rega radio £ 130,
Henley HMC50 phono stage £ 120, Thorens TD160
£45, Shure M75 unused £ 15, tel: Malcolm 01274
582266 x2321 d/time, 0161 6336130 eve.
Castle Harlech speakers, as new condition, light
oak finish, all receipts boxes and still guaranteed
£550, tel: 01159 224760. (H111130)
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WANTED, TOP QUALITY HI-FI CLASSIC OR MODERN - WE'LL SELL ON COMMISSION, YOU'

Previously owned quality HI Fi - Huge savings off original retail values, all gooi

A RCambridge A60 Int Amp (Teak) £ 200

£375 £ 169

Kinshaw Overture DAC

£250

Musical Fidelity E100 Int Amp

£700 £ 379

Kenwood DP 7060 ( Inc Remote)

£360 £ 175

Musical Fidelity El lnt Amp

£300 £ 129

Linn Mimmick CD Player

£800 £499

(Class A Classic)

Adcom GTP 500 MK 2 + Pre 150wpc £ 1200 £599
Albarry 1008 Mk 2Mono Blocks £999 £499
£79

£179

DPA PDM1 DAC

Musical Fidelity A100 Int Amp

Am • lifiers

£99

Marantz CD 36 ( Inc Remote)

Musical Fidelity F19 Power Amp
(Mint)

£4000 £ 2699

Marantz CD 52

Musical Fidelity MVT Pre + PSU

£99

£250 £ 120
£55

£ 1299 £ 299

Marantz CD 56

(Current Model)

£800 £499

Nad 3240 35wpc ( Classic British Amp)£199 £ 119

Marantz CD 65

Arcam Delta 110 Pre- Amp

£700 £ 129

Nad 1000 Pre/2700 Power 120wpc

Meridian 206 CD Player

£999

Arion Tycho Power Amp

£1800 £959

Naim NAC 22 Pre- Amp

Meridian 263 DAC

£650 £ 299

Meridian 606 DAC

£1500 £ 559

£3299 £ 1199

Naim NAC 82 Pre-Amp 1996 ( Mint) £2225 £1699
Naim NAC 92 Pre-Amp
£499 £299

Arcam Alpha 10 Amp S/H

Audio Innovations 2nd
Audio Innovations Mono Blocks

£ 359
£250 £59

£75
£ 389

Micro Seiki CDM2 CD Player
£2800 £ 1159

Naim NAP 140 Power Amp ( Old Style)£750

£379

(Totally solid, Musical too)

£899

£479

Nakamichi 620 Power Amp

£159

Mission DAD 7000

Audiolab 8000A in! Amp ( Black) £500

£299

Nakamichi IA3 Int Amp

£129

(Quality CD + Remote)

£600

£349

Nad 5320 (Quality British CD Player)

£189 £ 75

Audio Innovations Classic 25 Int
Valve Amp

£300

Audiolab 8000 MX - 1Pr (Mint) £ 1800 £1299
Audio Note Meishu Line lnt Valve Amp £2750 £1299

NVA A70 Mono's + Hard Wired Cables

Audio Synthesis Passion Passive

Pre/Power Amp

Pre-Amp ( BGC)
£800
Audion Sterling Int Amp ( Ex Demo) £600

£359

Ortofon T-3000 MC Transformer £900

£300
£299

£299

Ortofon 130 MC Transformer £ 250

£99

£229 £ 129

Aura VA50 lnt Amp

£599

Beard BB 100 lnt Amp 100wpc
Cambridge Audio C75 + A75

£500 £ 159

Pre/Power Amp

NY Tech CPA 602 + CP 122

Pink Triangle PIP Pre-Amp ( Legendary) £ 2400 £1099

Naim CDI CD Player 1996 model

£2000 £ 1099

Nakamichi OMS - 7E CD Player

£2500 £ 699

Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC

£800 £ 479

Pink Triangle Decapo DAC +
£1500 £ 599

1307 Chip

Pioneer A300 lnt Amp

£2130

£89

Pink Triangle Digital Package

Pioneer C90a Pre-Amp

£549

£229

Cardinal Trans + Decapo DAC +
Battery PSU

£4500 £ 1999

£279

£129

QED Digit reference DAC ( chrome)

£450 £ 199

Pioneer VSP 200 Dolby Pro Logic
AV Proc

Chameleon 900 Power Amp

£ 199

(2 x300wpc)
Counterpoint Solid One Power Amp

£1000 £399
£1495 £599

PS Audio PS4.6 Pre-Amp ( Ex Demo) £998
PS Audio Elite Int Amp
£999

£599

Rote) RCD 865 CD Player

£229 £ 99

£379

Ratel RCD 965BX CD Player

£250

£99

Creek 4040 lnt Amp
Croft Series 3OTL Power Amp

£199

Quad 34 Pre-Amps

£159!

Sharp MD-X54 Mini Disc/CD System
£ 275

£99
£799
£239

Croft Series 5Power Amp
Cyrus ACA7 Latest Pre-Amp

£800 £ 599
£650 £ 299

Cyrus Pre-Amp
(Gloss Black, Marked)
DNM Pre 2-PA1 Pre- Power
DPA DSP200 A Pre-Amp

£325 £199
£2800 £1099
£495 £279

EAR 509 Mk 2Mono's + Matching Pre
£7000 £3099

(One owner from new) vgc
(Good cond, as used by Pink Floyd)

£6220 £ 3229

EAR 859 Int Amp (vgc)
Exposure 10 Int Amp

£1700 £ 1049

Exposure 15 Int Amp

£750 £ 399

Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor

£2000 £459

Teac VRDS 10 CD Player

£770 £449

Roksan LI Pre-Amp + PSU

£1100 £ 549

Technics SLP 200 CD Player

Lexicon CP2 AV-Proc

£4998 £999
£399 -

LFD LSB + PA2 Pre/Power

£3800 £ 1099

Linn Kairn Phono Pre

£1850 £999

Linn LK2 Power Amp Upgraded to
£650

£299
£1199

Luxman CL32 Pre + 3600 Power
£760

£99

Sumo Athena - Andromida 3

Technics SLP 400 A CD Player

£3000 £1499
Sumo Athena Pre-Amp ( Lowest ever) £649 £249

Theta GEN3 DAC ( Si(ver)

£4200 £ 2229

Theta TLA + Upgraded PSU

MO £ 199

Technics SU A800 Mk 255wpc

£350

£179

Thuel PR200 - PA200 Pre/Power £2700 £1199
YBA Pre-Amp ( Insane Price) £ 1700 £499
£550

£59

Yamaha CDX 3050

£179

Cassette Decks

£379

Denon DRM 650's Cassette Deck

Tuners

£129

(With Dolby ' s')
Nakamichi 682 ZX Discrete Head
£99

Braun 301 Tuner
Magnum Dynolabs FTI 1Tuner

£500

Revox B160 Tuner

£1100 £ 699
£49

Tecnics ST1OL Tuner

£59

Yamaha CD 400 CD Player

Unison Research Simply 4P Int Amp £ 1595 £999

£350 £ 169

Krell 300i lnt Amp ( Lowest ever price) £2590 £ 1849

Meridian 201 Pre-Amp

£399

£275 £ 139

Vestax PMC05 Pro DJ Mixer

EAR 549 Mono Blocks

280 Spec

(As New)

50wpc Mt Amp

Rotel 935 BX Open Agile Sound

Pre/Power

Cyrus PSX Signature

Krell KBL Pre- Amp + PSU - Bal

from

£ 289

£259

Cassette Deck
Nakamichi 700ZXL Cassette deck
(Needs Attention)

£ Offers invited

Revox A77 Reel to Reels ( Call for Spec)

Trio KT815 Tuner - (Mint, Last Chance)

£199

Ratel RD955 Cassette deck

Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner

£579

Tanberg 3034 Silver Cassette deck

Yamaha 180 Tuner

£159

Yamaha l0(580SE Cassette ( Marked)
Current model

CD Players ik DAC's

£ 269

£300

£ 119

£ 199
£ 250 £ 149

Loudspeakers

£329

Meridian 557 Power Amp
£ 1550 £999
Meridian 605 Mono's ( 150wpc- Ball £2850 £1149

Acuphase DP65 CD Player +
Digital Volume

£4700 £ 2399

Apogee Stage

Metaaxs Charisma Pre-Amp +

Arcam 70.3 CD Player

£700

£ 249

BW 2000 IFS Centre

£79

£ 1800 £599
Michell Argo Pre-Amp ( Marked) £730 £295
Michell ISO MC Phono Stage ( Rare) £420 £299

Arcam Delta Black Box DAC

£449

£ 149

BW D580

£130

Audio Alchemy DAC in abox

£250

£ 159

Cambridge Audio R50

Audiolab 8000 CDM CD Trans
AVI 2000 Reference CD Player

£1400 £ 849

(Tranmission Line Classic)

£1300 £ 789

Castle Durham Speakers + Stands

DPA Enlightenment DAC
DPA Mains filter

£800 £ 399

Castle Howard ( Rosewood)

PSU ( Stunning)

Muse Model 300 Mono's
(150 WPC - Bal Solid State Superb) £4400 £2199

£69

£2300 £ 659

£299
£169
£1300 £699

Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybrid

£379

Note All previous prices as shown are either the former manufacturers list price when new Prices paid for tiller equipment or the estimated price of comparable equipment/ models at todays value.

WANTED, TOP QUALITY HI-FI CLASSIC OR MODERN - WE'LL SELL ON COMMISSION, YOU

%AMER
ET THE BEST PRICE WITHOUT ANY HASSLE - MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS - FULL WARRANTY

Id with full warranty!
Celestion CS7

New/ Ex Demo HiFi - Genuine savings!
Amplifiers

£169

DCM Time Windows ( Marked)

£700

£229

Definitive Tech BP2X Surround £595

£349

Diesis Solitare
£250
Foundation Speaker Stands £200

£149

£59
Horning Agathon Bronze Signature £3499 £1400
IMF US 80 (Tranmission Line Classic) £900 £399
Jamo Concert 8

Arcarr AV- 50 Prologic Amp
Arcam Zeta One Int Av Amp

£700
£999

£599
£499

Audiolab 8000 LX Int Amp

£469

£329

Audio Research BL1 - SE to
Bal Convertor

£799 £ 549

£ 1400 £899
Jamo Surround 200 omni
£ 200 £109

Audio Research 0200 Power Amp

Kef 103-4 Walnut vgc
Kef Model 90 Centre

(Ex Demo)

£3248 £ 1899

Audio Research LS8 Pre-Amp

£1450 £1249

Audio Research LS5 Mk 1Pre-Amp

£5995 £2999

£900
£269

£399
£129

Kef Q 70 ( Black)
£750 £429
Kelly KT2 ( Black, Marked) £ 1200 £699
Linn Isobarik (Walnut) £ 1300 £699
Linn Kober + Kustone Stands ( Black) £2200 £799
Linoeam LFX Ribbon Hybrid Bookshelf £600 £299
Meridian A500 ( Black)

£895

£499

Meridian M2 Active (Teak)

£349

Monitor Audio Monitor 9

£149

Pro-ac Response 2 ( Black)
Pro-ac Response 3.5 (Cherry)

£ 1700 £759
£4250 £2299

Pro-Ac Super Towers

£679

Rogers LS33 + Sub-Units (
Black) £600

£299

Sony 176E 90 Watt BI - Wireable £300
Spendor Prelude

£149

(Teak, Needs Some Attention)
Spendor SP2/3 (Rosewood)

£650 £ 199
£1195 £499

Veladine Sub Woofer + Remote
(Huge Deep Bass 15" response)

£1500 £699

Thomas Transducers Vituoso Gold vgc
(Lowther Driven Horn)

£3200 £ 1999

Turntables

Copland CSA8 Int Amp

£899 £749
Copland CTA301 Pre-Amp ( Ex Demo) £1249 £ 779
Copland CTA401 Int Amp ( Ex Demo)
Copland CTA501 Power Amp

£1698 £1069

(Ex Demo)

£1420 £899

Copland CTA504 Power Amp
(Ex Demo)

tle', \
Iiiirommir-•

£1999 £ 1299

Cyrus 31 Int Amp

£600

£479

Cyrus Dower Amp

£500

£399

Cyrus Pre-Amp
Cyrus PSX-R PSU
Meridian 501 Pre- Amp

eie
gr •

4-11;

£650

£529

£330

£269

£740

£599

Meridian 502 Pre- Amp

£1385 £ 1149

Meridian 556 Power Amp

£950

Musical Fidelity A220 Int Amp

£699

£549

Musical Fidelity X Pre

£199

£ 149

Musical Fidelity XASO Moro Blocks

£499

£399

Nad 208 THX Power Amp - Bal

£1100 £799

£799

Naim Not 3R lnt Amp

£800

Pass Aleph 5 Power Amp

£3150 £2499

PS Audio P55.6 Pre-Amp (Ex Demo)

£998

PS Audio PS5 Pre- Amp

£699
£599
£298

PS Audio PS6.1 Pre-Amp ( Ex Demo)

£799

£449
£549

Garrard 301 (
Chassis Only)

£219

PS Audio PS6.2 Pre- Amp (
Ex Demo)

£899

Goldring Lenco 85 T/Table (White)

£89

PS Audio Delta Power ( Ex Demo)

£1499 £899

Linn LP12 + Basic Plus

£1600 £499

Quad 77 Amp & Remote Console

Linn LP12 Wok LVII + ATOC9
Linn LP12 Wok LVII + Sumiko

£2500 £849

(Carbon)
Thorens TIA 2000 Power Amp

£850

£299

£599

£499

Unison Simply Phono

£510

£419

Unison Simply 4 lnt Amp

£1595 £1299

Unison Research Simply 845

£3095 £2399

Linn LP12 Lingo K9 Basic (Block)

£2250 £849
£2100 £849

Luxman PD 300 T/Table
Lyra Parnasus

£2000 £599

Mana 3Layer Reference Stand

£500

£469

Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black)

£299
£499

Pink Triangle LPT + Roksan Tabriz +
High spec PSU

£1500 £699

Pink Triangle PT2 ( SME cut)

£299

Roksan Radius + Tabriz

£800

Roksan Xerzes + Air Tangent 16

£3500 £1599

Roksan Xerzes + Artemiz + AT 005

£1700 £699

£449

CD Player Trans 81 DAC's
Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player
(Sealed Box)

£499

Audiolab DAC 20 bit

£899 £499

Copland CDA - 288 CD Player

£1999 £ 1599

Cyrus DAD3 CD Player

£600

Marantz CD17 KI Signature

£1100 £849

Micromega Stage 5CD Player

£750

£549

Musical Fidelity E61 CD Player

£299

£229

Pink Triangle Literal CD Player

£2200 £ 1499

Quad 77 CD Player (Mains) Carbon

£900

£479

Speakers
ARS Reference Monitors
(A High- End Steal, Marked)
Castle Avon Speakers

£729 £549

Castle Seven 2 ( Black)

£579

Epso E522 (
Cherry)

£1385 £949

Epos ES30 ( Rosewood)
Kef Model I ( Black)

£1200 £849

Kef Model 1 ( Santos Rosewood)

£1399 £999

Kef Model 2 ( Rosewood)

£1850 £ 1449

Kef Model 3Speakers (
Black)

£2250 £1699

£8995 £5795
£429

£2550 £1699

Kef Model 30B Subwoofer

£500

M KMX150 THX Subwoofer

£1500 £ 1199

Martin Logan Request (Mint)
Meridian DSP 5000 ( Black)

£5875 £4869

Meridian DSP 6000

£9950 £7999

Mission 750 ( Black)

£250

Monitor Audio Studio 20 M ( Cherry)

£2500 £ 1749

£399

£3885 £2999

Note Perfect Virtuoso

£ 199
£1399

Opera Duetto (Cherry)

£400

£319

Opera Platea (Cherry)

£800

£639

Pro-Ac Response 2.5 ( Cherry)

£2700 £2199

Pro-Ac Response 3.8 ( Rosewood)

£4390 £3299

Pro-Ac Response 5 ( Rosewood)

£9995 £6999

Pro- Ac Studio 100

£699

£549

Pro-Ac Tablet (Cherry)

£599

£479

Quad ESL63

£3500 £ 1999

Sonus Faber Electa Amator 2

£2849 £2349

Wilson Audio Witt Mk 1

£8888 £6199

Wilson Benesch Orator
(Cherry, Graded)

£2900 £ 1899

Wilson Benesch Actor
(Cherry, Graded)

£4000 £2499

V
AL

el5)14th

Est 1974

£399

£479

Trading Station

Sales/Expert Advice

(01733) 555514/341755
Business Hours: Tues - Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm, Closed Modays. Visitors & Demonstrations by appointment
The Hi Fi Company Trading Station, 35 Cowgate, Peterborough, PE1 1LZ
All major Credit Cards accepted

•

VISA

ET THE BEST PRICE WITHOUT ANY HASSLE - MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS - FULL WARRANTY
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SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH CABLES
YOUR CABLE FOR LIFE
(The one you have been waiting for)

The Reviewers' Choice is Clear
"Digital Cable - The AES/EBU terminated version of this data link
reigned supreme over all others I have tried" - Jonathan Scull
(Stereophile)
Power Chords - " Remember the difference you heard the first time
you replaced your zip chord with real speaker cables? This is bigger"
whenever Iremoved the couplers from my systems, Ifound myself
shaking my head and wondering, Have Ibeen listening to this? Brian Damkroger (Absolute Sounds volume 20)
"One of the best sounding speaker cables I have heard" This
interconnect is " wideband" ultradynamic, colourful, detailed, lots of
air in a huge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup de midrange
resolution and texture, highs as sweet as your equipment can dish out
-JS (
Stereophile Vol. 22. no 4)

Send for an Explorer's Guide for details of the full range
OFFERS - LIMITED PERIOD
60% trade in allowance on MIT & Transparent cables.

avail-

le

.Arnplitiers and
Ken Kessler

series ( Class A rated)
players - featured in
'agas Show report.

Call for details, nearest dealer and Price List (
U.S.MRR.P)
HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (
London)
Sole Distributor (UK) ULTIMATE SONICS
Fax: 0208 6992446.
E-mail: info@ultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
132
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Lintone Audio

A UDIO M ATTERS

SELECTED ISEPLOLIPMF VI tiLl+PF( 14L OFFERS

New. Ex Derr,

Arrant Delta 110 Pre-AmpItlie
Arson See 5Channel IMM Ph, Mip
Scam Delta 170 Trans MAE his 1
Anon Alpha CI, Plasm
Arran, Alpha HI 1eimimee
Anarn Alpha 51 . 11 ,art Minister
Aream Delta 240 Duet Arm , Ile DM,
Audio Alchene 1,1, 2Pr, 4 1,11
Autfitilah IXAmalie,
Autholah 811011S Armlisto
Audolab MOM Amphi,:,
Aoholab 801111T Tuner
Atulostany DCI Loudspeakers
Caulk Ason Loudspeakers
Costs Searght Isne RIM Amp,
Cr nu. DAD39 CD Pion
Cyrus Power Amplifier
Cyrus PreAmphltet
Cam FM7 Tuner
Exposure (1) Plasm
Hawthorn t)notunli Shia Pre Miriamlono Concen l'entre Speaker
KEF Q 35 Loudspeakers
Lum Rater Loudspeakers
L11111 Intel Amplifier
Linn Pretend,. Rao Amplifier
bunks PP711 Poser Pre 1mpleier
Mandan 5.11 Pro legu De Amplifier
Menem 200 21,1 Transpon DM I'D Doer
Menthol 551 Ample,c,
Menden 54/5 CI, Plato
MINsIOA DAD SDA, IIl
Miertmega Stage , 11, Doer
Monona Sege I11, Plots
Mu, Ilid fe, "r IS, Arm Studio IPram Mip
Nam MAC 42 Pre• Amplifier
Nam CDS I'D Dare
Nairn NAP 250 Power Amililier
Mom Nan 3Amphi ter
Nam Flat Cap Power Mimi%
Nam SRI Loudspeakers
31,1151 ,
Darter
Pink in LOD Pue Dung RR M11,1 Ali
Roe, Sean Amalie,
Quad 11 51 1 Amplifier.
Quad 4115 2Power Aimillter
Rent 13314m5311 31, Doer
Ruark Templet Isiudspeakes
Ruait Suoniman Irialmakce
Spesdin BC3 Loudsmakee Mad.
Tom, 011101rodspealre Sued:
TAG 111OPPower Muddle,
TAG MP
er Amplifier
TAG 1211 Tuner
Teams SLPS71 ,ill Pleat
Technics SUMMIT/ Plater
Technics SUA711111 Amplifier
Inc/stud Pula, One ISM ("on rmot
Wade 12 DAC Conant,'
arndha 010 . 120,1,01, 1,10 ler

lured
Iused
used
tea

ter dent
Inca
toad
to den
nee
I
uwt

'new
treed
treed
tured
need
Mrn
'used
used
'toad
:Cc Jem
lt.rd
lased
lased
need
need
med
met
fusel
lured
lased
lured
Iused
mett
tused
mad
'used
teed
lased
used
res den ,
tes den ,
1r de. ,
I11 `
4,
to dent
teed
lured

r2rat
121.00
3214100
111,0110
122./ 115
1144 45
1100 05
111000
121010
1, 0110
110101X,
¡Sea 00
11 ,15 00
¡MOM
,-, 11111
1-141110
1.41 IX,
,141 011
32.95

'2m irer
',soon
L2srron
L:re
1.21,01X1
1,0, 1X1
114000
LD5110
/750 OD
1.2.1M1
1-1111110
/.1, 01X1
1.01111X1
1110 00
122110 00
FROM
3:4U1M1
1:21411,11
3111111110
1.1 1151111
IX,
11.1011
i14,1111
141110
101100
111000
121,11111,
1.1000
1,2111X1
011,11111
11401,11
1.0100
1140111
11.1110
11.1110
1.0.0111
1.110,10
1 110011

Parr ex equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572/0973 436135
Alchemist Forsetti pre

power

Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk II

LISLI

5.ALE

£2398

PO A

£599

PO A

Anthem CD player (5star What Hi Fi) (ex/d) £ 1699

£ 1150

Audiomeca Mephisto CD transport

£2403

£ 1050

£3500

£ 1195

Audio Research D240 Mk II

Audion Block Shadows 845 valve monoblocks
Audion Silvernight 31305 monoblocks

£40130 . PO.A.

3250
£

Beard P100 pwr. amp

PO A
£503

Chario Academy Isolid walnut (ex/a)
Chario Academy 2solid walnut (ex/ph

£ 1299
£ 1649

Conrad Johnson PVIO AL pre

£995

Dynaudio - Contour 1.3 Mk II
650

£ 1198

£803

£ 1loo
£550
£

Genesis Gen 500 spks in Built Active Bass
(ex/d) MEERI
Krell Kay 3001

£ 11003 £6499
£2495
PO A

Krell Kay 250A
Naim 72 pre ( MC Boards)

£3149 .£2149
£767 . £425

Nain 140 pwr.

£793

£450

Quad 77 int. carbon

£700

£400

Quad 66 pre & remote

£897

£450

Quad 66 fm

£350

Quad 606 pwr

£350

Revak HI cast

£ 1150

Tube TeCh. Unisis Sig. Int

£650

£2300 .£ 1250

Musical Fidelity P270 pwr amp

£ 1599

£595

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM - DIE BLACK
SHADOWS 645 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE ES MK les LISTEN & BE PERSUADED.
On Dom - Alchemist Anthem. Audemeco. Auden volve Amps
Cadence Sinks . Chore, D PA.. Monarchy. Odoton. Pink Triangle
Project LT. Sonic F,onniers Triongla Ricks . Trilogy Valve Amps. Von der Hui

—

STOLKISLI: OF NLIM. MERIDIAN. At 11101.39.
RI S. KRELL RI ARK.
OPEN d. RI hRK. %I
ARANTZ. MICHELLE. CdSTI.E. TEAC. KEE ETC. ETC.
luit our weir site at http//nnsr.IinInne.cn.ok
e-mail on. Lintone.audiefsirgin.nel

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead. Tyne & Wear NF.8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

The best mains Pollution Eraser available for O 180 only.
HF and LF Filtering and Spike Protection.
LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS WHO ARE KEEN TO JOIN THE HYPE
Music Matters

I Lax

+ 3 1 70

42 79 077

/1-iannucl

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
TEAC P30 CD Transport
£1495
Forsell DAC
£ 1995
Audio Lab 8000C Preamp
£195
Cyrus Preamp Phono Balanced and Remote
£395
Graff GM200 CAL Stereo Valve Amp
£3905
Electro Comparnet Levied Anniversary Signature Power Amp .. £ 1295
WANTED Sony Espnt SE P900 Stereo Equaliser or BF Module
Mrchel Orbe Turntable SME Armboard supply . £ 1295
Oracle Delphi Mk2 Turntable Mission Arm.
just serviced and includes mod. squad supply . . £695
Micromega 3.1 CD Transport.. . . £895
Vecteur Bloc Source Class APreamp. 2Box Preamp
also includes MC Stage. bargarn
Excellent
.. £1495
Vecteur Ampfi A35 Class APower Amps, choice of 2
also available
Also Excellent £ 1195
Musical Fidelity the Preamp 2A
..
£ 150
Jadis JP80 Valve Preamp ..... .
Superb.. £3500
Audio Research Classic 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
Choice of 2pairs available 8fully serviced £4995
Artemis ROS Signature Speakers 8Signature Bass Modules
Stands finished in Cherrywood
Stunning £8995
SD Acoustics OBS Speakers Walnut highly nodded
£495
JM Labs Grande Utopia Speaker, Cherry OPorsche Black
rare chance for these superb Sonic beasts .
£22995
Krell MDI 0CD Turntable
£2495
Audio Note M7 Si/ser Phonostage MM. made to go

SH
ED
S/H
SM
S/H
S/H

LIST
£2500
£4500
£580
£660
£75011
£3000

S/H £ 1995
S/H £2000.
S/H £ 1500
SM

£5000

SM £4000
S/H £300
S/H £8200
S/H £ 12000
ED £ 17800
S/H £ 1400
S/H £42000
S/H £7990

with one and onh, Ongaku
..
£4995 S/H £ 13000.
Proac 15 Speakers, Lt Oak
. £2295 S/H £4700
MonItor Aude Stucker 50 Speakers. Cherrywood ... £2500 S/H £5000
Arcam 170.3 CD Transport
£325 S/H £ 750
Arcarn Black Box 50 DAC
.
.. £ 150 S/H £450
Cyrus DAD30 CD Player and PSXR supply. 3months old
£895 Sql £ 1229
Cyrus Power Amp, balanced vath PSXR
3complete unes available. 3months old
£600 S/H £830
Mission 754 Freedom speakers, Pnmavera. 3months .
£995 SM £ 1498
May do acompete deal on Mission Cyrus system above. Retad price Is £6835
complete and Is 3months old
Cello 8I20 Brt DAC 8Power Supply .
Superb £2795 S/H £6000
Genesis Digital Lens. new. unused
£995 New £ 1700
Genesis VSpeakers. 'Wens 8Puppies on Slerolds' and
comes wdh P/C amp tor Servo Bass. new, unused and finished
in Sales Rosewood, 1parr only, be quick .
£7995 New £ 15000
Audio Research VT 50 Valve Amp, 1year old
£ 1595
Lumley Megavok MI50 Signature Valve Mono Amps
£ 1695
Muse 18 Subwoofer Rosewood
Bnlirant.. £ 1995
Avante Garde Trio Horn Speakers. Ceramc Whde
£ 7500
Cello Audio Salle Pre Amp. premium outputs. premed', CD,
premium aux. premium M/C and premnon MM.
plus 13200 inputs 'The Best'
£7995
Cello Aude Palette latest spec
Superb . £7995
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2evadable and
are also Mono BrIdgeable .
BnIlent. £4995
Krell KRC-2 Pre Amp. balanced FCC
.
£ 1995
Mond)), Audio 20SE Speakers. Piano black
Proac Response, 3Speakers, Light Oak
£ 1695
Avalon Accent II Speakers Lehi Oak. stunnIng
£6995
Goldmund Studio Turntable T3F Arm, last version
£3995
Wadia 16 CD Player credal vol. excellenl £3600
Nakarnichi 700 2XE Cassette Deck. classic . f695
Stu Ouallro II CD Player. excellent
£ 1095
Gryphon Ltd Edgier, Pre Amp ..
£2995
Cadence ES ElectrostaIK Hybnd, stunned
£ 1495
Krell KPS 30i CO Player. 3months old
f2795
Aude Physics Vigo Speakers. Cherrywood £2200

SM
SM
S/H
S/H

£2950
£3950
£4000
£ 17995

S/H £28.000
SII £22.000
S/11 £ 10.200
S/11 £4,190
541 £3300
S/H moon
5/11 £ 10,600
S/H £7395
S/H £ 1600
S/H £3000
S/H
S/H
SIF1
SM

£6000
£4500
£5490
£3800

Furtangent
Krell Studiofully
2DAC
automatc
AT&T balanced
Linear Tracking
Mc
arm £
£ 1295
1895 SM
S/H £4000.
f3198

M ADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE

HIGHEST QUALITY
nj

PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas

z

C

S Solen Inductors
r
-e
d,

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

1. ECLIPSE
MAUDIO

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company

ACOUSTIC PANELS

morer

petrItss
LPG
MISIM

flatline cable
5c-i3n-speaK

',MN

LEAP

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

«MI
1,17
1.
:N

PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U S A
TEL 608.831-3433 FAX 6(384331-3771
e-mail Info@machsound corn
Web Page http Iwww madrsound corn
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CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

SEPTEMBER 1999

database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
IT
UB
ES
Call, write, fax or emod for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
l

Visit our wpirsite at:
http://www.tatwyre.con
tatwyre@fatwyre.com

c

THE
CAM

comPanv

RO. Box 579, Point Plume, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Prnk Tnangle Decapo DAC 1307 ChIpset. black
£895 S/H £ 1600
Cary 300SE mode 3006 Integrated Va/se Amp
£ 1995 S/H £6000
Mark Leeson 50333 Stereo Power Amp. 1week old,
only used for HI Fi Show so full 5year warranty and there is
2evadable 'Mono Bridge', be quick
£5600
Mark Levinson No39 CD player
Superb.. £3995
Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Tnode SwrIchade
£995
Audio Note Ongaku. The one and only
£ 15,995
Krell KBLMPE Line Pm Amp uPhono Slage
£ 1995
Jadis JA500 4Chassis Mono Valve Power Amps .. . £6995
Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge Latest
£795
Krell OSA 250 Power Amp
.
£2995
Krell KSL Line Pre Amp Mk2
£ 1295
Revox HI Cassene Deck
£695
Mendran 200/203 Trans/DAC Tricard .
Reduced £695
Menden 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote
Reduced £695
Cary 2A3 Power Amp Tnode
Reduced . £795
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Ud.
Reduced.. £ 1995
Audio Research V70 Power Amp
Reduced . £ 1795
Aude Research LS7 Pre Amp, Latesi
Reduced . £ 1095
Alon 4Speakers Black Ash .. .
Reduced £ 1295
Burmeister 850 Mono Power Amps Ram
(2 pair av)
Reduced
£1795
Burmerster 838/846 Phono Lime Pre Amp Gold
Reduced £1295

ED
f8495
ED £4995
ED £2225
S/H £57.000
SM £5326
S41 £20990
S/H £ 1795
S/11 £6600
S/H £2298
SM £ 1150
S/11 £ 1660
S/H £ 1665
S/H £ 1495
S/H £ 5500
S/H £4400
SM £ 1698
SM £3850
Shi £5350
S/H £3500

Goldmund kleimis 3Power Amp
Stunning . £ 1995 S/H £5150
Slivered() Speakers rStands Piano ( Wan Beale/
£ 1395 S/H £2350
Snell A3 4Box Loudspeakers ( Ask PO)
£2995
Revox B261 Tuner
£750
Reek 86 RDS Tuner
£550
Threshold Pet 10E Pm Amp Phono Lee
Reduced £ 1595
Threshold Pet 10 Pre Amp Phonn Une ESupples Reduced £ 1295
YBA 2Power Amp Latest
.
£895
Equaten 2Speakers Black 9006
Excellent £ 1295
Aude Synthesis Modified Sony CDX 303EX AT.T Vitth
DOM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Be
£995
Trio LOIT Tuner ( Classic) ( Sequerra Berner) ,
. f895
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2evadable
£495
Meromega 2.1 CO Transpon lExcellen1) .....
Reduced £ 1295
Mrchel Argo Hera Line Pre Ampo Supply
£450
Cubasse 135 Speakers VDM weed sActive Equaliser
£ 1795
Theta DS Pro Basic 2DAC
£995

S/H
S/H
S/11
S/1-1
S/H
S/H
S/H

f8995
£ 1145
£ 1000
£4990
£4250
£2150
£3500

S/H
S/11
SM
5/11
S/H
Saii
S/1/

£2515
Loads
£995
£2500
f885
£4600
£2299

Sole Cosmos Tumtable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1395
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
£395
Cal Tempest 2CO Player
£ 1000
Arum Delta 1100 Pre Amp/DAC Black Box 50
£250
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200
Tannoy 638 Protrie Speakers
.
£295
Acoustat II Electrostatic Panel Speakers. Black
£350

S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
SM
S/H
S/11

£4400
£1500
£3900
£750
£450
£600
£ 1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN

- HERTS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01 438 71 4038
10.00am - 700pm MON - SAT 10.00am • 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS'

, NAVIN CABLE
iese,y,

0

•
I

NI

87 Reynolds
Edgware

CI CI •
I

T

E

Middlesex
HA8 5PX

D

MAIL ORDER HOT LINE

OPEN FROM

07971- 782595

7.00am - 12.00pm

DVD PLAYERS:- ALL MAKES
WITH 2YEARS P&L GUARANTEES
Inc. of National ( mainland UK) delivery

SAMSUNG DVD 907
WAS £.560-NOW £460
Dolby Digital Decoder built in

SAMSUNG DVD 709
WAS £4017NOW £350

SALE!! SALE!! SALE!!
NOW ON!!
SONIC FRONTIER LINE 3
WAS £5000-NOW £3500
Valve Amp ( Pre) Seperate PSU

ALR/JORDAN ENTRY 3
SPEAKERS
WAS &MIO-NOW £200
Floor Stand 2Way

ALR/JORDAN NUMBER 4
WAS £1-200-NOW £900
Floor Stand 3Way Speakers

SALE!! SALE!! SALE!!
NOW ON!!
Rent a DVD Player from £ 10 per night!!
Rent DVD Titles from £ 1.50 per night!!
Send fax orders on

FAX
020

443

7 DAYS A WEEK
LOWEST
PRICES
BEST
DEALS
14 DAY
MONEY
BACK
GUARANTEE
WITH 2
YEARS
GUARANTEES
BEST
VALUE
FOR
MONEY
NATION
WIDE
EXPRESS
DELIVERY
48 HOUR
DELIVERY
OPEN 7
DAYS
FROM
9.00AM
-12
MIDNIGHT
ALL
PRICES
INC. OF
VAT
ALL PRICE
INC. OF
DELIVERY
IN
MAINLAND
UK

SALE!!
NOW!!
ON!!

CABLES AN
PRECIOUS METALS
INTERCONNECTS 55025 CD, MD,
TAPE AND TUNER
INTERCONNECT 2 PHONES
-2 PHONES OFC CABLE 1M/3 FEET
WAS £35 NOW £ 25
NEW GAMMA INTERCONNECT FOR
HI- END HI-FI OFC CABLE 1M/3 FEET
WAS Î-6.5-NOW £ 30
NUMERO CO- AXLE DIGITAL
CABLE, OFC
WAS „we NOW £ 25

DVD PLAYERS ALL MAKES
DVD 907 SAMSUNG
WAS £.560-NOW £ 460
DOLBY DIGITAL YAMAHA
DSPA592 6CH AMP
WAS £3,50 NOW £ 250
MORDAUNT SHORT T1000
CENTRE SPEAKER
WAS £2511 NOW £ 200
MISSION 773
SPEAKERS ( FRONT)
WAS £4611 NOW £ 300
JBL CONTROL 1G
SPEAKERS ( REAR)
WAS £2011 NOW £ 150

ALL COME WITH
2YEARS GUARANTEES

MAIL ORDER HOT LINE

07971 782595

OPEN 24 HOURS AND 7 DAYS A WEEK

for sale trade
we
KIMBER POWERKORDS
£65

FROM

"By far the most cost effective
upgrade ever, Iwish Ihad done
this years and thousands of
pounds sooner."
Mr JSeetev, Southampton

Call now for your free brochu
quoting ref: ABHNO899
UK ONLY

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute t,ound. qualified um:0 rwers L
.
an nokk
mode or rt. Align . 10v high- end equipment. 1\
undertake rebuilds with selected
components and ui n also ' utter
matching,

udiophi
Lal% L.

pur'I only tile best

`
en ku. I s

Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0161-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962 .;

WANTED
TANNOY LOUDSPEAKERS
Contact Nick Pe

The Emporium
28 St Nicholas Street, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3LB

Tel/Fax: 01379 650744
E-mail: emporium 0 dircon.co.uk

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y. NEWFOAM-rmSPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG if WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
(S29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($ 34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL.

NEWFOAM
3047 West Henrietta Road

Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716)424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
e-mail: hifi@ NEWFDAM.com
VISA

MC

AMEX

DISC

+800 4639-3626
This is a live' call to the IS
as + 800 2329-3626

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns
WorlehvIde Speaker Repair Since 1979
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED
EQUIPMENT
WITH GUARANTEE EXPORT
FACILITIES AVAILABLE
Visit our Website 9
http://www.hiestereci.com

PRICE
SPEAKERS
ATE TOWER Ti
£
795
AUOIONOTE ARE/SE ( Rosewood) F. veneer
£3995
CELESTION Kingston speakers with stands 2years old
£1395
CASTLE HARLECHS Rosewood
£575
DITTON 15 Speakers
£195
IMPULSE AS Speakers
£895
REF 103/4
£750
KLH Research speakers
£250
MILLER & KREISEL MX100 Subwoofer
£795
MIRAGE M-Isi (Piano Black) MINT/BOXED £2995
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers
£250
MONITOR AUDIO Subwoofer (Rosewood)
£295
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 ( Rosewood) MINT
£2500
ORCHID PLL1 with stands 3years old (£6000)
£1995
RUARK Talisman II (Mahogany) 4years old
£395
SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands
£495
THIEL 7.2's (
BIRDS EYE MAPLE) EX OEM
£10995
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI with stands
£750
I3XS 107 Mk2 speakers
£895
PRE AMPS
ARAGON Aurium Pre-amp
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Pre-amp
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
EXPOSURE 17 Pre-amp
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW (With remote)
FINESTRA Pre-amp 8PSU
MARK LEVINSON 380s Pre-amp
MARK LEVINSON ML28 Pre-amp with Phono
AMPLIFIERS
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
AUDIONOTE Ongaku
AUDIONOTE P2SE Power amp
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo amplifier
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amp NEW
HARMAN '
GROOM Integrated valve amp
JADIS JA80 Monoblocks
JVC 7050 Power amp
LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 Stereo Power amp
UNMAN M2000 Power amp
PRIMARE 201 Pre-amp with 202 monoblocks
MINT/BOXED (f13000)
TECHNIOUES Suv85A Stereo Integrated amp
ZSYSTEMS RDPI Reference Pre-amp, latest spec
PASSLABS Aleph PPre -amP
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
AUDIOLAB 8000 CO Player
ROTEL 965BX CO Player
DAC'S
AIMS CDT Ill CD Transport EX DEM (£5000)
CALIFORNIAN AUDIOLABS DAC with AES/EBU UAT/T
MARK LEVINSON 35 DAC EX OEM
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
VAC DAC 22.1 ( lIDCD)

£895
£1095
£2495
£1495
£495
£890
£
595
£3995
£
1495

Closing down sale of Far East distributor's stock.
Thousands of brand new, rare CDs. LPs & Cassettes.
Not to be missed, at very reasonable prices, while
stock last.
Excellent, unusual and varied classical repertoire plus
popular, jazz, country, etc. Also audiophile/collectors
LPs, plus cleaning and record/CD preservation products, alignment protractors, arm lifts, CD improvement
aids accessories etc.
For details, quote HFN and contact
Carrick Marketing, 48, Bridgehousehill Road,
Kilmarnock, KA1 4I1D.
Fax/Tel: 01563 524320
E-mail: icarrick@Inconnect.com
HTTP://www.carrick-marketing.uk.com

(/--“OWNSHEND
AUDI

Speaker and interconnect cables

SEISMIC SINK

hr isolation stands and platforrns for all source components and loudspeakers.
"2 o'clock in the morning sound all day"
httplids.dIalpIpex.comrtownshend.audlot
7Bridge Rd, Hampton Court, Surrey, KT8 9EU.
Ted: 0181 979 2155 Fax 07070 721 385
townshand.audlo@dIal.plpex.com

GT AUDIO

THE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST
GUARANTEED TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING UNDERTAKEN ON ALL VALVE AND
TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT SYMPATHETIC UPGRADING. VINTAGE AMPLIFIER RESTORATION,
LEAK T1OUGMINE TUNER SERVICING AND ALIGNMENT ARE OUR SPECIALITY
MANNER POI IPAIENT FOR SAP
ART Monolith loudspeaker Cahk.3 nee stun por
Audio Research SPI tuned and in extellent Aorklmon
santgarde UNO's white finish. endcmo
santgarde UNO's metallic red. en-demo
Asantgarde DLO's oh,D, finish. en .derno
Croft Chant., Fine pre.amp. 18 inondm old
Leak TLI LI amplifier, ( BBC matched purl
Linn Mok boxed and to excellent condition
McIntosh 51071 Valte Toner. excellent condition
Dutlinglutm Analogue 'Mentor • Pangon arm
Nottingham Analogue Mentor Mentor am'
Ortolan SPA) Llassie GM. 30 hours use
Pmaelt Albano, horn loaded loudspeakers. O3c1B efficiency
QI AD ll's m excellent condition. GEC KT66's. exceptional sound
hartedale liarewood loudspeakers in excellent condition

£3395
£34995
£895
£495
£720
£125
£2995
£695
£1295
£495
£4995
£958
£3995
£
2799

£595
£165

£3500
£995
£5795
£
195
£
895

MISCELLANEOUS
AUDIO RESEARCH 2.5 mtr Litzlink interconnect
£195
MANA SOUNDFRAME
£75
MIT 750 Plus speaker cable 6metre pair
£495
MIT Mi5 2mtr Interconnect
£200
NAKAMICHI DRAGON Cassette deck
£1195
NAKAMICH1100OUL Gold LTD Edition MINT/BOXED/MANUAL £3995
NAIN NAX0 Crossover
f250
REVOX PR99 Mk2 Tapedeck (Trolley Mounted)
£1495
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
MOBILE FIDELITY " Pines of Rome" UHOR sealed boo
£200

0

GOERTZ

Liu
List
List
Lim
List
List

£650
020081
f.8500
£5300
£6700
£ 13110

Lan 0050
Last
Lis
La,
List

C6100
£5350
CSOO
£2999

List £g50

£498
two
£2(100
MOO
83000
C800
01600
£1.00
01150
C2000
E2000
£350
E1600
£610
f.200

*STAR BUY.
Dynatron LF NO Triode AmpliDers. matched pers PPV250 Triodes V ans of glorious sin.
.ound Ame and onl, hark,
none ot
rarest pen' oI Image amplIficrs 81500
f)ur agencies Include:. 'Knee Analogue. Avantgarde Acoustic. Croft, Thapaton, son:.
GRAAF. Leak Troughline Tuners, Madam. Ortofon. Platine 5,rdkn inrinahles, SMI
STAR-DAL. TRON,CKD ()peril. Unison Research and Iamamura Churchill.
=

Tel:

(+44) 01895 833099 Fax: io'14i 01/195 832594 le
gt.audIo@teco.net lutp://x.....gtaudio.com :

Immaculate and Rarely Used...

CELLO
...Sound & Music System
This exceptional private sale includes Audio
Palette, Audio Suite, Encore No4 Amplifier,
and Stradivari Grand Master Speakers.
f55,000 (negotiable) includes Master Supply,
Cello Spring Cables and additional cabling.
Listed in 1996 at $ 145,000.
0171-538 0050

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
AUDIO TECHNICA 0C9 NC cartridge NEW/BOXED
£275
CONRAD JOHNSON MOTIF MP11 Phono Stage
£850
GOLDMUND Refence T/Table/T3F Arm
£8995
HELIUS SILVER WIRED TONE ARM
£995
API TNT T/Table/Grasshopper CARTISPJ km
£4995

Lockwood Audio

TUNERS
ROTEL RT850 AL Tuner

AUTHORISED

THE

£95

WE NOW OFFER D'o FINANCE Isubject to status)
FEEL FREE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION OF OUR PRODUCTS
MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS
MARK LEVINSON, ABSOLUTE SOUNDS PRODUCTS AND MUCH MORE.

E3

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCHMASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WELCOME

vfflar

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment

VISA

202 FINDON ROAD, FINDON VALLEY, WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288 FAX: 01903 872234 MOBILE: 0813086001

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 1WE
gum Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 NM
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283 omit)
135

ACTIVE CROSSOVER MODULES
- •
rother active crossovers.

• Individually calibrated in our workshop
your loudspeaker.
Analogue phase linear.

•More accurate than the best
loudspeaker computer software
• Built using audiophile
components.

• Available for 2way, 3way,

satellite and subwoofer syste

• Specifications:
<0.0002% Distortion
>110dB S/N Ratio
<0.5uS Rise Time
0Hz to 450kHz Bandwl

Available exclip,i%

I from

1L11)10( -4.1 NKS
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scum horpe, Noel h Iinculoshire DNIO IF. I
TEL (+44) 01724 - 870432

FAX (+44) 01724 - 875340

CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOM
Do you design your own loadvpeakers or amplifiers,ur would like to
but are put off by the high cost of test equipment Then we have
just the thing fa ,?.cou.
0 00

Clio Lite is based on the Clio Electra-Acoustic
Measurement System by . 3ialrienatica. Some
of the full Laboratory 5erstods functions
have been omitted, but what's left is still a
sunning suite of PC- based virtual test
instruments at aknock-down price.
Clio Lite uses MLS. Sine and pink noise and
measures frequency response. inc. I3odave.
voltage/dB level, impedance. 2nd and 3rd harmonic
Lidonion and Thiele Small parameter:. There's even
a2channel oscilloscope and an
milu.:tance.aapacitance meter! It includes amic,
prearop and phanaim powering in the price and can be
upgraded to lull Clio later.

Ana the best '
Luc cost, tus. Clit, inc. VAT and carrmge in the UK. With one Clio Lite microphone the
price is £455 int. VAT .,nd UK carnage.
For further imormation on Che Lite plus ademo disc and details af other hiudoicaker design software

C

LI 0

land speaker kits conte...t.
»BS Audio, P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 1P28 6RD

Phone 01284 811891
Fax 01284 811791
E-Nlail 1/BSaudio@AOL.COM
1You may download demo software and information from Madirimarica's website at ... w.mellek.iUtomieudiomatica)

Igo Fit s am Ai& mum ail -FI
&HomE

CINEMA
28 OUEENSWAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX, TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587.
iii0/1.cc
iiiiiiralliallmingeSt.ceABc..
SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
B N.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
dCS ELGAR 24811/192KH2 DAC
BASIS/AIR TANGENT
ACCUPHASE • ALDIO ANALOGUE
GRAAF • PIONEER
TARGET • SENNHEISER
PATH PREM ER PRODUCTS
PROCEED AMPLIFICATION
HEYS/100K FEYIETTE B.EA(ERS12701 X0
£ 150
FIETHHUUK HEY91) LOUDSPF_AKERS 14391 XID £ 295
SYRINX DAC ICRYFAID/5115031 XI)
£ 250
SI» VPI,W40/1 GM LCD 1YROJECTOR 155031 X0 £3995
SONY VPL-S50C SVGA P/1CJECTOR155CC) XEI . _...£3995
BASIS 2030 TURNTABLE/MOOD ARM 1191151X0 f1495
OPERA DUETTO LOLDEPEAYERS 13951 XD
£345
NAD 1300 PRE-AM, SH
£ 125
ClUe 77 INTEGRATED 159111 Xf)
f395
MEGNERANAR Me. 1995 SPEAKERS i2 1951 £ 1995
MX TRIODE VANE PRE AMP 1995) XD
£495
MIDREX 11eLut WilA./AACISPiT P3VVEP AMP 1'7307 CO 1795
CASTE SE, 5
,
- -=
ZE

136

•REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
•B&W • HEYBROOK
• MICHELL • TEAC • dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLER
• UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN I:EN HUL PRODUCTS
• MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
• MARK LEVINSON
•MAGRA PL- P PRE/MPA & VPA PPOWER AMP
•SONY, RCF, SELECO PROJECTORS
-.' 31CAL FŒLITY X-A501d/PS1500110 . .. f350
. • ISIS 9C0 500W SLENJOYER 122015 50
f1495
',JS FABER ELECTA AMATCPS1280319/ £ 1495
:
,
2, VA MO MMI13501SB £203
.-..: ABX7P BAUUCED INTEGRATED AMP 16391 X0 . f399
! .. 21A6MPLAYER149951SH__ £ 1995
.
JPBASE DP-70// CD PLAYER (5013Dr• 1
f2495
.
-, PD P35 VALVE POBER AMP199S - f495
f395
.L'aFt& CT7CO3 TUNER .
£495
,
.',11P AF315P PROJECTOR . f495
....,44 fiBl.1 PRO:ESSOR £ 125

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
APPOINTMENT OPEN MON SAT 10AM TO 7PM

DEMONSTRATIONS BY

LIST

NOW

£2,150
£800
£1,700
£1,300
£450
£1,250
£1,400
£600
£1,000
£1,450
£2,400
£750
£1,800
£1,000
£1,500
£400
£400
£960
£1,250
£850
£1,250
£1,500
£3,300
£2,500
£380
£3.000
£850
£500
£680
£400
£1,400
£380
£430
£995
£1,250
£600
£1,495
£1,000
£8,000
£1,000
£1,000
£1,450

£1,530
£530
£1,000
£830
£330
£830
£830
£330
£730
£1,030
£1,830
£430
£1,130
£730
£530
£150
£200
£725
£630
£550
£630
£930
£2,630
£2,030
£150
£1,530
£550
£250
£475
£250
£9 SO
£1 PO
£215
£400
£500
£250
£1,1 SO
£600
£2,000
£300
£500
£1,000

PRODUCT

• User adjustments
-Instructions supplied.

E•25

Or711

ACOUSTIC PRECISION EIKOS CD
ACOUSTIC PRECISION FRI green speakers
ANTHEM CD 1
ANTHEM INTEGRATED AMP]
AUDIOLAB 8000LX int amp
AUDIOIAB 80000 pre amp
AVI S2000 MC cd player
B&W ( DM] speakers
(ABASSE FARELLA 400 beech speakers
CASTLE HOWARD S2 oak speakers
DEF TECH BP2002
DEF TECH BP6
DENON PMA 05 1011 amp
LINN CLASSIK
LINN KARIK cd player
MARANTZ PM66 SE amp
MARANTZ SR 1040 receiver
MICHELL BRONZ GYRODEC
MICROMEGA AMP power amp
MICROMEGA PREMIUM 20 cd player
MICROMEGA TEMPO Ppre amp
MISSION 754 r/wood speakers
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50 r/woad speakers
MUSICAL FIDELITY A1001 amp
MUSICAL FIDELITY-3B pre amp
NAIM 135 mono power amp ( old style
NAIM NAIT 3R
PARASOUND OP 1000
PINK TRIANGLE TARATEILA ( no arm) T/Table
POLK RT8
PROAC STUDIO 150 cherry/walnut speakers
ROGERS GS5 black speakers
ROGERS GS6 black speakers
ROKSAN L2 pre-amp
ROKSAN L2.5 pre-amp
ROKSAN ROKI black/r/wood speakers
ROKSAN S1.5 silver power amp
SONY (DP XA5OES cd player ( champagne)
SOUNDLAB-PRISTINE electrostatics speaker
TEA( ABXI 0amp
XTC DAC 1
XT( POW 2power amp

EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
NEW
NEW/EX DEMO
EX/DEMO
S/H
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
S/H
S/H
S/H
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
S/H
S/H
S/H
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
EX/DEMO
NEW
EX/DEMO
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
EX/DEMO

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OR
CALL OUR HOTLINE NUMBER FOR DETAILS.
HURRY, THESE ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!!

SEE IT! HEAR IT! BUY IT!
HOTLINE NUMBER
TEL: 0171-497 1346
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB.

E
MAIL: sales©musicarimages.co.uk
Beckenham
0181 633 3777

Edgeware
01 81 952 5635

Houslow
0181 569 5802

NOT VALID WITH AN OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS. E&OF
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HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

OCOM
SUPERCLOCK ( S-Clock)
The Definitive CD Upgrade
If your CD Player relies on a standard clock, then it is limited by
inherent problems like jitter, slow rise time which means timing errors,
and
interference
with
the
DAC
conversion
process.
Low
level information is lost and irretrievable.
These standard clocks do not generate an initial sine wave for
conversion, they just produce a waveform similar in shape to a
sawtooth.
Now picture this....
•

High accuracy +/- 2ppm master clock.

•

Fast rise time resulting in greater data accuracy retrieval.

•

Negligible levels of power supply and data related jitter.

•

Low distortion osciillator sine wave, virtually free of phase noise.
This is what the clock signal in Your CD Plaver
looks like

Now compare with the clock signal from
the SiClock

Requires only four
internal connections.
Operates from a wide range of
supply voltages, + 9v to + 24v.

Circuitry does not use feedback
to generate analogue sine wave.

Is Compact, measuring only
47mm by 47mm by 18mm.

Can be fitted to most CD Player,'
Transports, Minidisc and DVD.

Natural texture of instruments
and vocals

Massive gains in resolution and detail.

Greater dynamics and detail at
all frequencies

Spacious 3-D presentation.

Extended accurate bass with solid
weight, control and presence

For further in'ormatioi on S-Clock, other compoments and upgrades
AudioCom ( UK), Ulits 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY.
Tel. 01634 842803 Tel/Fax. 01934 842804 E-mail audiocom@connect-scotnet.co.uk
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ASPIRATIONS AND PRIORITIES
Newsletter # 164 (yes, we really have achieved this verbosity since
November 1979) was to feature an incredible £ 7,000 digital
processor until conscience pricked, reality intervened a month after
praising a newly launched a £ 14,000 pre-amplifier. The Fl in HiFi
should not designate Formula One performance and prices. The last
thing we want is to intimidate people, and no one need apologise
for seeking my advice on a small accessory or component at any
price. It is true that Ienjoy the pricey side of high-end, but Iassert that
this qualifies me to advise on lesser (ie. Realistic) equipment because
Ihave a goal and reference point.
Musicality is achievable at all price levels, and arguably much more
elusive in the Fl systems. The reasons are synergy and critical
resolution lost in signal transfer. In Iwo words, Compatibility and
Contamination (mains, EMI, RFI, vibrations, etc, etc).
As a consultant of more years experience than Icare to admit, Isee
my job as budget management at all levels. No one need apologise
for limited funds, it just means other priorities. HiFi should be high
priority, but not fanaticism. In a real sense, my job is to save client's
money, save expensive mistakes. As my clients know, Isometimes
suggest more costly proposals, but just as often Isurprise them with
cheaper options Ibelieve to be better.
Right now Iam part-exchanging fewer and pricing down the price of
CD players because of the recent enhancement in quality for lower
prices. See last month's used Theta prices, which made waves. The
Audio Note Zero series is the main culprit. To recap, a high quality
transport for £399 and DAC processor with the dream combination of
24 bit/96kHz with analogue output in the valve domain! And on the
complexities of future formats, please send for my free Information
Sheet which tries to rationalise the dilemma of what to buy and when
to buy. "
Present Certainties and Future Potential." With respect to
manufacturers and journalists, a lot of confusion is created by
ignorance and (vested) interest. Here are two key but tricky questions
to test expertise: will a DVD machine which currently plays a 24/96
DVD play a DVD-A? And on its rival format, the Sony SACD, will an
SACD player play a 16bit (current) CD ... or a DVD? The practical
value of this information sheet is to suggest a number of practical
upgrade paths after discussing the theory of the rival formats.
You can hear 24/96 on dem at the Salon, alone in Scotland, the
future of 2-channel stereo sounds good. Note that we are
demonstrating the Full Monty, not 24 bit downsampied. To process
List

Now

ANALOGUE
Systemdek IIX (walnut) with Linn LVX arm, mint,
and we'll even throw in a starter
MM cartridge.
Perfect £ 740

£250

DIGITAL
Theta Data II CD Transport and Pro Gen Ill DAC
with fully bal and AT&T enchancements.
Along with 31/30 the Reference; review reprints
available. Priced to sell,
not by true worth.
Boxed, perfect
Audiolab ( now TAG) CDM8000 transport
and latest 8000DAX significantly upgraded
by AudioCom (details and parts list
available).
Boxed, perfect

£9,730 £3,750

£3,100 £ 1,350

AMPLIFIERS
Conrad-johnson Premier 14 r/c, line pre-amp
vacuum tube legend, rare opportunity,
very new.
Mint, box
Chord SPM1200B Amp (black) 250 wpc as
new, hardly run-in.
Mint, box

£4,495 £2,750
£3,790 £2,500

Main Franchises: Audio Note, Bow Technologies, LFD,
Living Voice, Mark Levinson, Michell, MIT, PT, Pass Labs,
psb, ProAc, Zingali

this, the electronics have to cope with the ration of one inch in a
journey of 131 miles: that is the finesse of resolution analogue
die-hards (me too) did not anticipate! Here it isl
If you still think that digital is for computers, analogue for music, then
use that computer to visit us online. Surf the bargains before others,
read the Newsletter one month in advance! You know our quality is
guaranteed and our prices are causing waves. If you equaite
analogue to excellence what do you do for a recordable medium?
You search for a Nakamichi Dragon or CR7second-hand for up to
£1,500. Last month we were embarrassed by the demand. The new
Nakamichi distributor said a Dragon would cost over £8k to retool and
manufacture! So they have no plans. Iwas contacted by the so-called
Nakamichi Veterans Association, ex-employees of the original
company in Japan who state that they can arrange personal import
of about twenty CR7and Dragons in mint condition, hardly used or
even unopened. Price should be around my target of £ 1,250. Please
note, absolutely no connection or intention to grey-import the current
products manufactured by the company formed some time after the
demise of the Nakamichi family concern. Please phone for details.
Last month, in praise of pre-amps, Isuggested that a good pre-amp
in line enhanced the signal, thus even for a one source system (CD)
a pre-amp is more than a selector and volume control. Passive preamps are not satisfactory, and the reason is more than the ability to
drive cables and awkward loads. With DAB (digital tuners) and other
digital formats. A pre-amp may be needed as a selector, volume
control, but please regard our under-priced pre-amps as an
opportunity to enhance your system; invest now, prices will never be
lower. The Levinson No 32 has gone Into September delivery, as we
write in early June, because people can hear the unprecedented
preformance, but affordable pre-amps deliver musicality at any
budget level, or they destroy it. Which brings us back to the point of
this month's bulletin.
At The Audio Note Salon, musicality is our goal at all price points.
Many components are impressive, but not seductive. They have their
own sonic signature. In choosing cables and components, choose
neutrality, allow the scale and timbre of the performing musicians to
come into your life. When you get it right it is a humbling artistic
experience, like standing before a natural or architectural monument
to civilisation. As the Indian guru Osho warns all who will listen,
modern man is the most detached from existence in the history of
our race. Make music not wanl
The Gryphon Limited 75/100, State of the Art Pre-amp
phono stage, dual monoblock construction
musically right, convincing. One for £3,500. Mint boxed
Audio Note KEGON Hand-made pathfinding
amplifier, dual 30013, magisterial, priced to sell
not by value or performance.
Perfect, crated
Krell KAV 3001150 wpc
As new
Mark Levinson 10-A Pre-amp with phono stage,
top of the tree at this reduced price? It's true!
Mint
Sonic Frontiers Line One pre-amp, super company,
very distinguished product, sexy style and remote! Mint

with
£8,500 £2,750

POA£18,500
£2,495 £1,600
£2,400 £1,099
£2,499

£950

SPEAKERS
ProAc Tablette, cherry wood, mint, the
ultimate mini speaker with a big sound,
an LS3/5a that breathes.
Mint, ex-dem £ 599
Dynaudio 1.8 Contour, favoured Mk I ( not
ported) in light oak.
Mint £2,195
ProAc Response Two, mahogany, wonderful
speaker!
Fine, s/h £ 1,670
PSB Stratus Mini - Stereophile award 1997
design, Piano Lacquer with stands,
first time in UK!
Mint, review pair £ 1,390

£399
£995
£799

£690

Our Warranty: second-hand products carry 6-month
parts and labour guarantee including 2-way UK carriage.
Export and home dems by arrangement

"

e

The Audio Note Salon is four dem rooms at 5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G12 9HA, or visit us online a www.audiosourceco.uk
TEL

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX:

(
0)141 339 9762

E-MAIL:

Jack@audiosource.co.uk

PRESTIGE - £2250
Designed by Wilmslow Audio
Immitated by others.

Don't accept second best.
Phone today for your free catalogue giving details
of our full range of loudspeakers and accessories
50 Main Street Broughton Astley Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: info@wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Additional Demonstration facilities available in Wigan, Lancs.
Phone to 01942 521771 to book you appointment.

Wilmslow
Audio

IAN HARRISON HI-FI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

TEL

01283 702875
1111 gpm

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & ,AVE UP TO 45'o OFF THE RRP
CARTRIDGES & STYLI
DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON ( DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD
HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA

TONEARMS
ROKSAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES
SME
TECHNICS
MICHELL
HIFI
FURNITURE
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
PROJEKT
SOUND
ORGANISATION
CABLES

CASSETTE DECKS COMPACT DISC
.'IONEER
PIONEER
TRAC
TRAC
SONY
SONY
DENON
DENON
YAMAHA
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
MARANTZ
TASCAM
PHILIPS
DAT
CREEK
PIONEER
TUNERS
TRAC
SONY
TASCAM
DENON
SONY
PIONEER
FOSTEX
YAMAHA
MINI DISC
MARANTZ
SONY
DENON
PIONEE R
REEL-REEL

DENON
MARANTZ
.10NEER
YAMAHA
0H1UPS & OTHERS

SONIC LINK
AUDIOOUEST

STUDER
TASCAM

AUDIO-TECHNICA
VAN DEN HUL

*ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW 6. BOXED
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO EX/DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS

GOLDRING
OED

TEST CASSETTES

BLANK TAPES/

TEST CDS

DISCS
TDK

ANIPEX

MILTY

SONY

SONY

JVC

QED

ANTIFERENCE

•PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL SCOTCH
BASF
FWI
FOR DETAILS

Large energy to
Passive RIA
High quality
Ultra-gloss p
40,000 ('USto
Star ground sste
Excellent dynamicç
Stable imaging
Verb transparent
Very musical
Low noise
Phone or fax 01931 7128 17
Foi catalogue
PAUL HYNES DESIGN
Performan« audio amplification

ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER MAXWELL

TEST RECORD
DEMO COS

PHILIPS

FOR ,
.•.
VV2 valve vinyl
Remote powl s

GOLDRING

MAXVIEW

TDK

PIVOTELLI

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS

A VERY SPECIAL
THANKS TO
MANA ACOUSTICS
FOR THEIR SUPPORTS
OVER THE YEARS
(SIMPLY THE BEST)

SELECT AUDIO
(LonDon)

***************** 0181 986 8788

A WARM THANKS
TO ALL AT
PEACH AT
CAMDEN PALACE
EVERY FRIDAY
(KEEP IT UP)

JEFF ROWLAND ML2 AND BPI BATTERY
£3,750
JEFF ROWLAND CONSUMATE AND
PHONO STAGE MK3, 3 BOX
£3,000
JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE INC
PHONO BOARD AND REMOTE
£ 1,300
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS
£800
APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND X/O
£3,000
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1
£300
COUNTERPOINT SA220, 220 WPC
£ 1,200
PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE DAC
£2,700
BAT VK5, VALVE PRE REMOTE
£2,400
EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
£450
NAIM IBL BLACK
£350
NAIM 62, HI CAP, 250 NEW STYLE
£ 1,300
ACCUPHASE D450 POWER AMP 200 WPC
£2,000
AUDIOLAB 8000C AND 8000P
£550
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al EX DEM
£300
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 VALVE, PRE REMOTE
£400
MORDAUNT SHORT MS817, CHERRY
£400
*********** 10AM-7PM

CLOSED WED at

£7,500
£ 10,000
£3,500
£3,000
£ 10,000
£900
£3,000
£5,000
£4,400
£850
£850
£2,700
£3,750
£ 1,250
£500
£900
£900

sun **********

CELEBRITY CABLES AT POPULAR PRICES!
Petros Blue and Stratos Series II interconnect cables are sold direct by
Jack Lawson, proprietor of The Music Room and Audio Note Salon. At last,
they break 'The 10% Rule' — the need to spend at least 10% of the overall
budget on interconnects in order to tap the potential performance of all of
your equipment. The cable designer's goal was universality: neutrality, detail,
open sound, rather than any tonal character for bright or dull equipment.
The Petros Blue cables were designed to outperform the market leaders at
£150 to £200, the Stratos cables are arecent "full-hit" implementation of the
same technology as evolved over three years leading to the Plus Silver
level. From August 1, Stratos Series Il uses phono plugs built to anew
specification using amachined body (earth shield) and phosphor bronze
centre pin, both with enhanced contact mechanisms and factory-coated with
KONTAK contact cleaner and enhancer. The increased number and
incredibly small strands ( 130 x0.07mm) give the Stratos cable high
bandwith to ensure no resonance and harmonics, and certainly no roll off, at
frequency extremes. High purity, low temperature cast ( long crystal) copper
is used as the equivalent cost in silver is poor quality metal yielding harsh
unnatural signal even after extensive break-in.
AudioSource cables use expensive phono plugs machined from solid
blocks ( balanced cables) use Swiss professional Neutrik XLR plugs)
because folded metal stresses the long grain crystals. Signal pins are
phosphor bronze, gold plated without intermediary, and the Kontak
cleaner and molecular pit filler ( needs re-applied after about six months);
they are spring loaded. Solder joins are silver using carefully discovered
3-T formula (temperature, time and technique). The time is more than
mechanical bond but less than neatness level which etches the interface
with solder chemicals. Except for the entry level PB, interconnects are dual
leads with outer braid earthed at source or star configuration. and

mechanically damped. RF and EMI are further rejected by intermediary
coated foil wrap.
The performance is achieved at aquarter of the normal price because
packaging and marketing adds about the same as the cost of build, and
dealer margin plus VAT doubles this cost to the consumer again.
We have alarge list of ex-dem and part-exchanged speaker cables and
interconnects for anyone who has heard and wants to stay consistent with
Audio Research, Audio Note, AudioQuest, Gryphon, Kimber, van den Hul,
XL0 Signature and indeed some of our own Petros/Stratos Series One
interconnects. Please phone, fax, e-mail or visit our site for the current list.
The savings are substantial. On the following, the savings are even greater:
DON'T BE FOOLED BY THE PRICE!
STEREO INTERCONNECTS per metre pair
Petros Blue £48 (for 0.5 metre, £40, per additional
metre +£ 16)
Petros Blue+ £58 (for 0.5 metre £52, per additional
metre +£ 18)
Petros Blue + Silver £65 (for 0.5 metre, £65, per additional
metre +£ 18)
Petros Series II £ 125 (for 0.5 metre, £ 105, per additional
metre +£35)
DIGITAL
Petros Blue+ Silver £35 (for 0.5 metre, £26)
Stratos Series II £65 (for 0.5 metre, £40)
Prices include VAT but please add £2for First Class post, or £4for
overnight carrier within UK.

Phone 0141-357 5700. Fax 0141-339 9762. Email jack@audiosource.co.uk
The web is at www.audiosource.co.uk
Celebrity Cables at Popular Prices are at The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace,
Glasgow G12 9HA Scotland
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KEVIN

GALLOWAY

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.

AU D I0

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.
AUDIO PHYSI*
'

»
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TELEPHONE
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Demonstration By Appointment

LUMLEY LOUDSPEAKERS
LM2 AND LM2.5 BARGAINS
To make way for the fantastic new Lumley LMS range ( 150, 250, 500 and 1000),
we have afew ex-works LM2 and LM2.5's at over 50% off.
This is direct factory prices and will not be repeated.

r
atv

-Service & Repairs

-Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

All fully guaranteed. Some ex-dem. Some new. All mint.
eg LM2 Mk3.£3,6e0"£1,595

LUMLEY LOUDSPEAKERS LTD
Tel: 01892 616383 Fax: 616517

DBS AUDIO SELF-BUILD
LOUDSPEAKERS
Looking for superior sound from
your hi- ti and not afraid of a bit
of woodwork?
Irthe answer's yes, you could

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
Conrad-jonnson PV10AL valve line preamplifier
Conrad-jonnson PV10A valve line/phono preamplifier
Conrad-johnson PV12A valve line/phono preamplifier
Conrad-johnson CAV50 valve integrated amplifier ( 2x5OW)
Conrad-johnson MV55 valve stereo power amplifier ( 2x5OW)
Conrad-johnson Premier 7 reference phono/line preamplifier ( upgrade posstilel)
Conrad-johnson Premier 14 remote valve line preamplifier
Conrad-johnson PFR remote line preamplifier
Conrad-johnson MF2500 solid-state ( 250wpc) power amplifier ( new)
Conrad-johnson DR- 1 CD transport ( new)
Conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve dia processor ( new)
Conrad-johnson DIA 3 solid-state d/a processor ( new)
Conrad-johnson DV- 2b valve CD player ( new)
BelCanto SETI 40 Class A single- ended remote integrated amplifier ( new)
Resolution Audio CD50 integrated CD player ( balanced) - ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-40 single ended class A valve amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio S1-50Mk11 remote valve integrated amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 Limited Edition amplifier 2x8W ( new)
Golden Tune Audio SE- 100 valve stereo amplifier 2x100W ( new)
Audiostatic DCI electrostatic speakers ( black or glacier white) - ( new)
Melos 202 Gold valve stereo amplifier 2x200W
Sound Lab A3 PLUS reference electrostatic loudspeakers ( medium oak)
Avalon Anus loudspeakers ( piano black - very limited edition!!)
Avalon Ecipse loudspeakers ( cherry)
Muse Model Two balanced dia processor ( new)
Muse Model Two Plus balanced dia processor ( new)
Muse Model Five CD transport ( new)
Muse Model 160 stereo power amplifier ( 2x160W)
Muse Model 300 mono power amplifier 300W - ( pair)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms ( selection)
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
Shun Mode isolation platforms and tuning devices ( selection)
Cardas interconnect, loudspeaker and digital cables ( selection)

AUDIC,FREAAKS
Distributors

Tel:

Of Fine

0181-948

4153.
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Theatre

4250

RAP
Special
£1095
£1295
£995
£2590
£ 2000
£2495
£ 1700
£2000
£ 1495
£11000
£ 3900
£4500
£ 3500
£2790
£ 2100
£3500
£ 2600
£1795
£ 1200
£1995
£ 1400
£1195
£ 750
£2495
£ 1750
£4500
£ 2500
£2995
£ 2100
£1100
£650
£1100
£700
£1950
£ 1000
£2395
£ 1250
£2500
£ 1600
£4500
£ 1500
£14000
£ 4900
£8000
£ 4990
£8000
£ 4500
£2000
£ 1150
£2500
£ 1250
£1800
£ 1000
£2395
£ 1250
£3995
£ 2150
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

Equipment

save £.f.£s and enjoy your
music more by making a pair
of our self- build loudspeakers
ias featured in HiFi News
and Record Review - and
designed by David
Berriman).
DBS7 and DBS8 and
DBS8-S, are designed to the
highest standards with
novel technologies.
high-quality drive unies,
crossover components and cables of
the type found in the most expensive
and competent commercial models.
So why wait? Just ring, fax or E- Mail us ¡ including your
postal address) for further intomiation. Overseas
customers welcome. VISA/ACCESS accepted.

STOP PRESS
Hear these remarkable loudspeakers ( by prior
arrangement) at our new Bury Hi -Fi Listening Room.
DBS Audio, P.O. Box 91,
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP28 6RD
Phone 01284 811891

CLIO

Fax 01284 811791

E- Mall DBSaudio@AOL.COM

8£264138,07 compares well with speakers at
• • ' ' £ 1.6011 and this would be around their
_available h.nd.builf lo arder nl f959

pair).

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
Clearance

Description

Choice
Price

Exposure VActive xover (3Way)
EAD 7000 Transport
Magnum P200 pre-amp
Alon PW1 Subwoofer (Passive)
Gale 401
Kinshaw Overture Phono

£
£
£
£
£
£

Original
Retail Pnce

295.00 £ 995.00
895.00' £ 2495.00
895.00' £ 1895.00
295.00 £ 750.00
250.00 £ 195.03 £ 395.00

".Pnce reduction

New in
This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS
KSA 2008
Nam Nap 250 ( Latest version)
Audio Research 0130
Electrocompaniet ECI-2 Integrated
Denon 4400 Monoblocks (New)
Conrad Johnson Prom 11A (Stereo)
Meridian 556 Power amp
PRE AMPLIFIERS
C.A.T. SL1 Signature mk III
Conrad Johnson Prom 78

£ 2495.00
£ 1150.00
£ 1395.00
£ 695.00
£ 595.00
£ 2250.00
£ 850.00

£6000.00
£ 1800.00
£ 1850.00
£ 1000.00
£ £3500.00
£ 950.00

£ 4500.00
£ 5995.00

£6900.00
£11000.00

SPEAKERS
B & W C.D.M. 1
£
Roger LS35A
£
Alon Adriana ( New)
£
Alon Vmk Ill
£
Wilson Benesch ACT 1
£
Pro Ac Response 2
£
C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Naim CD 3.5. Flat Cap
Naim CDI

375.00
295.00
Special
Special
5500»
1195.00

£ 600.00
£ 798.00
£10000.00
£5500.00
£7000.00
£2200.00

£ 995.00
£ 1195.00

£1500.00
£2000.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUENARIOUS
Linn Sondeck LP12 Vallhala/Basic £
Pink Triangle Export ( Ref bearing & Platter) £

295.00
850.03

£ £ 1050.00

Power
Amplifiers
Copeland CSA 14 Integrated ( Silver)
Restek Extract Monoblocks ( 180 watt)
Mark Levinson 331
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Michell Alecto Stereo
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Boulder 500 AE
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P
FM Acoustics 6115 Resolution Power
Audio Research M300
Lamm M1 Monoblocks ( 1001N)
Quad 77 Integrated (Ouadlink)
AVI 2000 Monoblocks (As New)
EAR 519
VTL 225 Monoblocks
Audio Note Kassi
Audio Note Kagon
Exposure Dual Reg IV x2
Krell 505
Exposure Super XV integrated
Exposure XV integrated
Aura Evolution A103
Exposure XII psu
Krell KMA 100 mk 11 Monoblocks
Musical Fidelity F19
Krell KSA 80B
Krell KSA 50 mk 11

£ 795.00
E 1995.00
E3395.00
£ 9995.00
£ 995.00
£ 7995.00
E 2650.00
£ 2995.00'
£ 500.00'
£ 499500
E 1995.00'
E 995.00'
£ 3250.00
£ 550.00'
£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£ 8500.00
£ 695.00'
£ 695.130'
£14995.00
£ 4995.00
£ P.O.A.
£ 495.00
£ 895.00
£ 2695.00
£ 2250.00
£12995.00
£29500.00
£ 895.000
£ 2250.00
£ 450.00
£ 350.00

E1900

£ 495.00
£ 1799.00
£ 2250.00
£ 1850.00
£ 995.03

£ 119500
£3500.00
£5000.00
£18000.00
£ 1500.00
£21000.00
£3400.00
£5000.00
£ 950.00
£10000.03
£40130.00
£2250.00
£4790.00
£ 900.00
£12900.00
£6700.00
£14500.00
£ 129500
£ 1250.00
£22000.00
£12000.00
PO.A.
£ 70000
£1400.00
£4699.00
£5000.00
£30000.00
£80000.00
£ 1800.00
£3690.00
£ 795.00
£ 750.00
£ 350.00
£ £7000.00
£4000.00
£4000.00
£3000.00

*- Price reduction

Pre
Amplifiers
Jeff Rowland Consumate . Phono (3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Audio Research LS7

£ 3995.00 £ 8000 00
£ 650.00' £ 1095 00
£ 1095.00
' 623 00

FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Krell KRC2
Audio Research LS2
Meridian 501.2 (New)
Quad 34
EAR 802 (inc phono)
Musical Fidelity F25
,Pnce reduction

£10995.00
£ 2200.00
£ 2250.00

£17000.00
£4190.00
£3300.00
£ 700.00
£ £2000.00
£ 1500.00

E5900
£ 220.00
£ 650.00
£ 795.00

Quality
Speakers
ATC SCM100A SL Active Spkrs
Wilson 3/2 ( Black)
Sonus Faber Extreme oStands
Thiel CS1.5
B & W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Quad ESL 63 Black
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Roksan ROK 1
Some Faber Concerto Grand Piano +
Stone base ( Piano Black)
Wilson System V.1 ( Black)
Rogers LS3/5A Black (New)
Rogers ABI Sub (New)
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
(Black Laquer)
Linn Khelids ( Oak)
JM Lab Spectral 909.1
(External Damage)
Rogers LS55 (New)
Aliante Spazio
Kef C95
Meridian D.S.P. 6030 Active SPK
Martin Logan Stylos
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
AE 2 ( Piano Black)
.
-Price

£ 4500.00 £ 7000.00
£ 5995.03 £15000 00
£ 4250.00 £ 7000.00
£ 1595.00' £ 2703.00
£ 1895.00
£ 4003.00
£ 995.03 £ 3000.00
£ 1895.00 £ 3200.00
£4500.00 £ 6500.00
£ 295.03 £ 600.00
£ 1700.03
£12050.00
£ 575.00
£ 395.50

£ 2200.00
£ 18000.00
£ 798.00
£ 598.00

£ 3500.00
£ 395.00

£ 4799.00
£

£ 595.00
£ 330.00
£ 250.00
£ 250.00
£ 499500
£ 2200.00
£ 2495.00
£ 795.00

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

1375.00
430.00
500.00
8500.00
2900.00
4000.00
1495.00

CEO Play e rs

Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No 39
McCormack DAC-1
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk 11
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
DPA PDM 1mk III
Naim CD2
Krell KPS 25s
Krell KAV 300 CD
Quad 77 CD Player (Ouadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Meridian 203 duc
Krell KPS 204
Pink Triangle de Capo/Cardinal
Audio Lab Transport 8000cdm
Audio Lab Dac 8000 dux
Arcam Alpha plus
Meridian 500 Transport
Meridian 562 V
Maranta 63 Ki Sig
Maranta CD94 Mk2 Transport & DAC

STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy,

Pass

Alon,

Rockport,

ATC,

SME,

Audible illusion

Soundstyle,

B.A.T.

Stand Unique

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Bryston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

To tem,

Chord,

Trichord,

750.00

reduction

84 ID A

Choice

CS

£ 150.00 £
£ 4250.00 £ 5003.00
£ 450.00' £ 995.00
£ 4995.00 £ 8000.00
£ 2995.03 £ 5800.00
£11500.00 £24000.00
£ 1500.03' £ 3995.03
£ 895.03 £ 1095.00
£ 550.03 £ 1000.00
£ 1695.03 £ 2200.00
£13995.00 £ 19995.00
E 2500.00 £ 3500.00
£ 495.00 £ 700.00
£ 1095.00 £ 1900.03
£ 225.00 £ 500.00
£6995.00 £ 12000.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2331.00
E 900.00 £ 1400.00
£ 550.00 £ 900.00
£ 195.00 £ 500.00
£ 750.00 £ 1245.00
£ 495,00 £ 800.00
£ 195.00 £
1100.00
C2750.00

eao.00

E

'-Pnce reductor

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hu!,

Graham,

VPI,

Helios,

XLO,

Lavardin,

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,

Michell,
Musical Fidelity,
Oracle analogue
and digital,

and many more.

16 In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment
1E) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
1E) Generous part exchange
11E) Show room/dem room
1E) Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
10 All credit cards inc. Amex
10 Mail order
ip Export service

Turntables

1E)Finance arranged subject to status
10 Widest range available

Voyd Re erence/Reference Power supply/
Helios Cyalene/Audio Note 10 limited + P/S
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
Forsell Air Force One
Linn Klyde
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
Transparent Musiclink Reference
(RCA- RCA)
Transparent Musicwave Ultra
Bi Wire 3.6mtr
Linn LP12/ARO/Annegeddon/Prefix/
Hi Cap/I7 DII
LFD MCI Phono mm/mc
Lyra Parnasus (New)
Clear Audio Master Reference/Clear Audio
Inside reference (Wood)
Basis Debut Gold/Graham Model 2.0
(Ceramic)
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
Audio Research PH3 Phono Stage
Meridian 504 Tuner
Pnce reduction

tel 0181

ID
£11500.00 £22000.00
£ 650.00 £ 1200.00
£ 1503.00' £ 4500.00
£11995.00
£25030.00
£ 450.00 £ 600.00
£ 595.00' £

Unbiased advice

-10 Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

950.00

£ 1000.00 £ 2200.03

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic

£ 1600.00 £ 3300.00

dreams.

Quality

expensive brandnames,

hi-fi

is

not just

about

it's about aspiring to

£ 2503.00 £ 4000.00
£ 550.00 £ 900.00
£ 1200.00 £ 2000.00

the very best sound, about choosing your ideal

£8995.03 £ 1600.00

taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge

£ 7500.03
£ 1095.03
£ 850.00
£ 495.03

and

£ 12500.00
£ 2000.00
£ 1490.00
£ 800.00

system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about

being given

the freedom to choose and

upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181

392 1963

CLASSIC 200

Perfectly Balanced

To arrange a.1auditn•ii please call or % i
sit oui rS11019/111001
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Rd. Southampton Hampshire SOIS
Visit our web-site:

AUDIOPHILE / PRO AUDIO COMPONENTS
CT1 and CT2 Audio Attenuators / Volume Controls

CT100 Stereo Phono Stage Module

Many are not aware how large improvements in sound quality and in reliability
that are possible by replacing a normal audio potentiometer (any make and
any price) by one of our stepped Audio Attenuators. CT1 and CT2 offer more
effortless sound, more details, better dynamics, lower distortion anci larger
bandwidth. At the same time they offer better tracking between channels,
better attenuation accuracy and better reliability (lifetime >25,000 rotation
cycles). CT1 Obtained a fabulous full-page review in the British HiFi World
magazine. Some of the comments from the review were: '
One ability of this
attenuator that's very obvious is its truly crystal clarity' and '
The CT1's
'invisibility' was its finest asset' etc.
Our stepped attenuators are built on Swiss precision mechanics. They have
24 steps and uses low noise, low inductance SMD netal film resistors. Due to
the compact des gn and the use of SMD resistors, CT1 and CT2 have several
times shorter signal path than aconventional stepped attenuator using leaded
resistors.
All CT1 and C12 contacts and conductors are %lipid plated. Examples of
specifications are: Bandwidth 50MHz, attenuation accuracy ±0.05dB, tracking

Are you still into vinyl? If yes, our CT100 Phono Stage
Module will be interesting for you. CT100 outperforms
nearly any known built-in or separate Phono Stage.
The ultimate way of using CT100 is to build it into the
cabinet of your turntable. In this way the wires carrying
the vulnerable low-voltage signal from the cartridge are
shortest possible. Alternatively, you may build CT100
into your amplifier enclosure or a separate enclosure.
CT100 has selectable input res stance and input
capacitance and various gain settings. By selecting the
appropriate settings, CT100 will fit nearly any MM or MC
cartridge without requiring separate step-up transformer.
CT100 offers unique sound quality and specifications
that are hard to find elsewhere: RIAA equalization
accuracy ±0.05dB, S/N 98dB at 40dB gain, channel sep.
120dB, TFID 0.0003%, output impedance 0.1 0. The
module containing 2channels is only 63mm by 105mm
and raay be operated in dual mono mode using two
power supplies Balanced and non-tsalanced outputs are

between channels ±0.05dB, THD <0.0001%.
CT1 and CT2 audio attenuators are good choices for volume controls in
audiophile preamplifiers, in professional audio equipment and for audiophiles
who which to upgrade their existing amplifiers that use less ideal volume
controls.
Besides the CT1 and
CT2 audio - attenuators
we are also offering the
CT3
audio
input
selector switch, which is
of the same bet quality
as CT1 and CT2. CT3
switches between up to
5signal sources.
Photo:
CT1
Audio
Attenuators in mono,
stereo and balanced
stereo
versions.
Available in 10, 20, 50,
100 and 250 kOhm.
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DISTRIBUTORS
TAIWAN
Tang Hill -nternational Ltd.
Tel.: (02) 581 3805
Fax: ( 02) 564 2918
thlinlo@ms4.hinet net
MALAYSIA
Hi Fidelity Enterprise
Tel. (03)&87 0128
Fax (03)&87 0129

EN

CT100
Phono
Stage
Module

AUDIO CONNECT LTD., Rm. 1501/:i Ban Chang Glas Haus Bldg., 1Sukhumvit Road Soi 25, Bangkok 10110, Thailand
Tel. (+66) 2260 6070, Fax (+66) 2260 6071, E-mail: vifadact@loxinfo.co.th, www.DACT.com
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DACT

High quality audio parts
and services

UNITED KINGDOM
AucleeCom (
UKy
Tel. ( 01834) 842 803
Fax (01834) 842 804
Auctocom@
connect-wales.co.uk

Made in Denmark

DANISH

DANISH AUDIO CONNECT

Trione Supply Japan Ltd.
Tel.: (489) 78 7109
Fax. (489) 78 7309
E-mail:
triooe@
posefice net.co.jp
SINGAPORg
Zenn Autio Electronics
Tel.:
443 2473
Fax
443 2479
E-nil:
zenn@pacific.net.sg
FRANCE
Nexi Aucio
Tel: (04. 90 56 76 82
Fax (04. 90 56 76 82
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25-26 September 1999
Novotel, London Hammersmith, 1 Shortlands,
London W6 8DR ENGLAND
23-24 September (Trade Only)

PUBLIC OPENING HOURS

Saturday 25th and Sunday 26th September 1999, 10am-6pm. Public admission: £5.00, o£3.00 if booked in advance via the ticket hotline, but FREE to visitors who have the
FREE- ENTRY coupon carried in the October issue of Hi Fi News & Record Review.
(on sale Friday 3rd September)
p.

ta4,1
à

HOW TO GET TO THE SHOW

The Novotel is served by Hammersmith tube Station ( District, Piccadilly, Hammersmith & City lines).
Buses serve Hammersmith from in and around Central London.

"lb
11 4
. 1,9-11,

Advanced Admission
Ticket
Hotline
0181-774
0798
£5.00 on the door or £3.00 in advance
For further information contact: Janet Belton, Exhibitions Manager, Link House Magazines, Link House,

Jr.

Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA ENGLAND. Tel: + 44 ( 0) 181-774 0847. Fax: + 44 ( 0) 181-781 1158
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FREE admission to
THE

SHOW

section headed by an interview with Matthias
Bamert and packed with new CD reviews covering
all
music genres, there will be aspecial prize
Novotel London West
23-26 September 1999
competition in which you can win some superb
Acoustic Energy loudspeakers. Last but not least,
we'll
be offering up-to-the-minute stop- press news
NEXT MONTH we review Musical Fidelity's muchof
upcoming
launches at The Hi -Fi Show, which is
vaunted A3 amplifier, plus arange of key CD
open
to
the
public
on 25 and 26 September... and
players for the new season, plus some exciting A/V
above all, the magazine will carry aspecial FREEand surround- sound products. Loudspeakers tested
range from B&W's '
affordable Nautilus' models to a ENTRY TICKET, saving you the £5.00 admission
charge. Don't miss HFN/RR's October issue, on sale
new introduction by OreIle and ahigh-end design
Friday, 3 September.
from Wilson Benesch. Other test reports will cover
the remarkably cost-effective ProJect turntable, the
innovative 'error correcting' Cyrus power amplifier,
and much more besides. There'll also be apractical
investigation into the sound of Digital Radio
(formerly known as Digital Audio Broadcasting). In
addition to all our usual features, aRecord Review
I+F I
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The ' Radio
Ballads'
date back
to a time
when — can
you imagine
it? — the
BBC was
run by
idealists

The 8CD set
The Radio
Ballads' is on
Topic Records
TSCD 801-8
146

T

hink back — way back —
before British radio became the
exclusive preserve of formercelebrity presenters who frequently
seem neither to know nor care about
the soulless shows they've been
selected to front, by virtue of once
having enjoyed 15 minutes of fame.
If you're too young to think that
far back, try to imagine it. Imagine
all the way back to a time when
radio was a sparky new idea and
people got excited about it. People
wanted to use it to make the world
better, to spread information, to
excite other minds. Even the people
in charge of radio — and Iknow this
is hard to believe — had ideals. Lord
Reith, the first big boss of the BBC,
declared that it must ` educate,
inform and entertain'.
A newly issued set of eight CDs,
The Radio Ballads, can transport you
right back there. Back in 1957, the
idea for the first Radio Ballad, The
Ballad Of John Axon, was as
revolutionary as it was beautiful in
its honest simplicity. This was an era
when the BBC spoke with one voice,
and that voice had a plum in its
mouth. Regional accents were

almost unheard on the airwaves,
because it was felt that a
standardised, clearly-spoken form of
English which everybody could
understand was agood thing.
For The Ballad Of John Axon,
however, BBC producer Charles
Parker decided that the cultured
tones of Auntie's announcers and actors would not do. John Axon, you
see, was a real man, a Stockport
train driver who had died in a
spectacular and tragic train smash
just weeks before Parker decided to
put the programme together.
Parker called in folk singer and
songwriter Ewan MacColl who, after
conducting the necessary interviews,
opted to tell the train driver's story
in atotally new way, using only the
voices of Axon's family, friends and
co-workers, rich in their local
dialect, and entirely appropriate to
the circumstances of the man's
life.
MacColl also provided the story
with its own music: asequence of
specially composed songs based
on the interviews. Folk songs,
unlike the pop or rock of the era,
had a long tradition of storytelling, and often dealt with the
struggles of working people,
which
made
MacColl's
compositions a perfect match
for the subject.
To the songs and voices,
Parker felt he could justifiably
add
sound- effects:
the
authentic sounds of trains;
wind and rain; people at work and
more. The resulting documentary
was unlike anything which had ever
been heard on radio and, it's fair to
say, established many of the
techniques which remain staples of
documentary programme-making to
this day.
Encouraged by overwhelmingly
enthusiastic listener reactions to The
Ballad Of John Axon, Parker,
MacColl and the team went on to
make seven more Radio Ballads,
exploring such themes as teenage
life, travelling people, boxing, the
mining and fishing industries, the
building of Britain's first motorway
(The MO, and one of the most
harrowing and moving pieces of
radio ever conceived, The Body Blow,
in which five sufferers speak about
coping with polio.
Like any art-form in its first flush
of excitement, The Radio Ballads
had apassionate intensity that easily
crosses the four decades since they
were made.
Think of how
exhilarating the first Elvis Presley
sides were at Sun before he moved
to RCA to produce pop pap for the
masses. Think of Hendrix before the
system and the acid destroyed his
vision. Think of the early Bob

Dylan. That same intensity, that
same feeling of breaking new
ground, digging deeper than anyone
before (or since), is still preserved
right here in these astonishing CDs.
Nobody makes radio like this now.
The Radio Ballads can be enjoyed
on so many levels. Start, if you will,
with the music. The musicians who
worked on the programmes, apart
from MacColl himself, read like a
roll-call of folk greats from the era:
Peggy Seeger (various exotic stringed
instruments); Dave Swarbrick
(fiddle); Alf Edwards (concertina);
Alfie Khan (harmonica/tin whistle);
plus such great singers as Ian
Campbell, Isla Cameron and Jimmy
MacGregor.
But the music is just one aspect of
the Radio Ballads. These CDs are
living documents of British life in the
1950s. And they're superbly told
stories. They're also — given that
Charles Parker edited them together
with razor and adhesive tape from
single track recordings — quite
astonishing pieces
of audio
craftsmanship.
The only problem with the Radio
Ballads is that they're almost too real.
In the ' 90s, where the bottom line
has become an ugly shapeless
squiggle compounded of massmarket fantasies about instant fame,
instant cash and instant image, these
CDs can be hard to take.
You see, the Radio Ballads are
about celebrating the real lives of
ordinary people and, tragically,
we've become so jaded that we can
no longer see the difference between
that and You've Been Framed, The
Big Breakfast or Graham Norton.
Bear with me while Istruggle to spell
it out. Radio and TV today is
increasingly about celebrating the
banal, the stupid, the racist, the
nihilist, the clever-dick, the perverse,
the thoughtless, the cruel and the
surgically-enhanced. It's the world of
people who have given up dealing
with reality.
In that world, the word ' survivor'
means a pop or movie star who,
despite having used income
generated by ordinary people to
escape from reality by buying and
consuming vast amounts of drugs, is
still, at some sub- human level,
functioning.
In the world of the Radio Ballads,
a survivor is any individual who
copes with the ecstatic delights,
mind- boggling complexities and
unjustifiable tragedies of ordinary
life, yet manages to maintain a
certain amount of personal integrity,
good humour and affection for other
living beings. That can be a hard
concept to get to grips with, but
believe me, it's worth the effort.
Johnny Black
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In the crowded selection of high- end loudspeaker
companies, aclear choice is illuminated by
Revel's unique development and manufacturing
process. No other company so rigorously explores
the way you hear, and how aloudspeaker will
interact with your room. Research has shown that
what you hear when listening to music at home is
the result of not just the direct sound from the
speaker, but also the sound from around the
loudspeaker that reaches the listener via
reflections off the ceiling, walls and floor.
Revel's psychoacoustic research has aprofound
impact on the way we build loudspeakers. Revel's
research and design process is so significant that
the Academy Advancing High Performance Audio
and Video selected it for the coveted " Golden
Note" award for Most Innovative Technology".
Our revolutionary approach to loudspeaker design
means your better insured to enjoy your music
and movies in your home over awider range of
listening positions.
The new Revel Salon breaks new ground in both
transducer technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using laser
interferometry. to the durable, high gloss paint
finish, to real wood veneer or aluminium side
panels, to the proprietary transducers designed
and built in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the Revel Salon .
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to audition
them for yourself, to see and hear the most
technically advanced and musically accurate
loudspeaker systems available.

For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier

REVEL.

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Pork Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk
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The new Chord SPM 1206C

Only Chord could better
the SPM 1200B.
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The SPM 1200C.
Chord's 3rd Generation
Power Amplifier.
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